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Now you can select from the world of test and
measurement equipment as never before ...
instantly.
Today you can directly access a stockholding
of £110 million worth of the highest quality
second user equipment from over 50 of the

world's major manufacturers ... and eat a
price you can afford and trust.
Yes, trust. Because when lnstrumex say
quality it also means trust. For not only has
every stock item been regularly serviced and
comes with a free calibration certificate if
required, but also carries a full parts and
labour warranty of 3 months for computer
equipment and 12 months for test and
measurement equipment.
Our product range itself is enormous, it offers
you the widest selection of equipment in
Europe ... these are just a few examples:
SENSION DPR-2

Demand Profile Recorder

£1150

HP,9816S*MINT'

Desktop Computer

f2250

SOL 7150

D.M.M.

HP.1630D

Logic Analyser

£3500

HP.4951C-102

Protocol Analyser

£4100

HP,7440A/001*MINT* Colorpro Plotter - RS232

Bird Elementkit

For 40 Series

HP.7475A/001*MINT* A3 Plotter - RS232

£500

£695
£175

£1050

TEK 2445

150MHz Oscilloscope

£1950

MARCONI 2022

1GHz Signal Generator

£2100

MARCONI 2610

True RMS Voltmeter

£950

HP.86242D

5.9 to 9 GHz Plug-in

£2150

HP.2686A

Laserjet Printer

£950

HITACHI DISTRIBUT ED PRODUCTS
HITACHI.V1060K

100MHz Scope. 2 Channel

£1195

HITACHI.V1100AK

100MHz Scope, 4 Channel

£1795

HITACHI, V223K

20MHz Scope. 1mV

£475

Sensitivity

Prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

So call now and talk to one of our friendly and
experienced technical sales engineers and find
out how we can help you meet your immediate
and future equipment needs.

European Distribution Centre
Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley
Berkshire SL3 8AL, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 01 897 2434
Or you can call one of our

regional offices:Munich 089.2021021
Paris 1.69285829
Aberdeen 0224.899522
Manchester 061.9736251

INSTRUMEX

Equipment Sales Division of Instrument Rentals (U K Ltd
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dreams - at prices you can afford!
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iliFF AIR FREQUENCY STANDARDS
NPLTRACEABLE -Now you have a choice!
Use the new QUARTZLOCK model 2A or 2A-01 now and after the change to 198 kHz to calibrate
TIMERS, COUNTERS, FREQUENCY METERS, SYNTHESIZERS, RADIO TELEPHONE TEST SYSTEMS
If you have five of the above instruments to calibrate,2A or 2A-01 is cost effective IMMEDIATELY!
The new QUARTZLOCK model 2A features:
MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz ttl outputs
01 x 10-" long term accuracy NPL TRACEABLE
01 x 10 -sand 1 x 10-10 short and medium term accuracy
0 Reliable 24 hour operation (Not MSF dependent)
0 No frequency jitter 0 No warm-up 0 No ageing
0 No VCO adjustments 0 High noise immunity
0 Use to VHF as calibrator
0198/200 kHz 'CORE' output gives ultimate reference certainty
0 Autolocking 0 No temperature effects 0 No price change

The new QUARTZLOCK 2A-01 with the above features plus:
0 Level, stable, very low distortion sinewave outputs

1 MHz and 10 MHz

O Better than -50 dBc harmonic distortion
O +10 dBm ± 0.05 dB 0/P 0 Output inhibited if unlocked
0 Option output frequency you can specify at modest additional cost
Matching products include: 0 Active antenna 0 0.01 Hz -1 MHz divider
in 1,2,5 and 10 steps 0 Master quartz oscillator 0 Distribution amplifier

0 Uninterruptable/field PSU 0 Af meter 0 A 0 meter

DARTINGTON FREQUENCY STANDARDS
MOOR ROAD STAVERTON DEVON T09 6PB ENGLAND
Telephone: 080426 282 Telex: 42928 A/B WETRAV G (QUARTZLOCK)
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It has been said - indeed, in our own columns- that there are literates and
numerates, but not many literate numerates. Engineers, runs the common
comment, might be brilliant at explaining the operation of the newest better
mouse -trap by means of circuit diagrams and flow charts, but less than breathtaking
when they have to describe it in words. Their lack of education in the skills of written
communication has failed them.
Countering this criticism, those whose facility resides in doing rather than writing
claim that, if their use of the diagram and flow chart provides a clear description of the
mouse -trap, then they have suceeded in communicating and have no need of a
polished prose style.
Both these arguments are, of course, simplistic: the first being the result of
generalization and the second of reduction almost to absurdity. Engineers have
probably been practical, green -fingered types since early youth, with only a
long -way -second interest in "the arts", including writing, but nevertheless are able to
express themselves in prose of one standard or another: and it is not sufficient to rely
solely on pictures when explaining one's work to the public or even to the
management.
The fact remains that the early education of both engineers and arts people has
indeed failed them. While engineers can, as has already been mentioned, express
themselves in prose to some extent and arts people have been known to exhibit an
interest in science and engineering, there is still a divide and the inability to use the
written language in an effective and attractive manner exists on both sides of it. Since
the teaching of young children started to go wrong in the 1950s, English being
considered unimportant and mathematics mis-taught to such an extent that vast
numbers of people in their thirties and younger are hard put to it to add fifteen per cent
v.a.t. to a hundred pounds, it seems that only an innate interest in a subject has
allowed success in its study, the others being too difficult to progress in against a
headwind of misguided teaching practices forced on teachers by"forward-thinking"
educationalists.
These comments themselves are clearly over -simplified generalities, but contain a
core of fact. There are outstanding schools and many outstanding teachers, but the
base from which they stand out is plainly very low indeed.
Articles submitted to this journal are, in the main, successful at communicating
their content. but some are far from easy to read and are unattractive. The comment
applies over the whole spectrum of contributors: some of those who have a valuable
point to make send in material which is badly written, scrappy, disorganized and
generally presented in a manner which verges on the insulting, allegedly literate arts
graduates being little, if any, better than their more practical brethen. The impression
that must be gained from such experience is that the English language simply has not
been properly taught.
David Brancher, writing in The Times for 26 November, 1987, expresses the opinion
that a major corporation and a good university should co-operate in developing a
"communications -competence" module, to be taught in universities. He goes on to
say that "..any graduate who had taken the module, and passed well, would be
interviewed by (the corporation) on the milk round, as a matter of priority". Surely, if
the student has arrived at the age of 18 or so without the ability to communicate in
words or pictures, one might begin to wonder what he is doing at university and how
his teachers at primary and secondary schoolswhiled away the time during English
and science classes. The time for learning "communication" is between the ages of 5
and 18 and it is an indictment of British post -War education that this is even a matter
for discussion.
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Second User Sales
means First Rate deals.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

when you buy our re -furbished, re -calibrated instruments
from the world's leading manufacturers.
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Price£

NTEL

Portable Development System
Add on Disk Drive
EMV/Prom Programmer Adapter
8051 Emulation Vehicle
Enhanced version of above
Prom Programming Module
Prom Programming Module
Universal Prom Programmer
Universal Prom Programmer
Series II Development System
Dual Floppy Disk Subsystem
Series II to Series III Upgrade
Expansion Cnassis
35Mb Winchester Disk Subsystem
8048/49/50 In Circuit Emulator
8051 In Circuit Emulator
8085 In Circuit Emulator
8086 In Circuit Emulator
8088 In Circuit Emulator

895
490
65
245
1495

MOTOROLA
EXORSET 100
EXORSET 165
MVME 10
M68KHDS402A
c w M68020POD

6809 S/W Development System
6809 S/W Development System
680X0 Development System
68020 Emulation for use with VME 10

1200
1990

MVME SYS 319
M68KRDS2 2

VME Development System
Remote Development Unit

3615
250

Stand Alone 8051 Emulator

2250

PDS 100
PDS 130
PDS 140
PDS EMV51

PDS EMV51A
UPF 27/128
UPF 87/51
UP 200
UP 201

MDX 225B
MDX 720B
MDX 557
MDX 201

MDX 750B
CE 49
CE 51

CE 85A
CE 86A
CE 88A

55
145
115

795
690
685
845
350
1495

800
990
595
535
690

8115
3315

ASHLING
A51

GOULD
9508S
XEZ80A

AT LAST! Over 50 Generic Device Types.
1-2508/10ms
2-2508/50ms
3-2516.10ms

16-27648
17.27128
18-27128A
19.27256
20-27256/21V
21-27512
22-27513
23-87C64
24.87C256
25-8755
26.87558
27.8355'
28-8746

4-251660rns
5.253210ms
6.2532,50ms
7-2564/10ms
8-2564,50ms
9-2758
10-2716
11.2732
12-2732AI Oms
13-27328. 5Orns

14 2-64,50r,

.

.

.

.

.

.

44.8051'
45-8052'
46.8044*
47.87C51
48.63701V
49-63701X
50-65705V
51-63705Z

34-874t
35-8742
36.8041'
37-8042'
38-8048'
39-8049'
40.8050'
41-8751

'READ ONLY

42 8752 21V

at a price to suit any budget!

THE MOP ELECTRONICS MODEL
18 PROM PROGRAMMER
* Automatic Data Rate setting 300-19.200 Baud.
* Two independent Communications Protocols built in.
* Terminal Mode Protocol.
Use any host computer with RS232 port and Terminal Emulator.
* Host Computer Protocol.
Use our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Package
available for all MS-DOS. PC -DOS and CP/M-80 computers.
* No personality modules to install, no switches to set.
* Fast interact ire algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
* Upgradable for future types.
* Designed. manufactured and supported in the UK. 'EX -STOCK!
* Comprehensive 60 page User Manual.
* n.b. Devices other than 24/28 pin require low cost socket adapter

Microsystem Emulator
Z80 In Circuit Emulator
6801 In Circuit Emulator

995
370
995

8300E15, P17
8300E06,1..06

Development System C/W 16K and RTT
8086/88 Emulator and Probe (8540)
8085 Emulator and Probe (8540)

668
595

ZAX
ICD-178-8048
ICD-178-8086 88
ICD-278-Z80

In Circuit Emulator
In Circuit Emulator
In Circuit Emulator

2795
3975
2735
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ZILOG
ZDS1 /40
ZSCAN

Z80 Development System
Z8001 /2 Stand Alone Emulator

995
1785

REMOTE MONITORING
& CONTROL STATIONS

XE6801

TEKTRONIX
8002A

150

O.P.T.E.
HEWLETT PACKARD
Logic Analyser
Logic Analyser
Thinkiel Printer
Thermal Printer
Channel Selector
Digital Signal Generator
Protocol Analyser
Protocol Analyser
Protocol Analyser
Protocol Analyser
Protocol Analyser
LAN Analyser
Signature Multimeter
Switched Attenuator
20Mb Winchester Disk Drive

1630G
1631D

2225AU
2671G
3777A
3780A
4951B
4951C
4952A
4953A
4955A
4971S

50058
8495H
9133H

5095
4995
250
595
1995
3595
3695
3990
6250
7950
11400
17995
1495
395
1800

FLUKE
4995

Instrument Controller

1722A

TEKTRONIX
4041

TEKELEC
CHAMELEON II

System Controller

4500

Protocol Analyser

11995

BRUEL 8 KJAER
495

2209

Sound Level Meter

FRANKLYN
3600

Mains Analyser

1250

Digital IC Tester

295

MICROTEK
MATE T900

For up-to-date list and prices contact
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SECOND USER SALES
Park House. Downmill Road, Bracknell, Berks.

0344 411011
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43-8744

29-8749
30.8750
31-8748H
32-8749H
33-8750H
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Write or telephone for further details:
ELECTRONICS, 22 RINGSBURY CLOSE, PURTON,
SWINDON SN5 9DE. Telephone: 0666 825146

for Industry, Science, Commerce and Education
TYPE 1: DIGITAL I/Ps (WITH COUNTERS); 8 DIGITAL 0/Ps

TYPE 2: 16 DIGITAL I/Ps; 16 DIGITAL 0/Ps
TYPE 3: 32 DIGITAL I/Ps
TYPE 4: 8 DIGITAL I/P's; 8 DIGITAL 0/Ps; 8 ANALOGUE I/Ps

Two interface options are available, either with RS232
interface for use in solitary applications, or with RS485
interface, allowing up to 16 stations to be distributed
along a single twisted pair cable.

The stations are easily interrogated and controlled from a
RS232 equipped host computer using printable ASCII
codes. A low cost RS232 to RS485 converter unit (for the
distributed systems) and a control program on 5.25 disc
for IBM-PC compatible computers are available.
Stations are housed in an IP55-sealed enclosure and have
optoisolated inputs (which can be configured as counters),

solid state switch outputs, a microprocessor watchdog
circuit for high reliability and are supplied with a 12 month
guarantee. Prices range from £365 to £560.
details available
welcome.
Full

upon

request.

Export

enquiries

CONTROL & DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY LTD
BROOKSIDE, S. KILVINGTON, THIRSK, N. YORKS Y07 2NL.
TEL: 0845 22918
ENTER S ON REPLY CARD
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Convolution -time -domain
signal processing
Modern signal processing requires discrete -time versions
of sampled -data systems and signals.
HOWARD J. HUTCHINGS
Historically, signal processing in the
time domain has been avoided and
the equivalent operation carried out
in the complex frequency domain. But mod-

ern signal processing is compelling engineers to revise traditional methods and
concentrate on discrete -time versions of
sampled -data systems and signals. This
approach is particularly rewarding because
it unifies the signal processing operations in
time and frequency domains.

Consider for example the dynamic behaviour of a linear system described by a
differential equation in the time domain; it
can be modelled either by a Laplace transform in the complex frequency domain, or
by a Fourier transform in the frequency
domain. Similarly, the dynamic behaviour of

s -domain and

Time domain
x(t)

410 )(Is)

y(t).x(t)* hit)

hit)

s.jw

Fig.1. Time domain convolution and the
equivalent signal processing operation in

the complex frequency and frequency

F

Hljw)

Xljw)

YOU= X( jw1H ljw)

domains.

Time domain

Complex frequency domain
LT

fit)

Original signal

F(s)

I

by a z transform in the z domain.

In each of these examples the time -

jot

domain behaviour may be determined by the

solution or inspection of the appropriate
time -domain model. This article describes
the operation of convolution and explains
how it provides a time -domain solution of

Y(s)=Xls)Hls)

I-H(s)

IFT

a sampled -data system is described by a
difference equation in the time domain and

domain

JW

LT.

Fig.3. Frequency shifting rule.
Replace

s

by s.a

LT

Modified what

eat fit)

There is no distinction between the La-

fit)

F Is)

place transform of signals and systems. This
becomes clear when you examine the effect
of applying a decaying exponential signal to

eltf (t)

F lsal

the dynamic behaviour of both analogue and
sampled data systems, Fig.l.
isi/cR)2

transform tet/CR

oc

Fls+o)

N.

Consider the romp- func tion

f it) =t

the first -order system. Initially the signal
transform

processing will be accomplished in the complex frequency domain, Fig.2.

ligrigi

t

Fig.4(a). To obtain the time -domain response
use the frequency shifting rule. Fig.4b From equation (1)
in the text it should be clear that

Sys tern
R

xr74f

x(t). eat

Transfer function

Transform

xis).

H

sci

y(s).X1s) Hls)

the sense that the system impulse

response is identical to the characteristics
of the signal.
Clearly, the system's response is obtained
by the operation of multiplication. This is
equivalent to the operation of convolution in

the time domain as the following contrasting examples illustrate.
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multiplication of the original time domain

y(s)s+1/CR
1/CR s+ 1/CR

Now consider signal -processing in the

1

1/CR

Fig.2. The signal and system are matched

the transform, the effect corresponds to
signal by Cal, Figs 3-5.

y(s)-(s+1/CR)2

0=1 /CR

in

Consider first signal processing in the
complex frequency domain,

time domain. Convolution is the name given
(1)

To obtain the form of the time domain
response it is expedient to use the frequency shifting rule together with a table of Laplace

transform pairs'.
In a previous article' I demonstrated that

a shift or delay of T seconds in the time

to the ordered combination of multiplication and summation. The analogue operation of convolution is particularly unpleasant and difficult to visualize. Convolu-

tion of two continuous functions x(t) and
h(t) is defined by the integral,

x(t)*h(t)=

domain gives rise to a multiplication by e-sT
in the complex frequency domain. A similar

pattern exists for the frequency -shifting
rule. Ifs is replaced by s+a in each term of

=

f-x
f

x(T)hlt-TkIT

h(7)X(t-ThiT
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s - /Diane
Jw

Double pole at

the origin
t

\

0

1/s2

iw
Pole shifted

to the left \1
by1/CR units(
t

11

1

ls.1/CR12

CR

Fig.5 The Laplace transform of the ramp
function t-'/s2 gives rise to a double pole
at the origin of the s plane. The frequency
shifting rule has the effect of moving the
poles to the left by VcR units.

Where the asterisk denotes the operation of
convolution. Dummy variable 'T symbolises

excitation time, while the real variable t
symbolises response time. The mathematical

scaffolding states; multiply the input

signal x(T) by the time -reversed impulse
response h(t-T). Finally integrate the product over all time.

Applying the convolution integral to the
signal and circuit shown in Fig.2,

y(0=x(t).h(t)
where,

x(t1=e-m h(t)=1/CRe-q"
and,

y(t)= J x(T)h(t -T)di
-oc

= fe-T".1/CRe- (L-L-r)dT
CR

0
e

-OCR

re-wcaeTicsd7

There is little that can be done to improve a blurred image by optical means but when the
image is represented in digital form, the information can be manipulated mathematical-

ly. These blurred images, produced by a rotating camera, were deblurred using a
convolution filter developed by Smith Associates of Guildford. The convolution filter is
part of a high-speed image processing computer.

CR

=e

-VCR

t
'Tj 0

CR

Finally, the processed output is

t

Y(t)=-_e
CR

-VCR

Compare this result achieved by time domain convolution with the equivalent
operation carried out in the complex frequency domain.
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Musk through Midi: using Midi to create

ISONs; OSI and message -handling systems;

your own electronic music system, by

and the integrated broadband networks of

Michael Boom. Microsoft Press, £17.95.
Non -technical introduction to the musical

the future. Soft covers, 323 pages.

look at four practical Midi systems: in a

Data communications and networks edited
by R. L. Brewster. Peter Peregrinus for the
IEE, £25. Detailed survey of present-day
data communications and networks and a

recording studio, on the stage, in a college's

look into the future, with contributions

electronic music laboratory, and at home

from Plessey, Case Communications, STC,
BT and universities. First principles; modems; transmission standards and interfaces;
information services; local area networks;
the UK ISDN; ISDN international standards;
wide area networks; multiplexers and con-

instrument digital interface and computer controlled music -making, with a detailed

with a composer. Soft covers, 304 pages.

1. Hutchings H.J., Closing the loop (Ls and z
domain representation of delayed signals), Electronics and Wireless World. January 1988. p.44.

Howard Hutchings is a senior lecturer with
Humberside College of Higher Education and a
part-time tutor with the Open University.
In his next article. Howard describes the digital system equivalent of the first -order low-pass filter.
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Computers and Telecommunications Networks by Michael Purser (Trinity College,
Dublin). Blackwell Scientific Publications,
£18.50. Lucid guide to the converging tech-

nologies of data processing and telecom- centrators; communicating terminals and
munications: an explanation of networks for distributed intelligence. Hard covers, 231
computer people. Sections cover basic con- pages including index (text is reproduced
cepts and switching techniques; store -and - from camera-ready typescript); number 16
forward systems; local area networks; in the IEE's telecommunications series.
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
^1.111 -

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
PRICES FROM £203.93 (excluding VAT & carriage)
Prices
CCIRI3 £203.93
CCIRI3.1 £260.64

19" RACK MOUNT VHF/UHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
RICE AT ONLY £189.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

Power requirement
Video Input
Audio Input

- 240V 8 Watt (available other voltages)
- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohm

FM Sound Si -b -Carrie.-

- 6MHz (available 5 5MHz)

- 8V 600 Ohm

Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filter
Output (any channel 47.860MHz)
Vision to SoLnd Power Ratio
Intermodulation
Spurious Harmonic O.itput

- Negative

CCIR/3-I

- Specification as above but output level

- 38 9MHz
- 32.9MHz (available 33 4MHz)

- 50us

- 6dB

- +6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm

- 10 to
- Equal or less than 60dB
I

/I

- -40dB (80dB if fitted with TCFLI filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
60dBmV 1000mV Intermodulation 54dB

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR

Other Optiors Available

- I F Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output

PRICES FROM ONLY £104.53 (excluding VAT & carriage)

Alternative Applications

- CCTV Surveillance up to 100 TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera control
signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction,

302 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
A FC Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

- 45-290MHz. 470-860MHz
- ... / - 1.8 MHz

- IV 75 Ohm
- 75V 600 Ohm unbalanced
- 4 Ohms
Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BG

- Channel selection via remote switching.

Options

Crystal Controlled Tuner
Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

- 240V
Power Requirement
- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms
Video Input
- IV rms 30K Ohms Adjustable 4 to l.2
Audio Input
- 10 to
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
- 6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz
Output
- Negative
Modulation
- 6MHz or 5 5MHz
Audio Sub -Carrier
- 25 Deg temperature change 150KHz
Frequency Stability
- less than 60dB
Intermodulation
- sous
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Double Sideband Modulatonunwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4
Combiner/Leveller)
I

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER

to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

TSKO

1 Modulator
2 Modulators
3 Modulators
4 Modulators
5 Modulators

£104.53
£159.99
£226.28
£292.56
£358.85

2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
4 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enablzs up to 4 x TCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND
ENTER 54 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

RALFE
ELECTRONICS
CHAPEL SIRE ET LONDON NW1

10KHz to 1024MHz
AM/FM SIGNAL GENERATOR

,-

-;

=

01111/4,

Microprocessor controlled AM/FM signal generator TF2017
Superb specification. Dem use only. 10KHz-1024MHz
£6000
£75
TF1020A RF power meter 0-100W 250MHz
TF1152A/1 RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz
£75
£350
TF1066B/6 AM/FM signal generator 10-470MHz
TF1245/1246 0 -Meter and oscillator
£500
TF200213/2170B AM/FM signal gen 10KHz-88MHz
C500
£325
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz
£325
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz
£600
TF2016/2173 AM/FM signal gen 10KHz-120MHz
£850
TF2020 AM/FM synth' signal gen' 50K-520MHz
TF2092C noise receiver. Some filters available
£350
£100
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-111db in 0 1db steps
£450
TF2167 RF amplifier 0.05-80MHz 47db gain
£200
TF2000 AF signal source/monitored attenuator
£250
TF2300 modulation meter AM/FM to 1GHz
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1 5KHz fsd
£350
£450
TF2300B modulation meter as above
0325
TF2303 modulation meter AM/FM 2 5-520MHz
C425
TF2304 modulation meter automatic
TF2331 distortion meter
£350
£650
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
TF2430 frequency counter 80MHz 7 digits
£75
£150
TF2501 power meter 0.3W fsd DC-1GHz
£75
TF2600 millivoltmeter AF 1mV-300V I sd
£175
TF2600B video voltmeter 1 mV -300V fsd
£150
TF2604 electronic multi -meter
£400
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
£750
2828A digital simulator
£750
2829 digital analyser
0275
2833 digital in -line monitor
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse & bar generator
0250
TF2908 blanking & sync mixer
£250
£850
TF2950/5 mobile radio test set
£350
6460 RF power meter
£495
6460/6420 power meter/microwave head
£75
TF893A audio power meter 1mW-10W fsd
£195
TF995/4/5 AM/FM signal generator 1 5-220MHz
£250
TF99513/5 AM/FM signal generator 0 2-220MHz

rr

ISEEL.10'
-
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-

PPP

HP8559A 10MHz-21GHz spectrum
analyser plug-in.
£6950 including 182T main-frame.

ADVANCE BRM40 30 PSU 0-40V 30A
£350
AVO B151 RCL bridge
£295
AC/DC Electronics electronic load to 200 amps
£500
BIRD 43 wattmeters
£75
BIRD 4370 standard RF wattmeter
£250
DL905 transient recorder c/w X Y display
£295
BRUEL & KJAER 1013 BFO
£225
BRUEL & KJAER 1521 comparator bridge
£125
BRUEL & KJAER 2209 sound level meter
C375
FLUKE 8600A digital multimeter 41/2 digits
£350
GEN RAD 1390B tone -burst generator
£150
GEN RAD 1606B RF bridge
£295
GREEN 2601 RF wattmeter 0.3-300W to 500MHz
£200
LEADER TV pattern generator colour. LCG392
£200
LEVELL TG66A decade oscillator
£150
ONEAC 3KW mains conditioner
£250
SCOPES-Tek, Telequipment, HP. Trio, Hameg etc in stock
SCHLUMBERGER remote -controlled RF attenuator
C250
RACAL 9081 AM/FM signal generator 1.5-520MHz
£1500
RACAL -DANA 9083 2 -Tone signal source
£350
RACAL -DANA 9084/9934A sig gen/GPIB i/f ace 104MHz
£2500
RACAL -DANA 9301A RF millivolt meter. 1 5GHz
£395
RACAL -DANA 9303 digital RF mVmeter c/w 2 head
£950
£195
TELONIC Rholector
TEKTRONIX 7511 sampling plug-in unit
£750
TEKTRONIX S1 and S2 sampling heads £500
£600
TEKTRONIX 7L12 1800MHz spectrum analyser unit £4500
TEXSCAN WB711 0-500MHz sweep generator
£495
WAYNE KERR 8642 auto -balance bridge
£295
WAYNE KERR B905 automatic precision bridge
£1500
WILTRON 350 phase meter 10Hz-2MHz
£295
ALL OUR EQUIPMENT

.11111111.P

rit

IS

SOLD

IN

EXCELLENT.

1122A power unit for let probes
116028 transistor fixture
1730A storage oscilloscope 20MHz
3325A synthesizer/function generator
334A distortion meter
355E & F attenuators. pair
400F voltmeter 100uV-300V fsd
4204A digital audio oscillator
435A/8481A RF power meter/head
4800A vector impedance meter
5300A 50MHz counter 6 digits
608F AM signal generator UHF
8004 pulse generator
8007B pulse generator
8407A/8412A network analyser/phase-mag display
8061A sweep generator 0.1-110MHz
8733A pin modulator
8745A S -parameter test set

£195
£395
£300
£1950
£850
£150
£350
£250
£750
£250
C100

£195
£195
£495
£995
£850
£250
£250

COMPARE

MIX N
MATCH,
1.

OUR
PRICES,

£950

141T storage main-frame

£1500
85528 I.F.unit
£1000
8553B 110MHz analyser unit
£2000
8554B 1250MHz analyser unit
SPECIAL OFFER: 140S/8552B/8554B complete 1250MHz

system lust £2750.

FULLY

FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE OUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

Tektronix 7L12 spectrum analyser plug-in unit 0.1-1800MHz.
£4500
Need a mainframe for d7 - no problem. order now for a free
7000 -series frame AND time -base plug-in unit.

4
ENTER 25 ON REPLY CARD

COMMERCIAL QUALITY
SCANNING RECEIVER

MULTIMETERS

Cait

Affordable
Accuracy
A comprehensive range of
quality Multimeters at very
competitive prices
The IC -R7000, advanced technology, contmous coverage communications receive'

DIGITAL

has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,

All models feature full ranges. 31/2 digit
0 5 in LCD. low battery indication, auto
zero and auto polarity, strong ABS
casing. 10 Amp range (except DM105),
overload protection Prices from E21.50
to E52.50. Battery. spare fuse, test leads
and manual included with each model.

Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by tut ning
the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds 0 1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it
,. , the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout
Is clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
RC 1? Int' ci ,,d ,'`mote controller, voice synthesizer and HP 1 headphones

0

Irnr

) lid. Tewl:e0i2h27d6t3!IriiTelebx 965179 ICOM G
Authorised!
MIS CommtonkoHouss Ltd. Cardiff. Tel 022224167.

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom dealer.1

IName/address/postcode:
I

Status:

Tel:

'Post to:Icons (UK) Ltd. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR j

ENTER 29 ON REPLY CARD
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DM105

fiA en
LA112U

A meter to suit all pockets.
including the one that holds the
wallet' Full complement of
ranges. 2V - lkV DC.
200V -750V AC. 2mA-2A DC
current and 2k 2M resistance
range Basic accuracy 0 5%

ANALOGUE
A choice of four meters with prices
ranging from £5.50 to £21 00 All
models include battery. test leads and
manual
Please add 15% VAT to all
prices and 70p for post and
packing.

Cirki

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

VISA

Phone or write for full
catalogue price El 20 to

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7N0.
Telephone (0992) 444111.
ENTER 64 ON REPLY CARD
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
provides free -running eight -bit parallel data
proportional to pressure. Calibration of the
circuit is easy and only a 5V supply is needed.
Reference and excitation voltages, which
are independent of supply changes above 5V,

VsSV

1:11014

0.5V

Vref

15V

68p
200

7

are provided by the LT1014 op -amp and
reference (or LM10). Reference voltage at
pin 9 of the ADC0804 a -to -d converter is

9

Vref /2

mV

LT1004

amplified to 1.5V so a full-scale output of all
ones occurs when converter input is 3V.

20k

10k

Ry
A

When input pressure is 300mmHg, a
senor excitation voltage of 4.2V results in a
differential sensor output of 12.6mV. Before
50

50R4
4 2V
2

entering the converter Vin(+ ) input, this
voltage is amplified to a level depending on
the setting of RG. Initial offset is adjusted by
RI.

Z5
3

On the digital side, data output is free

12

BP01

running; the only requirement is that the Wit

IC2

and INTR

12 6mV

Vin

10

28k7

signals must be momentarily

grounded or taken to logic low on power up.
For many applications, elaborate calibration of the BP01 non-invasive blood pressure
sensor is unnecessary since the difference

between its output voltage at zero and full
scale, nominally 15mV, is precalibrated to
within 1%. At OmmHg pressure input, output is within 3000 of OV.
Response time of the sensor is lms, its
peak -to -peak noise is 0.04mmlig and its
impedance is 4ki1, making it suitable for

R1

A ID

10k

Signal
Nylon
housing

conchtioning
ceramic

Leads for
electrical
connection

portable pressure monitoring apparatus.

Silica gel
--

Aluminium base
plate

protective
coating

SX series
sensor
:ackaqe

Seal

The data -communications line interface shown in the
photogiaph is BABT recognized and so reduces
modern design approval time.
essure
port B

Modem routines
Standard routines and demonstration pro-

Sensor for blood

grams for Rockwell signal -processor -based

pressure

disc from RCS Microsystems.

Semiconductor blood -pressure sensors are
more reliable than mechanical sensors since
they have no moving parts. They have better
long-term stability and they are more easily
interfaced to computers and -data loggers, as

modems are contained on an applications

The £30 disc - in IBM PC/XT/AT 360K
format - is intended to simplify the writing
of modem -driving software by providing
software designers with subroutines written
in 6500 code.

Demonstration programs included are

this circuit from the SenSym BP01 data

specifically for RCS Zero -One -Q and Eleven -

sheet shows.

Q computers but they can be modified to run
on other systems. Assembly language used is
for the Avocet macro cross -assembler.

Within a 0 to 300mmHg pressure input
range - the BP01 sensor's limits - the circuit
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
I Power -line disturbances

60
co

90

Of three publications covering aspects 01
mains interference, 'How to correct power line disturbances' is the latest. It deals with
types of interference, line monitoring and

E 120
1.J -150

-180
10

10k

1k

100

100k

methods of reducing interference.
Typical common -mode impulse -attenu-

ating capability of a high -quality isolation
transformer is shown in the top diagram.
The bottom diagram illustrates how isola-

FREQUENCY Hz)

tion transformer and d.c. power supply
R4

combine to yield normal -mode impulse attenuation over the full frequency range. Fortunately, well designed d.c. power supplies

exhibit considerable normal -mode noise attenuating capability.
Producer of the brochure, Dranetz, publishes two other notes on mains interference
called, 'Understanding power line disturb-

ances' and 'How to identify power line
disturbances'

125°C

8
7

6

Rectangular chip with thick film

5

4

Resul ant performance of both
1k

100

10k

Q5°C

100k

cic

3

cc
cc

2

125°C

65°C

with thin film

0

LO

Resistors for surface
mounting

Mini-MELF

95°C
65°C

1

W,

-2

cc

-65°C

Lit' -3

-4
-5
-6
-7

In applications where stability is more important than cost, thin-film resistors with a
vacuum -deposited metal film may be more
appropriate than thick -film types. 'How to
select SMD resistors for best efficiency'
discusses the merits of using Beyschlag

- 95°C

Rectangular chip with thick film

-8
- 125°C

200 000

100 000

OPERATING TIME I hours)

thin-film resistors against ordinary rectangular thick -film devices.

ADDRESSES

Long-term stability of resistance at various surface temperatures is shown in the
graph on the right. Figures for rectangular
chip capacitors are drawn from IEC draft

SenSym

RCS Microsystems
141 Uxbridge Road
Hampton Hill
Middlesex

Hi-Tek Electronics
Ditton Walk
Cambridge CB5 8QD TW12 1BL
01.979 2204
0223 213333

Dranetz Technologies. Inc. AVX Limited
Livingston Technical Sales AVX House
Livingston House
Manor Park
2.6 Queens Rd. Teddington Aldershot
Middlesex TW11 OLR
GU12 4RG
01-977 0022
0252 333851

Beyschlag
Trident Microsystems
Trident House
53 Ormside Way
Redhill, Surrey RH12 2LS
0737 65900

401C01620,1985.

Each electrode that

enters the capacitor
body acts like a wedge
forcing the capacitor
apart

Partial surface
crack starting
at or near the
termination

Side cracks starting near
or under the termination

Thermal shock in
surface -mounted
capacitors
Surface mounted components are directly
exposed to soldering temperatures. This
direct exposure causes reliability problems

when the temperature rises too rapidly,
especially with multilayer ceramic capacitors.
During a temperature transient, mechanical stress is unable to spread throughout
the component and fractures can occur. This

Termination

Electrodes

Ceramic

Isothermal lines

A micro crack starts at or just
under the ceramic
termination interface

is compounded by differences in thermal

.1101.
Full circular or elliptical
surface cracks

expansion coefficients and conductivities of
the various materials within the capacitor.

Reducing thermal stress in multilayer
capacitors is discussed in 'Surface mount
soldering techniques and thermal shock in
multilayer ceramic capacitors' from AVX;
two other recent publications related to this
are 'Factors responsible for thermal shock

Electrodes

Ceramic

Termination
Ceramic

Solder

fillet

behaviour of chip capacitors' and 'Tempera-

Solder
land

ture profiles: the key for proper surface mount assembly process control'.
Side cracks

Propagated micro

crack after
numerous power cycles
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Poynting the way
Another look at transmission lines
JOULES WATT

In many of my recent discussions, fact
has often shown up stranger than fiction. In the present case our slight

ENERGY OF THE SIGNAL

The salient features of this mathematical

modelling gave us the notation that div

transmission - and digital at that' - de-

telegraph workers, that the electrical energy
'goes in the wires' by current driven by the

measures the scalar source strength generating a vector field, while curl measures the
non -source ('closed loop') vector field that

veloped before telephony. The wheel has

e.m.f. But Maxwell's theory showed that

gives rise to another one always at right

turned full circle and we are back to sending

energy can be propagated in space with no
wires at all. This problem of what conveys
the energy still causes argument. The 'cir-

angles to the first.
In electromagnetic situations, we saw that

surprise rests on the fact that encoded data

messages by similar encoded digital

Most people still imagine, like the early

veying direct speech dominated the scene.
The early engineers placed wires, and even

cuit' view bases the energy flow on the

a curl field turns up only if we change the
generating vector field. Thus arose Max-

voltage -current product VI (watts) operating

well's equations No 1 and No2 in free space,

used wires with earth return to save mate-

in the circuit. It makes no assumptions

rials, alongside railway lines, on poles
around the towns and countryside and in
ducts underground. This is all a familiar

about what is the current - whether 'electrons' convey it, and so on. In other words,
the concept is only a simplified model. The
explanation is quite sufficient for simple
applications - wiring a house, operating
loudspeakers across the room, getting the

methods. In the interim, telephones con-

piece of history now. The whole telecomms
system went into very successful commer-

cial operation with hardly any theory of
signalling being properly understood. Work-

ers managed just about everything with
Ohm's Law - even sometimes without it. In
other words, the bulk of the earliest work
developed empirically.
Then came Maxwell2 with his promise of

wireless telegraphs and telephones.
Although an amazing revolution at the time,
and eventually put to very convenient use in
telecommunications, wireless propagation

and the earlier wired, or line, propagation
differed little in basic principles. Both used
electromagnetic waves, in the one case
'broadcast' to all and sundry, in the other,
guided along the conductors.

What really became significant in all the
methods of telecommunication turned out
to be the wider and wider frequency bandwidth needed as the rate of signalling went
up, together with the differing effects of the
propagation media on the various frequency
components in the signal. People only gradually realised the effects of these, although
we note the genius of Oliver Heaviside, who
fully grasped what delay and distortion produced by lines would do to the telegraph and
telephone signals as the speed of sending and
distances increased. Engineers soon experi-

enced these problems, especially with
undersea cable systems. Professor Pupin put

Heaviside's theory to use in equalizers,
which gave early line communication a new

brake lights working on the car. There are no
philosophical problems to worry about. Engineers are pragmatic, "If it works, then use
happens to theoreticians.
We never know if such models are 'true'.
In fact we suspect they probably are not, only
good enough for the job in hand. Mind you,
when the simplifying assumptions work and
become accepted, an august body of (usually) mathematical modelling and theory
builds up, to say nothing about conservative

professional bodies, which to the unwary
look very authoritative indeed. However
beautiful the theory, it only models the
situation in the way I mentioned - 'good
enough for the job in hand'.

In this context, other than the circuit
approach, there is another model, the 'field'
view of things in which the watts flow in the
space containing the E and H vector fields of
the signal, whether conductors figure in the
picture or not. We find the field view looked
upon as somehow more fundamental than
the circuit concept, which is often thought

of as a simplified field view for 'small'
circuits, i.e. those whose dimensions are
small relative to the wavelength of the E and
H waves. Any size circuit is 'small' for d.c., so
wave aspects do not surface at all. Yet even in
d.c. circuits there are electric and magnetic
(static) fields of course.

The other effect, the connection between
bandwidth/signalling rate and noise, eventually gave rise to whole new disciplines,
Communication and Information Theory.
But the understanding of such ideas and

Earlier I mentioned what Maxwell said' and
how Heaviside smartened up the notation

relationships came surprisingly late,

vector field theory'. From that revisionary

through the thinking of Hartley, Nyquist,

nibble at the ideas involved, the divergence
and curl turned out to be most significant.
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I.

cur1H=e0-aE e0, the permittivity,
at describes the capacitance of free space.
(farads rn-1)

No 2. curIE=-aH p.o, the permeabilat ity, is to do with
the inductance of
free space (henries

it" and leave the niceties of what really

lease of life.

Shannon and others3.

No

POYNTING THE WAY

and (with Willard Gibbs) gave us the modern

m-1)

In a medium such as the ionosphere, for ex-

ample. which conducts current, there will
be a conduction term in No 1, so we have,

curIH =

+ e°

aEat

You can see that No 2 states Faraday's Law,

in which Roll acts as a magnetic displacement current.

tric°

No.1 shows Maxwell's contribution, in

which he spotted that e -aE forms an elecat

displacement current.

We notice an important point arising from
either or both of these equations. The field E
must be at right angles to H at all places and
at all times, because the curl operation is a

vector product that always gives an ortho-

gonal result. If you remember this, then
sketches and mental pictures of fields in
space, waveguides, coax. cables, around aerials and so on, all have the E and H fields at
right angles.

In my earlier article", one theoretical
vector identity turned out to have great
importance in giving the wave equation,
namely,

curl curIA = grad divA - V2A
You will find that another one of these vector

expansion identities turns out to have very
useful properties35.

div (A x B) = B.curlA - A.curtB
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This is a scalar equation, because div of any

vector results in a scalar and the dot, or
scalar products on the right hand side, also
means a scalar result in each term.

Professor Poynting put this vector relation to good use in the case of electromagnetic wave radiation.

Place the vectors H (amps m-1 and E (volts
) into the relation so that we have,

div (E x H) = H.curIE - E.cur1H
But from Maxwell, we know curIE and curlH
in terms of the displacement currents,

div(Ex

aH- E.(0E +

=

al)
oat

Now from your elementary school calculus,
you might remember that if y = (x(0)2 then
dY

ittle
alikvia

Ground

Id)

c

= 2 x-dxDifferentiation of vectors pro-

planes

dt
dt.
ceeds the same way via the vector dot pro-

duct, so that we can re -write the first and
last terms on the right hand side above as,

- div (E x H) = -1p.

aH2

-aE2 + aE2
° at
Remember that in vectors, E.E = E2.

2

° at

+ -1

As engineers, we get a little kick of
satisfaction out of interpreting such modelling as this. Does the above vector equation
give us anything from an engineering point
of view? Remember the physical dimensions
of all the quantities. The conductivity of the
medium in the last term, a, has dimensions

siemens (for the old hands, "mhos") per
metre. E has units, volts per metre; there-

le)

rad1111140/
Ground plane conductor

E

If I
H

fore aE2 has units,
volts2

Fig. 1. In (a) the standard fields around the

1

parallel wire pair show the right angle

ohm
m
We know that V2/R gives watts dissipated in
a resistor as heat with V volts across it, so
aE2 means the watts dissipated by the EM

wave field per cubic metre at the point in
question.
Glance at the other terms. H has dimensions amps per metre, p., is the henries per
metre of the space so,
1

aH2

2 P- at
literally means "half the amps squared
times henries per unit volume, per second".

In other words, as LI2/2 gives the joules
stored in the field of an inductance, and
a

at

al
k2La

indicates the rate at which this energy is
stored, i.e. the watts flowing into space inductance. This means
1

aH2

2 /1° at
tells the story of the rate at which energy is
being stored in the inductance of space per
unit volume, by the growth of the magnetic
field there. Similarly
1

aE2

2*()Titgives the energy rate going into and stored
by,

the capacitance of space, per unit

volume.
From your knowledge of energy conservation, you can see that the total energy rate
going into storage and being dissipated as

heat in the unit volume described by the
right hand side of the above equation, must
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property of F and II well. Also evident is the
spreading out, and therefore the likelihood

of radiation losses and cross coupling
mean that its eft hand expression, that is div(E x H) describes the flow of this amount

of energy per second into the volume
through its boundary surface.
Notice the operation 'div' has dimensions

"per metre", and E producted with H (the

vector product is still a multiplication of
units) is (volts x amps)/sq. metre, so that
with the div operation, the result is "watts
per cubic metre", just as we require.

The most interesting point here comes
from looking at the product E x H, which is a
vector normal to E and H, with dimensions
power per unit area, watts/m2. We call this
vector P. Poynting's vector, which shows the
magnitude and direction of the power or of
energy current in the EM wave at any point.
Now E is always at right angles to H in the
same EM wave, so that in ordinary cases the

requirement for the vector product doesn't
come into it. Only the ordinary multiplica-

tion of the field magnitudes become involved, with the proviso that the energy flow
is at the speed of light (in a vacuum) in the
direction of the EM wave propagation.

EH= energy flux density, or power
density (watts m-2)

Radio astronomers use a small fraction of
this quantity in their measurements. They
call the unit J = 10-26 W ril-2 ajan after Janski
- an early pioneer.

when using such lines. The coaxial line (b)
also has the fields crossing at right angles.
But they are now confined to the interior of

the outer sheath. The twin wire shielded
line exists. as shown in (c). Triplate stripline and microstrip illustrated in (d) and
(e) have become quite common in m.i.cs
(microwave integrated circuits). These.
and the waveguide shown in (f), also support fields at right angles, although in the
waveguide whatever the mode. pure transverse wave are not possible.

All this indicates that the energy in electrical circuits, as well as in free space waves,
propagates at or near the speed of light in the
space around the conductors. How fast the
actual charges (electrons?) move in conductors is a question that isn't asked.

TRANSMISSION LINES
Most students soon arrive at consideration of
lines via the standard bookwork examples;
parallel -wire lines and coaxial cables shown

in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b). Other transmission
lines now figure significantly in modern
equipments, notably microstrip and, to a
lesser extent, stripline. Dielectric guides also

crop up, together with the now venerable
single -conductor pipe lines called wave guides, still affectionately called r.f. "plumb -
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ing". Figure 1 also illustrates some of these.

You will notice usual methods used to
analyse lines involve voltages and currents.
The only unusual thing in addition to ordinary circuit theory is dealing with a time delay

4

ts

to account for the finite velocity of wave
propagation. This is a kind of half -way
house. Circuit concepts like voltage, current, inductance, capacitance and so on, all
figure (see box) and a wave equation solution
in terms of these quantities models the line.
Heaviside again gave us all this.

When waveguides turn up for consideration, you have to use the full field treatment.

Concepts like voltage, current and so on
have little meaning for a single conductor
which has a size significant compared to a
wavelength. Maxwell's equations do the job
again. In using these, Lord Rayleigh gave the

propagation solutions for rectangular and
circular cross section waveguides in 18966.

TEM SOLUTIONS FOR TWO CONDUCTOR LINES
We can show off our growing knowledge of
the div and curl operations on E and H fields
by using it to revise the theory of propagation of r.f. energy along transmission lines,
(and show that the results agree with the
more usual 'circuit' method outlined in the

Itlectric
fiekj

Fig. 2. The fields, currents and coordinate system for the parallel line shown in detail.

box). The field integrals you end up with,
doing it this way, would apply to any kind of
Transverse Electro-Magnetic (TEM) wave

guided system - if you could solve them!
(These days, powerful numerical methods
on computers can solve any finite integral by
a vast series summing operation.)

I expect by now you have a reasonable
picture of electromagnetic fields moving as
transverse vibrations in space. Guided TEM
waves only travel if we provide two separate
conductors. You will find that if the conductors possess randomly shaped cross sections,
waves still propagate along them, but diffi-

culties occur with the awkward boundary
conditions, so the messy numerical methods
I mentioned with regard to the integrations

become the only hope of solution. Even
shapes interesting from an engineering
point of view, such as those used to fashion

dielectric supported microstrip lines, complicate the mathematics required and you
will find it necessary to use 'guesstimation'
from experience, computer -aided numerical

design, or various approximate formulae/
graphs.

We often refer to the TEM waves on

in applications up to 18 GHz or so.

A

The lossless line guides the EM waves
without a progressive decay in the energy

;I

density, unlike free space waves obeying the

sr-

inverse square law. The attenuation that
does occur arises from the conductor resistance and dielectric losses. We call this the

Joule heating. A uniform line has an un-

H. g

changing conductor cross section geometry
along the line. This indicates we should use
at least one linear axis coordinate system.
Nearly everyone knows the Cartesian system, so the axis scaffolding on Fig. 2 seems
most appropriate.
The electric field lines terminate at right
angles on the conductors, (but see later for a

dz

dzto

Fig. 4. This shows a curl journey around the
H field loop.
answer this question, then you could use the

slight modification to this statement). The
magnetic field lines completely encircle one

mathematical models to go some way to-

or other conductor; they all lie in the x, y

wards designing real cable and transmission
systems. Notice that, in Fig. 3, I have taken
advantage of the orthogonal properties of E

plane, and cross all the E lines at right angles
everywhere.
How would you apply the basic EM principles to show how waves propagate along the

and H to construct a small volume whose
edges lie along lines of E and H and also
along the z - axis.

line, how the attenuation goes and what the
impedance levels are and so on? If you can

transmission lines as the principal waves and

dse

FIRST, THE H FIELD AND THE
CURRENT

b

you will see in a moment that there are no
frequency cut-off limits. A principal wave
will propagate from d.c. upwards in frequen-

Imagine looking along the E lines into the
surface efgh. The circulation of H around the

cy. In practice, limitations at the high -

z

frequency end are concerned with increasing dissipation in the dielectric and conductor losses, and with energy radiating away
when the spacing between the conductors
becomes comparable with the wavelength.

X .411

Coaxial types of line screen against the
radiation, but TE and TM wave modes

0
H

(where there are longitudinal vector compo-

3. The key to handling the field

nents of the fields) can be set up. These

Fig.

troublesome modes have differing velocities
of propagation and loss factors, so tend to

approach to lines means constructing a

cause havoc. In spite of this, small -size,

bounded by the E field lines, the H field

high -quality 'semi -rigid' coaxial lines appear

lines and direction of propagation, z.
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k

small volume in the space around the line,

perimeter equals the total current flowing
through the surface, by an application of
Maxwell's No 1. This is the same as taking
the line integral of H around the closed path
efghe, as you can see from Fig. 4. Remember
that the circulation per unit area at a point in
a vector field is the curl of the vector there.

In our example, we hardly have a line
integral to do around efghe - it is too small.
All we have to do is add the components of

the field multiplied by the lengths along
each side all the way round, to get the
magnitude of the circulation of H. This gives
in symbols,
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aH

Hdsn, + Odz - (H + -dz)ds, - Odz

fDdsm

az

I have deliberately shown the zero contributions from the journeys along the dz's. The
result is
aH

- -dzds

(amps)

az

(For interest. notice that if we divided this
circulation by the area, dzdsm, what remains

amounts to the curl of H, which is very
simple for this problem.)

The total current through the dielectric

has two components. You will notice a
conduction current if the medium is leaky
with conductance ad (siemens m-1). Maxwell's displacement current forms the other
part, with a density aD/at (amps m-2). Use

Ohm's Law on crd with the force field E
setting up a current flux densityJ, according
to J =crd E (amps m-2). You should now see
that the total current through efgh amounts

gives the instantaneous coulombs per metre
on the conductors. a/at of this gives us the

displacement current per unit length between the conductors - and in turn, this
equals Cav/at, where C is the capacitance
between unit length of the conductors; in
other words, the Farads per metre along the
line. The voltage v is that existing between
them. If you find difficulty seeing this,
remember that q=Cv and in the situation I
am discussing here, q is the charge per unit
length on the line, which equals,
2

5Dd5m and v = f Edse.

Notice that the integral for v is a line integral
along a line of electric force from conductor
1 to conductor 2.

fDds,

to,
aD

crdEdzdsm + -dzdsn,

(amps)

at

(coulombs m-1)

.

_ q (farads m-1)

C=

fEds,

a

--Hz

= E-uSm

crdEdsm

so everything works "per unit length" along
the line (z - axis ... I now. Resist cancelling
the ds, because the next move is to integrate
along the H field lines completely round the

closed loop produced by them. In other
words,

-

tzf Hdsm = e--f Edsm

Ddsm = C

at

at

at

(amps m')

INTERPRETING THE
CONDUCTION TERM
The conduction term in the equation for the
current above involves consideration of the
transverse leakage per unit length which is

- fadEds,

through the small plane area of efba. Recall
Maxwell's No 2 and use it like the previous
derivation. You should end up with
aH

at

is =

crdEdsm

(amps m-1.)

use =

aE
at

E
+ -ads,
(volts m .1 )

(after cancelling dz again). The left hand side

is the rate of change of the magnetic flux,
with the minus sign of Lenz's Law in place.
The first term on the right arises from the

survival of curl H. The last term makes a
contribution from any longitudinal component of the electric field. This requires some
interpretation, as Maxwell says nothing ab-

out a longitudinal component. In fact, if
there is one, we do not have a purely TEM
wave.

I cannot think of a more suitable discus-

in which I have changed the order of differentiation with respect to time and integration with respect to distance (along H).
The line integral along H right round the

You have already seen from the preceding

discussion that the potential between the
conductors is
V

quite perpendicularly from the positive
lead and end similarly on the negative

=J

lead. It has a slight inclination to the

through, see Fig. 5. That is,

Hds, = i (amps) (this is Ampere's Theo rem.)

and from these quantities we can finally
write,
crdEds,

(electron flow direction)
i

v

=C=

2

Eds,

"i = -C -at
"v + Gv
-az

NOW THE ELECTRIC DISPLACEMENT
AND VOLTAGE
Have a look now at the surface integral for D
taken right round the conductor. The result
gives the total lines of displacement passing
from one conductor across to the other per
unit length of the line at our position along it

perpendicular, and therefore curves out
of the reference plane to a small extent.
In the dielectric itself, this peculiarity is

of little importance. But the slight
(siemens or
mhos rn-1)

This means we now have the conductance C
between the conductors. By substituting all
these results, the current equation becomes,

Fig. 5. A journey round the H loop gives the
total current through the loop. by Ampere's
Theorem.

sion than that from Oliver Heaviside, the
master himself.
"A line of electric force does not now start

2

conductor equals the current flowing

J

going round efbae with E, which gives its
line integral (Fig. 6). You might notice that
the magnetic field lines go perpendicularly

and I have already said,
aEA

at
where I have cancelled the dz right through,
az

Equation.

-

The last two results for the current say the
same thing,

Fig. 6. Illustrated is the similar E field curl
loop. The result this time is the magnetic
flux rate of change through the loop. This is
used to derive the second Telegrapher's

(amps m-1 )

and we end up with one of the 'Telegrapher's
Equations', see box.

THE SECOND TELEGRAPHER'S
EQUATION

I was tempted to suggest you derive the
other equation, which involves the resist-

ance and inductance per unit length.

amount of tangentiality of the electric
force at the surface of the leads . .
.

attenuate(s) and alterls) the shape of the
waves ... "

So the problem looks like arising in the
final term of the last equation and finding
the longitudinal component of E that sets up
a loss current in the conductors. We ought
to integrate first right across from conductor to conductor to get the full effect, giving
a brief interpretation of each term again,

az

Eds, = -

at

f

2

as ,ddEZ

e

(volts m'l)
2

We identify fEds, as the potential between

the conductors, and a/az of this is simply

and at the instant in time we are talking

Perhaps you still might like to attempt it, but
there are one or two pitfalls that make it a
little more difficult to account for the resistive losses along the line. In Maxwell's field

about. These lines end on charge, so you see

theory no series resistance loss arises in

magnetic flux per unit length linking the

we have the charge per unit length on the

space, no matter how lossy the medium.

conductors. We know the definition of self
inductance (henries) as the magnetic flux

conductors of the line. In other words,
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We can manage the interpretation by

av/az (volts m' ).
2

The integral ip.Hds, (webers m") is the
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linking the circuit per unit current. We also

fHdsrn. From this we

know the current i =
have

.12µHds,
1

-L

(henries m 11

Hdsm
J

from he rate of change of flux,

f Olds, = L -dit (volts m II

WAVES ON LINE
A pair of conductors of any cross sectional gecmetry :hat forms a transmission line, has a
certain amount of inductance. L. capacitance. C: resistance. R: together with conductance. G
- all defined per unit length. The diagram shows an eq rivalent circuit of this situation. from
which we obtain the standard 'Telegrapher's Equatior s'. One further step yields the wave
equation for TEM waves on the line. Assume a simple sinusoidal wave at this point and we get
a straightforward result. even if tie wave dies away exponentially because there are losses
(the R and C) on the line.
The voltage decreases by dv as we go forward a distance dx. By Kirchhoff's Law, this equals
the sum of the drop

2

d,t

L tdx
across the inductance and iRdx across R.

There remains the last term. The integral
only has contributions at the surfaces of the

dv = -

conductors 1 and 2. Think of integrating
element by element along the E lines; each
longitudinal side dz cancels the one before as
I attempt to show in Fig. 7. Another way you

= dE and you can write down the
ds,

following relation,
2

aE
iffedSe
=f dEz

= Ez12)

Em11 (volts ml

We have nearly completed our transformation of above voltage equation,

az

-

=-

ax

(L`li + Ril
at

di = -

-(j- =

+ Gvkix. in other words,
at

(0-11 + Gv)
at

These are the 'Telegrapher's Equations'.
We expect a wave on the line so. as such a wave varies 35 a function of time t and distance x.

integration,
rise

Lv

i kix. that is.

We get similarly for the shunt path (by using Kirchhoffs Current law),

could look at this is to see that for this
aE

+
at

E. ai

L-- + E.,(2) - E1111] (volts m )

then a glarce at the Telegrapher's Equations shows we have the appropriate variables in
place.
Consider the sinusoidal wave in the form we have see., before8.
Veu"' "67 "4')
v
The voltage wave:
In this, 0i is the angular frequency as usual, (1 is the attenuation constant for the line and 0 is
the phase change constant along :he line.
+ Jp)v
This kind of assumed solution means that we can write evil. = - jwv and (*)v/igx = in the equations above. and similarly for the currant Now the two equations look like.
(., + j(i)v - (j01 + R)i and (0, + j(.1)i (j0,C + G)v

If we divide the second of these into the first we get the rate v/i which has the grand title of
'Characteristic Impedance'. Z0,

+ R)
V (jwC + G) -

(ohms)

By multiply ng the two equations together. vand i disappear and this is the result.
4

j13)

OA

li)(1,0C +

This relation turns out to be quite tricky to handle. The 'multiplying out and taking the square
root of the complex number on the right to get a and b on their own. is tedious. But if R and G
are tiny with respect to (-L and (,C (true at higi frequencies. because 0, is large ... ).then
neglect the -n. so that -0 and 0 - (ii \ LC.
Now our assumed wave function is (slightly re -written).
v

During the discussion you may have been
questioning how there can be a longitudinal

so that the exponential decay clearly shows up in the "(," factor. and at the same time the
phase varies both with time and &stance along the line (as shown by the "j" exponent factor).
When we go along the line a distance x equal to the wavelength 1. the phase exponent
decreases by 27 radians. therefore.
(x + rk) - fix -27 so that - 2Tr/A
which shows us clearly the phase change property described by b. finally in this short review
(0/0 = 2Trf = 27r/X = fX = c which is the velocity of the wave. and for the assumed lossless line
c
\ LC
If the line conductors work in a vacuum (or
near enough. in air) then c for the wave on

electric field at all. Or more probably you

the line turns out to be the velocity of light.

Fig.

7. This illustrates that if there is a

longitudinal component of H field, the only
place where it is significant is on the
conductors.

-

have already seen that because of the voltage

drop along the conductors, set up by the
current flowing in their resistance (per unit

The usual circuit equivalent to a small
increment of the line enables the Tele-

length . . .1, there must be a small resultant
electric field component tangential to them,
as Heaviside said. So write Rlohms m-1) for

applying Kirchhoff's and Ohm's Laws.. .

the resistance per unit length along the
conductor (for the moment, consider just
one of them), then you can see from Ohm's
Law that dv, = iRdz volts.
Therefore,

iR =

Vii`

az

= - E, (volts rni )

This arises by dividing through by dz and
making use of the relation between electric
field and negative potential gradient.

The conductor might have a variable
current density over the cross section. It
may also have a non -uniform resistivity p
(ohm ml, which is unlikely - but you could
give a moment's thought to silver-plated
copper conductors or, very likely with modern technology, a microstrip line formed by
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grapher's Equations to be derived by

a very thin lower layer of nichrome, followed
by a layer of gold and/or copper.

The voltage drop along a filament of
conductor of length dz and cross section dA

(m2) can be easily written down if you
assume a resistivity p, which is constant
across the small section dA and with a
current density of J (amps m 2) flowing
along in the z direction. Also assume this
current density remains constant across dA.
(If these quantities do vary as functions of,

say, the radius, then working out possibly

So from the potential gradienUE field rely
tion, this is,
Ez = Jp (volts m -

For our special case of uniform p and J
(highly unlikely in practice) you can write
JA = j (amps) and 2 = R (ohms m 'I)
A

where A now represents the whole cross
section. From this,

iR = JAPA = Jp = - E,

fairly complicated integrals will give an
accurate result). The simple case gives
dz

JdAp--dA = Jpdz = dv,

(volts)

and you see immediately E,,1) = - i1R1 and
Ee121 = -022. If you allow further that j1 = i

and i, = - i, in other words that we have
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Fig. 8. The losses in the conductors 'distort'
field direction, so that there is a net
movement of energy current into the con-
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ductors from the field (seen by the direction of the Poynting vector).

equal forward and reverse currents at the
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same point z along the line, then

Ez12) - Ezo) = i(R2 + R1) = iR (volts m-11
where R is the total, or 'loop' resistance per
unit length of the line. In the derivation, the
values of R1 and R2 correspond to the d.c.

values. This is never true in r.f. practice,
because the skin effect ensures that the
current crowds into a thin layer near the
surface. The a.c. resistance differs often
greatly from the d.c. value. Nevertheless if
we place the appropriate R into the equation,
a correct result turns up. So finally,
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this is the second 'Telegrapher's equa-

tion.
There remains just one small comment
that beady -eyed readers may already have
noticed. This concerns the total inductance.
By integrating from the surface of conductor
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to conductor, I neglected any internal inductance from flux linking current inside
the conductors. The same argument about
the skin effect now enables us to say that as
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lines.
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CONCLUSION

4.1,11,10.

,egg.J.,1

Trip...for

saying that a basic grasp of the field ideas the
various integrations and the geometry in any
particular case, should now enable you to see
a way towards a solution.
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In concluding this substantial discussion, if
you have followed thus far, may I sum up by

glom 11q4,1.
0,11011111.1,
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The comment that there is a current
shortage of r.f., microwave, and analogue
engineers; plus the point a colleague made
that students judge the subject 'very badly
taught', or even as someone else said, 'I find

it boring' - might I hope, result in this
discussion being particularly useful. Boring
indeed!?!
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3500
6950

FREQUENCY COUNTER S
Hewlett
Packard

5342A

*

Marconi

2440

*

9904
9917

*
*

1

Microwave Frequency Counter: 0.5-18GHz: with options from:Frequency Counter:20Hz-20GHz
DC-50MHz Universal Counter/Timer
10Hz-560MHz Counter

3700
2850
150
275

TERM INA L SN DUs/GR A PH ICS
DEC

VT220
VT240

*

*

Tektronix

4105
4107
4109

*
*
*

Video terminal and keyboard
Video terminal and keyboard
colour graphics terminal: 13"Screen :480x360 resolution
colour graphics terminal: 13"Screen :640x480 resolution
colour graphics terminal: 19"Screen :640x480 resolution

399
795
1395
2500
3650

PR INTERS/PLOTTERS
VZ1 00
FX 105

*
*

160cps/132co1 printer. Centronics I/face
160cps/25cpsNLQ/132co1 printer. Centronics I/face

240
340

*

Thermal Text/Graphics printer. HP-IB I/face
2 pen/A4 graphics plotter RS232 I/face
6 pen/A3 graphics plotter. HP-IB or RS232 I/face
8 pen/A1 graphics plotter.Roll/Fanfold Feed. HP-IB/RS232 I/face

295
650
1250

Hewlett
Packard

7470A/1
7475A

*
*

Nicolet

Zeta 8

*

2750

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Hewlett
Packard

*
*

64000 series : Configured Systems prices from:INTEL series 2,3 & 4: MOTOROLA & TEKTRONIX systems and
sub -systems, all available at attractive prices: We can supply a wide
Please call us for full details.
range of emulators

4500

PRICES EXCLUDE DELIVERY & V A .T .

ALL ITEMS ARE COVERED BY OUR COMPREHENSIVE PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE!

PHONE 01 943 4477
CA RSTON ELECTRONICS LTD. 2-6 QUEENS ROA D, T EDDI NGTON. MIDDX.. TW11 OLR. ENGLAND. Te1.01 943 4477 Telex.938120

THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE A SMALL SAMPLE FROM OUR RANGE! SO WHATEVER
YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS, PLEASE CALL, WE MAY BE ABLE TO HELP
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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Not only in height is the range of Clark Masts wide but also in the
field of application. Every model, mechanical or air -operated,
has been created in response to customer requirement
and proved in service; for over 25 years.
Major users in the Communications Industry,
Broadcasting, Civil Authorities and Military
Commands worldwide, have all contributed
and benefited from Clark Masts
reliability and ceaseless engineering
improvement.

V

Write for your
copy of Clark
Masts

Fast

Guide to Mast
Selection and
see what we mean.

LA.,1

CLARK MASTS

.'.. Woudst r
CLARK MASTS TEKSAM NV
3600 Genk. Belgium Tel 011 38 08 31 Telex 39354

instead. Isle of Wight
CLARK MASTS TEKSAM LTD ...'.
England Tel (0983) 63691 Telex 86686

.

ENTER 37 ON REPLY CARD

ALL THE SCOPE YOU MAY EVER NEED
ON PAPER!

THE
ELECTRONIC
SOURCE

' test instrunw, out we think you ought to know
1. No longer must you wait until a circuit is built before you can test it and

We are not decrying today's excel,

Th flogronlo Salm
Ian
*Wm MP

Ilas access to in excess of ,C100m. worth
of Second
User
General
Purpose
Equipment. P.C's. Instrument
Test
Controls, I )ataloggers. MDS Systems
Equipment. Our
and Audio Visual
latest catalogue indicates price and
specification of our more readily
available items.

2. No longer must you wait until it is in production before you can sample its
behaviour statistically.

Without reference to this Catalogue.
can you ,really he sure that
have secured the hest possible deal?

you
Ellett of component tolerances in a lifter

Waveform through switching circuit

Those Engineers have always offered the highest performance in analogue circuit

tYwrinlife

simulation. The latest version of ECA-2 is stacked even higher with useful features (fully
programmable signal generator. Monte Carlo and Worst Case tolerance analysis. Fourier

riovvy row.. smarm, Yiewwwie

analysis of transients) and is up to four times faster than before. Circuits of over 500
nodes and 2500 components can be modelled. Its non-linear representations allow
switches. diodes (Inc uding zeners). JFETs. MOSFETs. BJTs. SCRs, discharge lamps.

CIRCLE 50

FOR ',CRIDER DETAILS.

motors and etc to be ,modelled complete with any saturation characteristics. Transducers

and signal conditioners can also be modelled using polynomial functions. Most
importantly. despite its capabilities. ECA-2 is easy to use and user-friendly. Interfaces are
now available to schematic and PCB design software

STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
or 200 Ohm balanceu
microphones

tT
Le.

Variety

Mil

1141.11140.001(

as

30,

to

"

'

ltl n'

ss

of

low

frequent

characteristics for improving
the clarity of recordings

Inputs filtered against radio
interference
IIK~VIMAICW400.1 C1640.1001 .1G1,10)

'

balanced

lines

STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER

Wavetorm through modulating circuit with offset

wave with exponential amplitude decay

Complete

boxed unit or
double mumetal screenwl
amplifier module alone S,.

direct connection to

Infernal generator programmed to produce sine

c14..,'

line inputs

Surrey Electronics Ltd.. The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh.
Surrey GU6 7BG England. Tel: 0483 275997

If you would like to see how easy it is to debug your designs on paper for less than the
cost of many a scope phone us for a free IBM PC compatible demonstration disk.

McDeG

MEW eePo Mc]
It x

Ck.)7%,0501(

MINOR rigkeauxOsig36) loticateD GT39.73

Tel 01 4j5 2771 E 4Y,1 On. to OnS, 23332001 Ti. P950511 Iambi. ONE ONE GI Ouotmj[K, 2331: ,
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Single op -amps or

instrumentation
amplifiers?
The apparently magical properties of the standard three
op -amp instrumentation amplifier are explained. A
straightforward analysis shows the circuit designer that
the instrumentation amplifier is not always better than a
simple single op -amp differential amplifier.
JOHN LIDGEY

The ideal differential voltage amplifier

is a circuit providing an output voltage, generally with respect to ground,

that is linearly related to the potential
difference between two input terminals. The

constant of proportionality

is the

differential -mode voltage gain, Ayd. In an
ideal amplifier, if there is no voltage difference between the two input terminals but
both terminals are being fed with a common
voltage with respect to ground, the output
should be zero. In practice, such a common -

mode input voltage will be significantly
attenuated but not totally absent at the
output. The ratio of common -mode output
voltage to common -mode input voltage is
termed the common -mode gain, A. In
point of fact, the term common -mode attenuation would really be more appropriate,

since the term gain generally implies an

output greater than the input, which is
almost never the case. Mathematically, the
output voltage can be written as
V.= (V2 - VI). Avd + 1/2(V2 + VI ) Avc

(1)

potential nor the outputs reaching voltage
or current clipping levels. The value of input
c.m.v.r. for a particular differential amplifier
circuit depends very much on the choice of
amplifier topology and is likely to range in
practice from 10 volts to 5000 volts.
Generally higher values are achieved with

either an opto link or an a.c./d.c. link of
some description.

The term common -mode rejection ratio,

c.m.r.r., is defined as the ratio of kik. It is

a useful figure of merit for comparing
various differential amplifiers. The ideal
differential amplifier with zero A,,c would
clearly have infinite c.m.r.r. In practical
circuits, this figure might be in the range
100 to 1,000,000, depending upon the particular design and component matching.
Probably the other most important parameter to be considered when using differential amplifiers, is the input common -mode
voltage range (input c.m.v.r.), defined as the
range of common -mode input voltages that
the amplifier can tolerate and still perform

correctly as a linear differential amplifier.
The input c.m.v.r. is limited because of the
necessity to keep the op -amp or amps oper-

ating within their linear active region, with
inputs neither excessively high or low in

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

(R1R4-R2R3)

The standard differential amplifier circuit
shown in Fig.1. is designed to have Ad = N.
However, as the following analysis shows,

the c.m.r.r.

is

critically dependent upon

(6c)

Remember that in all this we have
assumed that the op -amps are ideal: however, unless the matching of the resistors is

perfect, the c.m.r.r. will not be that high.
The match condition from (6c) that gives
highest c.m.r.r. ideally infinite, is clearly
R1R4 = R2R3 or RI/R2 = R3/R4

CONVENTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER

(7)

The best choice from the viewpoint of satisfying 17) and simultaneously providing bias

current compensation to minimize output
d.c. offset is to make

RI = 12; R2 = NR; R3 = R and R4 = NR (8)

precisely matched resistors.

Assuming that the op -amp is ideal and
using normal op -amp analysis for circuits
with negative feedback (that is V(-) V( + )
and I (-) -= 0 = I ( + I), then the output
(2)

= ki V1 - k2 V2
where
I

/1-2-1RA

k(R3+R4))

RI

kR2

only, that is V1 = V2, then (2) gives the
common -mode voltage gain,
(3)

Similarly, if V1 = Vd/2 and V2 = -Vd/2, that
is the differential -mode voltage is Vd and the
common -mode voltage now is zero, then (2)
gives the differential -mode voltage gain,
1/2

(kJ + k2)

follows
113=1211+63) and R4=NR(1 + 64)

I 2 RI

Now, if the input signals are common -mode

Avd =

normal manufacturing and practical tolerances and therefore it would be more

R =11(1+81); R2=NR(1 +62);

R4

Avc = ki - k2

Now these components will each have the
value shown in (8) subject to variation due to

appropriate to write the values of (8) as

voltage is given by

where the differential input is (V2 - V1) and
the common -mode input is (V2 + V1)12.

c.m.r.r. = 1/2(111R4 + R2R3 + 2R2R4)/

(4)

and from the definition of c.m.r.r.
= (k1 + k2)/(k1 - k2)
C.m.r.r. =
(5)

from (3) and (4). Rewriting (5) by substitution for ki and k2
Awl = 1/21R1R4 + R2R3 + 2R2R4)/(R1R3 +
(6a)
RI R4)
Avc = R1R4 - R2R3)/(121R3 + R1R4)
(6b)

(9)

where 81 refers to the departure of the R1
from its nominal value and soon. That is, the
set of equations (8) are the nominal values of
the resistors and the set of equations (9)

refer to the exact values of the resistors. If
the components are, say, ±1% tolerance
then the range of 6 will lie within - 0.01 and
+ 0.01.

Returning again to ( 6a) for the

differential -mode voltage gain, substitution
of the nominal values of resistors from (8)
gives
Avd = N

(10)

this being the expected (nominal) value of
differential -mode voltage gain. Clearly the
nominal value of c.m.r.r. from (6c) is infinite, but what is of greater interest is the
exact value of c.m.r.r. for any particular set
of resistors or, even more useful, the worst -
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case c.m.r.r. for a given tolerance of compo-

total performance of the amplifier. Again

nent. This is relatively easily obtained by
substituting the expression for resistors
from (9) into (6c), which if 818k terms are
neglected as they are relatively small for

assuming that the op -amps are ideal, then
inputs Vi and V2, will produce node voltages
of

N(1+82+64)+11+62+64)/2+11+82+821/2

(84+81)-(82+83)

c.m.r.r. = (N + 1)/(81 + 84 - 82-83) (12)

for high -tolerance components in which

6,<<1.
So what does equation (12) actually tell
us? Suppose we are dealing with a unity

where, as before, R2/RI = R4/R3

The most interesting feature of the instru-

nodes X and Y of this circuit are given simply

mentation amplifier is the fact that the

by

common -mode voltage gain of the total
circuit remains determined solely by the

and

Worst -case c.m.m.r =

-0.04 -+ 50

This means that, unless the resistors are
accurately trimmed to better than ±1% we
might obtain a circuit with unity Ayd that
only attenuates common -mode voltages by a

factor of 50; not a particularly high value of
c.m.r.r. At first sight, one might be tempted

to think that trimming to better than ±1%
is simple. Initially, perhaps, but will the trim
be that accurate over the temperature range

that the circuit is to operate and will the
trimmer setting be a once only operation?
Clearly the answer to both these questions is
almost certainly no.

V = VI + (V1 - V2) R6/R7
Vy = V2 - (VI - V2) R5/R2

(13)

There is zero differential -mode input if V1 =
V2 and then V, = Vy = VI, giving a common mode voltage gain of unity.

If we now consider the situation in which
the inputs are differential only, that is

differential -mode voltage -gain amplifier and
we have used ± I% tolerance resistors, then

(12) provides a figure for the worst -case
c.m.r.r.

V1 = Vd/2 and V2 = - Via

V, = -(1/t2 + R5/R7) Vd

(14)

and the differential -mode voltage gain of the
first stage is
Vy)Nd = (1 + (R5 + R6)/R7)
(15)
As nodes X and Y are at low impedance, then
Avd = (Vx

the overall gain of amplifier is simply the
product of the gain of each stage calculated
separately, that is
Avd2; Avcitotall = Avcl Avc.2

C.m.r.r.itotai) = c.m.r.r.1.
c.m.r.r.2

R5(1 + 65)

R6(14- 66)

nr 4-ov nr -1-o71,

(17)

Generally, to preserve circuit symmetry and
enable equal value components to be used,
R5 is nominally set to equal R6 and may be
written as R5 = R6 = MR7, and so equation

c.m.r.r.i= (I + MI1 +

65)+

(1+87)

MI+
(1 +87)

(18)

tolerance must be good, we can neglect the
8, terms and equation (18) approximates to
c.m.r.r.1 -7-- (1 + 2M) = Avd1(nominall)

(19)

We can now obtain an expression for the
total c.m.r.r. using equation (19) and (12).
c.m.r.r.6441= (1 + 2M1.11s1 + 1/181 + 84 (20)
82 - 83)

STANDARD DIFFERENTIAL v
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER

The additional differential input-output
stage of the conventional instrumentation
amplifier (Fig.2.) has improved the overall
differential -mode gain and the c.m.r.r. compared with the simple standard differential

The conventional differential instrumentation amplifier is shown in Fig.2. Essentially

amplifier (Fig.1), both the total Avd and

there are two identifiable voltage gain

c.m.r.r. apparently increasing by a factor of
(1 + 2M), the differential -mode voltage gain
of the first stage of Fig.2. The key question to

stages: the one to the right hand side of the
broken line AA being exactly the same circuit

analysis will show, has unity common -mode
voltage gain, and the differential -mode voltage gain, determined by 126, R7 and R5, can
be very high.
Let us analyse the pre -amplifier stage to
the left of the line AA and then consider the

Avdi- (1

and, since we recognise that component

Vx = I V2 + R6/R7)Vd

Avd(total =

common -mode voltage gain of the second
stage. Since/4,,l = I then c.m.r.r., is

(17) reduces to

then, from equation (13), we obtain the node
voltages of

DIFFERENTIAL INSTRUMENTATION
AMPLIFIER

as Fig.1, the analysis of which we have
already carried out. The circuit to the left
hand side of AA is a differential -input to
differential -output amplifier which, as the

(16)

and, using Kirchhoffs laws, the output
(11)

which further approximates to

Avditotall = (1 + (R5+ R6)/R7).R2/121

V. = V 1 and V, = V2

high -tolerance components, gives the
c.m.r.r.

The nominal value of total differential -mode
voltage gain is

V2

be answered is, "when should the more
complex, and therefore more expensive,
circuit of Fig.2 be chosen in preference to

Fig.1. Standard differential amplifier, in
which common -mode rejection is heavily

the simpler circuit of Fig.1?" The answer to
this question is not simple; however, a clear

dependent on resistor matching.

answer can be obtained with some care.

Conventional differential instrumentation amplifier. The circuit to the right
of the dotted line is identical to that in Fig.l.

a sub -circuit of Fig.2, to make a comparison

Fig.2.

Since the differential amplifier of Fig.l. is

between the two we will assume that the
same quality of components are used in both

circuits. Also assume that the required
closed -loop differential gain -bandwidth product is less than that of a single op -amp, so

'Vu

that the circuit of Fig.1 could satisfy the
designer's needs in terms of differential mode performance. Using the equations
described earlier a comparative table can be
drawn up and it is shown in Fig.3. Since the

circuits are to be independently designed,
resistor designations for the circuit of Fig. 1
have been changed to R', R' R' R: so that

OAI

vo

R4

they are not confused with the resistors used
in the circuit of Fig.2.

The same quality of components will be
used in both circuits and this means that the

terms lb; + 8: -

-8) and (61 + 84 -

-

SO will lie within the same range.

Refer to the c.m.r.r. of the two circuits of
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Fig.1 and Fig.2 as c.m.r.r.1 and c.m.r.r.2
respectively. From Fig. 3 we may write

-

c.m.r.r.i = (1 + 10/(8: +

assumption that with either arrangement
the specified differential gain -bandwidth
product can be achieved, the circuit of Fig.2

(1+ 2R5/R6) = 1000

(28)

is, without doubt, the best, as it can be
(21)

designed to provide a much better c.m.r.r.
than is possible with the circuit of Fig.4, as

(22)

the following discussion shows.
The second gain stage of Fig.4 is a single -

where k is the overall differential -mode

ended input/output stage, and so the total

voltage gain required.
Nominally the 8 terms equate so that

c.m.r.r. of this amplifier (c.m.r.r.4) is equal

and c.m.r.r, = (1+k + 2R5/R7)/
(81+ 84- 82- 63)

and similarly for the circuit of Fig.4

to the c.m.r.r. of the first stage, which is
identical to the circuit of Fig.1, hence

Equation (23) shows that c.m.r.r.2 is indeed
greater than c.m.r.r. I. However, since the
total differential -mode gain is k, the term
(2R5/R7)/(1+ k) must be less than unity. so

that c.m.r.r.2 is not even twice that of
c.m.r.r.i.
In practical electronic engineering terms,

R,/RI = 10

(29)

The comparative ratio of c.m.r.r. between
the two amplifiers can now be calculated
using equation (26) from which we obtain

c.m.r.r.2 = (1+ (2R5/R7)/(1 + lc)) c.m.r.r.i
(23)

In both cases the second stage gain needs to
be equal to 10 which in the case of the circuit
of Fig.2 gives

c.m.r.r.4 = c.m.r.r.1 = (1 +12712:/

(8:+ 8:- -

(24)

Rewriting equation (20), which is the
c.m.r.r. of Fig.2, we have c.m.r.r.2 = (1 +
2R5/R7)(1 + R2/110/(81+84- 62- 8-1)

(25)

Comparison can now be made between
equations (241and (25), giving

an improvement of c.m.r.r. of less than a
factor 2 does not warrant using the instru-

c.m.r.r.2

(1000) (1+101_11

c.m.r.r.4-

(1001)

(30)

So, the c.m.r.r. for the circuit of Fig.2, the

instrumentation amplifier, is 11 times, or

21dB, greater than the best that can be
achieved using the circuit of Fig.4. The
reason for such a significant advantage is

c.m.r.r.2

(1 +2R5/R7)(1 + R2/R )

c.m.r.r.4

(1+RYR;)

(26)

because both gain stages in the instrumentation amplifier provide high c.m.r.r. whereas
the amplifier of Fig.4 has a c.m.r.r. equal to
that of the first gain stage.

mentation amplifier of Fig.2. with its additional complexity over that of the standard
differential amplifier of Fig.1. This conclu-

where the 8, terms have been cancelled as it

sion does not mean that the circuit of Fig.2 is

only if the same tolerance of components are

The analysis- is above shows that if a closed -

used in both. Equation (26) cannot be

loop differential amplifier is needed with a
gain -bandwidth product which is greater

never worth using, since we have yet to
examine the case where the specified closed loop differential gain -bandwidth product re-

quired is greater than that of the op -amps
that are to be used in the circuit.
CASCADED -STAGE DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER
In many differential -amplifier applications a
very high differential -mode voltage closed loop gain is required perhaps 10,000 or more

over a specified bandwidth, and the total
amplifier gain -bandwidth product may well
be too high to be obtained with a single -stage

is again valid to compare the two circuits
simplified further, as the choice of relative
values of resistors for each circuit is made
independently. But a specific example will
serve to illustrate that the circuit of Fig.2

will produce a much higher c.m.r.r. than
that of Fig.4.

Suppose identical op -amps, each with
open -loop gain -bandwidth products of
1MHz, are used and that the application
demands a closed -loop differential voltage
gain of 10,000 over a bandwidth of lkHz. The
total differential closed -loop gain -bandwidth
product is therefore 100 MHz. To maximize

amplifier of Fig.1. If this is the case, there are
two basic options available to the electronics

signal-to-noise ratio, both Fig.2 and Fig.4
circuits should be designed with maximum
gain in the first stage. The maximum possi-

engineer. Either the circuit of Fig.2 can be
used, or a simple, single -ended post ampli-

ble closed -loop gain for a 1kHz bandwidth is
1000 and so, for the circuit of Fig.2.

circuit such as the standard differential

fier can be added to the standard differential

amplifier, as shown in

Fig.

4. On the

R'/R: = 1000

standard differential
amplifier

parameter

Vic = R4/R;

total /km

127)
conventional instrumentation
amplifier
(1 + 2R5/R7)R2/R1

where R2/R1=R4/R3 and R5=R6

total c.m.r.r.

(1 +

Ifli(N+N-A;-N)

than that of the op -amp to be used, implying

at least two gain stages are required, then
the conventional instrumentation amplifier
shown in Fig.2 will give the best total
c.m.r.r. available. But if a closed -loop differential amplifier is needed with a gain bandwidth product which is less than that of

the op -amps available then no significant
advantage is gained in terms of c.m.r.r. by
using the instrumentation amplifier and it is

probably perfectly acceptable to use the
simple, standard. single -op -amp differential
amplifier.

In passing. it should be noted that the
instrumentation amplifier does provide a
buffered high input impedance at both non inverting and inverting input terminals. The
same cannot be said of the rather asymmetrical input impedances of the standard,

single -op -amp differential amplifier. A
further point to note is that none of the
circuits described in this article are particularly useful in the presence of high common mode voltages.

R

(1 +2R5/137)(1

+64 -

-fi3)

Fig.3. Characteristics of the two types of amplifier. At first sight. the improvement in
c.m.r.r. is not spectacular.

Dr F.J. Lidgey. B.Sc.. Ph.D.. M.LE.E.. is
Fig.4. One way of obtaining a high gain, which can only provide a c.m.r.r. equal to that of
the first stage.
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Principal Lecturer in the School of Engineering. Oxford Polytechnic. Oxford.
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RELATIVITY
joke or swindle?
Louis Essen re -states his view that Einstein's theory of
relativity contains basic and fatal flaws
L. ESSEN
Some of your contributors find it diffi- denoted by the symbol c, and the earth is
cult to accept my contention (WW travelling through space with a velocity v, it
October, 1978) that Einstein's theory should be possible to measure v by an optical
of relativity is invalidated by its internal experiment carried out in the laboratory.

would be a movement of the fringes, from

errors. Butterfield for example (EWW, Michelson and Morley designed and used an

Fitzgerald and Lorentz pointed out that
this result would be obtained if the arm of
the interferometer which was moving parallel with the earth was, in consequence of
this movement, reduced in length by the

February, 1987) denies that there is any
duplication of units or any harm in obtain-

ing results from thought -experiments.
Moreover, if my contention is correct, the
new experimental work described by Aspden

(EWW, August, 1987) is not required to
disprove the theory, although it might confirm that his assumptions were wrong. This
is not to suggest that experimental results
are not important but they should be considered as steps in the development of new
theories.
Discussions about the theory tend to be

very involved and your readers may be
interested in a brief history of the subject
which I wrote some time ago for a friend who

wanted to know what the controversy was
about and in particular what was the significance of the clock paradox.

The theory was an attempt to explain the

result of an experiment which had been
made to measure the velocity of the earth
through space. Scientists reasoned that,

since light is an electromagnetic wave
travelling through space with a velocity
126

interferometer for this purpose. A beam of
light was split into two parts which were
directed along the two arms of the instrument at right angles to each other, the two
beams being reflected back to recombine
and form interference fringes. The instrument was turned through a right angle so
that, if one of the arms was initially parallel
to earth's motion, it became at right angles
to this direction. It was expected that there

which the velocity of the earth could be
calculated, but no change at all was
observed.

amount (1-v2/c2)11. Such an arbitrary
assumption did not constitute a satisfactory
explanation and scientists tried to think of a
more fundamental cause.
Einstein came to the conclusion that the
answer rested on the way time was measured

and the simultaneity of two events was

There have always been...
critics: Rutherford treated
it as a joke; Soddy called it a
swindle; Bertrand Russell
suggested it was all
contained in the Lorentz

transformation equations;
and many scientists
commented on its
contradictions

defined; and on the basis of these ideas and
two additional assumptions he developed his
theory, published in 1905. It was essentially
the electromagnetic theory of Maxwell and

Lorentz modified to incorporate the
Michelson-Morley result. Later, in 1907, he
extended the theory to include gravitational

effects and predicted that light would be
deflected as it passed near the sun. The
prediction could be tested only by observing

the path of the light from stars during an
exlipse of the sun and in 1919 Eddington led

an expedition to the island of Principe,
where the eclipse was total; and when the
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results had been studied, announced that
the prediction was confirmed. The theory
was then gradually accepted, eventually
being regarded as a revolution in scientific
thought.
But there have always been its critics:
Rutherford treated it as a joke; Soddy called
it a swindle: Bertrand Russell suggested that

it was all contained in the Lorentz transformation equations; and many scientists
commented on its contradictions. These
adverse opinions, together with the fact that

the small effects predicted by the theory
were becoming of significance to the definition of the unit of atomic time, prompted me
to study Einstein's paper. I found that it was

written in imprecise language. that one
assumption was in two contradictory forms
and that it contained two serious errors.

...he concluded that, at the
end of the journey, the time
recorded by the moving
clock was less than that
recorded by the stationary
clock. The result did not
follow from the experiment,
but was simply an
assumption slipped in
implicitly during the
complicated procedure
The essential feature of science is its
dependence on experiment. Results of ex-

periment are expressed in terms of units
which must not be duplicated if contradictions are to be avoided and units of measure-

ment are the only quantities which can be
made constant by definition. When Einstein
wrote his paper, two of the units were those
of length and time. Velocity was measured in

terms of these units. Einstein defined the

Einstein defined the
velocity of light as a
universal constant and thus
broke one of the
fundamental rules of
science
involved there is no way of distinguishing
between the two and each clock goes more
slowly than the other. This result is known
as the clock paradox or, since the clocks are
sometimes likened to identical twins, one of
whom ages more slowly than the other, the
twin paradox.

Hundreds of thousands of words have
been written about the paradox but the
explanation is simple, arising from Ein-

stein's use of the expression, "as viewed
from". Clearly if the time of one clock is
viewed to be slower than the other even
when it has returned to the same position as
the other then it must indeed be slower. But
the rates of distant clocks are not compared

by viewing them. Ticks from them are
received and counted on a separate dial, a

process now carried out continuously
throughout the world for the synchronization of atomic time. It is the reading on this
subsidiary dial which would be less and not

that on the dial of the clock itself. If the
thought -experiment is carried out correctly,

the result is that the time of the moving
clock as measured at the position of the
stationary clock is less than that of the
stationary clock. This is the same as the
initial prediction, which is as it should be
since a thought -experiment cannot give a

result differing from the information put
into it.
Einstein's use of a thought -experiment,
together with his ignorance of experimental
techniques, gave a result which fooled himself and generations of scientists. He convinced himself that the theory yielded the

velocity of light as a universal constant and
thus broke a fundamental rule of science.
One of the predictions of the theory was
that a moving clock goes more slowly than

result he wanted, because the contraction of

an identical stationary clock. Taking into

The round trip could not have been made

account the basic assumption of the theory

that uniform velocity is purely relative, it
follows that each clock goes more slowly
than the other when viewed from the position of the other. This prediction is strange
but not logically impossible. Einstein then
made his second mistake in the course of a
thought -experiment. He imagined that two
clocks were initially together and that one of
them moved away in a number of straight

line paths, at a uniform velocity, finally
returning to the starting point. He concluded that on its return the moving clock

was slower than the stationary clock.
Moreover. since only uniform motion is

...I do not think Rutherford
would have regarded (the
theory) as a joke had he
realised how it would retard
the rational development of
science
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

time is accompanied by the contraction of
length needed to explain the MichelsonMorley result.

without accelerations being applied, but
Einstein ignored their possible effect on the

rate of the clock, thus implicitly assuming
that they had no effect. Some years later, in
1918, he used another thought -experiment

in an attempt to answer criticisms of the
paradox result. One of the clocks again made

a round trip, the changes of direction being
achieved by switching gravitational fields on
and off at various stages of the journey, the
time recorded by the moving clock was less
than that recorded by the stationary clock.

The result did not follow from the experiment, but was simply an assumption slipped

in implicitly during the complicated procedure. The slowing down of clocks which he
had previously attributed to uniform velocity, acceleration having no effect. he now

attributed to acceleration, a line of argument followed in many textbooks.
Claims frequently made that the theory is
supported by experimental evidence do not
withstand a close scrutiny. There are grave

doubts about Eddington's claim, both as

regards the predicted value which was increased by a factor of 2 from that first given
by Einstein and the way the results were

analysed - some of the readings being
discarded. The same criticism applies to a
more recent experiment performed, at considerable expense, in 1972. Four atomic
clocks were flown round the world and the
times recorded by them were compared with

the times recorded by similar clocks in
Washington. The results obtained from the
individual clocks differed by as much as 300
nanoseconds. This absurdly optimistic conclusion was accepted and given wide public-

ity in the scientific literature and by the
media as a confirmation of the clock paradox. All the experiment showed was that the

clocks were not sufficiently accurate to
detect the small effect predicted.

Why have scientists accepted a theory
which contains obvious errors and lacks any
genuine experimental support? It is a difficult question, but a number of reasons can
be suggested. There is first the ambiguous
language used by Einstein and the nature of
his errors. Units of measurements, though
of fundamental importance, are seldom dis-

cussed outside specialist circles and the
errors in clock comparisons are hidden away

in the thought experiments. Then there is

Einstein's use of a thought
experiment, together with
his ignorance of
experimental techniques,
gave a result which fooled
himself and generations of
scientists
the prestige of its advocates. Eddington had

the full support of the Royal Astronomical
Society. the Royal Society and scientific
establishments throughout the world. Tak-

ing their cue from scientists, important
people in other walks of life referred to it as
an outstanding achievement of the human

intellect. Another powerful reason for its
acceptance was suggested to me by a former
president of the Royal Society. He confessed

that he did not understand the theory himself, not being an expert in the subject, but
he thought it must be right because he had
found it so useful. This is a very important
requirement in any theory but it does not
follow that errors in it should be ignored.
Insofar as the theory is thought to explain
the result of the Michelson-Morley experiment I am inclined to agree with Soddy that
it is a swindle: and I do not think Rutherford

would have regarded it as a joke had he
realised how it would retard' the rational
development of science.

Dr Louis Essen, D.Sc., F.R.S., has spent a
lifetime working at the NPL on the measure-

ment of time and frequency. He built the
first caesium clock in 1955 and determined
the velocity of light by cavity resonator, in
the process showing that Michelson's value
was 171cm/s low. n 1959, he was awarded the

Popov Cold Medal of the USSR Academy of
Sciences and also the OBE.
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Analogue input

CIRCUIT IDEAS
amplifying path. New data is latched into the
first HC574 and transferred to the standby

Programmable
amplifier with wide
dynamic range

amplifier, setting it to the new gain value.
Next, output is switched to the standby path,
the main amplifier is set to the new gain, and
output is returned to the main path.

Amplifiers with programmable gain tend to
be based on analogue multipliers or, if under
digital control, may use a multiplying d -to -a
converter or op -amp with switchable feedback. Analogue multipliers can drift and in a
digitally -controlled circuit considerable output spikes can occur when the digital input
value changes.
Neither of these problems occurs with this
low -noise, low -drift and transient -free pro-

Neither converter is switched through to

sate for this. Data values for the eproms are
quite easily determined and are reasonably
predictable once the individual contribution
of each converter switch is known.
Gain accuracy is eight bits but twelve -bit
converters are used because of their superior
noise and leakage -current performance. In
this configuration, the four least -significant

the output while its digital input is being
changed so switching transients do not bits of the twelve track the four most
occur. Transients produced by the DG243

significant so gain error introduced remains

make -before -break switch are negligible.
Normally d -to -a converters provide atten-

less than one bit.

Overall bandwidth is limited to the 20kHz

required for the original application by a
second -order low-pass filter. Circuit performance is degraded if the source impe-

at a time feeds the output buffer depending

uation but here, amplification is needed. A
high -stability potential divider with buffering determines amplification. This does not
degrade temperature performance since
temperature tracking of the converter resistor network is still used.
In this mode however, leakage current
through the converter switches introduces

on the position of a DG243 single -pole

output offsets of up to several millivolts, Tim Wilmshurst

two-way switch.

depending on the digital input word; eproms
programmed to suit the converter compen-

grammable amplifier. It has two identical
amplifying paths, called main and standby,
each using a 1232 d -to -a converter. One path

Initially, output comes from the main

dance is greater than 500 since transients

from one converter feed to the other
through the common input line. Adding an

input buffer solves this problem at the
expense of noise performance.
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VMEbus eprom board
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Any convenient address boundary can be
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comes from the LS95 shift register. On

14
4

3
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OTACK

6

four.
Frank Kelly
Computing Science Department
University of Stirling
Scotland
VME bus eprom board continued overleaf
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Video converter for
RGB to composite

Sync. signals are summed with the RGB
signals into the 75,12 load. Variable resistors
allow adjustment of the relative RGB levels;

nothing to enhance the appearan c of a
Reading

monochrome

a blue background may look good on a
colour monitor but a grey background does

Berkshire

monochrome picture.
Keith Wootten

Video RGB signals compatible with
extended -graphics -adaptor systems can be

turned into monochrome composite video

Circled numbers are
IBM 9 pintrconnections

R

330

without the need for a separate power

___23

supply.

(-5)

Line sync. at 21kHz is a short 5V pulse

SV

while the 60Hz frame sync. signal is a longer

ov

negative -going 5V pulse. Using the
normally -high frame sync. line as supply,
the transistor inverts the line sync. pulse
while the 4714F capacitor and diode shift the

combined sync. signals consisting of
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The New Generation
Thermal Linescan Recorders from Waverley

Waverley Thermal
Linescan Recorders
have been developed
in the UK to overcome
the well-known
disadvantages of existing

electrographic hardcopy
printers, which include
fumes, dust and the need
for a moving stylus or
chemicals.
All recorders incorporate a
revolutionary full width thermal print
head, enabling high definition dry
paper grey scale recording with no
moving parts other than the paper

For further details, contact:

transport. The
recorders are rugged
and reliable giving
dust and fume -free
operation. The only
consumable required
is the low-cost paper.
Routine maintenance
of the printing
assembly has been
virtually eliminated.
The printers feature high resolution
with 16 grey levels and 1/12mm
image edge definition.
Waverley offer a comprehensive
range of models including:

wir

3700 - illustrated left
Dual channel analogue or digital input
with IEEE control and built-in character
generator for annotation.

A single channel
analogue or digital unit
with variable sweep,
trigger, delay times and
input level.

A single channel, multi
application printer with a
general purpose digital
',interface.

s

y Maritime Systems Ltd
WAVERLEY DIVISION

Waverley Road, Weymouth, Dorset, England DT3 5HL
Tel: Weymouth (0305) 784738 Telex: 41477 Fax: (0305) 11/904
A Dowty Electronic Systems Division Company

ENTER 11 ON REPLY CARD

PROCESSOR PROJECT.?
For complete turn -key instrumentation and systems, Cavendish Automation offers delivery at little more
cost than stock items. This is achieved by our calling on our own comprehensive range of standard hardware
and configuring it to customers' exact requirements. In addition to hardware, we are able to write and
include user -requested software drivers for scanning keyboards, driving displays, sensing front panel
switches, driving DACs or reading analogue.
Our existing experience
includes medical diagnostic
equipment, marine
instrumentation, control of
real-time video as well as
many forms of industrial
process control.

Even if you don't want a
complete system, we will be
happy to talk about any level of
custom option you may need.
Advantages:

Very low cost
No advance payment
Guaranteed working system
Delivery normally around 6
weeks from RPO

So, for professional implementations at super -low cost, call us on (0480) 219457.
Cavendish Automation, 45, High St., St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1 BN. Tel: 04E0 219457. Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G
ENTER Id ON REPLY CARD
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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Programming p.l.ds
Control software for programming and verifying
a programmable logic device is often fed by output
from a Boolean -logic assembler.
V. LAKSHMINARAYANAN
Programming a p.I.d. takes three programming and verifying steps, one for
output polarity, one for the And mat-

rix, and one for the Or matrix. In my
program these tasks are independent of each

other and the overall program integrates
these functions in the proper sequence.

Before the p.l.d. can be programmed it
has to be checked to make sure that it is in

the virgin state which is characterized by
the presence of all the NiCr links, presence

of both the true as well as complement
terms of the input variables, the presence of

all 48 P terms in the Or matrix, and the
active -high polarity of all the outputs.
Software should therefore be modular and

each of the above tasks performed by a
subroutine. My program was written in
Intel 8085 assembly language.

Coding of output -polarity data. There are
eight output functions and each of them can
be programmed to be active high or active
low. Thus each function requires one bit of

data to store its status and a byte to store

While forming the fusing pattern care
should be taken to see that the input links
corresponding to unused P terms are not
fused.

P47.41 in the sixth byte. The next byte in
memory will be programming data for
output function F1, and so on.
For example, if F1, is defined as
F0= P1+ P3-1-

+P47

fusing data stored in the memory would be;

1

2
3
4
5
6

Data
10001010
00001010
00010000
11111111
11111111
11111111

You will notice that P terms P31.47 are not
being fused; it is assumed that these P
terms are not being used in the function Fo.

192 bytes, for the entire And matrix. Programming data for P term 0 has 115.8 in the
first byte. l7_ in the second, 115.8 in the third
and 17.0

in the fourth. The next byte of

PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE
Programming a p.l.d. involves the following

programming data in the memory for P term

steps,

1 contains 115.18 and so on.

- check the virgin state of the p.l.d.
- program and verify output polarity.

Presence of an input variable is indicated
by a logic one, and absence by a logic zero.

For example, if P Term 0 in a particular
Boolean function contains L. 12, 14, 16, 17, 19,

III, 114, 115, the four bytes of programming
data for P term 0 would be,

Byte
1

2

3
4

132

Data

01000010
10010001
10001000
01000100

the above tasks should be sequentially
called.

To illustrate the programming technique,
a specimen set of Boolean equations is given
in List 1, and the corresponding fusing

patterns in List 2. I will now look at the way

the fusing patterns are formed for output
polarity, a P term and an output function.
From List 1 you can see that outputs Fo,
F2, F4, F5, F6 are to be programmed active
low and F3 is to be programmed active high;
outputs F1 and F7 are not used. Therefore,
the polarity fusing pattern is,
F7

F6

F5

F4

F3

F2

F1

Fo

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

i.e., 8A16 which, as you can see from List 2, is
stored in location 100016.

Coming to P -term 1, you can see that it
contains 10, 12 and I. Therefore, the links to
be blown are all of 10.15, and all but 1,,, 12 and

15 in 1045. Corresponding bytes stored in
memory are,
0000
0010
0000
0000

115-8

Byte

the And gate.
Since there are 32 input lines to each And

each And gate and a total of 48 x 32 bytes, i.e.

+ P9+P11+

P20 + P24 + P3I + P32+

present in both the true as well as complement form. Each input may be present or
absent, and, if present it may be in the true
or compelement form; one bit is required to
store this information for each input line to

required to store the programming data for

correct format and the routines performing

in the first byte, P15.8 in the second, P23.16
in the third, P31.24 in the fourth, P39.39 and

Coding of And -matrix data. There are 48
And gates each with 16 input variables

gate and 48 And gates, four bytes are

Before programming, the necessary data

should be stored in the memory in the

Coding of Or -matrix data. There are eight
Or gates each with 48 inputs from the And
matrix. Each And gate output may or may
not be present as an input to a particular Or
gate, i.e. a particular P term may be present
or absent. The presence or absence of a P
term is indicated by a logical one or zero as
in the case of input variables. Therefore,
each Or function requires 48 bits i.e., 6
bytes of information for programming, and
a total of 8 x 6=48 bytes are required for the
entire Or matrix.
Or -matrix data for programming is
stored in memory for function F1, with P7.0

information about the polarity of all the
output functions, with b0.7 in F0.7. Data b, is
zero for active -low output polarity and one
for active high output polarity.

- program and verify the And matrix.
- program and verify the Or matrix.

17.0
!15-5
17-0

0000 (0)
0101 (2516)
0000 (0)
0000 (0)

These bytes are stored in locations 100516
to 100816. Fusing patterns for other P terms

are formed in a similar way. To program
output function Fo the fusing pattern required would be in the form of six bytes
defined as follows,
P7-0

0000 0110 (616)

PI5-8

0000 0000 (0)

P23-16
P31-24
P39-32
P47-40

1111 1110 (FE16)
1111 1111 (FF16)
1111 1111 (FF,6)
1111 1111 (FF16)

These patterns are stored in locations
10C116-100616. Fusing patterns for other
ouput functions are formed on similar lines.

SOFTWARE

ASSEMBLER REQUIREMENTS
The 48.page p.l.a. programmer listing in 8085
assembly language is too long for us to print in the

In preceding sections I have explained how a

magazine. We also have the author's 15 -page
Pascal listing for reading an input file for the And

p.I.d. can be programmed by using the

and Or terms and outputting data in Intel hex form.
They can be obtained by sending an A4 s.a.e. with
your address on it and a £3.75 copying charge to
PLA listing, E&WW Editorial. Room L303, Quadrant

and the output polarity. Essentially the

House. The Quadrant. Sutton, Surrey. Cheques
should be payable to Reed Business Publishing.

fusing patterns for the And and Or matrices

c.p.u. reads the fusing patterns stored in
memory and as decided by the assembly language algorithm either fuses the NiCr
links or leaves them intact.
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List 1. Specimen programming data for p.l.a.

Product terms
PI

My Pascal assembler is described in this
section to give you ideas for writing your
own software. The assembler produces the

fusing patterns for the And and Or matrices

=10.12.15

directly from Boolean equations. In other

P2 =103.111
P4 =10.14.111

words, the assembler converts user -readable
inputs into machine-readable format.

P6 =102.111

the Intel hex form which can be directly read

P3 =10341104113)4

Final output of the assembler is a file in

=1041417.112

from disc into microcomputer ram for use

P8 =11414174.112
P9 =1112414111
PIO =103419014111

by the c.p.u. The assembler accepts data in a

P7

particular form. For example, the representation of a typical P term and an F term is

PI I =114013)
P12 =104.194113)

/P07=100.005... 109/

P13 413).114

/F2 =P00+P12+P23+... P19/

(1)
(2)

P14 =10.124(115)

PI 5 =10124113

Here P stands for the product term, its index

PI6 =10.13.15419)4110)

varying between 0 and 47 for the 48 And
terms. In (1), it is set as a combination of I's
(true inputs) and C's (complemented inputs)

Other P -terms are not used.

which are specified by the accompanying
indices.
Sum terms

Similarly. in (2), F is a sum term desig-

(F0)=P1 + P2

nated by its index which lies between 0 and 7

(F2)= P3+ P4 + P5
(F3 = PI + P6
(F4)= P7+ P5

for the eight outputs, and is set to be the
combination of the P terms on the right of

(F5)= P9+ P10+ P14+ P15+ P16
(F6)= P11 + P12 + PI 3

Outputs F1 and F7 are not used.

Note: Terms in parentheses are active -low

outputs/complementary variables.

in List 1 by the author's assembler.

Here the fusing pattern for output polarity data
for F7.0 is stored in location 1000, for the And
matrix in locations 1001 to 1000 and for the Or
matrix from 1001 to 10F0.
1000 8A ;Polarity
1001

FF

FF

FF

FF

1005
1009
100D

00
08
84
08
00
08

25
09
29
26
05

10

81

00
00
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
06
20
20
20
80
00
06

00
00
00
00
00
00
20

1011

1015
1019
101D

11

11
82
1025 08 06
1029 08 09
102D 00 42
1031 02 41
1035 40 00
1039 00 45
103D 20 25
1041 00 29

1021

20
20
00

00
00
00
00

00
00

;P4
;P5

including character generators, look -up and
decision tables, function generators, micro-

programming, sequential controllers and
frequency synthesizers.

I would like to thank Dr N.W. Nerurkar
and Mr V.B. Taneja of the Centre for Advanced Studies in Electronics, New Delhi, for
their encouragement during this work and
for their permission to publish this article.
Furl her reading
USA. 1980.
USA. 1986.

plained above, and an input file is produced.

PAL/PLE programmable -logic handbook. Monolithic Memories USA. 1985.
Programmable logic data book. Advanced Micro

The assembler is structured to that it reads

Devices. USA. 1986-87.

My assembler assumes that input data, that
is to say the P and the F terms, is present in
an input file called DATA.IN. First, data is
read from this file. The assembler recognizes
the end of P term data when it encounters an
asterisk in the field of the character P (each
line in the input file is declared as a record):
similarly the end of F -term data is indicated

;P6

matrix is.

;P7

115

;P8
;P9
;P10
;P11
;P12
:P13
;P14
;P15
;P16

Is

-111

C15 - C8
C,

Co

These matrices are initialized to null matrices for the P terms: the 1 and C terms
present in each P term decide which of the
matrix elements become 1 (logic one in a
byte is equivalent to presence of that input
variable and hence the corresponding NiCr

V. Lakshminaravanan obtained his B.E. in

Electronics Engineering from Bangalore
University in 1981 and an M.E. in Electrical
Communication Engineering from the Indian Institute of Science in 1983.
He is currently on the technical staffat the
Centre for the Development of Telematics in
Bangalore, involved in the design of digital
telephone exchanges and v.h.f./u.h.f. communication systems.

Moving -coil head

amplifiers
In the article by Doug Self which
appeared in the December issue, an
error appeared in Fig. 6, the complete
circuit diagram. A correct version of the

relevant part of the diagram is shown
below. Apologies to readers and to Mr
Self and thanks to Mr D. Symons. who
pointed out the error.

link need not be blown).

Once the matrices are formed, each mat-

06 00 FE

FF

FF

FF

;FO

rix row is converted into hexadecimal form

FF

by grouping the bits four at a time. The

FF

FF

FF

FF

;F1

10CD 38 00 FE
10D3 42 00 FE
10D9 80 01 FE

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF

1 ODF 00 C6 FF

FF

FF

FF

FF
FF

FF

FF

;F2
;F3
;F4
;F5
;F6

FF

FF

;F7

00 38

FE

FF

FF

FF

seconds. Such a logic i.c. has applications

Programmable -logic data manual. Signetics.

of each And/Or term. For each p.I.d. the
required Boolean equations are written for
the And and Or matrices in the form ex-

ated with each product term. Each row is
equivalent to a byte. The structure of each

pattern follows.

10E5
10EB

or Boolean transfer function in a few

enclosed within obliques to indicate the field

Each P term has a combination of I and C
terms. Since these cannot exceed 32 (10-15
and C015) a four -by -eight matrix is associ-

terminate program after P16. Or matrix fusing

FF

is possible to
transform a blank p.l.d. into a device containing a custom algorithm, microprogram.

by a hash symbol.

;PO
;P1
;P2
;P3

To prevent fusing input links of unused P terms,

1001
1007

CONCLUSION

With this programmer it

Bipolar and mos memory data manual. Signetics.

ASSEMBLER ALGORITHM
programmer produced from Boolean equations

terms (0 to 47), each F term has a six -by eight matrix associated with it. Procedures
for both And and Or matrices have numerical test facilities built into their algorithms to
arrange the terms in ascending numerical
order.

the equal sign. Both these equations are

the input file and creates an output file in the
Intel hex format.

List 2. Example of programming data for the p.l.d.

A similar procedure produces hexadecim-

al code for F terms. Since there are 48 P

hexadecimal code lies between 00 and FF. An

absent P term requires none of the links to
be blown: hence it will have FF FF FF FF.

Thus all P terms have a hexadecimal code

whether they are present or absent. These
codes are combined to form the Intel hex file

in which each line has 16 bytes of
hexadecimal -form data.
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FEEDBACK
A.m. stereo
With reference to the item "A.m.

stereo for Europe" in EWW,
November, 1987, page 1167,

I

would like to point out that, in
my opinion, it is much better for

Europe to have a.m. higher fidelity than a.m. poor stereo.

That is, instead of sending L

and R, which are two band limited (5kHz) audio channels, it
would be more enjoyable if the
added information extended the

bandwidth of the transmitted
programme (at the speaker).

The latter could be done by
shifting down (e.g. by 5kHz) the
higher frequencies of the audio

programme (probably from
5kHz to 10 kHz) and then adding
them (now bandlimited to 5kHz)

to the old programme (also
bandlimited to 5kHz) in quadrature as proposed in stereo systems.
Kerim Fahme
Aleppo
Syria

Mechanical
television
I was most impressed to read the

letter by Mr A.S. Henderson in
your December issue on mecha-

nical tv under Feedback. I was

the first engineer to join the
Scophony Company in 1932, and

speed motor and stainless steel course it would be better to do
polygon as a complete unit had a away with the transformer and
total material and labour cost of measure 12 as the voltage drop£8.12.6, the polygon represent- ped across a small (0.5 ohm)
ing the magnificent sum of resistor, as Mr Clifford suggests.
£3.10.0.
But what the figure portrays is
I am at a loss to find the reason not a test circuit; it is a practical
for the 49 facet polygon; we were circuit for an implantable receivthinking in 1939 of front projec- er whose output must match the
tion rather than the rear projec- resistance of the tissue to be
tion of our standard cinema sys- stimulated - of the order of half a
tems, and the 49 facet would kilohm, rather than half an ohm,
reduce the angle between each with a typical electrode setup.
facet and so give us a longer Hence the need for a step-up r.f.
projection distance than the 20 transformer, which does indeed
facet polygon. I have known of degrade the range -independency
multi -facet polygon tests for of the link, but not by much.
front projection, and for a 405 2. Tongue doubtless in cheek, Mr
line picture the lower -speed Clifford suggests that if one exhigh-speed scanner would mean pects the frequency to fall as one
an increase in the distance be- approximates oscillator and retween the ultrasonic light cell ceiver, it will in fact surely rise,
and the scanner from 13 to and vice -versa; and that this is
something like 35 cm. in order to undesirable. On the contrary, it
obtain the immobilising of the would not matter which way the
waves in the liquid column. frequency went, but in practice,
Another reason for the 49 facet with the various series oscillapolygon was to accommodate the tors the MRC Unit has published,
intended 441 line 60 frame stan- the frequency always falls and
dard in the United States to never hops to the higher, theorereduce the high-speed scanner tically possible, value.
speed which, on the British stan- 3.Using an operational amplifier

dard, was running at 30,375
r.p.m.
Incidentally, the total cost including labour of the complete
24in Scophony Home Receiver

was just under £52, excluding
cabinet, the reason being that
Ted Wilson was getting £3 a
week and I, as a Design Engineer,

to drive Vmos transistors has
thrown up no noticeable problems with reliability. In any case,

it

is

the implanted receiver

which must be ultra reliable; the
external -to -the -body series oscillator need only be reliable.
P.E.K. Donaldson
MRC Neurological Prosthesis

probably I am more fortunate got £450 a year! Converting Unit
than Mr Henderson in that I have £.s.d. into present day metric London SE5
kept records and photographs of pounds by multiplying every- T.E. Ivall
most aspects of the Scophony thing by 2.4 and 50 years of Staines

stainless steel and glass, but

Electronic & Wireless World, entitled "Does your coupling coefficient matter?" Tom Ivall reports
work funded by the Medical Re-

Coupling
coefficient

a 405 line picture, the polygon
was designed for 20 facets and
was in stainless steel and not
glass. We manufactured 50 polygons on a mandrel, using a very

We thank Mr Clifford for his
interest (Letters, December

accurate Zeiss optical dividing

1987) in the article "Does your
coupling coefficient matter?, by
Tom Ivall, June 1987 issue, and
are ourselves interested that he
has written on allied topics (any

head, and it was possible to use

35 of these in the centre of the
mandrel - the outside polygons
were discarded. We could carry
out this work when Ted Wilson
joined us and I am obliged to Mr
Henderson for reminding me of
his name. I retain all the cost
sheets, which were carefully pre-

pared, and note that the high
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reprints left. Mr Clifford ?).

May we reply to three of the
points he raises:

search Council. He purports to
report a "little-known, possibly
hitherto unknown. fundamental
property of inductively coupled
oscillating circuits".
I am sure that by now you will
have received many other letters

in addition to this one from
'old-timers', protesting that far
from being the "unknown" property claimed, the results are well

known (even to a now non practising ex -electronics person
as I am). I referred to one of my

If the receiving part of the text -books last used in 1951
circuit shown in Fig.2 were in- when I took my physics degree.
deed a "test circuit", then of "Principles of Electricity" by
1.

New York. Pages 509-517 deal

explicitly with coupled circuits
in forced oscillation and contain
analogous results.
I trust that Mr P. E. K. Donald-

son will make an acknowledgement of at least this prior work in
future publications.
D.C. Chadney

Chinnor
Oxfordshire

Catt's anomaly
There is no rigid rod in my story
(January, 1987). Indeed, I chose
the two examples, a cable and a
body of water, in order to steer
clear of such dubious idealizations. Any number of other examples could have been used,

such as ordinary sound in air.
The point of them all would be
the same - that the speed of the
elements of the medium can be
far below (and is certainly quite a
separate issues from) the speed
with which displacements
agate. Indeed, I mention in the
case of the water, but the point
holds also for the cable, that the
displacement propagates at the
speed of sound. There is a close
mathematical parallel between
the mass (or density) of an acous-

tic medium and the inductance
(or inductance per unit length)

between elasticity and capacitance. There is simply no prob-

inflation, multiply by at least 20 Middlesex
and you will get a cost of nearly
£2.500!
In an article in the June. 1987

when it became established that
the definition of television would
be either 240 lines 50 frames or
202.5 lines interlaced to produce

Van Nostrand Company, Inc,

of a transmission line, as there is

system for over fifty years.
Adam Hilger Ltd produced our
first high-speed scanners in both

Joshua Sieger
Poole
Dorset

Page & Adams (first edition June
1931, second edition 1949) by D.

lem about a pulse of charge
travelling at the speed of light
while the electrons themselves
move at speeds that are orders of

magnitude slower, and Catt's
self -named anomaly is no more

than an elementary misunderstanding.

At the time of writing my
letter it did seem funny, and at
least has the merit of being on a
level of pottiness comparable to
Mr Catt's declamations.
Alex Wilding
Redditch

The Conquest
of thought
Ivor Catt (December. 1987)
seems to think I have been going
on about Bohr's Correspondence

Principle in articles on electromagnetism and vectors recently.
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FEEDBACK
If I put my physicist's cap on, the
principle is familiar and could be
discussed, but I did not have

anything like it in mind while
writing the tutorial articles.
Regarding the little bit that I

birefringent dielectrics. If Mr

However,

I must point out

al Relativity, then sure, tensors
will turn up. But I'll wager they'll
not turn up until all the students

that Mr Self fell down on the
definition of which noise he is
actually measuring. He measured unweighted noise and

Coleman's students study Gener-

have a good knowledge of vector

without RIAA correction. This is

related to Kuhn's statement -

analysis for electromagnetism

grossly in error for a practical

and Kuhn says quite a number of

m. -c. stage.

contradictory things - I would

studies, and so on.
No, I repeat, Mr Coleman

only add the following extracts:

must be reading some remote

"Second, the new paradigm
must promise to preserve a re-

esoteric stuff to think he can

(hFE typical 1200) BC650 will
exhibit exceptionally low flicker
noise (low frequency), but unweighted measurements show

latively large part of the concrete
problem -solving ability that has

accrued to science through its
predecessors."

and:-

'

"paradigms...usually preserve
a great deal of the most concrete

parts of past achievement and
they always permit additional
concrete problem -solutions besides".
These, by the way, are on page

169 of his book "The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions", in case
Ivor Catt gets time to read the

argue about obsolescence in the
way he did. In any case I disagree

entirely that everything studied
20 years ago has gone - we still
use Newton's laws and those of
thermodynamics for nearly all

engineering design task any
motor engineer), and for rocket
design and launching - to say
nothing about those Maxwell's
equations I discussed in the
article...
Joules Watt
Staple
Kent

Moving -coil

On the correspondence from
C. F. Coleman in the November

preamplifier

I wonder what point he

was making? One flavour in his
letter seemed to be the delusion
arising yet again that 'progress'

everything, and frenetic at
that. "0", "A" and BTEC level
people should study tensors,
is

number pairs, up-to-the-minute
bits and pieces that the 'maths
pushers' say is in fashion. Many

of us do not go along with the
fiction that progress is occurring

in this naive way at all. What

about the chlorinated com-

I read with great interest Doug.
Sells article on m. -c. stages in
EWW for December 1987. I'm
glad to see at last a proper,
practical approach to circuit design. The article was well written, fluent and not bogged down
with largely irrelevant mathema-

tics. Figure 2 clearly demonstrated the fact, little known
amongst most engineers, that

ding electronic engineer ex-

Bi-fet and Met op -amps are extremely noisy. Any engineer will
tell you, after reading any data
sheet on modern op -amps that
they are all very low -noise, very
high-performance devices. That

pressions for the reactance of an

fet op -amps are low noise devices

inductor, jcul. for example, or

is sheer nonsense. Any engineer
worth his salt who can wire up a

pounds and the ozone layer - and
the nuclear fiascos?

Much closer to home, how
would Mr Coleman offer the bud-

Fourier transforms. More to the

point even than that, all the
exams I have seen from engineering institutions contain
questions about j and the concise

way phasors show phase and
frequency and soon.

On the other topic, vectors,
I'm afraid it is the same story.
Yes, division by a vector is not
defined, and that's O.K. as there

is no physical or engineering
need for it anyway. Would Mr
Coleman throw away all algebras
that didn't commute? Out would
go matrix algebra too, I suppose.

Tensors might very well turn up
with anisotropic media, like permeability and ferrite material, or

circuit and measure it will find
that, for impedances below
50kHz, bipolar junction transistors are quieter than fets. A fet
only comes into its own in two
areas; for high impedances or for
r.f. from 50MHz to 500MHz.
Above this frequency, b.j.ts again
exhibit superior noise specs. Fet
op -amps are far noisier than even

741s in audio applications, as
shown by Mr Self, their main use
being for high input impedances

medical electronics is normally
obtained by operating the input
device at optimum collector current and with a fixed VcE of less
than 3V. Mr Sells is a little high

high wideband noise in excess of

that of virtually, any other type.

cannot agree with the idea of

Since an RIAA stage has roughly

using an electrolytic at the input.
Whilst I myself cannot measure
any degradation in t.h.d. down to
1p.p.m., it has been demonstrated many times that there is
an audible difference between a
short circuit and a high -quality
polypropylene capacitor. The use

30dB differential gain between
low frequencies and mid audio band frequencies, a transistor
must be measured under these
conditions to give a true indication of whether it is audibly quiet

or not. Secondly a CCIR filter
fitted with a true peak detector
must be used to simulate the
ear's response. Unweighted
low rb ZTX655 will give a very
good performance in Mr Sells
setup due to its low -gain. low

white -noise level. However,
when fed through a RIAA circuit
it is dominated by flicker noise,
which makes the system almost

useless, with a continuous

of a 220p input capacitor

is

rather excessive; whilst

I

appreciate the value has to be
large in order to present a low
impedance at the base terminal

at low frequencies, low frequency noise is of impulse
nature, with most of its energy at
higher frequencies, and little at

the fundamental pulse -

repetition frequency. Subjectively, a 22p is satisfactory with no
audible change even at 4117. To

One last point on noise; the

stabilize the individual transistors' collector currents, as emit-

key to the whole performance is

ter degeneration would degrade

running the input transistor at
the optimum collector current

the noise, the first stage's d.c.
loop being local, individual collector resistors, say 220ohms,
and individual base -collector
feedback resistors would serve
this purpose without noise degradation as the signal level at
this point is greater than at the
base -emitter input. This would
then allow three separate input

growling sound.

for a given source impedance, as
Mr Self mentions. He then uses a
standard 3R3 resistor as a source
load. I have found many times

that optimum
for minimum
noise cannot be set on a pure
resistor. Presumably one intends

to actually use the circuit with a
particular cartridge, therefore

coupling capacitors, say 10p pol-

should be optimized for that

propylene filmcaps, connecting

cartridge. I have found that if a
cartridge (carefully screened) is
actually substituted for the 3R3

to each isolated base.

resistor, the audible and measurable noise is significantly worse,
typically by 8-10dB. The reason

Les Sage

Bingley
Yorks

is that the cartridge is inductive

exhibiting a rising impedance
with frequency. Since noise with

most low -noise transistors

is

subjectively worse at mid -audio
frequencies, the input stage's Ic
must be lowered to give a better

match. Empirically, this opti-

and low bias -current usage in,
for example, sample -and -hold

mum operating current with an
actual cartridge connected has

circuits. Outside this limited

been found to be around 1/3 that

area they are best put to use for
building motorways.

obtained with a shorted input,

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

3R3. It is also interesting to note
that a lower input -stage noise in

at 5V and with an op -amp output
stage linearity is not a problem.
Whilst I agree entirely with Mr
Sells view of a single input stage
and the avoidance of differential
inputs due to 3dB worse noise, I

measurements are meaningless
even for comparisons. A selected

book.

issue,

The reason is that a high -gain

voltage within 2dB of that of a

and gives a real, practical noise
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ELECTRONICS
AND WIRELESS WORLD
1988 COMPETITION
For news of our 1988 competition, do not fail to
see this issue. The prizes are truly spectacular and
there is no hardware design involved simply
writing. All will be revealed in the March issue, on
sale Thursday, 18 February, 1988.

-

International
programming
language
A computer language that can be used on

almost any desk -top or home computer
without change is the aim of 1 -APL, an
international version of APL (A programming language) which conforms to ISO and
proposed British standards. The language is
free to users.

APL was originally devised as a method of
notating mathematical expressions in a language that could be understood by a computer. Its first practical use in 1956 was a
paper -and -pencil

exercise to design the

microprogramming of the IBM 360 compu-

ter. Since then the original 400Kbytes of
code have been reduced to the 25Kbytes of
1 -APL which will fit into two 16K roms on,
for example a BBC micro, with
enough space left for a
character font and a printer
driver. The main advantage
of APL is that it is particularly
good at maths. Formulae can be

entered almost as written. Consequently
programming time is reduced to a tenth of
that of other programming languages. Typically, statistics students can be shown how

formulae are entered without needing to
know that they are using a specific programming language at all. This method is used at
the Statistics department at University College, Swansea, by Prof. Hawkes. Similarly,

Prof. Spence of Imperial College, London
has written a book on circuit theory with the
equations in APL notation. A disadvantage is

V -series microprocessors and 'C'. Two articles from NEC describe the
V -series of high-speed c-mos micros, which are pin -compatible with
8086 and 8088 types. The V25 incorporates features which allow
efficient handling of internal peripherals, residing in separate I/O
address areas, directly from the C language -a process which is
normally difficult in high-level languages.

The goniometer. Gregor Grant contributes a piece on the goniometer
and its decades of application in direction -finding equipment for air
navigation, from the Bellini-Tosi antenna to the standard VOR beacons.
High -definition television. Geoff Lewis reviews the proceedings of the
Third International Colloquium on h.d.tv held on Ottawa recently. The
NHK Muse/MAC controversy continues.

Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain are the subject of this month's
Pioneers piece, by W. Atherton. It is forty years since the world first
heard of their invention, the point -contact transistor, which took
several years to find any serious application.
Einstein's relativistic ether. Einstein has the reputation of having killed
off the ether. Dr Ludvik Kostro, of the University of Gdansk, points out
that this is not the case: Einstein denied the fixed ether, but proposed a
new conception of the ether which is non -stationary.
Confessions of a frustrated inventor. Heinz Lipschutz, who invented
inertial navigation in 1939 but was unable to interest anyone in the
system, recounts his experiences over many years of trying to exploit his
work. "Unless an inventor has... financial muscle... he is better off
growing roses on the centre lane of the Ml".

that on smaller computers APL is slow;
benchmarks to complete a given task compare poorly even with Basic. However this is

offset by the complexity of mathematics
possible, such as matrix transformations.
I -APL is free to all who wish to use it. The
only cost is the disc or eprom copying fee and

for the manuals and textbooks. Tutorial,
encyclopaedic and installation manuals are

in preparation and will cost less than a
photocopy of the same texts. Versions of
1 -APL are in preparation for IBM -PCs, BBC,

Sinclair Spectrum, Commodore CM, Apple

11, Atari ST and many other computers.
Details from Anthony Camacho, Chairman
1 -APL Project, 2 Blenheim Road, St Albans,
Herts ALI 4NR.

Enhancing IBM PCs, XTs
and clones
In this article presented in the November
issue, the reference to jumper E was incomplete; it is in fact jumper E2. The photograph

on p1094 is of IBM's new PS2 computer,
which would not benefit a great deal from
the modifications described in the article.
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Electronic Brokers introduce the essential guide for users, specifiers and
purchasers of test and measurement equipment - The Blue Book. More than
just a catalogue, the 256 page Blue Book includes technical and
applications information in addition to comprehensive guides and product
specifications.
There are 16 sections from oscilloscopes to analysers, signal sources,
multimeters, communications and television test equipment . . . plus much
more. And as you would expect from the leading distributor in the industry
all the leading major manufacturers are included.
The Blue Book will be an invaluable source of information for you Secure your FREE personal hard back copy today by sending off the coupon
with a business card or letterhead.

Electronic Brokers Ltd, 140/146 Camden Street, London NW1 9PB

Fax: 01-267 7363. Telex: 298694. Tel: 01-267 7070.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT
INSTRUMENTATION

FIRST VXI PRODUCTS EMERGE

0

nly five months after the
announcement of the VME-

bus extensions for instru-

mentation, VXI for short, the
first products to be designed around it are

PC or compatible and the monitor screen

the most exciting possibilities of having a

shows i.c. pinpouts, logic signals with labels
(just visible in the photograph on page 167),
and connector details when cable testing.

number of instruments in a common,
closely -coupled environment is tighter time

speed instrumentation business - the 30 or

Another product on show in Anaheim is
Colorado Data Systems VXI Prototyping
System,. which they claim is the first VXI

so registered potential users highlighted

product. According to Lou Klahn of CDS it is

coordination leading to a higher level of
system performance than has ever been
possible" enthuses Lou Klahn. "The 73APRT allows users to explore the ramifications of this capability in their own market

elsewhere in this Insight - have been keep-

the first of many: "We plan to announce a

place".

ing their instrument cards close to their
chests, some aiming to release details at

new product at the rate of one a month

Tektronix had been working on a VMEbased architecture for Card Modular Instru-

January's ATE Show West in Anaheim, Cali-

throughout 1988" he told Insight.
The prototyping system, type 73A, con-

fornia. But what we have been able to

sists of a 488 mainframe, a 488-to-VXI

VXIbus standard. Other instrument com-

establish as we go to press in mid December
is included in this report.

interface board that also provides the required VME and VXI interface clock and
control signals and other slot -0 functions
two wire wrap cards with power filtering
(one with VXI interface), an extender card,

panies and a.t.e. end -users had independently determined a need for a card instrumenta-

revealed. Companies active in the high-

First product details came from one of the
smallest companies in the business, United
Test Equipment of Anaheim. The VXI Modular Test & Monitor System is based on an

A -size card using the P1 connector and
measures 25 by 30 by 15cm without the

and an adapter to allow the 60 or so modules
of CDS's 53A series of 'instruments -on -a card' to be used. Detailed user and service

computer. It is software -driven from an IBM

manuals with circuits are included "One of

ments prior to the development of the

tion architecture and, significantly, VMEbus

had been indentified by them all as the
foundation bus.
The VXI spec reflects the early Tektronix

work, as well as that of the four other
companies who participated in the VXIbus
discussions. Many of the higher perform Continues on page 167

INSIDE
First VXI products
emerge k ho's doing what
plus an alternative view of
VXI from Steve Lekas of
Keithley Instruments, Cleveland. Report by
Geoffrey Shorter

PC -based test equipment
is growth area Market
research analyst Mike New
reports on bus and control
issues in this fast growing market

VXIbus and its impact on
instrumentation Lou
Klahn of Colorado Data
Systems explains why the
VXIbus is an evolutionary necessity in the
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ups the PC used as the
display and control element has to be paid
for only once. And it can be put to other uses

Oscilloscope architecture
There's little point in
trying to improve
performance in one area if
the underlying architecture leads to a
reduction in capability elsewhere, says
Robert Stubbings of Tektronix
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VXIBUS AND ITS IMPACT
ON INSTRUMENTATION
T

he recent announcement by
five major instrument manufacturers of a new bus stan-

dard for instrumentation,

dubbed the VXlbus for VMEbus extensions

for instrumentation, raises two important

Lou Klahn of Colorado

1987, Wavetek announced their Model 680,
which included a product from Racal -Dana.
Hewlett-Packard was in the process of defining upgrades and replacements for some of

evolutionary necessity in

denominator for all of these efforts was VME.

the world of test systems

consortium companies started during 1986.
By early 1987, it had become apparent that,
for the good of the industry, it was necessary
for these companies to temporarily set aside
their differences and see if they could agree
upon a working standard. A series of meetings started in April of this year that culminated with the announcement, in July, of the

agreed to a new bus standard is a good
indicator of the importance of this step.
These companies, CDS, Hewlett-Packard,
Racal -Dana Instruments, Tektronix, and
Wavetek, have wholeheartedly endorsed the
VXlbus, and believe that it will enhance the
development of automatic test systems by

for computer based instrumentation. In

Data Systems explains
why the VXlbus is an

questions: why is the VXIbus necessary, and

secondly, what is it and why is it important
in the instrument world?
The fact that five instrument manufacturers who are traditional competitors have

products for a product line they dubbed CBI

the instrumentation that might be needed
for a given requirement in a common format. (In fact, a system that uses a relatively
large mainframe into which only a few of the

their modular equipment. The common
Private conversations between the five

needed complement of functions can be
placed, can actually make a test system
larger rather than smaller.) In addition,

VXlbus. (An interesting sidelight - the

becoming a standard, it will provide a great
variety of available 'Instruments on Cards'.

since some of these systems used either an

but its backplane is also functionally very
similar to the backplane defined by that

In order to understand why VXIbus,

tension of the IEEE -488 bus itself, the
problem of properly distributing instru-

allowing the user to more easily utilize
modular instrumentation. By virtue of it

although technologically an innovative concept, is an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary step, it is first necessary to understand the historical motivation that led to its
development. Two fundamental and basical-

ly independent forces have combined to
bring VXlbus to where it is today. The first
factor, primarily driven by military require-

unmodified computer backplane or an ex-

mentation signals within a mainframe still
remained, although these approaches did
solve many of the command and control
problems.
In 1985, the US Air Force asked the MATE
User's Group (MUG) to make specific recom-

VXlbus not only meets all of the recommendations of the MUG IAC Subcommittee,

group). The consortium also intends to
submit the VXIbus to the IEEE with the full
endorsement of each of the five companies
involved, and a strong recommendation that
it be adopted and published.

What is VXIbus?

mendations regarding standardization of

Before beginning to describe what VXIbus is
and how it works, one basic question needs

capable test systems that are smaller and

instrument -on -a -card (IAC) technology. It
was their intent to take these recommenda-

to be answered: why was it necessary to
extend VME rather than use it intact? The

lighter. The second factor, driven by all users

tions and turn them into a standard that

of a.t.e., is a growing requirement for test
systems that have the higher levels of systems performance that can be achieved by
integrating multiple instruments in a common instrument environment.

could be added to the Air Force's Modular
Automatic Test Equipment (MATE) Guides.
This task was completed and the recommendations submitted to the Air Force early

fundamental reason is that VME is a computer bus, and while it solves the problems of
command and control, it is not ideally suited

ments, is an increasing need for more

Since the VXlbus will be a standard, it will

in 1986 - a set of recommendations that
were based on extensions of, and minor

to the world of instrumentation. For example, it tends to be somewhat noisy, a real
problem in the world of low-level analogue

and r.f./m icrowave instrumentation. In

allow users to select from a wide range of
instruments, interface cards and computers
from different manufacturers, with full con-

modifications to, VME. The Air Force then
undertook an extensive evaluation of those

recommendations. The major stumbling

addition, it contains no provisions for handling some of the signals necessary to instruments, such as triggers and analogue sig-

fidence that these modules will operate

block to Air Force adoption of an IAC

nals.

together when used in a single test system.
Test system designers that use the VXIbus
will be able to tailor their test to their actual
needs, since they will be able to design the
equipment for the test rather than the other
way around.

standard was a lack of consensus on the part
of industry, especially the manufacturers, as

Moreover, to create an environmental
conducive to the higher level of system
performance that instrumentation users

A short history
Although test systems using modular technology have been around for a number of
years, they have all suffered from the problems caused by a lack of standardization. A
user could typically not get all or enough of

140

to the exact technical content of the standard. The actual need for a standard had
already been endorsed by both industry and
users.

In a parallel effort, each of the five companies was in some stage of developing an
internal IAC standard. Colorado Data Systems was in the process of updating the IAC
system they had been delivering since the
mid -70's. In 1985, Tektronix had announced
a concept, an open architecture, and initial

want, the consortium found it necessary to
define additional clocks and signal paths.
Another problem with the VMEbus was that
it did not supply the kind of power needed by

instruments, so additional power and
grounds had to be included.

The VXlbus standard builds on the existing standard for VME (IEEE -1014): it in
no way violates VME and in fact contains

specific provisions that help ensure that
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The local bus, defined for both P2 and P3,
is a daisy -chained structure between cards
that allows manufacturers or users to define

two card sizes, VXIbus specifies four diffe-

not contain local intelligence. A second class
of devices, "memory devices", may include
such things as rams and roms. A third class,

rent card sizes (designated in the standard as

"message -based devices", is required to have

their own unique protocols and uses. For

A, B, C, or D), drawn from the Eurocard

communication registers that are accessible
to other modules within the system, and are

example, the local bus can be used to
transfer analogue signals, t.t.l. data, and/or

selected, these cards may use one, two or
three 96 -pin DIN connectors. The size -A
card utilizes a single DIN connector (P1).
Size B, which corresponds to the standard

intended for use where higher levels of

e.c.l. data between adjacent cards of a instrument set. IAC modules that use the local bus

VME card, and size C cards also use P1, and
optionally, P2 connectors. Size D cards use
PI and. optionally P2 and P3 connectors.

They can also be designed to control

standard VME cards will operate properly
within VXIbus systems. Where VME specifies

standard. Depending on the card size

Like VME, each additional connector

communication are desired. The latter class
will typically be a smart device that contains
parsers that an interpret ASCII commands.

must follow a hierarchical classification

register -based devices.

scheme based on a given module's intended
use of the local bus. This scheme includes a
mechanical keying mechanism designed to

Communication between VXIbus devices
is based on a hierarchical device relationship
involving Commanders and Servants. With-

insure that an IAC module that falls into a
given class regarding its utilization of the
local bus is not accidentally connected to an

offers increased power and performance, but
unlike VME there are no user -defined pins.
All connectors are fully defined. The VXIbus

in a system containing multiple comman-

incompatible class, which could result in

ders, each commander can control its subset

PI connector conforms exactly to the VME

of instrument modules ("servants"). A

definition for the PI connector, which is

VXIbus system can contain as many as 256
different devices if multiple chassis are used.
The most common VXIbus configuration,

damage to either or both of the IAC modules.
Classifications currently defined the VX1bus
include t.t.l., e.c.l., low-level analogue
medium -level analogue and high-level analogue. A given IAC module may occupy more
than one classification.
One of the stickier problems faced by the

used for command and control. Likewise,
row B of the P2 connector is exactly per
VME. VXlbus uses rows A and C of the P2
connector, and all of the P3 connector, to
define additional power and ground, two
local buses, two additional clocks, trigger
and sync signals, and a sumbus, all of which

are explained in more detail later in this
article.
Because the potential application areas for

the VXIbus include all of the areas where

automatic or semi -automatic testing

is

being used today, the architecture had to be

extremely flexible. It also had to make
provisions for the future growth of instruments on cards. As a result of these needs,
special care was taken to ensure that the
VXlbus could accommodate almost any sys-

tem hierarchy or topology. It deliberately
does not specify the use of any particular
type of microprocessor, operating system or

interface to the host computer. Similarly,
the content of the individual instrument
commands is left solely to the manufacturer,
although IEEE488.2 is suggested as a guideline.

What the specification describes
If these areas are left up to the manufacturer,
what then does the new spec. address? What

the proposed standard describes, in detail,
are the technical requirements (hardware
and software) necessary for a variety of cards
from different manufacturers to be used on a

common computer/instrumentation back plane.
As a start, the VXIbus defines the hierar-

chy of device types with an automatic configuration protocol defined for all types. A set
of configuration registers, which are accessible from the P1 connector, are specified for
each device type. Through these registers,
the system can identify each device and its

especially over the next few years, will
probably be a system with an IEEE -488 to
VXIbus interface card controlling the instrumentation within the cardcage. In this
mode, the VXlbus can be made transparent
to 488 users, although higher level users (so
called "power" users) will have direct access
to the bus if they need it. Another possible
configuration is a stand-alone system with
its own c.p.u., memory cards, and optionally
its own mass storage. This would allow it to
operate independently of, or in conjunction
with, an external system controller.

Fundamental communication within a
VXlbus system is based on a byte -serial
protocol. This allows users to choose, for
example, between the IEEE -488.2 for
commercially -oriented systems, or CIIL for
MATE -oriented test systems, as well as utilize other test languages now or in the future.
It also means that VXIbus instrument modules can be configured in a wide variety of
ways as required by the application, limited
only by the user's imagination, and by the
suite of instrument functions available at the
time the test system is built.
One of the most exciting possibilities of
having a number of instruments in a common, closely -coupled environment is tighter
time coordination, leading to a higher level
of system performance than has ever before
been possible. The VXIbus trigger lines have

been defined with just this possibility in
mind. Traditional rack -and -stack instruments connected via cables cannot hope to
match the control over signal characteristics
and propagation delay that is possible in a
well-defined and controlled backplane environment. Signals that have been added on

architects of the VXlbus was that of power

and cooling requirements. The standard
solved the problem by requiring manufacturers to always specify the power and
cooling requirements for each card using a
standard, easily reproduced, method. Simi-

larly, manufacturers of cages must also
specify the power and cooling capacity for
their cage. This means that users can easily
determine whether or not a given card or set
of cards can be used with a given card cage. A

side benefit of this approach is that manufacturers can choose to build either IAC mod-

ules, or cages, or both, while still allowing
users full freedom of selection.
Similar to VME's impact on the computer

industry, adoption of the VXIbus standard

represents a major step forward in the
instrumentation industry. Some industry
observers have stated that its potential long-

term impact may even rival that of IEEE 488. Not only will it widen the areas where
modular instrumentation is being used, but
it will also, due to its ability to offer a higher
level of systems performance, open new
application areas. It is important to emphasize that the VXIbus architecture is an open
architecture available to all manufacturers
and users. In the short time since its original
announcement, more than 25 different companies have expressed an intent to produce
products designed in accordance with the
VXIbus standard.
Designers desiring a copy of the VXIbus
specification are free to contact the author at
the address below.

the VXlbus specifically for this purpose
include a 10MHz and a 100MHz e.c.l. clock,

type, together with model number and

e.c.l. and t.t.l. trigger lines, and a "local

manufacturer, plus additional memory re-

bus". To give some idea of the performance
levels possible, t.t.l. triggering is possible at
rates in excess of 10MHz, while e.c.l. trigger
rates exceed 50MHz. Data transfer rates well

Louis J. Klahn is vice-president of sales at
Colorado Data Systems nc, 3301 W. Hampden Avenue, Unit C, Englewood, Colorado
80110, one of the five originating companies

in excess of 100MHz can be generated.

of the VXIbus.

quirements, if any.
The simplest of these devices types, called

"register -based devices", are normally
"dumb" devices in that they will normally
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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THE VXIBUS
An emerging industry standard

V

Xlbus, a backplane bus speci-

fication, will enhance the
construction of automatic
test systems by providing

greater flexibility in mixing and matching
modular instrumentation. The name itself
comes from VMEbus Extensions for Instrumentation, as the VXIbus builds on top of the
VMEbus standard.

The VXIbus will allow users to select a
wide range of instruments, interface cards,
and computers from different manufacturers and to have these modules coexist within
the same cardcage. Like the IEEE -488 bus,

VXIbus users will be able to tailor their
automatic test system to the application
with a broad range of products offered by

many manufacturers, while gaining the
benefits of integrated instrumentation.
As shown below, there are four standard
card sizes and up to three connectors. The
size A card only uses the standard DIN P1

connector, which remains as defined by
VME. This connector accesses the VME data
transfer bus, and is capable of up to 20Mbyte/
second data transfer rate between modules.

modules are called servants. When a multiple commander system is assembled, each
commander can control its subset of instrument modules. In other words, the bus can
be shared by more than one c.p.u., using the
arbitration features of the VMEbus. A fully
configured VXlbus system can have as many

Larry DesJardin, of

Hewlett Packard's
Loveland r&d centre,

analyses the VMEbus

as 256 devices in a multiple chassis configuration.
By having the language of the message -

extensions for

based cards the same as for IEEE -488 control, VXIbus cardcages may be easily inte-

instrumentation.

grated into standard rack -and -stack 488

have a set of configuration registers which
are totally accessible from the P1 connector.
This allows the system to identify the module, its device type, model and manufacturer, and memory space requirements.

The simplest of these devices are called
register -based devices. Memory devices such

as rams and roms have also been defined.
Typically, register -based devices are dumb
services, and only a few simple logic chips
are needed to fully implement their VXlbus
protocols. If a higher level of communication is desired, a class called message -based

systems. Several possible configurations for
VXIbus systems are shown on page 147.

One of the most popular configurations
will be a system with an 488-VXIbus card
controlling all the register -based instrumentation within the cardcage. The internal
VXIbus will be transparent to '488' users.
Among other possible configurations is a
488-VXIbus card which interfaces with the
other message -based cards in the system. In
turn, each of these cards may have its own

subordinate register -based instrument
cards. By having each message -based instrument accessible through a unique IEEE -488

Size B and C cards use P1, and optionally,
the P2 connector. Size D cards use P1 and
can also use P2 and P3. Each additional
connector offers increased power and performance. The VXIbus is designed so that

are smart devices that interpret ASCII commands and may also be designed to control a

smaller card sizes can fit into the larger

address or secondary address, the devices
logically appear as separate instruments to
the programmer. It is also possible for a
complete system to stand alone with its own

number of register -based devices.

mainframes.

c.p.u. and memory cards, allowing it to

A device that controls other devices is
called a commander, and its subordinate

operate off-line from a host controller.

Since the application range for VXIbus
products is extremely broad,
the architecture was designed
to be very flexible. For example, the VXIbus spec. does not
define a specific system con-

devices is defined to have standard communication registers accessible to other
modules within the system. These typically

Eurocard

Slot

3.9 x 6.3

specify the type of micro-

0.8

tandard

processor, operating system

9.2 x 6.3 0.8

r

VXI P2 or

Common
protocols

segmented

Additional
sizes

VXI P2 or

What is defined by the VXlbus
specification are the technical

9.2 x 13.4

1.2

segmented

VXI Pa P3
P1

backplane while ensuring

P2

compatibility between differ-

P3

The VXIbus has an automa-

tic configuration protocol
that is required of all devices. A given device must
144

connected via cables. Noise on

the backplane, which can
by surrounding the trigger

protocols so a variety of cards

ent manufacturers.

formance and ease of con-

cause timing jitter, is reduced

interface requirements and

can be used on a common

lays, only possible on a well
controlled backplane structure,
substantially improve both per-

figuration over the traditional
rack -and -stack instruments

tor all
card
sizes

.4111

choice of the manufacturer.

performance. The short and

None
ii

VME

or interface to the host
ment commands are left to the

P1

well -matched propagation de-

troller or topology nor does it

computer. Likewise, instru-

Backplane

sizes (in) spacing

The close proximity of instruments in a
cage, combined with tight time
coordination using the trigger
Connector
lines, will lead to new levels of
P2/P3

Or

14.4 x 13.4

1.2

segmented

lines with a.c. grounds, and
sandwiching them between
ground layers on the back plane.

Strict near -field r.f.i. limits
effectively mandate the use of

shields on most modules.
These levels allow the precise
analogue measurements many
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had believed to be impossible in a bus based environment. Performance ranging

from six -digit voltage accuracies to

Shielded
single -width
instrument (1 slot)

measurements of signals in excess of
GHz are expected to be available on the
1

VXlbus within the next year.
The VXlbus retains compatibility with the
VMEbus solution of defining the centre row

of the P2 connector to complete the 32 -bit
architecture. This doubles the system bandwidth to 40 Mbytes. The VMEbus standard
further allows the 64 pins of the outer rows
of P2 to be defined by the system. On these

Shield double -width
instrument
(2 slot)

Power supply
cooling

Unshielded

slot 0
resource card

lines, the VXlbus adds a 10MHz e.c.I. clock,
logic and analogue power supplies, e.c.l. and
t.t.l. trigger lines and a daisy chain structure
known as the local bus with 24 pins (12 lines

3 connector
back plane

in, 12 lines out); t.t.l. triggering is possible
at rates exceeding 10MHz, e.c.l. trigger rates
may exceed 50MHz.

The P3 connector is aimed at high performance instrumentation and includes a
daisy chain local bus (24 lines in, 24 lines
out). It also defines a star trigger system to
allow precisely matched triggering between
modules regardless of module position within the cardcage.

D -size chassis

Unshielded
single -width

100MHz clock and 48 additional pins for the

instrument
Carrier with C -size
VXlbus card

Emi shield
between slots

Shown here is a VXIbus mainframe used for

internal product development at Hewlett
Packard Co. Also shown is a prototype

To become a VXlbus manufacturer, a unique

form to the P2/P3 VXI subsystem definition

instrument module and a carrier assembly
that allows standard B size VME modules to

for some slots, and define these pins differently for others. They may even keep

be integrated into C size mainframes.

quired by the VXlbus autoconfiguration protocol. There is no fee, and no further obligations. An application form is in the beginning
of the VXlbus System Specification Rev. 1.1.
Alternately. a company may apply by sending its official company name. VXI point of
contact title, address, and phone number to
the author or any of the other VXlbus consortium representatives. The author's mailing
address is Larry DesJardin, P.O. Box 301A,

Some cardcages may also 'segment' the
VXlbus backplane. That is, they may con-

these pins undefined, to be connected by the

mode allows acceptor modules to handshake

user. This is useful for integrating some

on the same line. Asynchronous triggering
using a pair of lines further expands trigger-

present VME cards that have implemented
alternative bus structures on P2 (such as the
VSB subsystem bus), or are using these pins
for internal i/o. Of course, P1 will always
remain as defined by VME and VXI.

To maximize compatibility between
manufacturers, standard trigger protocols
have been defined. Trigger protocols include
a synchronous mode where a source module
drives a single line. The semi -synchronous

ing capability, and will commonly be used to
interface to standard rack -and -stack instru-

ments.
For applications requiring very high data
transfer rates - approaching 1 Gbyte/s using
emitter -coupled logic - the local bus structure defined on P2 and P3 is available. It is
daisy chained between adjacent cards. allow-

ing manufacturers to define their own uni-

VXI bus manufacturer list with
ID Codes Company

4095
4094
4093
4092
4091
4090
4089
4088
4087
4086
4085
4084
4083

Hewlett-Packard Company
Wavetek. Inc.
Tektronix. Inc.
Colorado Data Systems, Inc.
Racal -Dana Instruments. Inc.
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc.
North Atlantic Industries
Systron Donner Instrument Division
Elgar Corporation
National Instruments
Analogic Corporation
Schlumberger
LeCroy

4082
4081
4080
4079
4078
4077
4076
4075
4074
4073
4072
4071

4070
3839

ID

codes

Grumman
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Bruel & Kjaer
Sciteq Electronics. Inc.
Westinghouse
Emerson Electric Company
Radix Micro Systems
NH Research
Autek Systems Corporation
ICS Electronics
ILC Data Device Corporation
California Avionics Labs. Inc
Universal Test Equipment
General Purpose Breadboards

General Purpose Breadboards refer to custom breadboard modules a user may build to add to commercially available
modules. By having a unique code for breadboard modules, these wit never be identified as belonging to a particular
manufacturer, which could cause a system module to mistake a breadboard module as a commercially available VXI
instrument. The breadboard modules we offer, as well as our competitors, will have this code. 3839 happens to be a simple
code to implement
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manufacturer identification code

is

re-

Loveland, C0.80539, USA. Identification
codes are usually granted within a month.

que protocols and uses. The local bus

can

also be used to transfer analogue signals and
t.t.l. data between neighbouring cards of an
instrument set. A keying mechanism on the
faceplate ensures that one signal class on a
local bus is not accidentally connected to an
incompatible class, which helps avoid potential damage.

First, there has to be a critical mass of
modules on the market to choose from. The

original set of five manufacturers has expanded to over 27 (see list), and product
announcements are expected throughout
1988. Next, the user must check that the
requirements of the modules match that of
the mainframe. The VXlbus specification
requires the power and cooling requirements for each module to be specified by the
manufacturer. Since the power and cooling

capacity of the cardcages must also be
specified, users can intelligently match the
requirements of their cards to be equal or
less than the capacity of the cardcage.

The A and B -size modules, with their
smaller, stiffer form factor, will be most
suitable for portable and ruggedized applica-
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tions, as well as where compatibility with present VME cages is
important. C -size modules will find many of their applications
reducing the size of present rack -and -stack test systems, while
delivering a more integrated solution. Much of present day instrumentation can be implemented in this form factor. D -size systems
will address applications requiring high bandwidth and tight time
coordination that is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve using
discrete instruments.
The acceptance in the industry looks extremely promising. The
IEEE has formed a committee (IEEE P1155) to pursue adoption of the
VXlbus specification, and Working Group 3 of the IEC is also tracking
this effort. Defence contractors, needing to downsize test equipment

for quick deployment, are welcoming the new standard, and the
United States Air Force is considering adopting the VXlbus as its
standard "instrument on a card" architecture. Many commercial
users, driven by needs of higher throughput, functional density,
flexibility, and easily customized solutions, are also considering
adopting the VXlbus as their future test platform.

A VXIbus standard will open new application areas for modular
instrumentation by simplifying the configuration of an automatic
test system. It will allow users to select from a variety of manufacturers and to mix and match their products within the same cardcage.
The VXIbus architecture is open to all manufacturers, not just the

original five. Already over 20 additional companies have been
assigned identification codes to allow them to design to this emerging
standard.

A FEW POSSIBLE VXIBUS CONFIGURATIONS
IEEE -488 bus

Host controller
IEEE 488 to VXlbus card with c.ommander capability
Register -based Instrument -#1
Register -based Instrument -#2
Register -based Instrument -#3
RAM card

IEEE -488 bus

Host controller
IEEE 488 to VXlbus card

Message -based Instument-#1 with commander capability
Message -based Instrument -#2 with commander capability
Register -based Instrument -#3 (subordinate to Instrument-# 1)
Register -based Instrument -#4 (subordinate to Instrument -#2)
RAM card

Host controller on a card with commander capability
Message -based instrument -#1
Message -based Instrument -#2
Register -based Instrument -#3
RAM card

Larry DesJardin is R&D section manager and VXIbus consortium
representative at Hewlett-Packard Co, Loveland, Colorado.
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The Gould 1425 Digitising Storage Oscilloscope
allows detailed comparison of active with stored
waveforms. up to a frequency of 20MHz. Five
reference waveforms can be held in the non -voltage
memory
Easily controlled cursors with an alpha -numeric
display, enable automatic measurement of time.
voltage and frequency, to be made quickly and
accurately Any on -screen data with its relevant range
settings, can be quickly transferred to an external
computer, via the RS423/232 Interface and recalled
for reference purposes. Software 'starter packs' are
ava lable for popular personal computers.
Waveforms can also be copied directly to an
analogue or digital plotter -the latter with multicolour plots, grid and full scaling information.
For application -specific waveform processing, such as
averaging (up to 256 events) filtering (over 130 stages)
or mathematical manipulation and scaling, an optional
keypad is available.
The 1425 is just one in a family of three instruments...
PRICES START AT LESS THAN £1000!
To allow you to make the right price and performance
comparison, please contact: Gould Electronics Ltd.,
Instrument Systems, Roebuck Road, Hainault, Ilford,
Essex IG6 3UE. Tel: 01-500 1000. Telex. 263785.

Electronics
ENTER 36 ON REPLY CARD,
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WILL YOUR DMM COST
MORE TO KEEP
THAN IT DOES TO BUY?
he wide span of price tags
attached to the many digital
multimeters currently on the

It isn't enough to read

market presents a difficult

specifications and price

selection problem to users anxious to secure
the best value for money. In the absence of a

Which? Guide to Multimeters there are no
clear, independent recommendations on
best buys, and the user is left to sift through
reams of specifications which, at the end of
the day. may give scant consideration to the

underlying issues involved. Current think-

ing is that determination of the true life cycle cost of ownership must take into
account a large number of obvious or hidden

which include testing to military standards
for optimum reliability, careful design for
ease of use, and comprehensive measurement capability.

tags and leave the rest to

Down with cost of ownership!
The figures given show that it can cost more
to install and operate the instrument than to
buy it, so ease of use becomes a key factor in
selecting a cost-effective instrument. Time
to train operators and calibration personnel,
to develop software, and to document test
procedures and results, frequently have a big

chance. A little probing

could pay off handsomely
over an instruments
lifetime.

factors which are often less a matter of
specification than of the traditions and philosophy of the manufacturer.
Only one cost is obvious, that is cost of
acquisition. It may come as a surprise to
many to discover that widespread opinion in
the T&M industry puts this cost at typically
30% of total lifecycle cost, or cost of ownership for the full lifetime of the instrument.
Here is a summary of the costs that must be
considered and their relative importance:
Initial purchase
Integration into system
Periodic re -calibration
Support documentation
Lifetime maintenance
Upgrade/expansion

30%
30%
15%
10%
10%
5%

impact on total cost of ownership. A good
manual is a benefit, but even better is an
instrument which is so easy to operate that

It follows that the manufacturer who can

the manual is redundant. A simple front

minimize the hidden costs and ensure that
his selling price is still competitive is giving
the user a much fairer basis for his choice. A

panel layout and a clear easy -to -read display

further, and fundamental requirement is
that the manufacturer support the instru-

giving total user information avoids costly
errors and reduces operator training time.
Autoranging is an essential practical step
towards ease of operation. Features such as

ment during its entire lifetime - a point these, together with digital calibration and
which should not be taken for granted.

built-in IEEE interface, all help to minimize

British manufacturer Schlumberger operating costs.

(formerly Solartron) has a unique tradition
Second only to operating costs come
in design and manufacture of these instru- calibration costs, and here the concept of
ments, and the newly -launched 7150plus calibration for life can have a profound
multimeter embodies the knowledge and influence on the choice of an instrument.
experience gained over two decades of tech-

Gone are the days when calibration intervals

nological innovation. Minimization of the

must be strictly adhered to because of the
unpredictability of performance thereafter.

hidden costs is achieved through measures

The first name to call for

2955 Mobile
radio test set.
ENTER 200 ON REPLY CARD
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2958 TACS, 2956 NMT, 2957 AMPS automated cellular
ENTER 201 ON REPLY CARD

radio test system.
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Careful choice of components and good

plications or in remote locations. A higher

design techniques, together with thorough
manufacturing quality control and testing of

initial purchase price with minimal re calibration costs may thus provide the

the finished product, can eliminate the

lowest cost of ownership.

random variations of calibration and ensure

When calibration is necessary, digital

that drift is attributable to the inherent

calibration with non-volatile storage of

stability of the critical precision components
only.

calibration constants eliminates the need for

For example, long-term drift to the best
quality wirewound resistors is less than
lOppm, but by using them as matched pairs
in the ratio mode actual drift can be reduced
to one tenth that of individual components.
Tests conducted over ten years on precision
resistors reveal that drift is proportional to
the square root of time, allowing drift to be
predicted for long periods.
The reference voltage is usually derived

from temperature -compensated zener
diodes, with long-term stability one of the
most important parameters. Optimum stability for d.v.m. applications is achieved by
pre -conditioning or burn -in at high currrents to produce accelerated ageing, followed by a stabilization period. Long-term
drift can be reduced to less than lOppm per

square -root year by this method, and
temperature compensation factors stored in
non-volatile memory can be used in associa-

tion with temperature -sensing circuitry to
produce an overall change of calibration of
well below five parts per million.

Excellent though the drift figure of
commercially -available input amplifiers
may be, amplifiers built with discrete components using drift correction techniques

can be better, producing less than one
microvolt per year drift.
The accurate prediction of long-term drift
and performance of precision measurement
instruments enables the user to select the

calibration interval that best suits his application, to the extent of making calibration
a thing of the past in some applications. The
technique eliminates downtime for calibration and the need to provide backup instru-

mentation, particularly useful in a.t.e. ap-

preset potentiometers with their inherent
reliability problems. Another point worth a
mention, storage of calibration constants is
safer in floating gate semiconductor memory than in battery -backed memory, given
the unreliability of batteries.

Maintenance costs, estimated to be at
least 10% of cost of ownership, can be
gleaned by the prospective buyer from
mean -time -between -failures and meantime -to -repair ratings, which will be freely

available from the manufacturer who is
proud of them! Decades of experience in

designing for military markets gives
Schlumberger the edge in manufacturing
for built-in reliability, using techniques
such as design type testing to Defense
Standard 56-31, purchasing high -quality

during test or in service is carried out to

components from reputable manufacturers,

should be regarded as 5% too much, since
careful consideration of requirements with
an eye to future needs would ensure that
measurement capability is adequate. If in
doubt, it would seem sound policy to go for
more capability than currently required to

and performing 100% hot soak testing. A
high degree of mechanization allows for
continuous soak testing for 168 to 1000
hours, using computers to weed out early
failures to provide more thorough testing
than manual methods at much lower cost.
A combination of component stress data

in the circuit and historical test failure data
is converted to m.t.b.f. ratings according to

ensure a long-term improvement in quality.
Finally, although only 5% of overall cost

of ownership is allocated to expansion it

avoid subsequent need to update or purchase

a second instrument. It is important that the
benefits of some of the newer technologies
are fully understood before a choice is made.

In summary, it isn't enough to read the
hours m.t.b.f. which Schlumberger quotes specifications and price tags and leave the
for its 7150plus means that there is a 63% rest to chance. A little extra probing could
probability that the unit may fail during that well pay off handsomely over the instrutime; Schlumberger's verification proce- ment's lifetime; an instrument which has a
dures suggest that its instruments are at short payback time, say one or two years, and
least three times better than this prediction, then lasts seven to ten years can be consi-

MIL specifications. The figure of 30,000

due in part to detection of early failures

dered the correct choice.

during hot soak test. When breakdowns do
occur, self -diagnosis integrated in software
locates the fault to board or part -of -board
level for speedier repair. Analysis of failures

Umar Qureshi, is marketing manager for
digital multimeters with SchlumbergerSolartron, Victoria Road, Farnborough,
Hants CU14 7PW. Tel: 0252544433.

mobile radio test
lift

-3 .*4.

2306 MLSATT Radio

test system with
Signal Generator
and Modulation
Meter.
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT
MARKET TRENDS
study of the market for test

and measurement instrumentation since 1984 indi-

with slight revisions, published it as the

Unspectacular money -

IEEE488-1978 Standard with manufacturers (other than Hewlett-Packard) referring

cates that it enjoys extremely
steady but very unspectacular growth.

value growth may hide

to it as the General Purpose Interface Bus. As

Growth figures for the overall market

increasing unit volume

were already - or were to become - available.
The most important of these was the IEC625

sales in some areas.

International Standard which used a different connector system to the IEEE version

Tony Leach finds

but was eventually brought into line in

the bus interfacing

In a typical bus arrangement up to 14
instruments will be linked to a controller

business thriving.

with the maximum cable length being
limited to 20 metres in total. It is not,

need to be examined against the background

of falling prices - especially in the oscillo-

scope area. Limited growth in financial
terms does not necessarily indicate a falling

off in discrete instrument sales, which are
obviously rising at a higher rate than the
monetary totals might suggest.
In the breakdown of oscilloscope sales.

more than 50% of the oscillscopes of

with all such standards, similar concepts

terms of compatability.

therefore, possible to use a GPIB over parti-

100MHz or below come from Japan. Above
this (regency, Japanese manufacturers have
a share of around 15% - but it is a growing
share and a trend which UK manufacturers
need to monitor very closely.

cularly long distances but this is rarely a

requirement had been to provide a separate

requirement in the vast majority of automatic test equipment applications.
The advantages to the user include complete flexibility in that any instrument comforming to the standard can form part of a
system. This means that a variety of instruments from a variety of manufacturers can
be assessed to ensure that the technical and
economic requirements can both be met. In

port for each instrument. In 1975, the
concept was adopted by the Institute of

addition, of course, a system can be upgraded at any time - often by the substitu-

Electrical and Electronic Engineers who,

tion of a single instrument.
Typically, a controller such as
the Hewlett-Packard Vectra can
be programmed to set the ranges

Whilst t & m equipment continues to

ed as a means of externally connecting up

advance in terms of the provision of facilites,

to 14 independent devices, such as volt-

better presentation of controls and other

meters, disc drives and oscilloscopes, onto a

ergonomic aspects, and either progressively
smaller footprints or more features packed
into the same footprint area, the two factors

single computer port. This was a highly
significant breakthrough as the previous

that are really generating real growth and

interest in t & m are in the area of bus
interfaces and mini/micro computers.
The electronic industry's need

for greater throughput, more
data and greater versatility in t &
m can only be effectively met by
some form of systems approach.
The power of today's micro and
minicomputers can be employed
in this area with enormous effect

but such aids can only work
effectively if they are linked tot &
m instruments, printers, control
systems etc in what is effectively

a network system. The need is
being met with the growing use

of any measuring instruments
connected to the bus and adjust

the output levels of operation.
The test can be run through in
the correct sequence and, further, since the controller is a computer, the information gathered

can be processed in terms of
averaging, fast Fourier transformation, and soon.

With improvements in tech-

of interface buses as integral
parts of both instrumentation

nology and competitiveness

and computer products.

the price of the business compu-

It is no longer necessary for
most users to purchase highly
expensive t & m systems - they
can now create their own using
readily available products and
tailoring to meet both their technical requirements and budget
limitations.

Bussed instruments
The Hewlett Packard Interface
bus (HP -1B) development of the

early seventies was design -

150

being the main factors causing

ter to fall, both mini and micro
computer manufacturers are an-

xious to seek out all possible
avenues to increase their sales. A

benefit arising from these has
been the growing co-operation of
these manufacturers with in-

strumentation companies specialising in computer interfacing
to generate better and easier -to use control systems.

In addition, the mini/micro
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computer approach to solving industrial
problems satisfies yet another need - this

Counters/Timers

(Total JK T&M Market estimated at f200M for 1988)

DMMS

time in the laboratory and scientific environment. Here, by linking individual engineer-

Oscilloscopes

ing and manufacturing functions into a

/25M

unified automated system, elements of control systems can be physically or functionally
separated yet also be part of a hierarchy of
integrated computers.
It is the advent of bus interfacing that has

placed instrumentation distributors in a
unique position to provide advice to custom-

ers on building their own t & m system.
Unlike a dedicated manufacturer, they are
able to propose a wide selection of alternatives based on sound technical knowledge.
They are not committed to plugging any one
particular range of instruments or any one
form of technology - they should be simply
interested in giving the customer what he
needs at the price he can afford.

1984

1986

1985

1987

(1988 est.)

Value for money
The number of instruments coming onto the
market featuring GPIB and a host of features
at a reasonable price is increasing at a quite
dramatic rate. Three very recent introductions provide a guide to what is available.

Hitachi's VC6165 is

digital storage
oscilloscope with a 'sampling rate of 100M
samples per second, a 100MHz equivalent
sampling bandwidth, a 100MHz real-time
bandwidth, and a memory capacity of 4K
words per channel. Other features include
a

an ability to save stored data in 2 x 4K
memories using battery back-up, and en-

velope mode to capture the glitch and
extract the envelope, averaging and roll

Spectrum Analysers 7%

Micrcwave T&M 5%

Spectrum Analysers 8%

Microwave T&M 7%

DMA's 7%

DMMs 8%
ATE 17%

Linear
Power
Supplies

Logic
Analyses

8%

3%

Switching
Power
Supplies

Logic
Analysers

5%

3%

Switching
Generators Power
Signal
11%

11%

Others 16%

ATE 20%

Linear
Power
Supplies

Signal

Generator

Supplies

13%

12%

Oscilloscopes
14%

Others 8%

Oscilloscopes
17%

modes, x -y display, pre- and post -trigger
functions, magnified display, and a plotter
interface - all for under £7000.

In the area of function generators, the
Global Series 8200 20MHz programmable
instruments are available in three versions:
the 8210 20MHz with burst, the 8230 with
burst, phase lock and frequency counter,
and the 8232 synthesized unit with burst and

The market sector figures provided in this article have been collected from a variety of
industrial and other resources. These figures have been assessed in relation to STC's own
market appraisals to provide the most realistic estimates possible.

facility. The basic cost of the 2022C is just

recorder or x -y recorder - that simulate

over £3000.

common laboratory data collection instruments. The x -y recorder mode, for example,

with phase lock and frequency count as
standard. These provide universal sources of
test stimulus waveforms - sinewave, triang-

le, ramp, squarewave, pulse (± or t.t.l.), thus replacing many instruments in laboratory or production environments. The three
units are available in the range £1895 to
£2495.

And Marconi's latest synthesized signal
generator, the 2022C, really does offer out-

standing value for money due to novel
techniques employed in its manufacture.
Easy to use, the instrument offers comprehensive amplitude, frequency and phase
modulation, a frequency range of 10kHz to
1GHz, 100 non-volatile memories, 10Hz
frequency resolution to 100MHz, and 0.1dB
level resolution. Additional features include
a high r.f. output of +13dBm, auxiliary f.m.
input on the rear panel, and a memory clear

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Options
Having expounded the merits of the GPIB, it
should not, however, be assumed that other
options are not available. Keithley, for example, have produced a new software package

(Asystant+ ) for use with IBM-compatible
computers that not only runs a range of

will display two channels of data in an x -y
format. Such capability allows the user to
concentrate on the meaningful parameters
(acquisition speed, triggers and data storage
options) and thus make data collection easy
without the need to concentrate on unnecessary detail.

functions specifically for scientists (calcula-

tion, graphics, curve fitting, tile i/o, statistics, waveform processing, polynomials,
waveform generation, differential equations.
file -based processing), but also makes possible interactive data acquisition that is menu driven and very easy to perform.
In general, other menu -driven systems
required the filling out of extensive prompt
lists to define i/o parameters. The software,

however, simply requires that just one of
eight modes is selected - such as strip -chart

February 1988

Tony Leach is marketing manager for STC
Instrument Services of Harlow, Essex.
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Total

confidence

DO YOU WANT A POWERFUL
40 CHANNEL LOGIC ANALYZER
AT A REALISTIC PRICE ?

If you do then take a look at the SA3
from LJ Technical Systems
40 Input Cha inels
36 -bit trigger word for use with 8

Data comparison facility
Data report, giving channel
levels.

or 16 -bit CPIs

RS232 and centronics printer

On -board disassemblers for

interfaces.

6502, 65CO2 and Z80 CPUs

Trace facility

Timing waveform output to

10MHz operating speed
4 memory banks of 511 events.
4 x 16 character LCD display

Buffer module and all necessary

oscilloscope

connectors supplied

L.J. TechnicE I Systems Ltd.

Francis Way, Bowthorpe Industrial Estate, Norwich. NR5 9JA.
Tel: 106031748001. Fax: (0603) 746340.
ENTER 47 ON REPLY CARD

WHEN IT COMES TO INSTRUMENTATION.
IT'S THE DETAILS THAT COUNT!
.r general measurement
Whether you are involved with signal condition,
repeatability. quantification and possibly compen,,,ition will be your goals
.. THE GOOD NEWS
With ECA-2. circuit simulation (including transducer transfer function
simulation) has come of age No longer need you risk dangerous
about operating points and small signal linearity.
.

0014
0017

is what you'll derive from
Schlumberger's new 7150plus 61/z digitDMM
because its components are specially chosen
for performance and reliability and it is tested to
military standards
because you'll readily master its
comprehensive range of facilities
because it will meet all your measurement needs
with outstanding accuracy and sensitivity
and because, to underline our own total
confidence, it comes with a two-year warranty.

vp."
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JFE characfer,stic curves

With ECA-2 you can simulate the circuit properly and know for sure

AND NOW ....

Unfortunately. life is not that simple for the components you have modelled
so thoroughly with ECA-2 are actually unpredictable But the good news can
return after you have run a Worst Case or Monte Carlo tolerance analysis
with ECA-2 showing that your clever design is impeccably behaved even
when its components are not

If you are one of the many circuit designers who have been wondering

Technologies
Instruments

Schlumberger-Solartron
victoria Road, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7PW, England.
Telephone: Farnborough (0252) 544433
Fax: Farnborough (0252) 543854. Telex: 858245 Solfar G
Cables: Solartron Farnborough Hants

whether to probe into circuit simulation. why not ask us for a free
demonstration disk You will not be hounded but we believe you will be
pleasantly amazed! ECA-2 is supported in the UK and can now be interfaced
to schematic CAD software
Please ask us for details of our other BBC. PC and HP simulation software

UNgm
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PC -BASED TEST

EQUIPMENT
he personal computer test

T

equipment market has been

going through significant

changes during the late

1980s, centering about bus and control

putting all their eggs in one basket. Several

Mike New reports on bus

together and developed a modification of the
VME bus which will make it easier to develop

standards and technologies. Initially, most
of the participants in this market had pro-

and control issues in this

ducts that were based around the IBM

fast-growing market.

Personal Computer or an Apple computer,
or a clone of the PC. Now, however, even
though there are still a lot of these products,

manufacturers are no longer limiting the
computer part of their systems to either of
these buses. The market is beginning to be
defined as a microprocessor -based computer

test system that is dedicated solely to test
applications. This puts the PC -based instru-

ment in competition to what used to be
minicomputer or mainframe systems. But
there is a difference, which is why these are
"personal" computer -based test systems.

In older computer -based test systems,
testing was only one of the many functions
carried out by the computer. The cost of the

mainframe and minicomputers made

it

necessary to incorporate as many functions

as possible into the system. With today's
personal computer prices so low, test engineers are able to construct systems for
themselves where every function of the

At the same time they are certainly not

Market research analyst

instrument manufacturers have banded
test systems. This new bus, described else-

where in this Insight, has an open
architecture which simplifies assembling

PC -based test equipment market are the
actual boards or 'instruments on a card' that
go into the cardcages. These boards allow
data acquisition, signal analysis, recording,

metering, frequency counting. and more.

These boards are the substitutes for the
stand-alone instruments.
Manufacturers of traditional stand-alone

modules from different manufacturers into a
single chassis. What types of boards will be

introduced? Undoubtedly, board development for the VXI will follow the trends in the
rest of the PC -based market. There, in terms

of board sales, the largest segment has
always been data acquisition. Part of the
reason for this is that end users with existing
analysis equipment -scopes, logic analysers,

possible impact of the PC -based instrument

spectrum analysers - can through an 488
controller take advantage of the personal

number of strategies to counteract this. To

to use their stand-alone boxes for the

test equipment are acutely aware of the

on their sales and they are developing a computer's data storage ability and continue
make rack -and -stack systems easier to confi-

analysis.

The most popular analytical boards are
gure and develop programs for, new also
the most popular analytical instruIEEE488 standards have been proposed and
others are in the negotiating stage. Partici-

pants on the 488 committee, which

is

composed of companies such as Keithley,
Fluke, Tektronix and Hewlett-Packard, hope

to have significant changes made to the

ments: oscilloscopes, logic analysers, and
spectrum analysers.

Since personal computers lend themselves readily to data acquisition it is not
surprising that another popular instrument
that is being replaced by these instruments

computer, even word processing and

general purpose interface bus by 1989.

graphics, is designed to enhance testing.
Today's personal computer instrument is

Source: MIRC. For further information on tries like the medical field, computers with
report A278 PC -Based Test Equipment, associated peripherals for data acquisition
contact Bob Pearce (415) 961 9000.
are becoming well accepted.

basically a cardcage hooked up to

a

is the graphics recorder. Especially in indus-

The estimated total 1987

microprocessor -based compu-

ter. The cardcage can have a
VME bus and be connected to
the PC via an IEEE488 interface. If the cardcage has the

world market for PC -based test
equipment is $223.1 million.

With a projected compound
annual growth rate for 1986-

($M

bus of an IBM Personal

Computer or an Apple computer, then the PC -based instru-

Spect.
Logic
Freq. Oscillator Recorder DDM
Analyser Analyser Counter

Data
Acq

Tota

expected to amount to $635 mil-

1983

11.8

10.4

0.7

7.0

4.7

0.6

25.8

60.9

1964

15.4

14.0

0.9

9.1

5.9

0.8

37.7

83.6

the computer on top of an

1985

197

17.5

1.1

11.4

7.5

09

51.8

110.0

office desk. This is the way

ment looks more or less like

1993 of 19.0%, this market is

,,,,

;

lion by 1993. The largest and
slowest growing segment of the
PC -based test equipment market
is data acquisition, representing

1986

25.8

23.0

1.4

14.7

9.4

12

112.6

188.1

many of these instruments

1987

346

31.2

1.8

19.1

12.2

1.6

122.5

223.1

55% of the 1987 total. As shown,

look. But an equal or greater
number have either external

1988

46.7

43.7

2.3

26.0

15.9

2.2

136.1

273.0

most product areas in the PC -

1989

61.2

59.5

29

34.1

19.7

3.0

139.3

319.6

based test and measurement

cardcages tied to them or even

1990

79.5

79.1

3.5

43.3

23.6

39

149.6

382.6

market are projected to grow in

standalone instruments with

1991

99.4

99.7

4.1

52.4

28.1

5.0

168.3

457.0

the 25-30% annual range for

IEEE488 connections.

1992

116.8

120.5

4.7

61.3

33.2

6.1

196.2

538.9

1986-1993.
Mike New is senior analyst with

The component in these
systems that is of most importance to test equipment manu-

Market Intelligence Research
Company 2525 Charleston Road,

facturers interested in the

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Mountain View, California.
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IEEE 488 CONTROL
USING AN
IBM -COMPATIBLE PC
HE usefulness of the decade -

T

International

old 1EEE488 bus is that it
enables a computer to control

many types of test and

standardization of GPIB

multimeter, scanner and software package
which will run on a PC to allow the implementation of a low-cost datalogger. The
reasoning behind this type of package is

to pressure calibrators. In computer control
of instrumentation the collection of results
is faster and more accurate, repetitive tasks
need only be programmed once, calculations

software should ensure a

clear. there are as many users committed to
the use of IEEE 488 instruments as there are
users committed to IBM compatible PCs. If

healthy future for bus -

the two are put together there are many

on data can be more readily carried out

based instrumentation

measuring instruments from multimeters

reporting of results can be completed auto-

advantages: IBM compatible PCs such as the
Siemens Sicomp PC 16-20 offer more advan-

matically and there are convenient mass
storage devices available.

Up until recent times the use of IEEE 488
instruments left few options. Generally the
prospective purchaser bought basic instruments and wrote his own applications soft-

ware or purchased expensive application
software - usually running on dedicated
IEEE 488 controllers. And the implementation of IEEE 488 controllers could be very
expensive. But in the age of the £500 PC* it
is possible to implement an IEEE 488 controller for as little as £600.

*By which is meant IBM-compatible MSDOS personal computer

Desk

File

Help

Also, by using a PC as a controller it is
possible to do many more things on the same
machine. It is possible for instance to have a

PC data logger which can say, control a
multimeter or number of multimeters and a
scanner (i.e. an analogue relay multiplexer)
to enable the collection of widely divergent
data such as voltages, currents or the output

of various transducers. All data can be
collected and conditioned and presented in a
useful form for the end user.
Manufacturers of test and measurement
equipment appreciate these advantages and
can now supply a package which includes a

Setup

SIEMENS PC- Instrunents - Transient Recorder 8bit

l

Alliz

I FC 07

1111111111

tages than simply the portability of a single
software package. They can, for example,
run scientific spread sheets, wordprocessors
for reporting, and c.a.d. software for design.
High -resolution, multi -colour displays
can be used as can pointing devices such as
graphics tablets and mouse systems. Mouse
systems can be used interactively with the
screen and select particular fields.

The example in Fig.1 shows a screen
representing the control and display of a
transient recorder. The graphic display used
the IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter screen
which has a 640 x 350 panel display with up
to 16 colours. This enables the clear, concise
representation of data and controls. The top
line of the screen shows one of the immedi-

ate advantages of this type of system, the
names indicated are titles of menus which
can be pulled down in conjunction with a
mouse pointing device. This is one of the
main features of the Graphics Environment
Manager system as supplied by the Digital
Research Company.

The first title shown for a pull -down is
Desk which is a general GEM utility, it
enables the user to have a real-time alarm
clock, a print spooler and to save screen
images. The second is File which is used in

conjunction with the transient recorder,
allows the user to save files which may have
information on the way the instrument is set

-13

wIPP Pl*S

Delay
Divider
Clock

Art,

up. It also allows transients to be saved in
GEM format. Once in this format the collected transient can be sent to a graphical
output device such as the screen, plotter,
printer or even an RS232 camera.
The next title shown is Help which can be

Stoc

called upon at any time and has specific
information on the device being used.
The title Set Up allows the user to return

to the instrument default set-up or display
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the transient information in a different
format.

The blue section of screen shows the
representation of the collected result. In this
example the captured transient data consists
of a square wave and a sine wave. The signal

has been captured by sampling at a 5ms
period, which is shown in the window
marked 'Clock'. This sampling period can be
changed by using the mouse to point to the

clock window and clicking the mouse button, a pop-up menu in the centre of the main
screen gives a selection of sampling periods
from 0.5ps to 1 second.

The titles in white boxes show the other
features available for the transient recorder
such as voltage range, trigger level, signal
offset coupling etc. One of the most powerful
features of this instrument shows the advantage of the PC -based IEEE 488 controller,
this is the zoom feature. It enables a window
to be opened over the signal, which is 16K of
collected samples and any single or group of
samples can be viewed. The zoom feature
uses the high -resolution graphical display

and mouse pointing device to the best
advantage.

The main idea behind PC instruments is
the fact that control and display elements are
separated from the instrument and given to
a more flexible device in the form of the PC.

This has a major advantage in that the
display and control element of the instruments has to be paid for only once.

The basic philosophy of modular instruments using a common PC has been taken
further with the Siemens range of PC instru-

ments. The range includes many other
instruments such as a multimeter, voltage -

If other instruments are installed into a

current source, counter -timer, function
generator, scanner, a range of transient

system the same PC is used as the display and

recorders, digital input-output and a local

control element of the instrument by having
a front panel which is a piece of software.

area network tester. A common bus connection eliminates multiple IEEE cable connec-

tions and enables sets of instruments to be
stacked neatly. A number of additional instruments are being developed as well as
more software tools.
Future advances in user-friendly software

for PC IEEE 488 controllers plus international standardization of the software standard of the IEEE 488 bus should ensure a
healthy future for bus -based instrumentation systems.

Frank Healey is manager ofSiemens electronic test and measurement instruments.

`MEASURECOMP' PC
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
* PC interface card drives up to 12
instrument modules in stand alone
case.

* Measurecomp Software gives high
level, menu driven, multitasking real
time ATE capability to PCs.
* Universal IEEE 488 Software driver
allows inclusion of other instruments
in a system.
111111111111111111

11111

* 8 different types of instrument
module currently available.

* The shortest software route to be
working Automatic Test System yet
devised.

For full data pack fill in card

EWW/2/138

Position

Name

Address

Company

Phone

PPM Instrumentation Ltd, Freepost, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4BR
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OSCILLOSCOPE ARCHITECTURE
A case of revolution rather than

evolution
T

he first microprocessor -based
digitizing oscilloscope re-

volutionised the test and
measurement industry. For

the first time, users could analyse signals in
ways which had not previously been possible. Because waveforms are stored in memory, they could be saved for future reference,
output to hardcopy devices such as printers

There is relatively little

The oscilloscopes incorporate a radically
new architecture. which owes more to computers than to traditional oscilloscope tech-

point in trying to improve

nology. At the heart of the 11400 mainframes are three Intel microprocessors, giving the scopes the combined power of three
personal computers. In addition to these, all
the plug -ins incorporate dedicated microprocessors. The advantages that this brings
over more traditional architectures. in
terms of speed, flexibility and performance,

performance in one
particular area if the

and plotters, transferred to computer for
statistical analysis, averaged over time to

underlying architecture

remove noise, or plotted on the screen as an
envelope, enabling the user to see change or

leads to a reduction in

drift. Digitizing also enabled users to ex-

capability elsewhere.

detail, however, it's important to understand
the Tektronix product development philosophy which has allowed them to be realised.

readily visible. Examples of these are the
machines touch screen operation, pop-up
menus and uncluttered control panel. Also.

A little history
In 1946, when Jack Murdoch and Howard
Vollum founded Tektronix, it was with the

amine signals with low repitition rates.
With the passage of time, however, capabilities such as these became commonplace.

In addition, the performance demands
placed on digitizing oscilloscopes increased
to the point where a single microprocessor
simply could not cope, and the industry was
in need of another revolution.
When the Tektronix 11400 series of digi-

tizing oscilloscopes was launched last
spring, most of its advanced features were

are enormous. Before looking at these in

unlike conventional digitizing oscilloscopes.
the 11400 series products feature real-time
operating speed, which makes them feel and
behave like analogue scopes. Underpinning
all of the visible improvements, however. is
something far less tangible.

expressed intention of designing and manu-

facturing the world's finest oscilloscopes.
There is no question that they achieved their
goal, and that which became the 500 series
dominated the oscilloscope market throughout the 1950s and '60s.
By the late '60s. however, it was apparent
that the architecture on which the 500 series
was based had been stretched to the limit.
and that a new technology was needed. The
result was the enormously successful Tek-

tronix 7000 series, which again set new
standards of quality and accuracy, and in its

turn came to dominate the market. The
range was continually developed throughout
the '70s. and still sells well today.
Sample'

Controller

A.d.c

C.r.t. driver

Timebas,

C.r.t.

Acquisit.

memo',

8018e

8018e

Despite the success of the 7000 series,
however, by the mid -1980s it too had
reached the limit of its realistic development. and another new architecture had to
be sought. The pressure to do so was increased by the 1983 launch of the Hewlett
Packard 54000 series of digitizing scopes
which, throughout its lifespan to date, has
sold well into a wide range of applications.

Digitizing oscilloscope or computerized
measurement device?
By its nature. a digitizing scope is as much a

GPIB/RS232'Cent

computer as it is an oscilloscope. In the same
way that a computer takes characters from a
keyboard, processes them and displays them

on a screen: a digitizing scope takes a
sampled waveform and digitizes, processes
and displays it. Similarly, just as a compu-

ter's overall performance depends on the
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oscilloscopes, it is impossible

power of its central processor

to ensure transmission quality.

and the extent to which that

As the technology currently

power is harnessed, so a digitizing oscilloscope will only be

stands, data transmission
equipment capable of com-

as good as the hardware on

was launched, the Motorola

munication at 560Mbit/second
is now in use, while large scale
communication in the 1-2Gbit

68000 microprocessor was in
its ascendancy. Not only did it

far as bandwidth is concerned,

which it is based.

When the HP 54000 series

range is still in the future. As

therefore, the fact that the

form the basis of the HP 54100
design and all the models that
have followed it. but it also
spawned, among other things,

11401 and 11402 can handle

bandwidths of 500MHz and
1GHz respectively, means that

they are both well placed to

a host of multi-user micro-

deal with many of the needs of
current technology.

computers running under the
Unix operating system.

One of the drawbacks of

Single -shot sampling. Two
examples of events where a

68000 -based micros has been

that as the number of users

single -shot capability is important are in isolating non repetitive 'glitches' in a microprocessor's clock signal, which
would impair its performance,

increases, so do the response
times, and the overall performance of the system deteriorates dramatically. The essence

of the problem is this. With

or in analysing its power -up

one 68000 handling the tasks
of central processing, polling

sequence.

Single -shot samples can only
be taken at 20MHz on the 11400
series. Indeed, the 11400 is not

of terminals, screen display,
print spooling and all other i/o

functions, there simply isn't

intended as a transient single -

enough raw horsepower for it

shot machine, and if this is a
prime requirement of a particular installation, then there

to be able to cope. The HP
54000 series has had similar
problems.

In the HP 54000 series, the 68000 microprocessor handles digitizing, processing and

its limits, as one measure of performance is

screen display functions. The overall performance of the system is therefore limited
by the 68000's power. And as the 54000's

longer record lengths. for example, the time
between screen updates will almost certainly
have to increase. If longer record lengths are
needed, then the rate at which they need to
be sampled should increase. Higher sample
rates can then lead to less bits, and therefore
lower vertical resolution. With only a single
microprocessor in control. compromises are
forced between the various capabilities of the

single -processor architecture has continued

to be exploited - up to and including the
recently -launched 54112 and 54120 - so the

demands placed on the 68000 have increased. Some of the drawbacks that this has

resulted in. such as the long screen update
times, are widely recognised. Others were
not so obvious until an alternative approach
was made available. This is precisely what
has happened with the launch of the Tektronix 11400 series.

Three chips are better than one

The 11400 series is based on three 16 -bit

Intel microrpocessors. Specifically, the
machines incorporate an 80186 which is
used purely for digitizing; an 80286, used to
handle the executive functions of the scope;

and another 80186 which handles screen
display. Clearly, the provision of three pro-

cessors rather than one has a dramatic
impact on the overall speed of the machines.

Indeed, the raw processing power of the
11400 is about three times that of the 54000
series. What is equally important, however is
the flexibility that the three processors offer,
without comprising overall performance.

increased, another will suffer. To achieve

scope.

Distributed processing, as used by the
11400 series, avoids these clashes of need.
For example, the fact that the processor in
charge of digitizing is having to work harder

to sample a longer record length will be
transparent to the executive processor.
Similarly, although the executive processor

is working harder to process the longer
record length, this will not affect the way
that the resultant waveform trace is displayed. And because each processor is handling a

specific task, none will be stretched to its
operating limits.
The result is an oscilloscope design which
guarantees high performance however it is

being used. The following are just a few
examples of what this means for 11400 series
users.

With a single microprocessor, performance is something of a juggling act. With
variables such as bandwidth (both repetitive
and single -shot), sample rate, record length

chicken and egg situation. As transmission
rates increase, so faster oscilloscopes are
required that can analyse the signals being
produced. Conversely, without adequate

is

clear that with an oscilloscope performing at

suited to the task.
However, complete single -shot waveform

records from up to three channels can be
acquired at slow and moderate timebase
settings, and a unique 'trigger -to -trigger'
mode can measure time intervals as short as
2Ons between trigger events on a single -shot

basis. Even if incomplete records are produced. interpolation routines are available
which enable them to be completed. As a
result, the 11400 series can, in practice, be
used for single -shot sampling.

Sample rate. The 11400 series samples at

20MHz, which is more than adequate to
digitize repetitive signals containing frequencies up to 1GHz. This is combined with

an interesting sampling method which is
central to the overall performance of the
machines.

The Tektronix scopes use the random
equivalent -time sampling method. With this

technique, the time between the trigger
point and the sampling strobe is measured

for each triggered acquisition cycle. The
trigger -to -strobe time is then used to sort

data into its proper position in the final
waveform record.

Maximum bandwidth. The advance of com-

and screen update to be considered, it

are a variety of other products, both analogue with higher bandwidth, and digital
with higher sample rates, that are better

munication technology is something of a
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By combining random equivalent -time
cfigitizing with a dedicated custom processor, d.m.a. channels for waveform data, and
other special display hardware, the 11400
series scopes are able to acquire and display
waveforms with the update rate of analogue
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scopes (between 30 and 40 waveforms per
second). This gives them a major performance advantage over the HP products, which
can generally display only two waveforms
per second (and a maximum of 15 on the
54111). Indeed, the slowness of 54100 series
screen updates has been one of the major
criticisms that has been levelled against the
entire family.

Record length. From the record length
onwards, the key specifications of the 11400
series products point to the clear improve-

ments in flexibility that they offer to their
users. By offering variable record lengths between 512 and 10K points - the 11400
series enables users to tailor their sampling

to the complexity of the waveform being
analysed.

Variable record lengths are combined

with a unique windowing facility which
enables users to 'window -in' on a particular

part of the waveform being displayed. An
example of where this would be useful is for a
radar signal which could be analysed using a

512 -point main record in order to maintain
speed, with two 10K -point window records
being used to re -sample specific parts of the
overall trace. In this case, in-depth examination of the echo pulses in the 10K windows

could clearly reveal target identification

waveform displayed by the window is resampled as 10K points, rather than using more
conventional delayed sweep technology. As a
result, the resolution capability of the 11400
series is massively enhanced, way beyond
anything else available on the market today.

Optical oscilloscope: Waveform analysis of the fibre -optic communication bands of850, 1300
and 1500nm is possible on the 11400 oscilloscopes with new probes from Tektronix. The
opto-electronic converters - believed to be the first in direct probes - enable the scopes to act
as calibrated optical waveform analysers. "Having redefined the digitizing scope market with
the introduction of the 11000 series" Robert Stubbings says "we're now expanding on its
capabilities with some of the most innovative add-ons ever produced. And at around £2000
our 6701 and 6702 converters have a significant price -performance edge over their
(non -probe) competitors". One extends from 450 to 1050nm with 700MHz bandwidth while
the other covers from 1000 to 1700nm with 500MHz bandwidth.

Channels. Many advanced oscilloscope ap-

or three 1CHz channels for high bandwidth

plications now require the ability to look at

analogue and digital testing. The 11400
series will support as many active and

information which would be invisible in the
512 -point main record.

The key here is that the part of the

four or more channels. With the 11400
series any eight of 12 input channels which
can be digitized and displayed at the same
time. Example applications of this would be

to configure the oscilloscope with up to
twelve 300MHz channels for sophisticated
data acquisition and timing analysis. Alternatively, three 150MHz differential channels
could be used for power supply measurements; six 600MHz channels for a.c. parametric analysis on high-speed logic devices;

passive probes as there are channels.
In these ways, the 11400 series scopes are

The fast processing power of the 11400 series

54100 series simply will not support.

ple 10K record length waveforms, thus

Vertical resolution. The 11400 series offers

giving Tek a major competitive advantage in
this area.
Specifications alone though are only part

10 -bit vertical resolution (14 -bit with averaging), and has established new standards in

oscilloscope resolution. The table left
means.

6

64

7

128

8

256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384

9
10
11

12
13

14
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levels

vertical
resolution
1.5625%
0.7813%
0.3906%
0.1953%
0.0977%
0.0488%
0.0244%
0.0122%
0.0061%

pared with standard or reference signals.

eminently suitable for application areas
which the two channels offered by the HP

emphasizes what this leap in technology
bits

Finally, the 11400 series can store over
100 waveforms concurrently. This obviously
adds dramatically to its usability, since many
waveform measurements need to be com-

actually supports real-time analysis of multi-

of the story. What is ultimately of prime
importance, as with all products, are its
users. For some time now, published product specifications have, not surprisingly,

The high resolution offered by the 11400

highlighted those areas in which a product is

is only part of the story. A new
analogue amplifier design enables the
accuracy of the scopes to be improved by a

particularly strong, leaving the potential
user to surmise what the downside of a
particular performance characteristic is

factor of between two and ten over the

likely to be. The architecture of the Tektro-

previous industry standard set by the Tektronix 7000 series. This enables accuracies of
1% on average, and in certain cases 0.25%,
to be achieved. There is absolutely no point
in building the best digitizer in the world if it
isn't supported by the best analogue frontend.

nix 11400 series removes this necessity

series

completely.

Robert Stubbings is product manager for
laboratory oscilloscopes and systems at Tektronix UK Ltd, Globe Park, Marlow, Bucks.
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100MHz digitizing oscilloscopes on the UK market
Model

Equiv time
bw(MHz)

Sample rate
per ch (Ms/s)

Channel/
traces

Memory
length/ch

Smallest
glitch(ns)

4072
4074

100 (k)

400
400

2/8

IK

5

4/8

1K

5

5185T
16500A

110
100
100
300(50ss)
500(250ss)

250
400

2

2.5

1G

1G(4ss)

40m
40m

20G

10K

4/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
4/4

16K
4K
16K

8130A

12.4G

70K

2/2

1K

Kikusui
(Telonic)

7101

100

200

50
50

4/8
4/8

1K

7201

LeCroy

9400

125

100

2/4

32K

Nicolet

4180

100

200

4/32

4K

Maker &
supplier
Gould

Hewlett
Packard

100

54112D
54201A
54111D
54110D
54100
54120T
Iwatsu
(Datron)

400
200
1G

35(100R)

5741A

Panasonic

2-8/2-8

Auto -

Mass

setup

kg

V

11.4
11.4

V

18-21
25

4.8

4

2.5ss, 40p rep

1K

5

8K
1K

lss 10 rep

V
V
V
V
V

10 rep
10 rep
0.25p

1K
1K

1K

100

2/4

10K

10
10

4695
5895

dmm, freq. counter
memories

14

7495

XY.7 x 5in screen. Setup store

25

14,300

V
V
V

13.6

4750

4MHz realtime.
GPIB or RS232. XY

8.3
10.9
10.9

2995

40

2

Schlumberger

5602

100(4R)

40

2/4

1K

Tektronix

2230
2430A
2432
7854

100
150

20
100
100

2/5,52

4,1K

100n

2/6

1K

2

V

1K

2

V

500k
20

4-40

128-1K

12/100

512.10K
512
512.10K
512

100G
20

6G

IT

1/2

12/100
1/15

7 x 7in screen, mem. expn

GPIB, RS options. 12 bit adc
8 x 4in I.c.d XY,RS, G PIB option

250

100

1G

FFT, disc option 12 bit

17

6.5

200

3

GPIB&RS 10bit. 3.5GHz option

7995
N/A

3320
3308

700

24

V via
V bus

Philips
(Pye Unicam)

7912HB
11402
7250

19

31,200 Discdrive. GPIB on all HP scopes
9-6-18.6K RS237. Card options
17,800 Colour. Logic trigger. 6 bit
27 bit logic trigger. 6 bit
5907
Colour. Logic trigger. 6/8 bit
18,600
15,100 Colour. Logic trigger
10,000 113k6 with logic trigger. 7 bit
Vertical error 0.4%. TDR. 12 bit
25,200

19-8

4K
8K

11401

2S

(XY,RS,GPIB
dual timebase

7750

V

2/8

300
400
500

27

Comments/interface

Price

;8

20
25
20
60

100MHz real time 52-vi form store
Automodes, memory

6249
7995
13,895

GPIB

10,000+
29,682
12,000+
90,318

10bit. 14GHz option GPIB
with 11A52. 10bit. Cent. RS
9 bit. GPIB. Digitizer
10bit. Cent. RS. GPIB
5yr memory split screen

Vertical resolution based on 8 bits unless shown otherwise. R: real time, ss: single shot.

High accuracy multimeters on the UK market
Maker &
supplier
Datron

Digits Model

d.v.(nV)
81/2
71/2

61/2

Fluke

Basic error Speed Basic Interface
(GPIB)
d.v.(ppm/yr) rdg/s price

Sensitivity

71/2/61/2

6'/2

-±-(5rdg+0.2fs)

150

3550

inc

-±-(8rdg + 1 fs)

2
2

2950
2450

1071

10
10
10

1061A
1065A

100
100

± (20rdg+ 2fs)
± (30rdg + 4fs)
-±(60rdg+4fs)

8506
8505
8502
8520

100
100

10
10

1µV

20
90

1281
1081

10.V

Microprocessor Other
features
1-5,7,10,11,13
1-5,7,10.11,13

200
200

1750

1895

Inc

500
500
500
500

4995
2995
4755
3115

572
572
572
inc

1.5,10,11,13
1.5,10,11,13
1-4,10,11,13

1-i3

highest rms accuracy
fast systems meter
fast systems meter
extended maths

35Orcla store, o.c.

10
100

inc

25

1350
330

2095

Packard

3457A
3456A

27

61/2

2700

inc

1-13
1-13

Keithley

61/2

196

100

30

1000

1195

inc

1,2,4-7,9,10,13

Prima (ppm)

81/2

6048

10

7

30

4500

inc

1-13

Rohde &
Schwarz

51/2

UDS5

11AV

30

80

1590

inc

1,2,3,5,6,7,10,11

81/2

7081

71/2

7071
7061

10
10

4495
3495
2595
2395

1 13
1.13
1.13

1355

inc
inc
inc
inc
inc

71/2/61/2

61/2

11/V7r

7062

100
100

25
25

100
100
1500
1500

7060

1µV

80

250

20/V7rr

temperature

1.5,7,1011,13
1-5,7,10.11,13
1,4,10,11,13

7'/2

SolartronSchlumberger

frequency. Self cal

250
250
200

Hewlett-

140,12,13
3,5,13

Options

Comments

a.v.,11, I, analogue o/p
a.v.,I1, ratio, analogue
a.v.,11, I, ratio, analogue
a.v.,11, I, ratio, analogue

Rack mounting
kits available

features

RS232 /471
RS232 /471
RS232 /471

ohms, current
ohms, current
ohms, current
extended s/w
relay mux,CIIL,3yr w.
3yr warranty

1000rdg store

floffset comp(o.c.)

300MII range

Translator softw.ire, o.c.
20 way scanner

2/4 wire res.

shunts. probes

true ohms, temp

16 ch scanner
16 ch scanner
scanner, 9000rdg store
scanner, 8000rdg store
a.c.rms, I, scanner

true ohms, dig (ter
true ohms, temo, ratio
true ohms, temo, ratio
ratio

RS232 included
RS232 included
power fail recovery
power fail recovery

Microprocessor features: 1 auto calibration, 2 compute (offset, scale, % dev), 3 ratios, 4 max, mm, hold, limits, 5 averaging, 6 results store, 7 dB, 8 linearizing, 9 statistics (variance, T. ms.),

10 self test, 11 error display, 12 timer, 13 null facility.

Arbitrary waveform generators
Maker

Model

Channels

LeCroy

9100

2

2020-100

1

Data

Precision

Hewlett
Packard

8770A

1

8175A option 002

2

Wavetek

680/01

1-8
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Sum
mode

Vertical
'res' (bits)

readout

Clock
rate (MHz)

Looping
Linking

Operating
memory

Waveform
memory (nv)

V

8

V

200

V

64K

350K

100

V

128K

50
50

V

128K

Link 255 files

1K

20

Link 4 files

28K

D.S.O.

12

12
10

V

12

V

Price
7500

19,508
10,812
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Our mm205-2 must be an award winner...

Masterclass
OSCILLOSCOPES
For those who compare
With the phenomenal success of the HM205, with its Component Tester
feature, pioneered by Homeg, we now take pleasure in introducing the
HM205-2. This improved version contains oll the previous features, but
has increased capabilities in the following areas:
Increased sampling rate of SMHz
giving a digital tImehose range of
20ps cm to Ss cm, with automatic

20 MHz analogue bandwidth for
full general purpose applications
providing any signol shape, large

refresh every sweep

or s-ol'

Dot joining facility as a front

A digital timebose of 5s2ps per

panel push button, combines the
waveform samples to forma solid
continuous trace

division makes it possible to see a
solid picture of a signal from kilohertz
right down to 05 Hertz.

Memory of 1024x8 bits per channel Maximum sensitivity of 2mV per
provides high resolution capture of division means even the smallest
complex signds, for as long as
signals con now be seen, triggered
required
and stored for careful examination

HAMEG
because at £527 it deserves
the prize of the year!

74-78 Collingdon Street, Luton, Bedfordshire, LU1 1RX Telephone (0582)413174 Telex 825484
ENTER 22 ON REPLY CARD

Oasis Instruments

OASIS VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SYSTEM
NEW VERSION - NEW INTERFACES - HIGH SPEED OPTION
The OASIS Virtual Instrument System (VIS) emulates conventional OSCILLOSCOPE,
CHART RECORDER, PROCESS MONITOR, MULTI -CHANNEL DVM, X/Y PLOTTER
and DATA LOGGER in one easy to use package.

HARDWARE

VIS includes a precision 16 channel A -D converter, with programmable ranges
and read rates of 50k Ft/s at 8 bit, 25k at 12 b't (100k and 60k with high speed
option). This simply installed unit has proven long term stability and reliability.
.
t

t

SOFTWARE

. .

a

The
menu -driven
acquisition,
analysis
and
display
programs
combine
on -screen
up
set
of
measurement
parameters,
SPREADSHEET
data
manipulation and a _range of display formats. with ZOOM and ON -SCREEN

4

;

4

.7..

I :1
1

1f .il

.11

For fast de ivery,

A

.

phone your order

on 0603 747887. Technical queries
answered and requests
information on this number.

for

further

MEASUREMENTS
Total data mobility from measured information to memory, disk, screen and
HARDCOPY output, including screen dumps.
The OASIS
VIS carries
full documentation
to allow the beginner
or
professional programmer to create new interface applications or personalised
instrument emulations.

PRICE
The price of the complete system is less than any one of the instruments it replaces.
Prices exclude VAT, P&P (£8). High speed option
£160.
The Virtual Instrument System is supplied complete - no further components are
required - just plug in to your laboratory computer.
Digital to Analogue and industrial interface options - POA

PC-XT/AT - £499, Nimbus - £499, BBC/Master - £399, New Archimedes Version - £599

The Street. Old Costessey, Norwich N R8 5DF Tel 0603 747887

Design Consultancy

ENTER 17 ON REPLY CARP
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INTEGRATED TENDENCY
HP's latest CAT system

seventies, the 6954A has eight slots, expandable in 16 -socket frames to 120, a 300 series

combining measurement,

disc, whilst running Basic 5.0 and maintain-

he tendency to integrate
computers with test and
measurement instruments

has taken various paths.
Plug-in cards for personal computers were

an obvious starting point, but it soon became clear that this was not an optimum

control and computation

computer. 1Mbyte of ram and a 20Mbyte
ing compatibility with the previous series
software. The computer, actually a 310
series with 68010 c.p.u., replaces the 68000

in one box also features

series 300, which in turn supersedes the

power, number of slots, and even card size.
Using PCs for GPIB controllers suffers from

high-speed card -to -card

the complex programming required compared to dedicated controllers, as well as

communication.

In 'local mode' a keyboard and monitor
will allow it to function as a development
station, and in 'remote mode' a terminal or
host computer can control the 6954A over

solution, not only for the noisy environment

but also from the inherent limitations of

series 200 introduced six years ago.

RS232 or the interface bus. File exchange
with a remote host is facilitated by an HPIB
file transfer utility, Remcon (remote console
driver), and Kermit. A 'run -only' mode with
autostart program on disc can dedicate the
6954 to a specific task and eliminate operator intervention if required.

generally lower performance. Increasing intelligence within instruments can still have

limitations in computational facilities - in
general it's not programmable and a built-in
processor will run a custom operating system and not standard software. And at the

time when Hewlett Packard decided they
needed to integrate a bus controller into

The cards, of which there are over 30
originally developed for the 6942, are designed to communicate directly with one

their multi -instrument cardcage (6942), the
VME-based VXlbus hadn't emerged.
It became clear to H -P's system designers

data lines, hand-

shaking control, triggering and status sig-

that the additional cost of a computer board

nals. This permits the triple synchronization
- stimulus to d.u.t., d.u.t. to response, and

would justify its inclusion in a new
instrument -computer. So with the object of
achieving a more integrated solution, coupled with an overall cost reduction through
shared housing, display and power supply,
H -P developed a new cardcage instrument
that would not compromise computational
facilities. It is a highly integrated standalone test system controller that is based on

stimulus to response - for tests requiring
complex timing. New cards are added to the

range: 69774 3.5MHz universal counter,
69734 timebase and 69544 high-speed data
capture and remote monitor for component

evaluation, with an FFT card on the way
(transforms are much faster in hardware
form than software, typically 10ms rather
than 200ms). The 6954 controls up to 14
other GPIB instruments, and does not of

standard 32 -bit HP hardware and software. It

has an operating system optimized for instrument control, but will run other prog-

course require a separate interface bus controller. Price is £8000, keyboard and moni-

rams as well, and H -P say interface boards'

will give it "compatibility" with future VXI

tor for local control £460, and extension

solutions.

cardcage £2,938. with cards typically cost-

Called a 'multiprogrammer', which
strange name dates from the 6940 multiple -

ing around £230. Contact H -P's enquiry

use power supply programmer of the early

office 0734 696622.

Controller

Response: digital 'scope
r

OUT

Simple stimulus response test using standard instrumentation (left) has limited adaptability and an excess of features. In the 6954A setup
(right) the relationship between cards is not fixed and is determined by the test designer. Features can be adapted by 'rewiring' the blocks.
and as the selection of i/o cards is determined by the test designer unnecessary functions can be omitted.
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Handheld digita
oscilloscope
A combined digital storage oscilloscope,
multimeter and frequency counter/timer
weighs only 700g in a new 'Signal Computer', model SCO2, made by Createc of Berlin.
And the world's smallest d.s.o. also contains

a signal processor and store for 46 waveforms. The miniaturization makes use of
custom v.l.s.i. circuits in 2m cmos, four
microprocessors, three layers of surface mount boards, and a 128 x 128 element I.c.
display. The two -channel instrument is an
improved version of the SCOT, first marketed
18 months ago (though not in the UK) whose

two -channel inputs were multiplexed and
which had nine waveform data stores.

Multimeter takes in scanner for
r&d production testing
Set for release early this year is Keithley's

two -in -one multimeter/scanner. Given

sary to control a switching module" Bob
Green of Keithley's parent plant in Cleve-

model number 199, its mainframe is a fully

land, Ohio told Insight "and the eight -

programmable 51/2 -digit multimeter with six

functions while an eight -channel scanner
can be incorporated for switching applications.
Measuring signals from multiple sources
- transducers for example - is a requirement

not only in r&d but also in production
testing, incoming component acceptance,
and quality control. Life test evaluation of a
sample of eight cells or batteries is a typical

situation in which the 199 would be an
appropriate solution.

"Being microprocessor controlled the
meter already has the 'intelligence' neces-

The 7 -bit oscilloscope with 10mV/div de-

flection factor samples at 20Ms/s with an
overall bandwidth of 5MHz. Single -shot

channel option can therefore be added to the
basic instrument very cheaply".

In addition to the scanner option, the
instrument will function as a data logger
with a 500 memory store under computer or
front -panel control. Other features include a
thermal offset in the relay contacts of <10,

running average filter to reduce noise
effects, a controller message display, and

Keithley's Translator software to allow
emulation for existing software. Basic sensitivity is 1p.V, with a 12 month error of

70ppm. Further details from Keithley Instruments in Reading, 0734 861287.

100MHz flat- screen digital
oscilloscope from Philips

operation has a resolution of ls/div or 5Ons,

while periodic signals can be displayed at

Philips t&m have developed a 100MHz digit-

5Ons/div giving a resolution of 2.5ns/pixel.
Trigger and other measurement parameters

al sampling oscilloscope with an unusually

can be set up automatically or entered

large -area flat screen with freedom from

manually through a numeric keypad, and
four cursors provide for accurate measurement. Measurement results are displayed in
two scrolled data fields at top and bottom of
the display.

In the multimeter mode the instrument
displays true r.m.s., d.v. component, and
peak voltages and is unusual in also showing
maximum error figures. Using a zener refer-

large display area - 96 by 192mm. The

parallax errors allows more accurate
measurement tham c.r.t. displays and also
makes the new design more easily portable.
Model 3308 with display lid after the style of

lap -top computers weighs 6.5kg and is designed for shoulder -strap carrying.
It is a 40 megasample per second machine

with eight kilobyte memory length. A

are presented free from temperature or

204Kbyte random access memory will store
up to 100 signal waveforms or 100 instrument settings.
Pye Unicam, Philips t&m marketing arm
in the UK, said its release in the UK is set for

range dependence. Bandwidth extends usefully to 5MHz with an error of around 1%,

January - just before publication of this
issue in fact - but they didn't want us to

continues on page 164

include it in our 100MHz oscilloscope listing!

ence and what is claimed to be a novel
technique of feeding captured signals back
through the a -d converter, the error figures
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"It's a pretty small battery -powered PROM programmer
- so what?"
Tools which are convenient get used a lot - that justifies

their existence. There is no way we could
explain all the usefulness of S3 here.

"I'm bound to let the battery go flat."
Ouite so. But in practice it doesn't matter. S3 switches
Er ()tf after a half-hour of non-use anyway, or when the
, battery gets low. You don't lose your data. Then a
slow -charge overnight or boost -charge for three
lk hours will restore full capacity. You can keep using
A, it when charging. So there really is no problem.

Instead, if you're interested we're

going to let you see it, use it
and evaluate it in your own
workshop. We went to a lot
of trouble to design S3 just
the way it is - no other

"I already have a programmer."

PROMMER is all CMOS and
all SMT. So we must be convinced that S3 would be a formidable addition to your
armoury. Now all we have to do

Pity it doesn't have S3 features, eh? But

here's a trick worth knowing. If you plug

S3's EMULead into the master socket of a

ganger then you get an S3 with gang
capacity. Isn't production separate
from development anyway?

is to convince you.

"Such a little thing can't be
powerful, like a big bench programmer - er - can it?"

"It looks nice. Will I be
disappointed?"
Dataman tools are designed to

Yes, it can. It is more powerful. S3 leaves

be used by Engineers. Not

other prommers streets behind. S3 has

just sold to Management.
Have you ever been misled

continuous memory, which means that you
can pick it up and carry -on where you left off
last week. S3 has a huge library EPROMS and

by some mouthwatering
ad for a new product?
Great artwork and ex-

EEPROMS. S3 can blow a hundred or more
PROMS without recharging. S3 also works re-

citing promises which
feed your fancy? On

motely, via RS232. There's a DB25 socket on the
back. All commands are available from your computer
(through a modem, even). Also S3 helps you develop
and debug microsystems by memory -emulation.

impulse you buy and

when the thing arrives
you feel let down. The picture looked better. The claims
are hardly justified; not exactly
misrepresentation, just
poor implementation.
But you've bought it.
And you're stuck with it.

"What's this memory -emulation, then?"
It's a technique for Microprocessor Prototype Develop-

ment, more powerful than ROM emulation, especially
useful for single -chip "piggy
back" micros. You plug the
lead with the 24/28 pin header

in place of the ROM/RAM.

You clip

the

Flying -Write -

Lead to the microprocessor
and you're in business. The
code is entered using either

Softy3 is here!

the keyboard or the serial

It stays in the cupboard,
most of the time. So how

about this: buy S3 and
use it for up to a month.
If you're not still thrilled
then you can have your
money back.

interface. Computer -assembled

files are downloaded in standard format - ASCII, BINARY,

"Refund in the first month! How can you offer

Your microprocessor can WRITE to S3 as well as READ. You
can edit your variables and stack as well as your program, if
you keep them all in S3.
S3 can look like any PROM up to 64K bytes, 25 or 27 series.

that?"

INTELHEX, MOTOROLA, TEKHEX.

Access is 100ns - that's really fast. Memory -emulation is
cheap, it's universal and the prototype works "like the real
thing".

S3 loads its working programs out of a
PROM in its socket, like a computer
loads from disk. Software expansion is
unlimited. Upgrades will come in a
PROM. Programs can be exchanged
between users. How's that for
upgradability?
"Can I change the way it works?"
You surely can. We keep no secrets. System Variables can he

"fiddled." New programming algorithms can be written from
the keyboard. Voltages are set in software by DACs. If you
want to get in deeper, a Developers' Manual is in preparation
which will give source -code, BIOS calls, circuit -diagrams, etc.

We expect a lively trade in third -party software e.g. dis-

assemblers, break -point -setters and single -steppers for various

micros. We will support a User Group.

We trust S3 to fire your enthusiasm. We trust you not to use us
as a free hire -service. We bet you won't send it back. How
would you manage without it?

"These things cost a fortune and take months to

arrive."

We wouldn't get you all excited and then let you down. It Costs

£495 plus VAT. That includes P & P, Charger, EMULead,

Write Lead and a HELP program in ROM. S3 is in stock. Buy
it today. Use it tomorrow. (That's a fair promise. But please
reserve product by phone or telex to make it come true).
Mot

DATAribill
Lombard House,
Cornwall Rd.
DORCHESTER
Dorset DT1 1RX.
Phone 0305 68066 Telex 418442
If you purchase while this ad is current, you have 28 days to
examine the goods and return them for refund. Carriage will be
charged at cost. The right to charge the cost of refurbishment
of damaged goods is reserved.

Writ° ENGINEERING

At PS,

Aft
VISA
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but no figures are given for direct voltage
readings.

Settings for the frequency converter are
fully autoranging, and readings from 1Hz to
7MHz are made with a best error of 0.04% at
h.f.
During data acquisition incoming waveforms are tracked by the 'signal computer' to

adjust timebase trigger, trace and cursor
positions, and which also allocates memory
space. Post signal processing on previously

stored data allows analysis relative to a
reference or across channels. Prices in Germany are DM2500 SC01, DM3750 SCO2.
CVG, Limburger Strasse 42, 1000 Berlin 65.
Tel. Berlin 4535083.

Crompton to sell
Signal Computer

New use for old scopes
Thurlby's new adapter DSA524 will convert
any single -channel oscilloscope into a high
performance dual -channel storage instrument - but at a fraction of the cost of a d.s.o.
Sampling rate for single -event signals is
2 x107 per second, and repetitive signals of up
to 35MHz can be captured with an equivalent time sample rate of 2x 109 per second. Interpolation is either linear or sine, the sine giving

near perfect reconstruction at four samples
per cycle, with its 'cubic spline' algorithm.
This gives the adapter a single -event band-

width of 5MHz, substantially higher, say
Thurlby, than most other 20M sample/s in-.
struments.

Crompton Instruments to take on UK dis-

DSA524 also features many of the facilities
found on d.s.os - summation averaging for up
to 256 recordings, cursor measurement, auto ranging, program memory for 50 front panel
settings, full programmability through RS232
(optionally GP1B), and memory for 16 waveforms. The adapter annotates the scope display

tribution of Createc's instrument were at an

with up to 30 characters of text to aid in

Negotiations for a new t&m division of
advanced stage as Insight went to press.
Headed up by Steve Figures the new division

will market handheld instruments - chiefly
the d.s.o. - from its Witham base in Essex.
"There are still one or two problems to sort
out" said Figures. "One is that Tektronix
may also be selling it, though their model
should be a simplified version. Price has
been fixed at £995 including mains adapter,
with a Vidor battery pack still at the planning
stage."

operating the instrument. UK price is £585.
from Thurlby on 0480 63570.

0 Increasingly complicated nature of multiprocessor systems makes analysis by conventional logic analysers extremely difficult,
if not impossible, according to Dolch Logic

domain processing functions including FFT,
Acquire enables users to easily create their

own dedicated measurement routines

Instruments. Their latest model M128 in-

through its sequence generation function
and user hook capability. It requires a

corporates a twin -slot capability that allows
two cards to be linked together and analyse

minimum of 1Mbyte r.a.m. and Basic 3.0 or

If the deal goes through Crompton t&m
division will be exclusive importer, and as a
sign of their confidence in the product are

data on two independently clocked and

later, a waveform digitizer and graphics
plotter. Contact Data Laboratories on 01-

synchronized processors.

640 5321.

prepared to take on a field sales force of six.
Crompton Instruments are at Freebournes

8086 c.p.u. with a Z80 i/o controller or

O Nicolet are back in the real-time spec-

graphics processor, or even a pair of 68000
processors. all operating at different clock
speeds and with different synchronization
making accurate time -correlations impossi-

trum analyser market as the newly

Road, Witham, Essex CM8 3AH, tel 0484
862894.

0 Market research has revealed to Marconi
Instruments that the demand for spectrum

analysers with a frequency range upto
4.2GHz accounts for 35% of the existing

A typical system might be based on an

FFT analyser, believed unique with large

slots, two of which may be linked, the M128
allows accurate tracking of dual processors
with proper time correlation. The two chan-

I.c.d. as seen on lap -top computers. Features

nels may also be combined for use on a single

u.h.f. fixed links to 2.3GHz, tv and radio

with up to 48 channels and 20MHz clock
rates. The M128's channels can be confifigured for static and timing analysis up to
200MHz. Dolch Logic Instruments are on

avionics systems and radios. MI therefore
addressed the need to improve on critical
specifications - resolution, accuracy and

First product is a battery powered, portable

ble. By providing three 64 -channel card

market. Major users of spectrum analysers
in this sector are civil and military v.h.f. and
u.h.f. cellular and mobile radios to 1GHz,
broadcast, 1.5 and 1.6GHz Inmarsat satellite
links, high bit -rate p.c.m. and data links, and

appointed sole UK distributors for the Rock-

land Scientific FFT spectrum analysers.

processor with up to 128 channels. Stimuli
are provided by word generator modules

of model 5840A include direct digital plotting via HPGL, RS -232 interface for post
processing, optional non-volatile memory
for up to 78 spectra, input for direct coupling

to i.c.-piezo accelerometers, power
measurement, and go/no-go comparator.
Price below £5,000. Enquiries to Nicolet on
0926 494111.

0635 48630.

0 Since Hewlett Packard introduced the
first automatic network analyser 8542 19

frequency range - in the model 2383 achieving a minimum resolution bandwidth of 3Hz
and an unprecedented level accuracy of ±

0 Acquire is a new modular waveform ac-

years ago, and its 8510 successor four years

quisition and processing package from Data -

1dB upto 1.5GHz. Marconi say that the

computers. It provides an integrated system

ago, the US military build-up has created a
new generation of phase -sensitive active
components, systems, and antennas. These
newer systems demand more agile, fast -

extensive temperature cycling, environmental and performance testing carried out on
the 2383 have been supported by an invest-

lab for use with HP200 and 300 Series
solution for Datalab Multitrap 1200 and

acting test equipment, Wiltron Company

the first instruments to benefit from the

2000 Series multichannel waveform recorders and includes facilities for the acquisition, display and processing of analogue
data, graphics plot generation and creation
of permanent files. In addition to a compre-

company's thin-film facility.

hensive selection of time and frequency

UK on 0344 777778.

ment of over £1 million in test equipment
for this one product. The 2383 is also one of

164

say, who have stretched the upper frequency
limit of their new vector network analyser to
40GHz using a new sampler design and new

coaxial 'K' connector. Details from Wiltron
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Tb e ATM 451 databridge from Prism Electronics

Accurate
Easy to use
LCR component measurement
PRISM
ELECTRONICS
4 Measurement of R. L, C, D & Q.
A Auto -ranging and autofunction
for maximum ease of use.
A Push button selection of 100Hz,
1kHz or 10kHz measurement
frequency.
A Accuracy 0.1%
4, Full 5 digit display.
A Optional 4 terminal accessory
test leads including sirface mount
fixtures.
Optional IEEE-488/RSZ.z2

interface.
A Optional applications software
for the IBM PC.

The 451 databridge has been
specifically designec for maximum
ease of use combine] with :Ugh
accuracy. Simply switch or and
plug in a component, the AIM 451
will identify the corrponem type,
and display the value.
For full details contact is now.

Prism Electronics Ltd,
Burrel Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE17 4NF
ENGLAND.

'Iblephone (0480) 62225
Fax (0480) 494047
lblex 32303 PRISM G

ENTER 6 ON REPLY CARD

LOGIC
ANALYSERS

TA3000

from £4795 + VAT TA2000

Up to 1 2 channels.
100MHz Timing; 20MHz State.
Multilevel conditional triggering.
State/Timing cross -triggering and correlation.
Easy tc use soft -key control.
Optional disassemblers for 68000, 8086/8088, Z80, 8085. 6502, 6809.

£2950 + VAT

32 data channels; 100MHz maximum sampling rate.
5rs glitch capture; glitch triggering.
4 level trigger sequencer with event count and delay.
Non -Volatile memory for data and set-ups.
Easy to use soft -key control.
Optional disassemblers for 68000. 8086/8088, Z80, 8085, 6502, 6809.

thandar

ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Thandar Electronics Limited,
London Road. St Ives. Huntingdon.
Cambridgeshire PE17 4HJ. England
Telephone (0480) 64646 Telex 32250 Test

THE LOGICAL CHOICE

ENTER 56 ON REPLY CARD
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COUNTERS & OSCILLATORS
COUNTERS MET100/600/1000/1500

8 digit 0.5" LED 5Hz up to 100600 1000,1500MHz.

LEVELL

OSCILLOSCOPES

for INSTRUMENTS

CROTECH SINGLE TRACE 20MHz 3031/36
2mV 10V div 40ns-0 2s div Cal 0 2V Component test

Resolves 0.1Hz Sensitivity 5mV up to 10MHz Low pass
filter Mains/rechargeable battery powered

3031: CRT 1 5kV 5x7cm
3036: CRT 1 8kV 8x10cm
HAMEG DUAL TRACE 20MHz l@l2rnV) HM203-6
2mV 20V cm Ch2t Chl X Y Cal 0 2V 2V 1kHz sq
20ns 0 2s,cm Auto normal or TV trig Component test
HAMEG DIGITAL STORAGE 20MHz HM205-2
2mV 20V cm. Chl tCh2 Single shot and X -Y modes
2Ons0 2s cm Auto, normal or TV trig Component test.
Cal 0 2V 2V lkHz.5MHz sampling Two 1K memories
Dot Joining feature
Y out CRT 2kV 8x10cm

LEVELL RC OSCILLATORS TG152D/DM

3Hz-300kHz. 5 ranges, acc 2% + 0.1Hz up to 100kHz,
3% at 3100kHz. Sine or square <2000/ to 2.5Vrms. Distn.

<0.2% 50Hz-50kHz TG152DM has an output meter.
LEVELL RC OSCILLATORS TG2000/DMP
1Hz-1MHz 12 ranges, acc 1 5% + 0.01Hz to 100kHz, 2%
at 1MHz. Sine or square outputs <20013V-7Vmis.
Distortion <0.05% 50Hz-15kHz. Sync output >1V.
TG2000PAP has output meter and fine frequency control.

LEVELL BROADBAND VOLTMETERS TM6B
16 LF ranges as TM3 B
8 HF ranges lmVfs 3Vfs.

accuracy 4% 1%fs at 30MHz -3dB 300kHz 400MHz

LEVELL FUNCTION GENERATORS TG302/3
0.02Hz-2MHz in 7 ranges Sine, square, tnangle, pulse and

ramp 20mV to 2OVpp from 500. DC offset 0,±10V TTL
output TG303 also has a CMOS output and 6 digit 10MHz

counter with INPEXT switch.

TEST METERS
LEVELL AC MICROVOLTMETER TM3 B

16 ranges 15oVfs 500Vts, accuracy 1%* 1%fs + 11aV
20dB 6dB scale 3dB 1Hz 3MHz 150mWs output

HC DIGITAL MULTIMETERS HC5040/5040T
digit 12 7mm LCD. Up to lkVdc. 750Vac.
10A, 20MS2 Resolution 10001. 100nA, 10m1-2
15040T: 100mf21 Buzzer dcV 0.25% Battery life
2000hrs 5040T: has a TR test

HC DIGITAL MULTIMETER HC4510
4
digit 11(11M LCD Up to 1 kVdc 750Vac, 10A. 20M0
Resoln. 1012V, 100nA, 10mS2 Buzzer dcV 0.05%
.

HITACHI DUAL 20MHz V212/222/223

lmV 12V cm 20MHz at 5mV Chl tCh2 X Y Ch1
100ns-0 5s cm Auto, normal or TV trigger

output

Cal 0 5V 1kHz square Z input CRT 2kV 8x10cm
V222: Plus DC offset and alternate magnify function
V223: As V222 plus sweep delay los 100ms

LEVELL DECADE BOXES

LEVELL DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER 7705
0 10F 2000oF acc 0 5°o 3' digit 12 7mm LCD
LEVELL INSULATION TESTER TM14
Log scale covers 6 decades 10MS2 I OTS2 at 250V. 500".
750V, I kV: 1M ITS? at 25V 100V: 100k 100012 at

2 5V 10V 10k 10G0 at IV Current 100pA 100v.A

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.

C8410/610 4 6 decs. 10pF steps, acc 1% -±2pF.
R401/410 4 decs 10 or 1062 steps, acc 1%, 2.5W
R601/610 6 decs. 10 or 100 steps, acc 1%, 2.5W
R601S
6 decades. 10 steps, acc 0.3%. 2.5W
7 decades 10 steps, acc 1%. 2.5W
R701

Moxon Street, Barnet, Herts., ENS SSD, England

Telephone: 01-440 8686 8 01-449 5028
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TRANSFORM YOUR CONVENTIONAL SCOPES
WITH THE SCOPADAPTOR
INTO A
FFT ANALYSER
20KHz
2.CH.
4 MODES OF OPERATION
SCOPE
STORAGE
02 CH. FFTA.
+DIGITAL
00-50Hz Span to 0-20kHz Span.
OFull ANTI -ALIAS filtering.

0200 line resolution.
040 dB dynamic range.
OSelectable LOG/LIN Amplitude.
0Hanning/Rectangular weighting.
OFast update speed.
OUp to 128 averages + peak.
00verload indicators.

02 CH. D.S.O.
050kHz sampling rate (max.)
00.5% vertical resolution.
OTimebase from 5 sec/div to 1 msec/div.
0Comprehensive trigger facilities.
OSingle shot.
01% or 25% pre -trigger
0512 point horizontal resolution.
ODisplay 'freeze' control.

OSPLIT MODE
OSimultaneous display of frequency and time
domain.

0100 line resolution for both frequency and
time traces.

ODUAL MODE
OTime and frequency traces correlated.
OSame samples used for both domains.
OSingle shot mode.
OSample rate up to 100kHz.
0200 line resolution for both traces.

SCOPADAPTOR
A REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPT
IN TEST AND MEASUREMENT
OTrue real time F.F.T. analysis.
0Full Anti -Alias Filtering.
OD.S.O. with extensive triggering.
OPeriodic and transient waveform
analysis.

ORS423/232 out.
ODirect connection for plotter,
printer or computer.

DATA ACQUISITION
LIMITED
Electron House. Higher Hillgate,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 30D.
Tel: 061-477 3888 Telex: 666839
DEVELOPED AND
MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K.
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First %Al products emerge, from page 139

ance aspects of VXlbus, sucii as the data
transfer rate of nearly 1Gbyte per second and

precision timing, are a direct outgrowth of
Tek's prior activities.

Tektronix is establishing a VXI product
line to take advantage of the significant
performance improvements made possible
by the VXlbus spec and will be offering a
D -size mainframe which provides the data
coupling, tight timing, and power to support

both current and future instrumentation
technologies. The Tek mainframe provides
necessary VXlbus slot 0 system resources,
slots for 12 instruments, and power and will
support a line of high performance stimulus
and acquisition instruments.
Coupled with Tek's wide variety of programmable instruments, software, switch-

ing and d.u.t.-interface components, the
Tektronix VXlbus products will offer a.t.e.
system integrators and end -users a wide
choice of configurations and functionality to
support test and measurement needs. As
GPIB-based a.t.e. suppliers for a number of
companies, Tek feels it knows that market
place quite well. "The VXI product range will
complement existing products and will also
add capabilities by exploiting the perform-

United Test Equipment's VXI Modular Test & Monitor System was developed within five
months of the announcement of the VXIbus specification last July.
"We have applied for patent coverage on the

circuitry that makes such performance
possible, and have further embedded our
designs in custom integrated circuits. We
feel confident enough to place ourselves

hardware and software engineering has become a complete corrosion monitoring sys-

tem operated remotely by computer on a

architecture", said Robert Stubbings of Tek's

Another VXlbus user is Universal Test

serial cable because of the adverse radioactive environment. The system was originally
designed around the VME cardcage due to its
convenient size and availability, and at that

UK Instrument Marketing Group, "And it
will be exploiting our prior knowledge and

Equipment which began three years ago in
Anaheim, California. The initial product was

time (mid 1987) used a backplane bus
customized for the monitor system. The

experience in card modular design. We think

a universal grid bare board circuit board
tester which remains today as the only
table -top grid tester. It operates using an

emergence of the VXlbus for instrumenta-

IBM or compatible PC, XT or AT computer
and includes simple fixturing. high speed,
and component failure redundant circuitry
that they claim no other manufacturer has
incorporated.

to comply with the newly proposed stan-

ance capabilities of the new VXI bus

we have spotted some opportunities that
others haven't" he told Insight.

Racal -Dana are adapting their 1993 universal counter for the VXlbus. This counter,
not shown in their current catalogue, is a
card -based instrument developed specifically for the Wavetek 680 multifunction instrument system. Though VME based, this pro-

duct was announced last April prior to VXI
agreement, and is not VXI compatible.

squarely atop the VXI juggernaut."

What initially involved much custom
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW 0 VXI

tion however prompted the company to
re -design the corrosion monitoring system
dards.

"The development of many electronic
products created a requirement for signal
and bus monitoring, interface monitoring,
logic state analysis, and system testing"
president Tom Reimer told us. "Investment
in fixturing and expensive test equipment for
the research and development process is not
usually practical until the product is manu-

Among the group comprised by HP,

The VC specification is primarily targeted toward

Wavetek, CDS, Tektronix, Racal -Dana, and
more, Sciteq of San Diego, California stands
out for two reasons. "First", says president
Henry Eisenson "we are by far the smallest of
the players -a young firm with a staff of 30.
Second, we control the frequency synthesizer technologies most needed by the VXI field.

Keithiey. however, focuses on *he worldwide semi
conductor research and industrial test markets. At
this point Keithley feels that the best value for the
customer still lies in traditional IEEE -488 GPIB
boxes and systems. A VXI system will cost more

factured in quantity to support the cost of

than a comparable rack-anc -stack impleme nation. VXI instruments are nct targeted for non-

proposed standards."
Their VXI Modular Test & Monitor System

We plan to produce the only synthesized
signal sources for the VXI industry. Many
applications exploit the phase manipulation

capabilities of our designs, because this
technique provides a degree of accuracy not

possible with other approaches, whether
employed as a clock generator, r.f. source,
phase shifter, general purpose signal generator, or modulator. "We currently produce
several frequency synthesizers in VME/
Eurocard format which we're converting to
VXI." They include these four:
Band-

Step
size(Hz)

width
03MHz 0.001
0-15MHz 0.1
0-35MHz <5
0-110MHz <1

Phase

Switching

control

speed

Phase
noise 1kHz

0.36°
0.09°

0.5 Rs
0.3 Rs
0.07 Rs
0.15 Rs

-136dBc/Hz
-130dBc/Hz
-110dBc/Hz
-110dBc/Hz

markets where density is a major requirement

prog -arnmable operation. There are not likely to be
any push buttons or displays on the front pane s of

the test equipment, so with this in mind, and

to fulfil future needs, we have designed
practical solutions utilizing the new VXlbus

referred to earlier, is pictured above. For

these instruments. And. of course, stand-alone

truly portable operation, this system may be

operation and portability are r of attributes of VKI.
Ks ithley will be assuming 3 greater role in VXI
stan lardization due to their experience in design-

operated from a laptop computer. It

ing '/ME based systems and their desire to have
futu-e products conform to in industry -accepted
standard.

The proposed standard is a sound begin ling.
However. it will be a few years before all of the
system integration and software issues stabilize.
With VXI products only just emerging. the expected

compatibility of different manufacturers' products
is still in question. Until the standard has evoked to
a steady state, IEEE -488 systems will clearly have

the advantage. The initial GPIB implementations
var ed greatly between instr intent manufacturers.
A few years passed before the user could 3asily

combine several manufacturers' products. We
expect VXI to follow a similar path.
Steve Lekas. Keithley Instrumelts.
Cleveland, Ohio.
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is

software driven by an IBM or compatible PC,
XT or AT computer. The software graphically
presents information on the users' computer

with most types of monitors although best
results are obtained with an EGA monitor.
ICs are shown complete with pin -out in-

formation. For logic monitoring, signals
may be labelled on the screen showing
address, data, and control lines on a bus. For

cable testing, the cable connectors are
shown so that in a production environment
quick repair can be made.

National Instruments of Austin, Texas,
will supply VXlbus cards that will interface
the VXIbus to the IEEE -488 bus, as well as
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software support for external controllers,
such as the IBM PC and Apple Macintosh

the Loveland instrument division would say.
"We are also taking care to ensure full HP-IB
compatibility in our VXI products. Customers will want to mix and match VXI bus and
HP-IB instruments in the same test system
to solve their whole test problem."

computer families, to use the IEEE -488 bus

for controlling and monitoring the VXIbus.
These products will be supplied to VXIbus
integrators, o.e.ms and end users. Since

most VXI bus instruments will not have

ICS Electronics (San Jose, California)

conventional instrument front panels, soft-

believes that the proposed VXIbus standard
will become one of the major standards for
military a.t.e. systems in the next four years,

ware such as LabView and LabWindows can

be useful because they provide user configurable, graphic front panels on the
computer screen.

They also provide the instrument driver
code for communication between the personal computer and the VXIbus instrument.
Linking the VXIbus instrument to personal

computers provides an ideal way of implementing test and measurement systems.

LabWindows is an integrated, interactive
application software system that runs on
IBM PC and PS/2 computers which features

the function panel user interface and the
instrument control library. LabView is a
graphical system that runs on the Macintosh
Plus/SE/II. With a VXI system interfaced to a
Macintosh and LabView, a sophisticated system consisting of several VXI boards from
different manufacturers can be made to look
and "feel" like an off -the -shelf instrument.

LabView provides the knobs, switches,

Looking identical to their 53A series of

with eventual migration into commercial

card -based instruments, this 73A series pro-

a.t.e. systems after that. "We are currently
examining several potential VXI products,
some of which will be based on our existing
IEEE 488 bus products" says Robert Prosin,
vice president of marketing. "One product

totyping system is Colorado Data Systems
first VXI product. (CDS is represented in the

UK by lnstrumatic UK Ltd of Marlow, tel.
06284 76741.)

we are considering as a joint venture effort is

meters, etc., on the Macintosh screen that
allow the user to monitor and control system
with the mouse.
National Instruments are represented in

a series of switching modules for audio-tor.f. signals."
Tailpiece. VXI is not yet standardized by
the IEEE, despite frequent references to a

the UK by Amplicon of Richmond Road,
Brighton.
As one of the five originators of the joint
specification, HP is completely committed
to modular instrumentation and is actively
working on projects that will implement
VXI. "Our products will be integrated offerings to span the very wide range of instru-

"standard" in the press, but the five -

ment system needs" is all that Bill Porter of

software interfacing elements of the spec.

company consortium of CDS, HP, Racal
Dana, Tektronix and Wavetek are encouraging product development so that evaluation

of the first products can be taken into
account before the specification is put finally
to the IEEE. The IEEE P1155 subcommittee

met this January to discuss details of the

CONQUERING NEW HEIGHTS
y.

* Component Comparator
* Variable Hold Off
* Triple DC Source
* DC - 25 MHz
* 4Ons/div

5

* 2mV/div
* Low Cost

4319
.

To scale the heights, just call
us for your FREE copy of our
catalogue
*iFx VAT & DeltveR

pi

Yes its 25Mtiz for £319

Crotech Instruments Limited
2 Stephenson Road. St. Ives. Huntingdon. Cambs. PE17 4WJ
Telephone: (0480) 301818
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IMAGE -10
HIGH PERFORMANCE SINGLE BOARD GRAPHICS COMPUTER
Image -10 is a high performance single board computer optimised for
graphics intensive applications, and it's fast - very fast. Motorola's
68010 cpu and Intel's 82786 graphics co -processor work
concurrently to produce displays of dazzling speed
and quality. All graphic operations, including
window manipulation, are generated by
dedicated hardware which frees the cpu to
concentrate on running your programs.
An impressive hardware specification is
comp;emented by the availability of two
professional disc operating systems.
OS -9/68K -A powerful UNIX like multi -tasking
operating system supporting real-time applications.
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, BASIC, FORTH and PLuS
languages available.
TRIPOS-3 -A well established multi -tasking operating
system with propriety window management scheme. Supplied
with assembler, disassembler, debugger, screen editor, BCPL and C
compilers.

Image -10 Specification:
Central Processor - MC68010 16/32 bit microprocessor.
Graphics co -processor -182786 running with 16Mhz pixel clock.
Display resolution is 768 by 576 pixels (user definable). Actual
resolution limited only by memory with instantaneous scroll and pan in
any direction plus independent horizontal and vertical zoom from x 1
to x 64. Displayed colours may be 256, 16, 4 or 2 at all resolutions.
Colour look -up table provides a pallette of 262,144 colours.
Hardware managed windows.
Hardware generated lines, polylines, polygons, circles, arcs, fills,
characters and bit block transfers at up to 20Mbit/sec.
Unlimited character fonts and character sizes supported.
Memory - 2.0M byte (Image -10.20) or 512K byte (Image -10.05)
dynamic ram. 256K byte fast static ram. Shipped with 64K byte. 512K
byte eprom. Shipped with 128K byte system firmware. 32K byte high
security battery -backed static ram plugs into RTC.

Floppy disc -WD1772 :ontrol.er supports one or two 5.25/3.5 inch
drives. Format may be single/double sided, single/double density. Step
rates selectable from 2, 3, 6 or 12m secs.
Winchester disc - SCSI interface capable of supporting up to 7 drives.
Serial I/O - MC68681 provides two independent RS232 input/output
ports. Independently programmable baudrates 50-38.4K baud.
External clock permits transfers up to 1Mbit/sec. IMSC012 link adaptor
provides 20Mbit/sec transfers to optional transputer co -processor.
Parallel I/O - Two MC68230 PA's provide up to 48 lines of
programmable input/output with multi -mode handshaking protocols.
Disc operating systems use some of these lines for SCSI, parallel
printer, mouse, digitizer etc.
Real-time clock - DS1216 maintains date and time to 1/100th of a
second.
Sound generator -SAA1099 generates stereo sound output. Contains
six frequency generators. two noise generators, six mixers and twelve
amplitude controllers.
User expansion -A full 16 bit buffered bus is available via DIN connector.

Board format - Extended double eurocard. 218mm by 243mm.

Image -10 is available as a board level product or as a compact packaged system at prices starting at

UNIVERSAL CROSS ASSEMBLERS for all
MSDOS OS -9 FLEX computers
1805
6803
8020
80C39

8050
Z8

8051

Z80

6301

6804
8021

8040
8080
68000

6303
6805
8022
8048
8085

6502

6800

68HC05 6808
8031

80C48
8748

8035
8049
8749

6801

6809
80C35
80C49
8751

Extensive directives support odular, conditional and
structured programming. Powerful Macro Preprocessor, xref generator and output conversion
utilities provided.
COMPLETE SUITE
£295
INCLUDES FULL C' SOURCE CODES
(NOT 68000)

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
EPROM EEPROM and SINGLE CHIP
MICRO PROGRAMMER
Programs the following devices:

Supports the following devices
1802
6802
68HC11
8039

£1.295

2508
2564
2732A
27(C)128
57(C)256
2758
2817A

48Z02
521333

68766
8744
8748H
8755
CY7C292

2516
27(Ci16

521313

27(C i64

8741

27128A
27(C)512

8748
8749H

27011

9761

68732

2864A

AT -ROM

PC -ROM

2532
27(C)32
2764A
27(C)256
27513
2816A
28256

521323

68764
8742
8749
8751

CY7C282
DS1225

XT -ROM

No Personality Modules required. Controlled via RS232
interface.
Accepts Intel, Motorola, Ascii-hex and binary data. Ultra -fast,
fast and standard programming modes.
Low and high byte programming supported.
Completely self contained but uncased.
Price £295

All prices shown exclusive of VAT and carriage

Micro Con( opts

2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 5AA
Telephone (0242) 510525
M117.
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CIRCUIT MODELLER
SOLVE CIRCUIT PROBLEMS FAST

Screen plot (Upright).
8087 version for 3 x speed.
80 nodes for larger circuits.
Mouse pop-up menus.
Double precision.

Linear AC analysis Printer plots.

T

Gain, delay, group delay, phase, bandwidth.
Use any of the components on the left.
Select named devices from libraries.
Transistor models use hybrid -pi.

Hertz or rad/sec. Zin, Zout.
Tune R, C, L to optimise performance.
Frequency range 1 pHz-100 GHz.
Answers to nine significant figures.
PRICES:
Are from £38 to £250 (8087 version).

MACHINES:
IBM, PC, AT, XT, AMSTRAD PCW, PC
PC COMPATIBLES, ATARI ST, MEGA ST.
The photograph shows a screen plot with cross -hairs picking off a point on the curve.

fi HARCOURT SYSTEMS

LANCING,

17 THE M O
SUSSEX B N15
Tel: (0903) 763490

OPP.ORINGS,

ENTER 57 ON REPLY CARD

TELESCOPIC MASTS
Pneumatic
Hydraulic Ram
Operated

Winch Operated

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT
STOCKS
WE OFFER CASH for all types of redundant and
surplus electronic components, including integrated
circuits, transistors, capacitors, connectors, sockets,
and many more besides. Top prices paid, collection
no problem.

Please contact us today with your list by fax, telex,
telephone or letter to:
MARLOW MARKETING

151A Milton Road, Gravesend, Kent DA12 2RG.
Fax: 0474 327960. Telex: 940 16512 (NWWO G).
Telephone: 0474 320062
Also complete factory clearances undertaken.
ENTER 50 ON REPLY CARD

QUALITY QUARTZ
CRYSTALS QUICKLY
Our frequency ranges are:
P U. Crystals

'.' P U Oscillators

I
10kHz

I
50kHz

KNTK1? 2.10N REPLY CARD

17(1

I
1MHz

I

I

I

100MHz 250MHz 360MHz

Professional Crystals

Hilomast Ltd.
THE STREET, HEYBRIDGE, MALDON
ESSEX CM9 7NB ENGLAND
Tel: (0621) 56480 Telex: 995855

1

I
I
100kHz 500kHz

I'

We also supply quartz crystal filters.
oscillators of all types and
communication antennae.

VV

Webster Electronics
ILMINSTER. SOMERSET TA19 90A. ENGLAND
TEL: (0460) 57166 TELEX: 46571 FRONCY G
FAX 10460157865
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INSTRUMENTATION

Cover story

A

- frequency and time -interval analyser

new type of instrument for
analysing time -varying sig-

nals that is a cross between a
spectrum analyser and a digi-

tizing oscilloscope has been developed by
Hewlett Packard. Called a frequency and a
time -interval analyser, it provides statistical

analysis and a time profile of frequency,
phase, time -interval and jitter on dynamic
transients, repetitive and non -repetitive signals up to 500MHz. The analyser is ahle to

reveal phase, frequency or time -interval
information on complex signals used in
communications systems, both analogue
and digital, in such applications as pulse -to -

pulse jitter in p.c.m. systems, timing and
data jitter in electromechanical designs,
radar frequency profiling and phase coded
demodulation, frequency -agile radio sys-

tems random event and error totalizing,
zero dead -time variance measurements, and
analysis of v.c.o. operation.
The patented time sampling technique, or
'continuous measurement technology', uses
reciprocal counting at rates up to 10 times
per second to continuously track frequency.
Because the register counters are not reset

between measurements, thus eliminating
dead time, count rate can be increased to

10MHz, and by sampling fast enough the
time variation of frequency or time -intervals
can be reconstructed.
The analyser measures carrier signals up
to 500MHz for sampling intervals as short as
100ns, each sample having a 150ps resolu-

tion. A high-speed 1000 -measurement
memory stores the sampled input -signal
timing information from the registers, and
signal processing firmware then reduces the
stored data according to the measurement
mode selected. The fast measurement rate

provides frequency or phase modulation
analysis - if frequency is sampled often
enough the plot of samples versus time
shows the modulating waveform.
The new instrument's capabilities in modulation analysis, jitter analysis and frequency profiling should have application in a wide

range of activities in electronics and communications. In f.s.k., the switching carrier
is easily profiled, as is the distribution and
mean value of each carrier frequency, and
analysis of frequency overshoots now becomes possible. Data -to -clock jitter (h.f.
errors greater than about 10Hz) in communications networks can be characterized
with the histogram facility, which will display mean and standard deviation of timing

variance. Timing jitter in magnetic or optical discs or magnetic tape can be analysed

with the instrument's statistical and
graphical analyses. (Though fuzzy oscilloscope traces can indicate jitter, the 5371A
provides statistical analysis with a histogram
of frequency or time -interval measurements
to show whether the effects are random of
systematic.)
The single -shot capability means that
settling time of frequency hops and random channel usage on the agile carriers of spread

spectrum communications can be investigated, obviously including display of the
hopping algorithm. In radar systems, chirp
linearity is measured on a cycle -by -cycle
basis in a single pass, and pulse risetime,
width and repetition frequency are all
measurable to within 150ps r.m.s. resolution. Step resolution in v.c.os. as well as
overshoot, ringing and settling time are all
easily found from the time -variation plot,
and steady-state performance can be measured from the histogram feature. Further
details in April's Insight.
The 5371A frequency and time -interval
analyser costs £16,730 and is available from
January. Hewlett Packard's enquiry office is
on 0734 696622.

Increasing role of distribution in tam
or many years, manufacturers of electronic components
have appointed authorized

Several companies, such as Hameg, Thandar

Major manufacturers have also become

and Fluke have built their UK businesses
almost entirely by having a set of stockists

aware of the advantages of having their
products available through other outlets.

distributors to stockhold

their products and offer fast delivery to the
customer. Test and measurement equip-

around the country. In these low-cost areas,
a large distribution network gives the manufacturer far wider market coverage than they

Until a few years ago, it was almost unthinkable that companies such as Marconi Instruments or Philips would have their products

ment manufacturers have always had a

could achieve with only their own sales

different approach to selling. The technical
nature of the products necessitated the use
of a highly skilled sales force, demonstrating

force. Probably 40% of oscilloscope sales, up

available other than through themselves.
But, as the overheads of a technical sales

each product to the customer. While this

20MHz.

ensured that individual customers received
good technical presentations, it did not give

The majority of these distributors are
themselves very small, either being high
street outlets or 'one-man bands' working
out of the upstairs bedroom. Such people

F

the manufacturer as wide a coverage as
perhaps he would have liked.

It was in the mid -1970's that companies

first began selling test equipment purely
from a catalogue, and several high street
electrical outlets started to stock multi meters and the like. The reason for this
development was that the products involved

had matured to such an extent that the
majority of users knew enough about them
to make a quick decision on what to buy.
This meant that all they were interested in
was the delivery. The first advantage of the
distributor becomes apparent, since they
hold the product in quantities, and are thus
able to deliver ex -stock.

to 100MHz, go through distribution,

operate on very low overheads and often give

force became higher, they looked to certain
outlets to offer a limited range and act as an
additional salesman. A major move by Marconi was to appoint Electronic Brokers as
their distributor, so that customers could be
virtually guaranteed delivery of a £19,000
spectrum analyser from stock.
This 'top -end' of the distribution market is

the customer discounts, leading to price

developing further, and companies are

wars in the low-cost sector.

attacking niche markets with more specialized product ranges. As the rate of technological improvement gets faster, so products

although the figure is nearer 80% up to

The other end of the distribution spectrum is the larger company supplying a
broad range of equipment, with exclusive
agreements on certain high technology,
high value equipment. These companies
have grown in the 1980's and operate with
large catalogues and a technical sales team.
It is a sign that the market is becoming
better educated and aware of products that
such operations can exist, since the majority
of sales are made to people approaching the

are maturing in the market earlier, and
become available through distributors sooner. Customers have now become more technically aware and buying patterns are chang-

ing: the role of the distributor is likely to
become even greater in coming years. As
they become more specialized they will offer
even greater service to the customer and a
more efficient selling effort for the manufacturer.

Since that time, much low-cost instrumentation is available almost exclusively
through distributors, with the manufacturer

distributor for a certain product, knowing
delivery. Thus, distributors offer the cus-

Graham Sibley is marketing manager for

having very little contact with the end -user.

tomer the advantage of delivery from stock.

Electronic Brokers.

exactly what it does and only requiring fast
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RESEARCH NOTES
Using bubbles
to spot faulty
memories
Complex memory chips (or indeed other devices) can now have

face is parallel to the chip substrate and at which incident light
is not diffracted away.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz say
that bubble thermography is as
accurate as any other currently
available technique for analysing
chip defects, but is infinitely

add together with other subunits to produce a chain capable
of molecular rotation in response to an external field.

Within these constraints researchers have been looking at

polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) and
polytrifluoroethylene (PVF:;).

accuracy of 10-6m using a tech-

cheaper. No special equipment is
required and it takes less than an

Neither is ideal. PVF crystallizes
only with difficulty and PVF3 is a

nique developed by Standard
Elektrik Lorenz in Stuttgart. It

hour to carry out a comprehen-

bulky molecule that does not

sive bubble search of the chip.

rotate easily. Other related substances such as nylon have also

their faults pinpointed to an

needs nothing more than milling
or etching equipment, a microscope and a power supply.

The technique depends on the

fact that many failures lead to
short-circuits, latch -ups and the
presence of spurious conductivity. This in turn causes the faulty
area to overheat. Until now the
only way to pinpoint such local-

ized overheating has been to
employ infra -red thermography
or liquid -crystal thermography,
techniques which are either expensive or imprecise.

What Standard Elektrik
Lorenz have done is to exploit
the fact that liquids, when heated, form tiny bubbles at points

New

piezoelectric
polymers
Piezoelectric polymer materials,
although by no means new, were

something of a rarity until the
1970s. Then it was realised that
the relatively large piezoelectric
(and pyroelectric) properties of

polyvinylidine fluoride (PVF2)
could be used commercially in
the manufacture of mechanical
transducers and radiation detec-

In the former case the
material acquires an electric
tors.

where heat is applied. Just watch

polarization as mechanical stress

a saucepan of water coming to
the boil: it's possible to see
thousands of bubbles forming at
the points where most heat is
being transmitted. To apply this
principle to dud chips, the encapsulation is first removed,
either by acid etching or careful
milling according to whether it

is applied, this polarization hav-

is plastic or ceramic. The ex-

forms such as PVF2 are by far the

posed chip is then sprayed with a

most common. These materials
are also known as electrets because of their readiness to acquire a permanent polarization
when crystallized in the presence
of an electric field. Because the
polarity can be reversed by the

thin layer of some low boiling
point liquid such as acetone or
propanol. The precise chemical
is immaterial as long as it has a
well-defined boiling point and is

non -conducting and nonpoisonous.
Under a microscope, power is

applied to the suspect chip,
which is scrutinized for bubbles.
Under carefully controlled light-

ing conditions, a bubble will
appear as a black circular spot

approximately 10-5m in diameter. Such a spot is relatively
easy to detect against the background of the chip's structure. In

the middle of the black spot
however, there is a bright dot
which pinpoints the fault to an

order of magnitude greater

experiments are reported in
which a whole range of difficult
materials and fabrication processes are analysed. Four VF2NF3
co -polymers of varying compositions were assessed for stability

and for their use in a particular

element that shows enhanced
properties if its method of fabrication makes it incompatible
with other essential circuit elements. Frequently, however, the

incompatibility arises the other
way round. Solid state lasers, for

example, are difficult to integrate with their control circuitry; so too are transducer elements based on materials other
than silicon or gallium. Difficulties with resistors are discussed
elsewhere in this column.

In some cases an extreme
solution may be to create new
components that are compatible

with their intended environment, even if this seems a bit like

transducer application - hyd-

re -inventing the wheel. An interesting example of this phi-

rophones. (A co -polymer is one
in which different monomer subunits alternate along the length
of the molecule.) The paper con-

Letters vol.23 no.24, is the development of a transistor based
on cadmium mercury telluride

cludes that these recently discovered co -polymers open up
new areas of application and exhibit superior properties to many
established ceramic piezoelec-

losophy, described in Electronics

(c.m.t.). This material

is ex-

tremely valuable as an infra -red
detector, for which it has obvious

military applications in areas
such as heat -seeking missiles.
But to integrate a c.m.t. detector

also remains to be done on eva-

with an amplifying device im-

luating the piezoelectric properties of polymers in other che-

plies a c.m.t. amplifying device.
Last year transistor action was

a whole range of mechanical

mical classes -a field that clearly

demonstrated for the first time

inputs.
Of the various polymers available today, the semi -crystalline

promise.

tionship to the stress. The polymer can thus be used to provide
an analogue signal in response to

holds much commercial

in c.m.t., but only at low temperatures. As the temperature was

increased there were leakage

problems due to high base
minority carrier generation.

Cadmium
mercury
telluride

That situation has now improved

as a result of research by the
Royal Signals and Radar Estab-

lishment and Mullard Ltd at

transistors

Southampton. At a temperature

only a little below ambient

subsequent application of an

Transistor action continues to be

electric field, such materials are
also said to be ferroelectric. Permanently polarized piezoelectric
polymers find widespread use in
domestic electret microphones
where their movement relative

materials. This is the result partly of a search for improved prop -

demonstrated in an increasing
number of exotic and unlikely

(263K) they now have a device
capable of maintaining transis-

tor action with a current gain
(hfe) of 15 or more. Interestingly

enough, this gain remains unUnusual characteristics of the cadmium
mercury

to a fixed plate is translated into a
changing voltage.
The search for alternative and

telluride transistor
by
Mullard
RSRE.

better piezoelectric polymers is
currently based on the starting
point of a molecular bond with a

and

high dipole moment. The

cise centre of the bubble. It is the

point at which the bubble's sur-

prising these bonds must then
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In a recent edition of the GEC
Journal of Research, vol.5 no.3,

tion. It is no use having a circuit

tric materials. Much research

ing a relatively linear rela-

carbon -fluorine bond is particularly good in this respect, which
explains its universality. A polymer sub -unit (monomer) com-

accuracy. This spot is in reality
an artefact that marks the pre-

been investigated.

alms but more often than not
through constraints of integra-

0
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changed as the base is driven into

ferring chemical powders in and

reverse bias (see curves. A re-

out of metal bins or drums.

verse base -emitter bias of

the thermal generation of

Because of the friction between
individual particles, powders are
more likely to acquire a charge
than liquids. In finely -divided

minority carriers within the base

form they can also be just as

region. These act as a sort of

explosive. Serious damage has
resulted in the past from spontaneous ignition of such unlikely

>40p.A is necessary to turn off
the collector current because of

current offset.
The researchers believe that,
given more development. espe-

cially geometry optimization,
the c.m.t. transistor has the
potential to become a practical
high -gain device suitable for in-

substances as custard powder.

Experiments conducted by
Union Carbide using granular
polyethylene have shown that
when such material is pound

a resistance of 50-3000./square
and from this material resistors
were etched using a sulphur hexafluoride plasma. Values of up to

9ka were obtained, with high

leukaemia, most of us incline to
an opinion based more on emotion than on scientific evidence.
For that reason another study

temperature stability. As for long

was undertaken to try and estab-

reproducibility and good

term stability, a newly -

constructed resistor decreased in
value by 1.25% after 1000 hours
at 125°C. A pre -aged one that had
been encapsulated by a layer of

silicon nitride changed in value
by less than 0.1% under the same

conditions.

widespread discharge as the pow-

The BT team claims that its
tungsten silicide resistors are

der settles down. This occurs

completely compatible with

How to stop
sparks flying

because of charge concentration
and results in thousands of mic-

GaAs i.c. fabrication technology
and superior to alternative forms
of resistor.

When engineers talk about devices being blown up by static,
the expression does not usually
refer to anything more cataclysmic than a dead piece of c-mos.
However, given the increase in
the use of flammable fluids for

What can also happen, often with

tegration into specialist infra -red
and other transducers.

into a silo there is nearly always

roscopic sparks. The finer the
powder, the worse the effect.
catastrophic results, is one big
spark instead of harmless micro sparks. Why this happens is not
precisely known, though it does

depend on the type of material
and the size of the particles.

Until more is understood abserious hazard could be lurking out the precise mechanisms of
static build-up, the most obvious
around.
A symposium on electrostatic advice must be: think before you
pour.
hazards held at a meeting of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers considered amongst
other things what can happen
when a flammable liquid is carried in a partially -filled plastic
cleaning and degreasing, a more

Stable resistors
for gallium i.cs

Medical effects
of power lines
Two recent studies have added to

the tantalisingly inconclusive
evidence on this emotive subject.

Each of them in different ways
has unearthed what seems like
compelling anecdotal evidence
that low frequency electric and
magnetic fields do indeed have a

harmful effect. The problem
faced by all studies of this sort is
that of establishing a true causal

connection from what. at best,
are barely significant statistics.
Another difficulty in this particu-

bottle. One speaker described an

One of the many problems in the

incident in which a lab technician began to pour methanol
into a metal can from a plastic

fabrication of gallium arsenide
microwave integrated circuits is
the design of the humble resis- lar case is reconciling the
tor. Jon -implanted or mesa - epidemiological evidence with
etched GaAs resistors might laboratory work showing that
seem the easiest in terms of the fields much higher than those
manufacturing technology, but associated with power lines have
suffer from non-linear behaviour little or no effect on biological
at high electric fields. They also tissue.

bottle that had been carried in a
plastic bag. Movement between
the bag and the bottle had created a static charge which had in
turn induced an opposite charge
on the methanol. As the methanol flowed into the metal can a

have an unacceptably high posi-

So what is one to make of

spark occured igniting the li-

tive temperature coefficient.

quid.

Currently used alternatives include nichrome, tantalum nit-

evidence from a British medical
practice that migraine sufferers
tend to be clustered near power
lines? Obviously there could be
some direct effect of the lines on
the blood vessels in the patients'
brains. But why then does it
affect only a tiny minority of the
people living near power lines?
Could it be that the mere sight of
nasty great pylons is enough to

Methanol is particularly
dangerous in this respect because it is electrically conductive

and highly volatile. The AICE

ride and cermet, but none of
these is entirely free from problems of stability of manufacture.

warns, however, that any liquid

A team working for British

can become charged up either by

Telecom's research laboratories

being transferred from one con-

at Martlesham Heath (Electro-

tainer to another or indirectly

nics Letters vol.23 no.23) reports

through the walls of a non- promising results from tungsten
conducting container. Even pas-

sing through a filter of critical
pore size can effect a significant
transfer of charge.
Care is necessary not only with
volatile liquids that are obviously
flammable, but even when trans-

silicide, a material usually employed in mesfet technology.
Tungsten silicide resistors have

induce migraine in those who
are susceptible to stress? Several

lish the true facts. Financed by

the US government, the New
York electricity companies and
various charities, it reviewed all
the existing evidence and also
funded a number of major new
studies. The New York Power
Lines Project, now published as a
153 -page report, makes interest-

ing reading, covering not only
the 765kV overhead lines that
were the prime objects of the

study, but also electric and
magnetic fields in the home and
work place. Diseases looked at

include cancer, mental illness,
strokes, infertility and problems
associated with fetal and child
development. Studies on isolated
biological cells were likewise included.
To summarize such a study in

a few words is difficult. Most of
the individual research projects
reported no effects of concern.
No effects were found on reproduction. growth or development.
Several attempts to demonstrate
genetic or chromosome damage

that might lead to inherited defects or cancer also failed completely. Brain studies showed no

effects of power lines except a

hint of a small but consistent
effect on body rhythms that
might interfere with sleep pat-

terns. Experiments on rats
showed changes in their response to pain and in their ability
to learn.
One effect of power lines that

the authors of the New York
study do believe warrants further

investigation is a possible link
between leukaemia and elevated

60Hz or 50Hz magnetic fields.
Although they admit that more
research is necessary before a
causal link is properly established, they claim that only two
of four studies showed any connection at all and that the two in

question are from the same
geographical region. Perhaps it

has something to do with the
birds that sit (sic) on the lines?

including pure chance

selves,

of 1.6 parts of tungsten to one

epidemiological problems such
as the speculative link between
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in the USA costing $5 million

other possibilities suggest them-

been fabricated on a GaAs substrate using r.f. sputtering. A ratio
part of silicon was chosen to give

radioactive discharges and

association. As with similar
Research Notes is written by
John Wilson.
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Speech transposer for radio
hearing aids
For some types of deafness, adding a frequency shifter to a
classroom hearing aid brings a marked performance
improvement.
B.J. SOKOL AND MAX VELMANS
Many people with sensory -neural deaf-

surprising as the vast majority of these

ness receive some benefit from con-

devices produce versions of speech which
sound grossly distorted both to those with
normal hearing and to the hearing impaired.
Furthermore, the recoded high frequency
information provided in the low frequencies

ventional amplifying aids. But they
may find it difficult or impossible to hear
certain high -frequency speech and other
sounds. Such patients usually have residual

hearing in the low frequencies but little or
none in the high frequencies, producing
what is known as a 'ski -slope' hearing loss.
Since vowel information is concentrated in
the lower speech frequencies and consonant

may in fact be treated by the ear/brain
system as noise and may also interfere with
low frequency information already available
in the residual hearing range8.9".

information in the higher speech frequen-

During the last decade, however, a frequency recoding device (Fred) has been

cies, hearing loss of this kind tends to impair
selectively the perception of consonants - in

developed whose output is highly speechlike
in character' s . The Fred system subtracts a

particular, fricative and stop consonants

constant 4kHz from signals in the 4-8kHz
region, thereby mapping them on to the
0-4kHz range. This transposed information

which have major energy components in the
higher speech frequencies (e.g. from 4kHz

to 8kHz). In addition, the perception of
many environmental sounds, including important ones such as water running, gas

hissing and the ringing of door bells and
telephones may be greatly impaired. Pa-

is then combined with conventionally amplified speech in a second, non -transposing
channel. One realization of the Fred system
in the form of a radio hearing aid is outlined
below. Before turning to this, however, it is

tients in this group often complain that their
aids amplify but do not clarify speech.

worth noting the effects of the recoding

Over recent years, therefore, various
attempts have been made to modify the

tal sounds.

response of conventional hearing aids so as

operation on both speech and environmen-

EFFECTS OF FRED

sloping losses. Evaluation studies have been

In speech, very little energy related to vowel

carried out with various configurations of
low-pass and high-pass filtering, with extended low frequency and extended high
frequency response, with selective ampli-

sounds occurs in the region above 4kHz.

fication (typically of the higher frequencies)
and with various forms of amplitude com-

energy components in this region, and Fred

pression.

plex and the findings inconclusive3.4.5.

blend with consonant cues that already exist
in the low frequency range (transmitted by a
conventional amplifying channel).
Recoded speech sounds much like normal
speech. To a normal hearing person, however, transposed speech cues are redundant

Moreover, none of these techniques can be
expected to restore missing high frequency
information in cases where its loss is very
severe or profound - for instance, where the

and phonemes affected by such cues are
unnecessarily emphasized. For those with
high -frequency hearing loss, the subjective
effects vary. Where the loss is severe, re -

average loss at 4kHz, 6kHz and 8kHz exceeds

coded cues may improve the identifiability of
connected speech. If the high frequency loss
is profound, this improvement may be considerable, because the recoded cues may fill
what would otherwise seem to be gaps in the
speech stream. On the other hand, a patient
with a relatively flat hearing loss may receive

gested modifications that may be of
benefit", in general the effects of such
manipulations have been found to be com-

80dBb. Furthermore, in cases where no
measurable hearing in the higher frequen-

cies exists, such techniques become inadequate in principle. For these patients,
therefore, frequency transposition (i.e. converting the non -detectable high frequency
signals to some detectable low frequency
form) may be an appropriate alternative.
There have been many attempts over the

last 20 years to produce devices which
accomplish such conversions' but few of
these have proved to be superior to conventional amplifiers. In some ways this is hardly
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and so forth. These not only provide increased contact with the environment but

may also be important for safety or for
communication. By and large, transposed.
environmental signals sound very similar to
the originals (to a normal hearing person)
although their lowered frequency may, in
some cases, give them the appearance of
coming from a larger object - keys jangling
may, for example, sound more like cowbells
and water running into a glass may appear to -

be running into a bath. With a little practice,
such sounds are easily identified.

In principle, transposition may improve
the discrimination, identification and articulation of various phonemes and it may

therefore help in the speech training of
sensory -neural deaf children. For example,
transposed information may improve their

ability to discriminate between sounds
which are otherwise commonly confused,
e.g. z/v, t/k. To test such claims, however, it
is necessary to compare the effects of con-

to improve intelligibility for patients with

Although a number of studies have sug-

include natural sounds such as rain, bird song, wind in the trees, etc., sounds around
the house, baby cries, doorbells, telephones

Vowels, therefore, remain largely unaffected
by the transposition process. But fricatives

and stop consonants do have significant
transposes these in such a way that they

little or no advantage from transposition,
since high -frequency cues can, in general,
be made audible for such patients by the use
of a conventional amplification technique.
Transposition also affects a range of environmental sounds, i.e. sounds with significant energy in the region above 4kHz. These

ventional amplification on learning to discriminate such sounds with the effects of
adding transposition to conventional amplification. Furthermore, the children involved
in the present study were already equipped
with radio hearing aids for classroom use. It
was necessary, therefore, to construct an
adapter for these aids so that they could be
used either as a conventional amplifier or as
a

frequency transposing device.
DEVISING A TRANSPOSING ADAPTER

The engineering difficulties in making a
transposing adapter for radio hearing aids
resulted from physical and economic constraints. The children were already required
to carry radio receivers and so there was a
restriction on size and weight. Sixty units
had to be produced in little time and within a
limited budget.

At the two schools designated for the
trials, the partially -hearing units were provided with different types of very expensive
radio hearing aids. It was uneconomic to
replace or even retrofit these units, and so an
early decision was made to find a means to
add to the existing apparatus without modifying it.
It would have been easier and cheaper to

apply transposition to the transmitted signals rather than the received signals because

teaching is often a one -to -many coin -
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munication and so fewer transposers would

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

have been needed. Transposition before
transmission is advantageous because it
reduces bandwidth and enables the narrow band f.m. channel to carry a wider effective
speech range. Furthermore, the placing of

At the time of writing the results of the study

prototype equipment in the care of adult
teachers rather than children might have

ate amongst and to produce transposed
sounds. Whether it does so, however, de-

increased reliability.
This desirable solution ran into problems.

pends, at least in part, on the nature of the
child's hearing loss and, in particular, that at
high frequencies. Children with a severe or
profound loss in the high frequencies (an
average loss of 71dB or more averaged over

however. Inputs to the children's hearing
aids could come from a local microphone as

well as from the radio channel, and this
'environmental' signal could not of course
be transposed at the teacher's transmitter.
In addition, the design of the experiment
required students to have identical appar-

are still being analysed. But the initial
finding is that Fred transposition may indeed improve children's ability to discrimin-

Fig.1. Transposer -type hearing aid.
Sound components above 4kHz are
superimposed on the 0-4kHz components. This treatment improves intelligi-

bility by adding emphasis to speech
consonants and other sounds.

teachers were to transmit transposed signals, the need for a control group would

Radio

hearing
aid

require them also to transmit non transposed signals simultaneously on
another channel. That would have meant the
unacceptable use of different -coloured receiving crystals which would have identified
the control and test groups, and it would also
have required more frequency channels than
were available.

Thus it was necessary to overcome the
problems of providing identical transposers

for each student and to fit these with
invisible on/off control.
The transposer connection had to be at

the output terminal of the radio receiver
hearing aids to achieve transposition by

circuitry within the receiver of the radio
hearing aid.

Fig.2. Modifying a radio hearing aid

using a full bridge transposer output
stage.
Feedbec,,

means of a non-invasive jack -socket connec-

67,111. pp 306-317.

3. Bess, F.H. and Bratt, G.W. (1979) Spectral

match or duplicate the output impedance

alterations of hearing aids and their effects on

and levels of the radio receiving hearing aids.

speech intelligibility. In Larsen, Egolf. Kirlin

Both types of radio receivers were designed to drive multi -turn inductive loops,
to be worn like necklaces, that could couple
their outputs magnetically to normal post aural hearing aids. These loops require 2V

terms would be to place the transposed
power in series with the receiver output and

provide extra output only for transposed
signals. To achieve this the transposer output stage would need four active elements in
a full bridge configuration (Fig.2). With this
arrangement, even when the main channel
had large signal currents flowing, only base
drive currents would be needed to drive the
transposer output to zero, if there was no
transposed signal.

In the event a compromise circuit (Fig.3)

and Stile (eds.) Auditory and Hearing Prosthe-

tics Research. Grune and Stratton, N.Y., pp
287-311.

4. Braida. L.D., Durlach, N.I., Lippman, R.P.,

Fig.3. Final version of the combine-. The
op -amp alone supplies the load current
for outputs of less than 700mV.

stage. This is a crude current -dumping
circuit: an op -amp delivers small outputs
itself, but for higher outputs it supplies drive
and difference signals to control and correct
the transistors. The output transistors remain cut off for signals whose peaks do not
turn on their base -emitter junctions. Even
with larger signals the transistors have a
dead zone between the drive levels of ±0.7V.
This dead zone of course allows this output

stage to operate with no more quiescent
current than the op -amp alone, but on the
other hand guarantees crossover distortion.

was used instead. This was due to constraints

The problem in this case was effectively

on space within the transposer units and to

eliminated because the entire output stage

the greater importance of quiescent cur-

was used as part of a low pass filter.

rents than running currents because of the

Low power op -amps, a high quality mono-

variable level and intermittent nature of

lithic multiplier, nine poles of filtering

speech.

(some to compensate deficiencies of the

The energy budget was saved by the very

low quiescent current of the audio output
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Multiprocessor systems
In this illustration of a multiprocessor system, two 8080
processors running synchronously produce economical
hardware with high performance.
G.A.M. LAB1B

Some microprocessors are not fast or

powerful enough to keep up with

Aio

demanding real-time applications. An
alternative to choosing a faster and much
more expensive device is to use many cheap
microprocessors working in parallel. Having
each processor executing a different task

all
Al2

To eprom

pins

(a)

compensates for the slow processing speed:

In a synchronous multiprocessor system,
each processor takes control of the common
bus whenever it requires it, independently of
the other processors. Synchronous bus control is achieved by dividing the bus -control
cycle into equal time slots, each of which is
permanently assigned to one processor.
Last month's article outlined various ways

5V

Le 10k

Alp
A11

14,

Al2

of connecting microprocessors in a multiprocessor system. This article is a specific
example of how two economical eight -bit
processors can work together efficiently over
a common synchronous bus.
A block diagram of this system was shown

MANUAL

1Ce

last month. Output of the 18.432MHz central clock generator 4:0 synchronizes the
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Fig.1. Processor control signals modified

to allow two processors to operate
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together. In this synchronous system, 4,1

1

I

1

1

I

I

4)2(1)

phase -shifted clocks 011,2) and 401,2),
and control signal SELECT.

1

1

1

1

1

1

n

cD1l2)

clocks of both processors with the multiplexing operation of their buses over the common bus. It feeds the circuit producing

1

I

1

1

II

051)

and (1.2 clocks of each microprocessor are
shifted in relation to each other so that the
processors access the bus alternately.

1

02121

L
r

Select
0131N(1)

Figure 1 is the system timing diagram
showing that each machine state takes 16 CK

BIN 111.

pulses i.e. 868ns. Within each machine
state, 4)1 is generated during the first two

WRI1)

central -clock pulses, resulting in a pulse
width of 108ns, and 4)2 is generated from the
fourth CK pulse until the eighth, resulting in
a pulse width of 271ns. Remaining central clock pulses in each machine state are used

DBIN(2)

DBIN12).

to produce 4)1 and 4)2 clocks for the other

WW2)

processor in the same manner.
Signal SELECT determines which processor

is to gain the control of the common bus.
When it is low, the first processor controls
the bus, and when it is high, the second
processor controls the bus. Each processor
is allowed to control the bus during the first
two CK pulses ahead of its machine state, and

during the first six cm pulses of its machine
state. This timing allows each processor to

WR)2)

SYNC111

Strobing signal for system controller I
to save status byte

Status byte available
on common data bus

SYNC121

control the common bus for about 108ns
ahead of the rising edge of its 4)1 clock pulse,
and for about 325ns following that edge.

Strobing signal for system controller 2
to save status byte

Status byte available on
common data bus

Like single -processor systems, each

the time slot of the bus -control cycle of the
appropriate processor.
Each processor's system controller decodes the status byte together with data -bus
input signal DBIN and data -write signal NR

Fig.2(a). Chip -select decoders for the common memory, opposite page top. (b) data -

memory and i/o control signals. The multiprocessor system controller combines these
control signals to produce common bus control signals. Overlapping of combined
signals can cause disturbed system opera-

bus multiplexers, opposite page bottom.

tion. To prevent this, signals from each from each c.p.u. Controlling the period

and (c) clock drivers.

system controller are activated only during

microprocessor in this multiprocessor system has an associated circuit for producing

(c)

Demo}

OBINnI
IC8

during which DeiN and NN signals are active

1

OBIN

OBIN12;

MEMSt
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A15

Setect

5,
-5V

affects the duration of activation of the
output signals from both system controllers.

This is achieved in this design by control signal alignment modules which act upon
ottiN and 1sK signals of each processor, and

product 1)81N* and me modified signals.
These signals are activated only during the
bus time slot of their associated processor.

Central clock CK is a crystal oscillator
running at 18.432MHz whose output feeds
phase -shift generator IC1.5. Four -bit binary
counter ICI produces the 16 states of each
bus -control cycle from clock CK. Output of
IC, is fed to open -collector decoders IC2.3 to

produce the clocks of both processors,
Fig.2(c). During the first eight states of the
bus -control cycle, IC2 is activated to produce
the first processor's 4)1 clock during the first

two states by wiring together 2Y,, and 2Y,

4)1(1.2) at t.t.l. levels.
Signal SELECT, which is responsible for

And gates IC8b., and inverters IC5e.f.
These modules modify oitiN and
signals
switching both processors on to the com- of both processors to fit in each time slot of

mon bus, is produced during the seventh
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intiN

is

fourteenth. This is achieved by decoding the the 4)2 clock pulse and lasts until the next 4)2
pulse. For the first processor inliNill is fed to
using Nand gates IC7a,h, And gate
and D input of
and the bistable device is
inverter IC,;,.
clocked by 4)2(1) at t.t.l. level causing signal
The SET input of D -type bistable device
Immo to be latched at the falling edge of the

three most -significant bits of counter IC,

is low at the seventh state, while the 4)2(1) pulse.

SELECT signal to be set to low. When sm.F.cr is

(Q II of IC, to its I G and 2G inputs. During
these eight states, the clocks of the second

the associated processor. Signal

state of the bus -control cycle until the normally produced by the processor during

states by wiring 2Y3 and I Y,,.:, of

eight states of the bus -control cycle by
feeding the inverted most -significant bit

10k

4)1(1,2) and 4)2(1,2) at mos levels, and

processor between the fourth and eighth
Decoder IC3 is activated during the next

10k

processor are generated in a similar way to Fig.3. Address buses from the two micropthose of the first. Pull-up resistors are rocessors are multiplexed together and
connected to the wired outputs of IC,.;, applied to the shared memory alternately
resulting in t.t.l. compatible signals. Out- using the SELECT signal. Simple circuits for
puts of IC2.3 feed open -collector inverters keying in and reading data are also shown
ICA.5 which produce processor clocks opposite.

CLEM input is high causing sEi.Ecr to be set
high. At the fourteenth state, the SET input is
high while the CLEAR input is low, causing the

outputs of IC,, and the 4)2 clock of the same

',10k

Output Q of IC,,,, is Anded with the
inverted SELECT signal at !CFA output. generat-

ing the aligned miNiu", Fig.2113). At the

negative edge of the following 4)2(1) pulse.
low, the first processor controls the bus and intiNo I will be low causing bistable
to be
when it is high, the second processor con- reset, and thus insislol* goes low.
trols the bus.
The same method is applied to DisiN121 of
Signal -alignment modules of both proces- the second processor but in this case ELECT IS
sors are composed of D -type bistable devices applied as a clock to IC
Note that in spite

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

of the availability of si--.Lr at the Q output of
117,2,,. the inverter IC5, is used to invert the
r signal prior to Anding it to the latched
',BIN( I. signal. This is because the suEcr signal

is used for latching oiriNd and there must be

a delay before it is reapplied to align the

5V

-41
_L -

latched state of mum h. Inverter IC 5; provides

this time lag. The same applies to both

4 a cx-oc,_"

1Q.

7475

N 1d

processors.

7475

G1

is normally generated from the
Signal
processor during rtils clock pulse, and lasts
until the next pulse. For the first processor

4c1 G2 -41

-

is inverted by IC5. and then fed to
D -type bistable IC,,, as clock input. At the
negal ive edge of y RII 1, a binary one is latched

at the Q output of this bistable device.

100p

Whenever the second processor is controlling the common bus, output of IC71, goes low
for the duration of the seventh state of the
bus -control cycle, causing IC,,, to be
cleared. Thus aligned signal wro 'I* is acti-

vated only during the time slot of the first
processorwheneveruRl II is active.

B

A

0

C

!Hi

7

7

1

1

1

1

74148

74148

74148

1

i2i of the second
The same applies to
processor but in this case, the output of IC7
is used to clear bistable IC, lb whenever the
first processor is controlling the bus.
System controllers for the first and second
17. For the
sections are composed of
first processor. ICI:, is a four -bit latch which
saves part of the status byte generated by the
first processor when it is connected to the
common bus. At the first machine state of
each machine cycle of the first processor.
goes high and feeds And gate 1C%,
SYNCl1

1

1

1

id 8

9

A

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1111

1

Function keypad

Numeric keypad -

together with 6( 1)t.t.I.: output of this gate
latches the status byte of the first processor.
Only bits 11).t6.7 of the status byte are used
--I
1A

Do

Ao

to produce the necessary control signals
INTAI I I. Di I

I.

NIDIRf I

r. MOM(

and wri

The first three signals are produced by

33

L8

A7

I

7489

74157

A

1Y

14
4A

04

Anding the latched least -significant bits of

74125

the status byte with the aligned

.-

4

r

A

bits with the aligned
1A

DEN

11*

signal. The

system controller of the second processor is
similar to that of the first.
In the multiprocessor system controller.

B

set 014y

BIN i I1*

signal. The last two signals are produced by
adding the second and fourth latched status

1Y

14T2

74126

L I4_

4A

J

control signals of both processors are
aligned with their associated c.p.u. time
slots so Oring the corresponding control
signa's of both system controllers results in
1""f and
common bus -control signals R
MF.IW. Open -collector Nand gates of IC15 17

perform these Or functions.
Data bus multiplexing is done by

The multiplexer is bidirectional in that it
QA

switches the data buses of both processors in

2 Y1

the outward direction to the common bus

A

whenever the time slot of the corresponding
perform
c.p.u. is due. Multiplexers IC

74156

7493
B

this function whenever 5T* is active. and

330

000

2N 3703

the switching process is controlled by SELECT
which feeds the select inputs of both i.cs.

To enable 7 -segment chips
16

Also in the inward direction, the multiplexer switches the common bus to either

26

processor data bus depending on the current

1C

2Y4

2C

4

time slot. Drivers IC.,, .1 perform this func21* states.
tion according to
Components IC .1.7 form the address -bus

multiplexer. It is a unidirectional multiplexMEMW
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er which switches the address buses of both
processors at the corresponding time slots
I signal. Fig.3.
under control of the
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[SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Uplink station
for UK's d.b.s.

modulates the appropriate car-

Programmes and spacecraft control signals will be transmitted to

Britain's direct broadcasting
satellite from an earth station at

Chilworth, Hampshire, about

four miles north of Southampton. The IBA is responsible
for designing, building and oper-

ating this uplink station. Construction work is now going
ahead on the site, which lies near

the M27 motorway, and the installation is expected to be completed in October 1988.
Brian Salkeld, the IBA's Head
of Satellite Engineering, gave an

outline of the uplink arrangements at a recent IEE lecture on

the forthcoming d.b.s. service.
Sited in fairly open country, the
station is being landscaped so

that it will not be an environmental eyesore. Like all IBA
transmitters it will operate unattended, though office accommodation is being provided.

Four parabolic antennas will
be installed. A pair of these, with

eight -metre reflectors, will be
used for transmitting programme signals to the satellite in the
17.3 - 18.1GHz uplink band, one
acting as the main antenna and
the other as a redundant spare.
Step -tracking will automatically
keep the antenna beam pointed
at the satellite in its 31°W
geosynchronous slot.
The third antenna will be for

tracking, telemetry and command (t.t.c.) and will operate in
the 14 - 14.5GHz band. Finally,
the fourth antenna will be used

4GHz. In a 36MHz comsat trans-

quencies and digital audio sys-

from Cape Kennedy, USA, in

ponder, which will carry 800

tem were given in the September

August 1989 the first HS376

1987 issue. Finally, each modulated carrier passes through a
high -power r.f. amplifier and
into a combiner, which sends all
three signals via waveguides to

satellite is expected to be ready
for broadcasting by Christmas of
the same year. Mr Salkeld said
that the e.i.r.p. should be about
61 - 62dBW in the London area

telephony channels, one BBC
high bit -rate programme feed

the two 8m uplink antennas.
The specified uplink e.i.r.p. is

and about 59dBW at the
periphery of the UK coverage.

84dBW. On being questioned
whether he didn't consider an
8m antenna something of an

With the resulting power flux

overkill for the task required, Mr
Salkeld replied that this size was

density, small receiving dishes of

takes up the bandwidth normally
required for two 64kbit/s s.c.p.c.
telephony channels.
Overall, the low -noise satellite

circuit to Hong Kong has an
audio bandwidth of 50Hz to
6.4kHz. Distortion
kHz zero level.

is

1.2% at

30 - 40cm diameter should be
adequate to obtain good signal

required in order to give the

strength.
Bert Horlock, an engineering

Kicked upstairs

necessary power flux density

consultant to BSB, was ques-

When geostationary satellites be-

over the whole of the geostation-

tioned about methods to be used

come defunct or obsolete their

ary slot area, allowing for the for collecting subscription paypermitted satellite movement ments for use of the d.b.s. serwithin it. An additional safety vice. (Initially it will be financed

owners remove them elsewhere,

measure to ensure reliability of
service will be a transportable
uplink terminal available to the
station.
During 1988 the IBA hopes to
be able to provide some D -MAC

test transmissions, both from a
terrestrial source in the London
area and from a satellite.

Further details of the satellite
itself were given in this lecture.
The Hughes HS376 was chosen
by BSB mainly because of this
manufacturer's ability to deliver,

pay -per -view method would be

if possible, to make more positions available in the precious
orbit. This has now happened to
the last of the Intelsat IV
spacecraft. Comsat F-1 of that

extremely difficult to put into

generation has been taken out of

practice and that technical solutions were very much dependent
on business decisions which had
to be made first. Discussions on
whether local authority planning
permission would be required for

service by the international cooperative and propelled from its
slot at 50°W to a higher altitude,
some 280km above the geosta-

installing the small receiving

Such a process depends, of
course, on there being enough

in a 7:1 ratio of subscriptions to

advertising.) He said that the

dishes were speculative and inconclusive.

in orbit, in the required time of

two years (by August 1989).
Other spacecraft considered at

the time included designs by
British Aerospace. Eurosatellite
(manufacturer of Germany's TV Sat 1 and France's TDP-1) and
RCA Astro-Electronics.
The HS376 is required to provide three operational transponders but will carry six separate

chains of equipment through

second spacecraft held in an inclined storage orbit as a spare
d.b. satellite. Having this fourth
antenna available means that the

which any of the three channels
can be switched, thus giving a
6 -for -3 level of redundancy. As
shown by earlier experience, the

spare satellite can be tested at the

most critical part of the high -

same time as the main one is

power d.b.s. transponder is the
travelling -wave tube amplifier.
Each 110W r.f. amplifier will in
fact be formed by two 55W t.w.ts
running in parallel from a com-

mission standard to be used is
encrypted D-MAC/packets (see
September 1987 issue, p.928).

Hong Kong earth terminal is at

After launch on a Delta rocket

for testing and t.t.c. of BSB's

operating.
As already reported, the trans-

Eutelsat 11 spacecraft.

rier. Details of the carrier fre-

mon power supply.

Digital sound
for Hong Kong
BBC External Services recently
opened a new sound broadcast
relay station at Hong Kong. Like
other relay stations in the world
network, it now receives a digital
programme feed via satellite.

This gives much better sound
quality than the old method of
re -broadcasting short-wave
multi -hop transmissions from
the UK and is cheaper than air freighting tapes of non -topical
programme material.
From London the programme

tionary orbit. It had been in
operation for 12 years.

fuel left for the reaction propulsion thrusters. It's a tribute to the manufacturer and
operator that sufficient fuel remained in the comsat after such
a long period of service.

OU video for

schools

Communications and remote
sensing satellites are among the
topics included in a video cassette lecture produced by the
Open University for use in
schools. Called "Space at Work",

its purpose is to give children
some idea of what it would be like

to work in this sector of industry.

feed signals are sent to BTI's

Other subjects dealt with are

earth station at Madley and
thence to Hong Kong via an

equipment testing at the Euro-

Intelsat V comsat at 63°E above

pean Space Technology Centre,
Netherlands. and the space ex-

Incoming baseband video signals

These tubes are made by

the Indian Ocean. Analogue

hibition gallery at the London

will be in component form to

Hughes themselves and were

speech and music waveforms are

Science Museum.

give compatibility with the CCIR
world digital coding standard for

chosen by BSB because of their
current reliability record both in

studio equipment and to allow
flexibility for future develop-

space and in simulated space

sampled at a rate of 14.2kHz,
then encoded into 11 -bit numbers and companded down to
9 -bit numbers. The resulting

ments. Each baseband signal in
the three programme channels

(4, 8 and 12 in the WARC-77
plan) passes through a D -MAC
encoder and subsequently the

D -MAC multiplex frequency -

conditions on the ground. Some
40 are operating in space at the
moment: 32 of these have been
running for 11/2 years; and 198

have been ordered for various
satellites including the new Intelsat VI, Anik E (Canada) and

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

I28kbiUs stream digits mod-

ulates a 70MHz carrier by

Supplied with support notes

and priced £28.75. the video
cassette is available from the OU
at the following address: ASCO,
PO Box 76, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK7 6AN.

quaternary phase shift keying
and this signal is upconverted to

the 6GHz satellite uplink frequency. The downlink to the

Satellite Systems is written by
Tom lvall.
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35 00
35 00
160 00
2500 00
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50468

250

55293361

422

00505°

25 00

9 DO

2503

803
903
900

300

55
14

611
666119(463N

661'662(816E1

666pN7,12375P

6A16

4-656
4.1756
4.250A
4.4004

6606
7X5G1
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613484

65(7
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3I 0093

336, 08225055

665511'72G 1

44 0000

865177

6V6GT

61316

6816

68076

17 50
25 00
12 00
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87 00

7441

7447
7450
7453
7454
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7470
7477
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7474
7475
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7480
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048
1
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030
030
030
030
030
048
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036
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0 48
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14 00
2 75
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300
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68M6
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68888
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680761
6826

6(4
6(068

6C0606
6007

300
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300
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33 0000

6504701

6613(9E648

1750

1

160

3.50

6866
6867

66E17746T

200

1 60

2E1
3E1

300

325

6517
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2 25
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6567

3 40
4 00
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2 25
4 25

300
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450

12452005°
25

115 00
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20
3
600

"501
7B7
7C5
72772

3.50

600

757
794

61 °°50

71274488

500

1761

7 75
2.50

1

75
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400
250
400
425
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225
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500
I

5

10
75

250

175
A

124 U22AU16
677

75
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1

750

500

1280712606

12607

6CH6

13 00

7484
7486
7490

0 72

74120

054

74121

0 72

7491

036

7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74111
74116
74118
74119
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0 78
0 65

74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74136
74141
74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74154
74155
74156
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084
036
0 54

048
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150
120
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2817
2E1111
2E14
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450

11 00
15 35
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3V4
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6R7
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3E29

3313
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47 00
45 00

4 0075

400
3 25
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300
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2 50
2 50
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3 00
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60.00
70 00
3 25
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98.00
265.00
383 00
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125.00
115 00
100 00
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2114A
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666AAA0NM685A

284126
284248

0 13
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0 15
0 17
0 17
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015
013

025

2N5459
25017
25019
75074
25075
25076
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75307
15303
75322
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/5701
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045
040
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25 00
35 00
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40 00
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1
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I
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30(15
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30(18
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7501
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8541
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30P114
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20 00
20 00
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14 54
15 45

92AG
97AV
9561

20 00

150132
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90(V

7000
8 45
8 35
3 25

150(2
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211

7234B
803
805
807

8114
8124
813

8334
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8724
922
931A
1624
1625
7050
42171
4217H
5544
5545
5551A
5552A
5642
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25 00
45 00
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1833
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6057
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17 00
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Telephone: 01-677 2424/7
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EN9 I
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500
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11 27
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27 50
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150
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475

D9802
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I
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10 00
13 00
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1
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M8081
M8082
M8083
M8091

1
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'10

09'

400

0 25
0 53
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1

3 51)

047
0410

116
13A
14A
114
17A

'17
'25

1

1

250
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350
75
75
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2 25
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3 25

739
200

174

KT66

5 25

27

'((3

KT61
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600

0 75

.1066

6232
0233
0234
0237

M8079
M8080

35 00
49 00
1
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RS3
RS3
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7 50

80
1

1

1,3
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25

10 01

11911

12 00
15 00
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(8(31
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700
700
200

1 50

FEIC81

175
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'84

0196
DK9I

F551

21,

691,1

250

DF91

0987

7,
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25 00
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0050

EA52

7200

DM71

75
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45 00
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DA41

01519
DM70

r S1004

I

0 45
4 (X/

0491
0A95

200

08'

035
036
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;IA

71

15

06'
2:.

0 29
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1
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TIC/76D
-,1209
I'. '96
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I

N(555

0479
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35 48
110 00

IMUI
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1 50
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1
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2 50
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1
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NKT403
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.1759
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1
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017
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NKT401

00206
9U208
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..M03784

FF93
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H T979 4009
ItU205
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(192

'045

95570

090
300
650
300

891

11)83

SAPSA56
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12.00
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-TELECOMMS TOPICS
GEC Plessey
Telecoms
The combined GEC Plessey tele-

communications company is
planned to begin operations ear-

ly this year. Study groups are
already finalizing the market and
product strategy. While GEC Pri-

Larger switches in the family
have been significantly upgraded

so that the biggest in the range
now support over 5000 extensions and 35 000 busy -hour
call attempts.
The iSLX is based on SL -1

technology licensed by GEC
from Northern Telecom. According to Brian Meade, PSG's man-

aging director, the Group does

not have "specific rights to
Europe" but exports mainly on a
specific project basis. He pointed
is required
out that around
for territorial software as well as
an infrastructure being needed
to support operations. As these
are all up -front costs there is a
major disincentive to export.
While agreement would have

to be reached with NT prior to
exporting the iSLX. there is no
such constraint with respect to
Plessey's ISDX which uses inhouse technology. Possibly 10%
of its sales go to export.

First pocketable
telephone
Libera Developments Ltd.

and Telecommunications,

European -based, global travel
distribution system will have its

signed with two French com-

ness will be issued to the consor-

consisting of Aer Lingus, Alitalia,
British Airways, British Caledo-

panies, Secre and Alcatel Thomson Radiophone.

tium in which Cable and Wire-

nian. KLM, Swissair. TAP Air

less is a major partner. Its members have been campaigning for
this for the past two years. When
formal approval, expected before
the end of the year, is granted.
C&W will be able to participate in

Portugal and Covia. the United
Airlines subsidiary, is to establish its world headquarters in
Swindon.IViltshire.

In the home or office,

Zonephones will operate (in con-

junction with a book -sized
single -line base station) as a
direct replacement for the conventional handset, with a range
of around 200 metres.
On the move, the same hand-

set can access multi -channel
base terminals situated at airports. railway stations and other
locations used by the public.
These base stations, which are

to be linked into the p.s.t.n.,
create a radio microcell called a
Phonezone in which anyone with
a Zonephone will be able to make

an outgoing telephone call. The
call charge, expected to be set at
about the same unit cost as for a
public payphone, is billed to the
subscriber's Zonephone account

so that the user is spared the
need for coins and queuing.

Global e-mail
The first around -the -world, con-

tinuously available electronic
mail demonstration, linking the
world's leading computer companies in the USA. Australia and
Europe was held at the Compec
show in London. It offered X.400
messaging and file transfer, access and management.

EurOSlnet, the European

personal portable telephone

The former, founded by Air
France. Iberia, Lufthansa and

ture the Zonephone equipment
under a UK exclusive licence. In
addition, agreements covering
the same equipment have been

Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) association. has forged
links with similar organisations

has announced its Zonephone

setting up their operations centres in Germany and UK respectively.

systems Amadeus and Galileo are

The Japanese Minister of Posts

based on the recently published
generation cordless telephones,

what is practical in the real world

lic access. Ferranti will manufac-

formed to develop products
UK CT2 standard for second -

Multi -carrier travel reservation

Scandinavian Airlines System to
develop, market and operate an

does not appear that these will

to 600 extensions whilst still, it
claims, matching the performance of the larger systems. "We
now have switches to suit any
user" says Mike Bateson, the
division's marketing manager.

as a resource to be accessed
anywhere in the world to show

into Japan

services p.a.b.x. product range, it

PSG has extended the switch
range downwards to provide 80

European travel
networks

C&W getting

additions to its iSLX integrated

success.

end to end on digital networks.

interpretations of the standards
as is frequently encountered at
present. It is intended that this
will be a permanent demonstration, continuing 24 hours a day,

honsusing(iSlprodtkls.

division of GEC Telecommunications, has just announced major

form part of this international

customers will be carried from

standards - and not differing

of multi -vendor communica-

vate Systems Group (PSG), a

strategy - especially as Plessey's
ISDX is already achieving export

participants adhere to the same

in the USA (OSINET) and Australia (OSICOM) and has carried out

together with associated base

inter -operability testing over

stations for both private and pub-

several months to ensure that
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Masaaki Nakayama, has said that

licences to operate an international telecommunications busi-

the potentially lucrative
Japanese market.

BICC opto
cable factory
BICC Cables has opened a £15M

plant which it claims is the first
factory in Europe purpose-built
for the production of fibre optic
cables. At the opening ceremony.

Sir William Barlow, chairman of
the BICC Group, said that the

independent and neutral
operating centre in Munich,
West Germany while Galileo,

Terminological
inexactitudes
"TMA Preferred Terms for Telephone Systems Facilities" is the
title of a booklet prepared by the
independent consultancy Interconnect Communications. Endorsed by the Telecommunica-

tions Managers' Association.
members of which are the major
UK users, and sponsored by a
number of suppliers, the booklet

company's manufacturing

is primarily addressed to telephone or telecommunication

capacity in fibre optic cables was

managers and other purchasers

currently half a million
kilometres per year but that it

of business systems.

could be expanded greatly when

Significant confusion exists
because there is no commonly

needed.

accepted terminology to describe

the facilities which may be

Mercury to
carry Vodafone
traffic

offered by modern p.a.b.xs. In-

Mercury Communications and

TMA-preferred terms with the

Racal-Vodafone have signed an
agreement for the former to de-

features on actual products.

liver both national and international calls from customers of

free of charge from: Intercon-

the latter's cellular radio network. By using Mercury's network, Vodafone will benefit from
having. for the first time, a
choice of carrier to deliver calls.
This also means that an increasing number of calls by Vodafone

deed, different suppliers may use

the same term for incompatible
features. The booklet will enable
users and those within the industry to compare and contrast the

The booklet may be obtained

nect Communications (Consultants) Ltd, Merlin House, Lower

Church Street, Chepstow,
Gwent. NP6 5H.1, tel. 0291270425.

Telecom Topics is compiled by
Adrian Morant.
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Pioneers
14. Alan Dower Blumlein (1903-1942):
the Edison of electronics
W.A. ATHERTON

During his working life he accumulated 128 patents, roughly one every

seven weeks. M. G. Scroggie has
called him the greatest circuit designer and
originator ever. Sir Bernard Lovell saw him

as one of the best electronics engineers

and internationally and his first task was to
look at interference caused by electric power
lines. His boss. John Collard, "at first found
him somewhat raw and "a difficult person to

take to meetings". He could also be very

Britain has produced. To a few electronics
enthusiasts Blumlein is a legend, to most

rude, having little patience with anyone less
brilliant than himself and being intolerant to
those who would not work all hours as he

and to the general public he is unknown.

did. Time mellowed him, however, and

Hardly any of his inventions (some of
which were team work) bear his name. They
covered telephony, measurements, audio,

according to Collard, "he acquired a certain
amount of tact"' I.

television, time -division multiplex and
radar. Many of them, alone, would have

Tightly -coupled inductive ratio -arm bridge

circuit, 1928: Blumlein's first invention.

granted him renown.

The coils were bifilar-wound.

Alan Dower Blumlein was born on 29
June, 1903 at Hampstead in London, the son

of Semmy Joseph Blumlein, a French mining engineer, and Jessie Dower, the daughter of a Scottish missionary. His parents met
in South Africa but had settled in London
where Blumlein spent most of his childhood.

forever finding other applications. During
the war he used it as an aircraft altimeter.

AUDIO RECORDING

Blumlein was soon looking for wider horizons and so he moved to the Columbia
Gramophone Company in March 1929.

British subject.
At five Alan Blumlein began prep school

which, years later, he still liked to visit. It
was on one of these visits that he met his
future wife Doreen. They were married in

According to Benzimra I Blumlein told Isaac
Shoenberg, the general manager, that he
might not still want him when he heard the
salary he was asking. Shoenberg's reply was
to offer him even more!

1933 and had two sons, Simon and David.

At primary school he was allowed considerable freedom in his choice of studies

By that time the knowledge and skills

and it has been said that at the age of twelve

slowly acquired by telephone engineers had

he "could not read, but knew a lot about
quadratics"I .
Subsequent schooling improved his reading but perhaps there was a legacy. In 1924
one of his few published papers was returned
with the request that the authors "go care-

fully through it, to rectify errors and improve the English".

been applied to make a new audio disc
recording method which made mechanical
systems obsolete. Any record company that
stuck with the old techniques would soon be

obsolete too. The patents for the new
Thorn -EMI Central Research Laboratories

method were held by the Bell System (West-

Philip Vanderlyn remembers the same

ern Electric) in America to which a royalty

man at EMI, but twenty years on, quite

first-class honours degree in heavy electrical

differently. "He would keep in daily touch

was paid for every record pressed. Blumlein
was given the task of inventing an alternative

engineering from the City and Guilds College, part of the Imperial College, London.

with all the work in the laboratories, and he

electrical method which would not violate

would talk with the most junior of us as

the American patents.

equals without ever making us conscious of
our lack of status, which was good for our

principle which the Americans had not used.

egos and even better for our technical

He and his colleagues are known to have

education. In this task of training his staff he
had unbounded patience."2

been working on the design in October 1929

A year earlier he had graduated with a

He remained at the College as a demonstra-

tor working with Professor Edward Mallett
who was running a telephone engineering
course. Together they devised a method of
high -frequency resistance measurement. It
was the publication of this work that led the

IEE to demand that they "improve the
English". They must have done so, for the
final version was awarded a premium. Blumlein was just 21 years old.

TELEPHONE ENGINEERING

In September 1924 Blumlein's industrial
career began when he joined International
Western Electric (now part of STC). Telephone networks were growing nationally
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To do this he adopted the moving -coil

Two years after joining International
Western Electric Blumlein was asked to

and a prototype was tested the following
February2. Electrical damping replaced
mechanical damping to control the reso-

solve the problem of crosstalk in telephone

nance of the cutting head and, with electric-

loading coils. His success brought him a

al filters,

bonus of £250, which was /25 more than his
starting salary. The work also led to his first
patent (with J.P. Johns) and to the first of his
many inventions: the tightly -coupled inductive ratio -arm a.c. bridge (above). One of the

achieved with excellent linearity. A complete

a wide frequency range was

system was designed and built in-house,

from new moving -coil microphones
through the intermediate electronic circuitry to the final moving -coil recording head.

its uses was for measuring small capaci-

The first recordings were made in 1930

tances in the presence of much bigger
capacitances to earth, but Blumlein was

and they set a new standard for fidelity.
Blumlein received a £200 bonus. But his
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thoughts had by now ranged beyond others'
horizons to consider how a spatial impress-

ion of the artists' performance could be
achieved using only two loudspeakers. He
took out an incredible patent in 1931 with
seventy claims relating to 'binaural' recording - in other words. stereophony. He was 25
years ahead of his time. When stereo records

became a commercial reality in the 1950s
EMI received nothing from this patent. Even
after an extension, the patent had expired.
Blumlein's system was intended primarily
for cinema use, but it also included records

and was essentially that used for stereo
records from the mid -1950s. The only widespread use that Blumlein lived to see was one

of the few applications not covered by the

Some circuits invented by Blumlein: from left to right the long-tailed pair, Miller
integrator and cathode follower.

patent. In World War Two a couple of
thousand stereo sound locators were made
for assisting in aircraft detection. With

previous systems nearby gunfire could
deafen the operators. Blumlein electronically limited the sound and used a cathoderay tube (instead of earphones) for indicating the results.

TELEVISION
In 1931 Columbia merged with The Gramophone Company (HMV) to form Electrical and Musical Industries Ltd. now Thorn EMI. It was this new company that developed

the 405 -line electronic television system
which became the standard British format
and which remained in use until 1985. The
format for the picture signal became a world
standard, altered only to include colour and

stereo sound. Blumlein was the principal
architect of the waveform and some people
call it the Blumlein signal.
The development of television at EMI was
a team effort and involved names which have
become legendary in British television: Isaac
Shoenberg. J.D. McGee, E.L.C. White and

others with of course Blumlein. Blumlein

Above: Blumlein's stereo disc cutter, 1933 (Thorn -EMI): decades ahead of its time.

was a major contributor to the circuit design
and he had a hand in other areas including

the Emitron camera tube, transmission
cables and aerials. Among the circuits he
invented or developed were a novel sawtooth

generator for scanning, negative feedback
circuits and the cathode -follower. He also

invented and named the long-tailed pair
circuit which was devised to reduce interference at the receiving end of a new video cable
laid to Alexandra Palace.

RADAR
When the second world war began engineers

in Britain already had considerable experi-

ence of radar development. all of it conducted in secret. EMI had barely touched
radar work but the television team had the
expertise for dealing with pulse techniques.
So it was that the team which developed
television turned to radar. Blumlein, White
and others were soon at work on a 200MHz
airborne -interception radar. This was followed by a model which searched for and
locked on to an echo, thus allowing a fighter

pilot to operate without a radar operator.
The radar work involved a range of activities
including frequency -shift keying, klystrons
and magnetrons. anti -jamming circuits and
soon.
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Moving -coil recording head, 1930/31 (Thorn EMI Central Research Laboratories).

I

Previous articles in this series by

Dr Tony Atherton dealt with the
following:
1. Stephen Gray, who discovered
electrical conduction.
2. H.C. Oersted, who found the link

between electricity and
magnetism.

3. A.M. Ampere, father of electrodynamics.
4. Charles Wheatstone, inventor of
the first practical telegraph.
5. Samuel Morse, pioneer of longdistance telegraphy.
6. Lord Kelvin, who persuaded the
transatlantic cable to work.
7. A.G.

Bell, who conceived the

idea of 'speech -shaped current'.

8. Oliver Heaviside, who rewrote
the theory of telecommunications.

9. Guglielmo Marconi, who
bridged the Atlantic by radio.
10. V.K. Zworykin, whose charge -

storage principle has been
used by every tv camera tube.

11. Edwin Armstrong, inventor of
the superhet and of workable
f.m. radio.

12. Jack S. Kilby, inventor of the
integrated circuit and the electronic calculator.
13. Heinrich Hertz and the discovery of radio waves.

H2S radar display: success for the RAF, untimely death for Blumlein.

It was during this radar work that Blumlein designed a ramp waveform or timebase

generator more linear than any previously
achieved. To do it he made use of a usually
unwelcome effect in a triode valve circuit
first noticed by John M. Miller and subsequently called the Miller effect. Blumlein

called the circuit the Miller integrator, a
name which stuck and kept his own name
out of the electronics text books.
The next major work was a plan -position

radar which gave a picture of the ground
below the aircraft, so permitting very accurate navigation. It was code -named H2S and
was developed jointly by EMI and THE (later
the Royal Radar Establishment).

With two EMI colleagues and a good
proportion of the THE team, Blumlein was
testing the equipment on board a Halifax
bomber on 7 June, 1942 when an engine
caught fire. The plane crashed, killing all on
board. Despite this catastophe H2S was
completed and produced for Pathfinder and
Coastal Command aircraft.

BLUMLEIN'S REPUTATION
Blumlein's name is not as well known as it
should be. Most of his publications are in the
form of patents, rarely easy reading, and his
circuit inventions do not bear his name. But
his work is all round us in stereo recordings,

bridge measurements, television signals,
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plan -position radar, and the many circuits
we use without realising they are his, solely
or jointly with others: the closely -coupled
inductor ratio arm bridge, the cathode (and
subsequently emitter) follower, the longtailed pair, the transversal filter, the Miller/
Blumlein integrator and others.

His achievements would be a fitting
memorial if better known. Despite one

attempt, no full-length biography of him
exists. The profession he served so well
should put that right. Perhaps through the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, whose
meetings he graced, this omission could be

M.G. Scroggie has summed up his charac-

corrected.

ter: "a grasp of essential principles, foresight, versatility, originality, soundness of
engineering and insistence on 'designabil-
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ity' ". Others have remarked on his honesty,
integrity and humour, and his conviction of
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the importance of understanding fundamentals. "He would repeatedly - I remember it as clearly as if it were yesterday - be

going back to Thevenin's theorem", J.D.
McGee has recalleds.
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discussion to its close by quoting Thevenin's
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says Vanderlyn2.

The author acknowledges the help given by
Thorn -EMI Central Research Laboratories during
the preparation of this article.

Next: Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain inventors of the transistor.

Once he forgot this ritual. The team duly

presented him with a "Thevenin Medal"

Tony Atherton works for the IBA and is

made from the lid of a cocoa tin. As far as I
know it was the only medal ever presented to
him by engineers.

author of a book "From Compass to Compu-

ter, a history of electrical and electronic
engineering."
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Sinewave oscillator using
c-mos inverters
This twin -RC oscillator gives stable performance over a wide
range of audio and sub -audio frequencies
DRAGOLJUB DAMLJANOVIC

Oscillators with two RC circuits are
employed mainly when a sinewave
signal having widely variable fre-

C2

R2

quency is needed. The most simple oscillator

of this kind contains only one operational
amplifier. More complex circuits with two or
more amplifiers and other components can
give a more stable output level and lower
distortion 1-3.

This article describes a simple and inexpensive circuit using inverters instead of
amplifiers (Fig.1). It easily covers the whole
range of audio frequencies from 20Hz to
20kHz and can produce far lower sinewaves
as well. Frequency is determined almost
entirely by the RC constants and it can be
very stable if stable resistors and capacitors
are used. The influence of the inverters is
negligible thanks to their high input resist-

Fig.1. In place of op -amps with their inputs

biased at half the supply voltage, the
circuit uses c-mos inverters.
For Fig.2, V4(S) = AV2(S) and thus
Z2(S)I(S) = AV2(S)

I (S)

-ZI(S)1(S) = V2(S)
From this we get

V4 IS)

RiR2C1C2S2+(ARICI+RICI+R2C21S+1=0

(9)

R

To have an imaginary S it is necessary that

ance.

ARICI+RICI+R2C2 = 0

In the analysis which follows, resistors R,'

and R," are treated together as Ra. An
equivalent diagram of the circuit is shown in
Fig.2. With the link closed, the inverters are
assumed to have infinite gain; without it, the
gains more realistically assumed to be finite

From this we get the necessary amplification
A,
V2 iS1

+R2C2

A-

(l0i

1

Referring to Fig.1, we can express all

27rVRICIR2C2

values in Laplace transform as follows:

Expression (10) shows that the RC compo(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Z2(S)=R2+u

A= --,

RRk
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A. Thus, it is necessary to fulfil conditions

R, = R2 = R and CI = C2 = C. Gain is
independent of the values of the resistors

27rRC.

"CIS
1

because this would require an adjustment of

The frequency is 1/2-nRC and the period

CIS

Z1(S)-R'

nents should not be varied independently

and capacitors and has a fixed value of -20.

I

Let us analyse now the more real case of

Fig.2 with the link broken. According to
(7)

Fig.1 and expressions 1 to 5, we may write
V2(S) = aVi(S)
V4(S) = aV3(S)

V2(S)-V3(S)
(8)

R,

I(S)

R IC2

The frequency is

and equal.

= I(S)
i(v1(0) = V1(S)
1(v1(0) = V2(S)
i(v3(0) = V3(S)
£(v4(t)) = V4(S)

Link

Vi IS)

the second factor is zero, i.e.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

V3(S)-K4(S)

Fig.2. Equivalent circuit of the sine -wave
oszillator of Fig.1. With the link closed, the
circuit assumes inverters having infinite
gain: practical devices have a finite gain
(link open).
From this we have
V4 (S) -

aV2(S)Rb

Ra+Rb-aR,

(11)

To test the result let a tend to infinity. This
yields V4(S)/V2(S)= -Rb/R,=A, as at the
simplified analysis of equation 8.
To find the necessary amplification A, let
us rearrange equation 11,
a2V1(S)

V4(S1= , _1

a

A+A
Continued on page 191
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Quality in a.m.
broadcast radio
A method of providing variable selectivity while maintaining a
level i.f. frequency response, in an attempt to regain the quality
of a.m. reception that was common in the pre -War years.
R. KEARSLEY-BROWN
The author of the article in the October,
1986 issue of EWW entitled "Putting
the quality back into a.m. radio", 1.L.

Linsley Hood, is to be congratulated on

-2-

producing such an interesting design. There
is, however, some room for improvement if
the standard he set is to be met.

It is profitable to examine the reasons for
the high standard of performance achieved
by the better 1937-1939 broadcast receivers,
re -discover their underlying circuit principles and to utilize the best of those principles
in today's receivers.
The majority of commercial receivers and
of those designed by Wireless World staff in
the immediate pre -War period included an

Q=100, kG1 =1%

kaz 3

-10-

r.f. stage and two tuned circuits at signal

5

6

7

11

12

FREQUENCY (kHz)

frequency. The provision of an r.f. stage was

considered essential to reduce cross modulation and to eliminate superhetero-

k(lr.2

ka =1

Substituting gives a loss of 10.8 dB, relative

Fig.1. Semi -bandwidths of variable

this scheme seems to be just as essential and

to that at fo, at ±6kHz. For three i.f.ts, the
response will be -32.5 dB at ±6kHz, which

to eliminate i.f. breakthrough an i.f. rejector
should also be included in the aerial circuit.

agrees well with the chart.
To this must be added the response of the

selectivity, two -stage i.f. amplifier. IFT 1
and 2 have Q = 80 and switched Qk values
as shown. IFT 2 has a Q of 49 with Qk = 0.5.
Dotted curve is for three i.f.ts having Q =
100 and Qk = 1.

dyne whistles. To meet today's conditions,

r.f. tuned circuit. If this is a normal ferrite

I.F. BANDWIDTH
Good quality broadcast receivers of this era
incorporated variable selectivity to ensure a
level i.f. frequency response up to the
selected bandwidth. Linsley Hood claims a
modest overall i.f. response which is -6dB

at ±6kHz, but this bandwidth seems to be

rod, the Q will be about 200 and the overall
r.f. plus 1.1. response at ± 6kHz is as shown
in the table.
signal frequency

r.f. plus i.f. response at 6kHz

1500kHz
550kHz
200kHz

-38db
45.5dB

-54dB

unattainable with the specified transformers.

Wireless World Radio Data Chart No 19
(5th edition) is one of the easiest methods of
determining bandpass curves. The i.f.ts described by Linsley Hood have a working Q of
100 and are critically coupled. The chart
shows that the i.f. response of three such

transformers will not be -6dB, but -33dB
at ±6kHz.
Greater accuracy is obtained by using the
following formula, which gives the frequency response, in dB of one i.f.t.
Qk

loss =20logio

-(Qy)2+1Qk1212+41Qy12

where

Y=2 A f
f= centre frequency
A f= semi -bandwidth
k = coupling factor
Qk= 1 for critical coupling
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The reduction 'n high -frequency response
is clearly unacceptable.

P.K. Turner' showed that one could
obtain a r.f. or i.f. response flat to within
±0.01dB over the required bandwidth: an
overcoupled bandpass circuit adjusted to 1.1

times the required bandwidth was used.
producing the usual double hump. Turner
showed that by adding a single tuned circuit

of half the bandpass circuit Q the dip was
eliminated and an almost perfectly level
response obtained. The two circuits were, of
course, separated by a stage of amplification.
Wheeler and Kelly Johnson' showed that the
level response given by Turner was main-

tained even when the bandpass coupling
coefficient was altered to vary the bandwidth.
To apply Turner's principles to Linsley

pings on the tertiary coils should be provided
and switched in to give, say, three degrees of

variable selectivity; in -circuit coupling factors could usefully be Qk= 1, 2 and 3. The
use of tertiary coils for mutual -inductance
coupling has the merit of switching at low
r.f. voltages with negligible displacement of

the centre frequency and the facility of
simple alignment. Capacitor coupling to
obtain variable selectivity usually results in

the centre frequency being displaced by
several kilohertz.
To remove the dip in the response caused

by IFTs one and three. one could add two
separate 465kHz single -tuned circuits of half
the Q. Alternatively, the second i.f.t could be

used to provide suitable correction with
almost as good results. Calculation shows
that an overall i.f. amplifier response, level

to within 0.15db up to 7.5kHz can be
obtained with i.f.ts having the characteristics shown in the table.

i.f.t.

Q

-

Hood's design, the first and third i.f.ts

I and 3

80

should be overcoupled using tertiary coils to

2

49

couple the secondary to the primary. Tap-

overall bandwidth at
±0.15dB
-3dB
±4.7kHz
± 7.5kHz

-

coupling factor

±2.75kHz Qk= 1 variable
±6kHz Qk =2 coupling
±9kHz Qk=3 coupling

-

Qk = 0.5 fixed
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OFF -TUNE FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND
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Chart No 19 from the collection of Wireless World Radio Data Charts. published many years ago and now, unfortunately. no longer available.

The increase in Q of 1FT2 from 40 to 49 is
needed because its tuned circuits are not

worst -case component tolerance building -

isolated.

response to become misshapen and difficult
to align. Unfortunately, the L.H. design does
not seem to meet this requirement.
Two i.f. stages with bandpass couplings of
similar Q will be "just stable" when

Figure 1 shows three bandwidths which

are obtainable by switching the coupling
factors of IFTS 1 and 3; the dotted curve
shows the response of Linsley Hood's circuit
for comparison.

Wider bandwidths may be obtained by
dividing the Qs of all i.f.ts by the same factor.
For example, a Q of 60 for IFTs 1 and 3 and 37

for IFT2 will provide a practically level
response up to ±10kHz, with Qk =3. The

coupling factors, measured in terms of
critical coupling, should remain the same. If
Q is reduced, then k must be increased so
that Qk remains equal to the chosen values
of 1,2 and 3.

R.F. BANDWIDTH

(gm.B8d)/G1,2<1.5 mho

(2)

where gm = maximum fet transconductance
(mho)

Bad= maximum gate -to -drain susceptance (mho)
GD=working dynamic conductance of the

tuned circuit (mho)
To provide the required stability factor of 4,

For a 3N201, the maximum g. is 0.02mho.

of the r.f. signal tuned circuits: a series

Gate -to -drain internal capacitance is 0.03pF

resistor reduces the Q of a variable tuned
circuit mainly at the low -frequency end of
the band, so widening the bandwidth where
it is most needed - about 10 ohms is
sufficient. The r.f. bandwidth should be
wider than the i.f. by about ± 3kHz to allow
for oscillator tracking errors.

and to this must be added external stray

An i.f. amplifier should be designed with a

stability factor of at least 4 to allow for a

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

(gm.Bgd)/G02 <0.375

= 3.423

GD2

Because (gm.Bgd/Gd2) exceeds 1.5, the LE

amplifier will be unstable. Even when fets
with the average gm of 0.014mho are substi-

tuted, the amplifier will remain unstable.
Many fets are better than average, so the
design must be based on 0.02mho. It will be
necessary to increase Go by a factor of

(3.423/0.375)9.5 or about 3 to provide a
minimum stability of 4. In other words, the
dynamic resistance of the i.f.ts should be
reduced to 11 300 ohms.

References
1. P.K. Turner, The Design of Broadcast Receivers. BBC World Radio. April 7,1933.

To widen the r.f. circuit pass band when a
wide i.f. bandwidth is selected, series resistors can be switched into the inductive arms

I .F.STABILITY

gmBgd

up: a factor of less than 4 causes the i.f.

(3)

2. H.A. Wheeler. J Kelly Johnson. High -Fidelity
Receivers with Expanding Selectors, Proc. I.R.E.,
June 1935.

capacitance, say 0.02pF, which gives a total
Cad of 0.05pF. Hence
Bgd=wCgd=146/109mho

Given that the i.f.ts have a working Q of 180,
fo=0.465MHz and the tuning capacitors are
0.001 µF. then

= 29.22/10"mho

G1)=6-

Q
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Harmonics and
intermodulation in the
long-tailed pair
Using a simple empirical equation to describe the current voltage characteristic, closed -form expressions are obtained for
the harmonic and intermodulation performance of the longtailed pair.
MUHAMMAD TAHER ABUELMA'ATTI
The long-tailed pair, shown in Fig.1 is
the basic building block of many analogue electronic circuits; for example.
the input stage of operational amplifiers, full
high multiplers and
four -quadrant
frequency, voltage -controlled amplifiers.
Recently, Lidgey 12 obtained the expression

The parameters B and yn were obtained by

of equation (1) to represent the current -

fitted to simple, closed -form analytical ex-

voltage characteristic of the long-tailed pair.
V

I

I

I

1

IR

t= loge (4)/0 - (i10)) + ( (4) it (1)
where Ven=VI-V2 and VT= thermal voltage.
Equation (1) in its present form cannot be

used to quantify the nonlinearity in the

n

n=1,,5

sin(Iff V
B

-9 ,-5Vn.-5.9 (4)

pressions, giving
(5)
y1= -0.05036a+ 1.208
(6)
y3= 0.0777a +1.27332
(7)
y5= -0.0283a+0.0651
B =18.
and
To establish the accuracy of (4), calcula-

model accurately represents the normalized

where V,,=Ve,,NT is the normalized input
voltage, in= i/IL is the normalized output
current, IL=I0/2 and a = ILRNT. Expanding
(2) as a power series, Irvine obtained, by
using power series inversion, the expression

of (3) to represent the output current as a

R

depend on a. The parameters, ye, were then

pression for the output current as a function
of the input voltage. By rewriting (1) as
(2)

i

using the twelve -point method, which resulted in a family of parameters Yn which

tions were made using (4-7), shown in Fig.2,

1- in,

Tr2

Try

long-tailed pair, since this requires an ex-

Vn=ain+loge114-!"1

12=IL-1

11211..i t

Fig.1.

The basic circuit of the long-tailed

pair.
10

from which it is obvious that the proposed

input-output characteristic of the longtailed pair.

HARMONIC AND INTERMODULATION
ANALYSIS

Consider the case of a long-tailed pair

-6

excited by a multi -sinusoidal signal of the
form.

-4

-

Vn

Calculated, eqn 14)

function of the input voltage.

In=2--aVn

(2 -7o7V"3

a

Ve=IVk sin wkt

(3)

Equation (3) is valid only for a limited range
of input voltage, where Vn4a +2, and there-

k=1

a=30

b

a = 1 .5

c

a =00

a

where

-10

fore cannot be used for predicting the

Fig.2. Graphs resulting from the applica-

harmonic and intermodulation performance
of the long-tailed pair under large values of
input voltage.

iVkNTI

tion of equations (4) to (7).

k=1

It is the purpose of this paper to present an

alternative expression for the output current
in terms of the input voltage. The expression

Substituting (8) into (4), the output current
can be expressed by
2

can be used to predict the harmonics and
intermodulation performance of long-tailed
pair under large signal conditions.

in=

Lin

Vk)sin
okt.
B VT

sin n'r(-

n = 1.3.5

(9)

PROPOSED FORMULA
The development of this formula proceeded

Using the identity

along empirical lines by comparing the
truncated Fourier -series model of (4) with
the normalized input-output characteristic
of (2) for each a.
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0-1
2

0

3

a

sin (x sin tut)=2/ hm+ I(X) sin (2m+ 11 wt,

m=0

Fig.3. Variation of the third -order intercept
with varying 0,.
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the normalized output current can be ex-

and the amplitude of the third -order inter -

S

pressed as

modulation output current component of

VT-

frequency 2w2± oil (or 2w1±(02) will be

rya Vk)

J2m+1(1-3- TT- sm (2m + 1) 641

n=1.3.5 m=0

(11BITvTS) Ji(11B7rvrS).

(10)

By noting that

L,(x)=(-11m4(x),
it can easily be shown that the amplitude of
the output current component, of frequency
K

(14)

1n(x) = (x/r/n!
and (13), (14) reduce to

111kwk

=BV -1 "1'

(15)

3
121= 18(kST)I
03'Yn

(16)

n=1,3,5

imki = odd integer,

and order

k=1

n = 1,3.5

where rnl., is a positive or negative integer or
zero, will be given by
K
.m9

Using (15), (16) the ratio of the unwanted
third -order intermodulation product to the
fundamental will be

IT ,

= 91f'Yn

n=1,3.5 k=

(

Ira

k

B

Vk

V,(0=SIsinw it +sinw20.

(12)

the amplitude of the fur.-

Using (11),

damental output current component of fre-

R=I41_

- 8(B

inTrS1
n

I

BVT

In this paper an empirical formula has been
presented for the current -voltage characteristic of the long-tailed pair. Using this
formula, closed -form expressions have been

obtained for the amplitudes of the harmonics and intermodulation current components resulting from exciting the long-tailed
pair by multisinusoidal large -amplitude signal. The results obtained using the present
analysis are, qualitatively. in good agreement with results published previously and
can be used to study the performance of
analogue circuits using long-tailed pairs.
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Sinewave oscillator using
c-mos inverters
Continued from page 1 87

Since the inputs of the inverters sink
hardly any current, according to equations 6

5.4ki1, near the middle of the potentio-

and 7 we have

V4( 5)-VI(S)

VI(51-V2(S)

Z2(S)

Z1(S)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The circuit has been tested over the whole
supply voltage range of 4049 inverters and it

With both resistors and capacitors equal, we
get a new expression corresponding to equation 9,
a2

(RCS)2+ 12 - (

I

a-1)-1'RCS+
1=0
1-a

(12)

From this we have the new formula for A

A-

2a,2 -5a +3

works well if A is appropriately adjusted:
inverter gain varies a little with supply
voltage. Thus to fulfil condition 12 (with an
imaginary 5) we must fit A. This problem is
not serious if we use a stable supply. A more
important problem arises from the fact that
is not easy to ensure that RI =R2 and CI =C,
over the whole frequency range. The sine wave amplitude depends on the active component's (here, the inverter's) non -linearity.
This problem is present in all RC sinewave

a=-20 the gain should be adjusted to

oscillators and it can be tackled in several
ways. Here the amplitude was adjusted by
adjusting A manually (with potentiometer
Ra"). The adjustment was only 2-3% with
randomly chosen components in the ranges

-2.53. Referring to Fig.1 we find that Ra" =

391d1-1MS1 and 200pF-1 µF.

a' +2a -3

We see now that the gain A should not be

-2 but a little higher. For example, when

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

The temperature of the inverters was
changed independently of the temperature
of the resistors and capacitors, and it was

meter.

found that the frequency was practically
independent of it over a wide temperature
range.
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low-cost PC based logic analysis - from Thurlby
Now you can use your IBM-PC or compatible computer as the
basis of a sophisticated logic analyser system.

LA -PC Link is an interface package which links your computer
with the low-cost Thurlby LA -160 logic analyser to provide facilities
normally associated with only the most expensive analysers.

Sophisticated data state listings
Up to 32 words per screen in multiple data formats.
Scrolling by line, page or word, plus random page access.
Rapid screen compare facility. Full repetitive word search.

High resolution timing diagrams
Sixteen channels of 64, 256 or 1024 samples per screen.
Instantaneous par and zoom. Moveable channel positions.
Dual cursors with automatic time difference measurement.

16 or 32 channels, clock rates to 20MHz
Operates with all versions of the LA -160 with or without LE -32.

Comprehensive data annotation
Each data and control input can be allocated a user -defined label.
Data files are date time stamped and can be fully annotated.

Full disk storage facilities
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Data files can be saved to disk and recalled for comparison.
Data includes the analyser's set-up conditions and all annotation.

Versatile printing facilities
State listings and timing diagrams with annotation can be printed.

Colour or mono display; keyboard or mouse control
Colour, monochrome or text -only modes suit any display adaptor.
Parts of the programme can be controlled by a mouse if required.

Terminal mode for uP disassemblers
Acts as a terminal for use with Thurlby uP disassembler ROMs.

111Thuribyl

fro

designed and twill in Britain

EpThurlby Electronics Ltd
New Road, St. Ives, Cambs.
PE17 4BG Tel: 104801 63570

If you already have an LA -160 logic analyser the LA -PC Link interface package costs just £125. If you don't, an LA -160 with LA -PC
Link costs from £520.
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STEW PRODUCTS
Analogue data radio
link

Smart card
programmer

Radio data links in the u.h.f. band are
available with a range of analogue

Gang programming of 'intelligent'
credit -card -sized memory banks is
possible with a Stag 41M900 module.
This adaptation of the PP41
programmer is used to download
data from a master card or eprom, or
from a host computer memory
through the RS232 interface. The
stored data can be listed, edited and
deleted to update price lists, look -up

inputs, thought to be of particular
use in process control. ADL800
transmitters from Micromake are
primarily intended as extensions to
the p.s.t.n. telemetry systems and
make possible the use of remote

outstations or for temporary

monitoring.

tables, and similar information. The
cards have found use in providing
plug-in font designs for use with
computer printouts. Stag
Electronics Designs Ltd. Tewin
Court, Welwyn Garden City, Herts
AL7 IAU. Tel: 0707 332184.

Eprom emulator runs through RS232
Any computer with an RS232 port
can be used as an eprom

development system. An eprom
emulator, the DCA-EM08 from D.C.
Allen, accepts all the regular eprom
formats and also permits access to
allow bytes to be entered
individually. Command sequences
enable the user to configure and
control the unit. 28 -pin eproms from
8K to 64K are emulated with access

time down to 15Ons. Target systems
can be reset automatically by a probe
when the unit has been loaded.

The main control unit is
supplemented by a high-speed pod
with a 28 -pin header plug. Power is
provided through a mains supply to
avoid overloading the target. D.C.

Allen (Engineering) Ltd, 27 Nuffield
Road, Poole. Dorset BH17 7RA.
Tel: 0202 671666.

Optical source and meter
Building-block
power supply
Power supplies to almost any
specification can be designed and

built using the InPower power
converters and booster modules.
which can be used as individual units
or as basic building blocks to
construct a p.s.u. for a specific
application. Converter modules have
a switching frequency of up to 1MHz,
and are supplied in 30 to 150W
models with 10 to 400V inputs and 2
to 90V outputs. Booster modules are
connected to the converters in
parallel to extend the output to more
than 1 kW.

Multi -output, fault redundant and
distribution power systems can all he
configured. Modules can be changed
easily if the specification is altered.

and is capable of both absolute and
relative measurements. The
reference setting is controlled by a

InPower supplies offers an
efficiency of around 80% and a high
m.b.t.f: low standby power and low
noise figures are also claimed. Small
and light, the modules fit onto p.c.bs.
InPower, Ballysimon Road,

Limerick. Eire. Tel: +353 6149677.

Modem for STE-bus

laboratory equipment hut is now

Protection varistors

Flash a -to -d for

The protection ()tiered by connector pin varistors guards equipment from
physical damage and improves
reliability in components that may be
upset by low -amplitude voltage
surges and transients. A range of CP
varistors from GE offers different
sizes and a wide selection of voltage
ranges for both direct and

space video signals

alternating currents. Maximum
ratings are 25 to 130V r.m.s. or 31 to
150V direct. Energy dissipation is 1.5
to 5 joules at peak currents of 250 to
500A. Available through Gothic
Crellon Ltd. 3 The Business Centre,

Molly Millars Lane, Workingham,
Berks RG11 2EY.
Tel: 0734 788878.
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RGIO 9TG. Tel: 073 522 3522.

available for precision field use.
Wandel & Goltermann Ltd. Progress
House, 412 Greenford Road.
Greenford, Middlesex UB6 9AH.
Tel: 01-575 3020.

to have been possible only in

Each sensor package includes signal
conditioning circuits. a -to -d
converters and a c-mos processor to
give 15 -bit measurement resolution
and eight samples/s. A half -duplex
version to be released soon will allow
the user to interrogate the remote
sensors and adjust or re -program the
conversion process. The outstations
will be addressable and will therefore
offer random access by the central

process control computer.
All links are type -approved for use
in the UK. They operate in the
485MHz band with a maximum r.f.
power output of 500mW. Micromake
Electronics, 1 The Holt. Hare Hatch,
Upper Wargrave, Reading, Berks

Two hand-held instruments are
intended for field-testing of optical
fibres. Wandel & Goltermann's
OLP-2 is an optical power meter for
use with the 850, 1300 and 1550nm
wavelengths. It has a high sensitivity

potentiometer and is therefore
retained when the instrument is
switched off. Adaptors enable the
instrument to be matched to all the
commonly used optical systems.
OSL-2 is a compact light source
which can be switched between 850
and 1300nm. A method of thermal
compensation allows the instrument
to produce a stable output level
without any warm-up period.
Nominal output levels are achieved
within a temperature range of -10°C
to + 50°C. Such an ability is claimed

The single -channel version
converts the incoming analogue
signal to a stream of ASCII characters
which are transmitted and can be
received and then decoded on almost
any desktop computer or terminal.

A fast, low-cost analogue -to -digital
converter is manufactured by ITT.
Tv scramblers, digital teletext
decoders, video memory applications
and D2 -MAC satellites are amongst
the uses of the 20MHz device. It
mainly consists of 127 comparators
and operates as a seven -bit converter.
or by toggling the I.s.b. it is possible
to create a pseudo 8 -bit mode with

higher video resolution. It is
designed to be compatible with ITT's
Digit 2000 tv system. ITT
Semiconductors, 145 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AW.
Tel: 01-390 6577.

British Telecom claims to have made
the first STE-bus compatible
modem. System designers are thus
provided with a means of building a
system for remote control and data
gathering through the telephone
network. Operation to V21(300/
300baud) or V23 (75/1500baud)
standards and built-in processing
allow control by a high-level
command protocol.

Model 4300 comes on a single

Eurocard and, in addition to the
usual modem functions, includes a
loudspeaker for line monitoring.
High speed bidirectional data
transmission can be achieved by the
inclusion of a 1500/75baud
configuration. British Telecom,
Microprocessor Systems,
Martlesham Heath. Ipswich 1P5 7RE.
Tel: 0473 643101.
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Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER CIRCUITS, AUDIO
AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER CROSS -OVER NETWORKS. WIDE -BAND
AMPLIFIERS, TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS. AERIAL MATCHING NETWORKS. TV I.F.
and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS. LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

IBM PC (and compatibles), RM NIMBUS, BBC MODEL B, B+
and MASTER, AMSTRAD CPC and SPECTRUM 48K
"ANALYSER" I and II compute the A.C. FREQUENCY RESPONSE of linear
(analogue) circuits. GAIN and PHASE INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE and GROUP DELAY (except Spectrum version) are calculated
over any frequency range required. The programs are in use regularly for
frequencies between 0.1Hz to 1.2GHz. The effects on performance of
MODIFICATIONS to both circuit and component values can be speedily
evaluated.
Circuits containing any combination of RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,
INDUCTORS, TRANSFORMERS, BIPOLAR and FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS and OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS can be simulated - up to
60 nodes and 180 components (IBM version).

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS can be evaluated by "breaking
the loop".
Tabular output on Analyser I. Full graphical output. increased circuit size and active
component library faciities on Analyser II.
Check out your new designs in minutes rather than days.

ANALYSER can greally reduce or even eliminate the need to breadboard new designs.
Used by INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT and UNIVERSITY R & D DEPARTMENTS
worldwide. IDEAL FOR TRAINING COURSES, VERY EASY TO USE. Prices from £20
to £195.

Full AFTER SALES SERVICE with TELEPHONE QUERY HOT LINE and FREE update service.
For illustrated leaflets and ordering information please contact Ref: WW
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Harding Way, Somersham Road, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WR.

lad,

Telephone: St Ives (0480) 61778
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Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible. This is a very
small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS. Please check availability before
OSCILLOSCOPES
'E 1111051
E ILTRON, 1 t. L.,.,,v

SPECIAL OFFERS
L2.000

La ,

12.500
£1 400

TERI RONIx 175 Dual Trace 200MH. De,ay .,...L
'EKE RONIX 465B Dual irate 1130MHz Del,,'...7 :
TEKTRONIX 2231, Dna, I, ace I 0051114 Dela,

L1000

....,

'EllTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 60MHz Dela, "v.
LE KT RONIX 455 Dual Trace 5044Hz Delay Se,
EKT RONIX 453 Dual Trace 50MX0 Delay Svc,

81.500
L500
L500
L300
L450

L

H P 170713 Dual Trace 1514,14 Delay Sweep

.-I P 180A Dual Trace 50MH, Delay Sweep
PHILIPS 3262 Dual Trace I 00MH, Delay Sweep
01.1iLiPS 3244 Four Trace SOUR, Delay Sweep

COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE C00150 Dual Trace 35MHz Delay S*01
Sobel State Portable 8o ICArn Display with
manual
NOW ONLY L180 ea
Optional Front Prolectron Cove, Contalrung 2 Probes and Vtewa,'
Hood
110
SOLARI RON OSCILLOSCOPE CD1400 Dual Beam 15MHz cot,

As manufacturers we are able to offer a
range of quality toroidal and laminated
transformers at highly competitive prices.

manual
/WO VALVE TESTER CT 160 Suitr as. xlyle
22 bases

Toroidal Mail Order Price List

PHILIPS 3240 Duo, Irate SOW/ Delay Sweet/
TEL E QUIPMENT D83 Dual Trace 501.00 Delay Sweep
' EL EQUIPMENT D43 Dual Trace 15MHz
TEL EQUIPMENT 554A &ogle Trace I OPAH1

£3,,,,,,50

5.""
L90

GOULD ADVANCE 053000 Dual Trace 40MH/ Delay Sweep
ADVANCE 05255 Dual Trace 15M10
ADVANCE 05250TV Dual Trace 101000
TEKTRONIX 466 STORAGE Dual T,ace 1 COMHz
PHI da,5 PM3234 STORAGE Dual Beam 10Mlic

0113006179111001,100007 0,70 1,,L. e I,MH .

L300

L225

L150
L2.000
Lsoo
£300
£225

MULTIMETERS
ARO 8 Complete yap t avvr - a.: -,L.L. 0 i,
cattier CaSe5 available
AvO 8 MOO Coupler wall batteries leads and case
AVO TEST SET No I Military verso° ol AVO 8) C.ornplete loth
batteries leads & carrying case
TEST LEADS suitable
and d Pnats (PLO 321

15

I ,I

NOTCHED MODE P511-,,
P0A

, HER SWITCHED V.

'

IS., AVAIL ABLE Pv.,

'

,RON 3000 lak1,13

GENERATORS

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6. 9-0-9. 12-0-12. 15-0-15.
18-0-18.22-0-22. 25-0-25. 30-0-30. 35-0-35. 40-0-40. 45-0-45. 50-0-50. 110. 220.
240. Primary 240 volt

Quantity prices and delivery on request

Air Link Transformers

0

Unit 6, The Mailings, Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425

LINK

ENTER 6:1 ON REPLY CARD

L3500

L250
1200
£300
£125

ADEL KE Wow 4. nutter Mete, ME108
FADER LNIVIEILA 2 Channel Mithyoltmeler 1000 300V 5.4

only /.351oLp 12I
no

£45 (p&p 17)

L

ro

7 58t
1314

TER LINTERS (P&P 453

.

,,

".

.

L219

....... Ratio Peoodlene Interval el,
?H. A, above with more lunar),

0 ALM 1,140 LPL L.

'

0.

,

L2135

' SORTERS (p&p L41 Mel.,'

...,em600-600M-.

IN

THE

ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY,

LARGE

QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT.
WE ARE CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND

WOULD APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF

LII0

AVAILABLE. WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT.

1199

R. Henson Ltd.

,

L .TO

STEWART OF READING

PLACE

L99
1326

Lin
l'

1.1Heo, 1000- IGH:
.. ACK STAR /0011011510 FUNCTION GENERATOR ,1
'. a ...L. 0 1, ,,M104., !p&p 141

L200
LI 20n
1

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING

NEW EQUIPMENT

L150
L1.200
L750
L450

01)1 Ion Ps ',10 ry o :DOA

..

..

0-100M10

arc Ehstort ion Mete, TE2337A. 400/0 or

surt.r. Facto, Meter 1F2331 20/0 201037

L ERROGRAPH RTS2 Recorder Test Set

a

Telephone: 0734 68041

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

El

Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS)
ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD
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Also available 1k2. 1k5. 2k. 2k5. 3k. Prices on request.

1I200

L45
ADVANCE Type SG6213 AM 150100 220M117
VERNER (MARCONI TF210310SCILLATOR 10H2 1MH, She
L60 OLP 44,
Square
L'APN),
"V 2 OSCILLATOR loll I FAH, 5/ne. Square LSO (p&p 1'
1.0 FM 0 1 1134MHz
1.200

, MI

.

L1200
L800

TOL L

MARCONI TF2015 AM TM OUR, 520MHz wan 7021 71
L900
Synchronicer
MARCONI 702015 without Synchronizer
L600
MARCONI TF2016 ANON 10Khlt 120M11, with IO2 I 73
1600
Synchronizer
L400
MARCONI TF2016 with Synchronic.,
MARCONI 1E2002E1 with Synchronise, 1021708 10,0-8/314H.,
1400
AM FM
L250
MARCONI IF 10668 AM. FM 1014Hr-470MHz
MARCONITF995,ange AM, OA 1 5-220MHz trom
L150
ADVANCE Type SG63E AM FM 4-230MhIc
L100

ARNFI 1

15va 8.66. 30va 9.28. 50va 10.72. 80va 11.55. 120va 12.88. 160va 14.44. 225va
16.04. 300va 18.52. 500va 25.93. 625va 28.34, 750va 36.88. 1000va 62.48.

' ',1ColOes ufa 0:'"
L150 each IpLo L71

BRUEL & KJOER EQUIPMENT

MARCONI 1E2006 1 M 1-101.0171.
MARCONI 7021308 AM FM 1 0100-510MH.,

. MHz

,

ONLY L5 each 10.031
"SA 5V 15A 24V : 4:

prices inclusive of VAT & Postage

1.20 each In&oill
'I. , L950 each

VA, LJ't

L65

AVOMETERS Red & [Pack with 2 Cm,

.v.0,1

,

L50
110
L90

DISK DRIVE PSU 2400 in 511 ILA IL 12V 1 5710ut Sire W125rum
1175rawn.D180mm Cased Unused 'I. , L1000 each 04010
...
,,,, i.011, , 0 .0.
..Y P, KEYHHAPIL La,

7000 RANGE TEKTRONIX

MARCONI TF2007 ' V.

ONLY L135 ea

,,N, I L25ea 1p/Lo LA

L3013

L600
L500
L400

Toroidal & E.I.
Transformers

ordering. Carriage all units f16. VAT to be added to total on Goods and Carriage.

21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749
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NEW PRODUCTS
Audio distortion
analyser and level
meter
An auto -tuning rejection filter stage
is a feature of the Crotech 2017
distortion analyser and level meter.
enabling it to eliminate the
fundamental from a signal and then
measure the remainder; presenting
the result as signal distortion. The
instrument functions between 30Hz
and 300kHz.
Distortion measurements have a
resolution of 0.3% of f.s.d. and an
accuracy of > -2dB between 30Hz
and 100Hz. and > -3dB above that
to 300kHz. The residual within the
instrument is <0.05%.
Signal voltage levels can be
measured between 1mV and 300V,

equivalent to +50dBm to - 60dBm.
Levels are displayed by the meter to
an accuracy of ±5%. Residual noise
is <2001.LV r.m.s. and an output of
the level signal gives about 150mV

into an open circuit.

STE-bus card runs
CP/M+

Demonstration servo
An instructional d.c. servo has been
specifically designed to bean
introduction to the principles of d.c.
control. The high engineering
standard adopted permits advanced
levels of study where quantitative
measurements are needed.
The system includes a control unit
with power supplies. A detailed
mimic diagram on the front panel

shows how the system is working.
The servo motor, with an integral
tachometer, drives a potentiometer
through a gearbox. Variable Icading
is provided, acting directly on the
motor shaft. Two manuals.
introductory and advanced, are
provided. Feedback Instruments Ltd,
Park Road. Crowborough. East
Sussex TN6 2QR. Tel: 08926 3322.

Video studio on a PC

from ±5G up to ±2500G. Having a

A single -board computer combines
the 64180 processor with an STE-bus
interface and is thought to be ideally
suited to running CP/M+ banked
applications.
The single -chip c.p.u.
incorporates a Z80 -like 8 -bit
processor with memory
management, two uart channels and
a two -channel direct -memory -access
controller. Its 1Mbyte addressing
space is similar to that used in the
STE-bus. This allows the CP/M+
operating system to run directly
without the need for switched

Crotech also makes a low -

distortion signal generator and a
power meter and the three
instruments can be rack -mounted
for a comprehensive audio test
system. Crotech Instruments Ltd, 2
Stephenson Road. St. Ives.
Huntingdon, Cambs PE I7 4W./.
Tel: 0480 30181.

Pin -grid zif sockets
.1 lever is used to close the contacts
on the Robinson Nugent PGZ range
of pin -grid array sockets. This is
intended for test and burn -in
purposes and reduces the contact -

wiping action which causes wear
within test sockets and can reduce
electrical contact. Tests have shown
that the sockets can withstand
10.000 open/close action with no
adverse effect on the beryllium copper contacts. Available through
Hunter Electronic Components Ltd.
Unit 3 Central Estate. Denmark
Street. Maidenhead. Berks S1.6 7BN.
Tel: 0628 75911.

Any -mains power
supply
Fitting an Onan Spec II power supply
to electronic equipment will allow it
to he used anywhere in the world.
claims Gresham Powerdyne. Inputs
from 90 to 264V with frequencies

Plug-in cards for an IBM AT
computer combine 8 -bit frame stores
with 8 -hit video input channels.
Images can be grabbed in real-time
directly from a video camera or
recorder.
Colour look -up tables allow up to
256 levels of grey scale or 256 colours
to be displayed simultaneously.
selected from a palette of 16 million.
By installing three cards in the
computer, the user can generate a
full colour system which will grab
and display 24 -hit true colour images
in real time.
Display resolutions conform to
European or US broadcasting
standards. In addition to the
standard image display, a separate
overlay plane is provided for keying
text or other computer -generated
images. It is possible to view the
active frame through windows in the
overlay plane.
Primagraphics' Virtuoso PC
system is to be supplemented by a
number of software packages which
will include an MS-DOS version of
the VCS image processing program
from Vision Dynamics.
Primagraphics Ltd. Melbourn
Science Park. Melbourn. Royston.
Herts SG8 6E.I. Tel: 0763 62041.

from 47 to 6311z can he accepted

without the need for transformer
taps, range switching or jumpers and
regulated outputs of ±5. 12.15 and
+ 24 are provided with ratings of 50W
and 140W.
An additional advantage of the
system is that it is suitable for use in
areas where the voltage may drop
through excessive cable length or

where the mains voltage/frequency is
highly variable. Gresham Powerdyne
I.td. Osborn Way. Hook. Hants RG27
9X11. Tel: 025 672 3939.

Redesigned
accelerometers
Miniature accelerometers have been
made by Entran which use a new
sensor design which have fewer
moving parts and are machined to a
high pr. :ision by spark erosion.
Egacy transducers are small but
robust: the mechanical stop
arrangement allows them to
withstand an overrange of up to
10,000G. Measuring ranges vary

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

mass of only one gram, the device is

especially suitable for vibration
testing of small components and the
overrange allows leeway for
accidental impact or mishandling.
Entran Ltd, 5 Albert Road,
Crowthome, Berks RG11 7I.T.
Tel: 0344 778848.

Board -mounted heat
sinks
A comprehensive range of board mounted heat sinks is available from
Marston Palmer. Three profiles and
four lengths can be specified. with or

without solderable pins or spring
clips, and with a number of standard
hole patterns. Depending on the
length. thermal resistance is isn the
range 7 to 12°C/W. The company
produces over 100 different heat sink

profiles. Marston Palmer Ltd.
Wobaston Road. Fordhouses,
%Volverhampton %W10 6%
Tel: 0902 7s:61.

Inspection tool for
drilling
The integrity and accuracy of c.n.c.
drilling in p.c.hs can be checked by
using Chek-Rite. This is a stable.

colour -contrasting, translucent film
which is cut and drilled in the same
way as a prototype hoard. Placing the
film over subsequent production
hoards makes it easy to spot incorrect
hole locations and tolerances, missed
or extra holes, or misorientation.
Because the film is dimensionally
stable, it can also be used to produce
solder mask patterns. Two colours.
bright green or darkroom -neutral
orange are available. Intertronics.
Allvalve House. 159 Brookwood
Road. Southfields. London SW18
5BD. Tel: 01-871 2735.

memory hanks and give immediate
access to the STE-bus extension
modules such as hard and floppy disc
drivers, memory and i/o cards.
All these features are combined in
Arcom's SC180 computer board
which includes four 28 -pin memory
sockets and interrupt handling with
controlled priorities. It can be used
for both data processing and realtime systems applications for
software development or as a target
control board. Arcom Control
Systems Ltd. Unit 8. Clifton Road,
Cambridge CBI 5W'H. Tel: 0223
411200.

Low -noise filtered
D -connectors
Built-in filtering and steel shells on
the 'Silent -D' range of D connectors
make them suitable for 90% of all
applications that need to meet
standards of electromagnetic noise

elimination. Online. the distributor
of the ITT Cannon range. claims that
the 10 to 15dB attenuation offered
meets most requirements. whereas
the 40dB designed into many filter
connectors is only needed for

military applications.
Plugs and sockets come in 9. 15.
25. and 37 -way, right-angle p.c.h.mounting versions. They feature
gold -over -nickel contacts. Online

Distribution Ltd. Melbourne House.
Kingsway. Bedford MK42 9AZ.
Tel: 0234 217915.
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Space -saving i.c.

designer
Layout of v.I.s.i. circuits usually
involves much manual work, but a
new system from Caeco can produce

results automatically that are similar
to those crafted manually. Layout
Synthesis generator uses a new
technique that requires no preset
libraries of components. The system
creates functional blocks of design
using an input logic diagram or a text

file describing the logical function of

A range of signal outputs is available
on the Grundig MT700 to make it
suitable for the testing and

convergence. linearity. colour

Miniature tantalum
capacitors

adjustment and frequency -response.
there are a number of text tests

A range of miniature moulded
tantalum chip capacitors conforms

adjustment of virtually any
monochrome or colour tv monitor.

which are particularly suitable for
computer monitors. Outputs are in
composite video signal form as well

to a new E IA world standard for sizes

as RGB and RCB/t.t.l. Interlace can
he switched out to reduce jitter on
tests. Available through Electronic
Brokers Ltd. 140 Camden Street.
London NW1 9PB.
Tel: 01-267 7070.

sizes are catered for by the Sprague
293D range. which covers
capacitance values from 0.1RF to
100ILF with working voltages
between 4 and 50V. Sprague Electric

Testing video monitors

All the standard European and US
line and frame frequencies are
catered for and it is possible to
programme the tester to cope with
non-standard formats.
In addition to the usual standard
test patterns for setting up

It is particularly designed for surface
mount applications. Four standard

UK Ltd. Airtech 2. Fleming Way.
Crawley. West Sussex RI115 2YQ.
Tel: 0293 517878.

the device. The user specifies the
desired block shape. pin locations
and design rules and the program

will return a completed i.e. layout
with detailed circuit and electrical
parameters. The format of the output
is standardized so that the user can
easily edit a block and connect it with
other blocks.
A further program. Caeco Blocks.
can automatically place and
interconnect blocks prepared by the
layout system. designed by hand,
imported from previous designs.
standard cells or even blocks
designed by other automatic tools.
The layout program follows the
conventions used by most c-mos
designers. N and p transistors are
grouped in separate regions.
Transistors are lined up in rows to
allow efficient power and signal
connections and long source/drain
diffusion chains are formed for

transistors having common
connections. This optimizes the
diffusion areas and reduces space.
The system is claimed to offer

Relays galore

Three-phase energy analyser
A new ye! stun of the :%hcrovip energy
analyser can be used on a three-phase

system with unbalanced loads. It
includes integral phase and
continuity indicators, and provides
total current, power and power factor
Microprocessor controlled, the
instrument is claimed to be easy to
use and gives a print-out of data
collection. Direct measurements

include: true instantaneous voltage.
current, power -factor and active
power: reactive and active energy
consumption since the last zero
setting: leakage current to earth:
voltage frequency and mean power
factor. Alpha Electronics Ltd. Unit 5.
Linstock Trading Estate, Wigan
Road, Atherton. Manchester M29

Magnacraft makes relays in the
United States. They are particularly
strong in solid-state and high -power
devices. Keyswitch Varley makes a
complementary range. especially of
cradle and octal -based relays and has
now become the UK stockists for
Magnacraft, thereby offering a very
comprehensive range of relays.
Keyswitch Varley Ltd. Tom Crihb
Road. Thamesmead, London SW28
OBH. Tel: 01-3171717.

...

OQA.

Tel: 0942 873434.

similar tools to the fully custom i.c.
designer as are available to those
making application -specific i.cs.
while offering speed and space efficiency. Caeco Inc, PO Box 240,
Beaconsfield. Bucks HP9 2QN.
Tel: 04946 77706.
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Miniature 15W d.c.
converters

digital simulator

The system was developed by

Viewlogic and the resultant
waveforms. both analogue and
digital, can he displayed by their
ViewWave waveform processor.
These simulators run on a standard
VAXNM X workstation. Available
through Instrumatic UK Ltd, First
Avenue. Globe Park, Marlow, Bucks
SL7 1YA. Tel: 06284 76741.
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Mixed analogue and
Simultaneous running of an
analogue and digital simulator is
now possible through the cooperation of Viewlogic and
MicroSim. Each of their simulation
programmes. Viewsim and PSpice.
have been linked by an interface
which transfers information between
the simulators and synchronizes
their operation. Accurate simulation
is assured for circuits with feedback
loops or circuits with different time
constants between the sections.

"

The new d.c.-to-d.c. converters from
Rifa are the size of a credit card and
not much thicker. They are designed
to he mounted on a p.c.b.. when they
have a height of 10.7mm, hut may
also be mounted with the base fitting
into a cutout on a p.c.b.. then

protruding only 8.5mm.

Inverters increase display life
The Endicott range of d.c. to a.c.
converters are designed for use with
electroluminescent lamps. Applied
voltage and frequency are
automatically adjusted by the
inverter to give the display a constant
light level. And e.l. display acts like a
lossy capacitor and brightness
diminishes in time. This is often
compensated for by stepping up the
voltage and/or frequency. Smart
Force inverters incorporate a tuned

resonating circuit that adjusts
automatically as the capacitance of
the lamp changes. Versions of the
inverters have input d.c. voltages

ranging from W to 48V with nominal
outputs of 60, 80, 100 and 120V. They
can provide power for up to 375cm'
as used for backlighting I.c.ds in
portable computers. Gresham
Powerdyne Ltd. Osborn Way. I look.
I lants RG29 911X.
Tel: 025 627 4246.

PKC-series converters offer 500V
d.c. isolation and one, two or three
outputs. Input voltages can range
from 24V to 48 or 60V and the
outputs are 5, 12 or 15V within
2..5%. The design is particularly
suited to parallel connection and. for
example, has a negative temperature
coefficient. Internally, they use
300kHz p.c.m. switching: the high
frequency contributing to their small
size. Rifa AB Power Products. Market
Chambers, Shelton Square,
Coventry CV1 1D1.
Tel: 0203 553647.
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ETL 3100A
"FUNCTIONS BETTER"

THE ETL 68000
PROCESSOR
32 bit processing, 10MHz Clock, 512K STATIC RAM and
512K EPROM, the ETL 68000 is a powerful stand-alone
single -board computer, based on the Motorola 68000 CPU.

The ETL 3100A Function Generator

is a new compact and versatile instrument with a comprehensive
set of waveforms and functions for your laboratory requirements.

Features:
2 x 1MHz Sine/Square Waveform Generators with amplitude
control.

TWO SERIAL PORTS CENTRONIC PRINTER PORT
EXPANSION BUS (Fully Buffered)
1 MHz BUS PORT

Hardware Adder with gain control.
Hardware Multiplier with offset control.
Pseudo Random Sequence Generator (PRSG) with variable

Wide range of user configurable options including

bit rate.

Word Length/Parity
Serial Port Baud -rate
Handshaking Configurations ROM/RAM Access time
Programmable timer/counter Many EPROM/RAM types
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE:
Monitor Software, including Assembler/Disassembler.
Floating Point 32 bit Calculator software including:

Pu'se Generator with seven preset pulse widths and
separations, ideally suited for investigating impulse responses of systems.
II 4 or 8 Pole Low Pass and Band Pass Tuneable Digital Filters
featuring accurate display of the 3dB or centre frequency
(500Hz-50kHz).
Power Supply (+15V 0-15V and +5V) with high current rating.

sin, cos, tan, arctan, square root, log, exp, and many more
Cross Assembler for PCs, BBCs and CPM machines.
Easy to use 'C' Cross Compiler.

For further information contact:

ELECDATA TECHNOLOGY LTD
Pulton Place. London SW6 5PR

ELECDATA TECHNOLOGY LTD
Pulton Place. London SW6 5PR

Tel: 01-731 4146 Telex: 296501

Tel: 01-731 4146 Telex: 296501
ENTER 71
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Those Engineers'

MITEYSPICE

ELECTRONICS
& WIRELESS WORLD

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
COMMUNICATIONS
APRIL ISSUE
The second in the series is concerned
with the explosively developing field of
electronic communication of voice and
data, using radio or cable techniques.
We look at private mobile radio, local
area networks and the facilities offered
by video services such as Prestel.
The way ahead in p.m.r. is not always
clear, in view of political and spectrum
considerations: industry experts present their views.
TO ADVERTISE WITHIN
INDUSTRY INSIGHT

The unbeatable circuit simulator
Miteyspice provides AC and DC simulation (the DC may be used
to establish the operating point in a non-linear circuit at which a
small -signal AC analysis may then be performed). Miteyspice
incorporates numerous powerful features including 20

parameter Ebers Moll transistor models and comes with a 50
page manual full of useful hints including how to obtain illusive
parameters from manuafacturers' data.

Miteyspice is now in use in.education and industry throughout
the U.K. and with its SPICE compatible syntax, is fast becoming
the teaching standard fpNanaltigile_dircuit simulation.
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Please seed for details of Miteyspice (119 , VAT) and our other
BBC and IBM PC Engineering Software. Enquiries for special
applications projects (software/hardware/light engineering) are
always welcome. We have VERY special terms for education.
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BOOKS Application -specific
integrated circuits

Microwave Processing and Engineering,
edited by R. V. Decareau and R. A. Peterson.

Ellis Horwood series in food science and
technology, 224 pages, hard covers, £37,

In volume production of both analogue and digital designs, application specific i.cs reduce component count and hence inventory, assembly and
testing costs; they also increase reliability and reduce p.c.b. area. Generally,
using an asic starts to become financially attractive when production
quantities reach a thousand or more.

ISBN 3-527-26210-5. Microwave here means
60kW pasta driers at 915MHz (which should

certainly wipe out the managing director's
cellular telephone) and steam processing
lines for cut-up poultry parts on 2450MHz in other words, mostly the large-scale industrial uses of microwave heating. Besides

applications, the text covers microwave
theory and techniques, magnetrons, klystrons and special waveguide components.
Further chapters illustrate the design of
microwave systems step-by-step and explain
the regulatory requirements in both and US
and Europe.
Waveforms: a history of early oscillography,
by V. 1. Phillips. Adam Hilger, 259 pages,
hard covers, £35. Electronics is not so new a
discipline as to lack a past, and works such as
this and the splendid history of technology
series from the IEE do a service by reminding us of it. The history of man's attempts to

see electricity stretches back further than
one might imagine and embodies devices
more fantastical than now seems possible.
But it is no part of Dr Phillips's purpose to
make fun of early travellers along blind
alleys. Instead, he provides an informative
and extensively researched account, tracing
out with the help of over 200 contemporary

illustrations the tangle of threads which
eventually came together in the cathode-ray

oscilloscope. It is interesting to note how
imaginative our 19th century forebears were

at naming their apparatus: some of their
efforts could well do with reviving, when we
run out of three -letter abbreviations for new
electronic devices. Rheotome, for example,

(Charles Wheatstone's word for a current
chopper) might have been an apt substitute
for s.c.r.

Electronics & Electronic Systems by
George H. Olsen. Butterworths, soft covers,
406 pages, £19.95. Text for first and second
year undergraduates or for higher -level TEC

course students. The analogue electronics
section is noticeably larger than the digital,
which will please those who think the
emphasis has been going too far the other

70%

1984

1486

1988

NEC's asic production output trends show c - mos replacing
Five years ago, the scope of asics was limited.
Most asic devices were based on uncommitted logic arrays, resulting in wasted silicon
and a relatively high degree of inflexibility.

But now asics are available in many configurations - even microprocessor macros and in semiconductor technologies ranging
from t.t.l. to bipolar/c-mos combinations.

Software for asic simulation is so advanced now that breadboarding can be unnecessary. Nevertheless, the full requirements of the final asic must be defined before

the design work starts to minimize costs.
Changes in an asic design become more
expensive as the design work progresses,
reaching very high proportions once the first
iteration (samples) is produced.
Most manufacturers can supply a range of

number of gates required.
Choosing a technology is quite easy, being

decided by cost, performance, power con-

sumption and output current. Now that
c-mos devices out -perform t.t.l., the choice
is mainly between c-mos and e.c.l.

Total design time is a major consideration. Time scales for most of the design
stages are difficult to determine, depending
on the capacity and efficiency of both the

design centre and buyer as well as the
complexity of the device. During the initial
stage, designers have access to their paperwork logic design and can make alterations.

At this stage also, the designer needs to
consider which tests are required for the
final asic. Subsequently, the program for a
test tape will be produced.

Generally, only the time between completing the design and producing the first

final device mainly determine which asic is

test devices is fixed; a few weeks is usual. At
one time, buyers relied solely on the speed of

chosen but the number of i/o pins needed
also has to be taken into account. It can be
necessary to choose an asic with more gates

Advanced Semiconductor Fundamentals by

than are needed in order to satisfy i/o
requirements. Good design reduces the

Robert F. Pierret (Purdue University).
Addison-Wesley, soft covers, 228 pages,

Asic semiconductor technologies available from NEC

design centres but now that asic-design
workstations and software are becoming
reasonably priced, asic buyers can have
much more control over design time.

Packaging also has to be considered.

£17.95. Volume VI of a series on solid-state

Speed/
geometry Gates

devices, with sections on semiconductor
properties, quantum mechanics, energy
band theory, equilibrium carrier statistics,
recombination -generation processes and
carrier transport. The author intends the

Type

Process

C-mos gate
arrays

CMOS-3

800.11000

BiCmos gate
arrays

BICMOS 4/4A

12µm

200045 000
600.10000

book as a supplement to the graduate -level
text Physics of Semiconductor Device.s by

Bipolar gate
arrays

ECL-2

500MHz 300.2000
200MHz 1200-3000
450MHz 600-1200

S.M. Sze (Wiley-Interscience, New York) and
as a reference work for engineers and scien-

Cmos standard- 64K ram
cell arrays up to 256K rom
Mega macros
25 000 gates

198

by 1990.

asics with various numbers of gates. Of
course the functional requirements of the

way.

tists.

1990

2um
CMOS-4/4A/4R 1.5um
CMOS-5
1.2um

ECL3
ECL-3A

30020000

Power dissipation and chip layout can restrict the types of packaging available and
using a high proportion of gates can affect
pin out. In such complex i.cs, power -supply

and ground pins can be important. With
c-mos technology for example, the number

of outputs that can switch state simultaneously is limited by the number of
ground pins.
Nowadays, selling asics is a service industry. Success of an asic supplier depends as
much on support as on the range of devices.
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Advanced f.s.k. modem i.c.
A high degree of integration offers the prospect of
intelligent auto -dialling modems with an unprecedentedly
low component count.
Modulation, demodulation, filtering,

ponent count. Very compact arrangements

enhanced version of its Am7910

digital -to -analogue and analogue -to -digital

.s.k. modem chip, the device which in
the last couple of years has become virtually
standard in low -speed asynchronous data
modems.
Like its predecessor, the new Am79101
provides transmission and reception at rates

conversion are all implemented within the
chip using digital signal processing techni-

for portable use should be easy to achieve.
As a design illustration, AMD suggests the

of up to 1200 bits per second, both in the

phase -continuous manner. Data inputs and
outputs are serial signals at t.t.l.-compatible
5V levels, which can easily be converted to

dvanced Micro Devices has announced
Aa n

ques. Transmit signals are digitally generated sine -waves: when the modulator

switches from one frequency to the other
during phase -shift keying, it does so in a

CCITT V.21 and V.23 standards and on Bell
standards 103.113, 108 and 202. In Bell 202
and CCITT V.23 half -duplex modes a hack
channel of up to 150 bit/s is possible, making
the device suitable for split rates such as the
1200/75 commonly used by viewdata sys-

on its own, using its built-in uart. Automatic
answering of incoming calls is handled by an

interrupt routine in the 8051. If d.t.m.f.

Connection to the telephone network may

dialling is not available on the telephone
network, the 8051 can pulse the relay to
generate loop -disconnect dialling pulses.

be either via an acoustic coupler or via an
external data access arrangement, which

Power supplies are +5V at up to 170mA and
-5V at up to 25mA. Sample quantities of the

RS -232 levels.

provides the necessary isolation. But a two -

tems such as Prestel. But in addition, the
Am79101 includes full support for autodiall-

1200/75 modem shown below. For this split
data rate, a second uart is needed in the form
of an 8530; at non -split rates such as 300/300
V.21. the Am79101 can be driven by the 8051

wire to four -wire hybrid is provided within

ing and auto -answer: it has a built-in d.t.m.I
generator and call progress tone detection,
which can identify dial tones and number -

the chip, simplifying the design of the

engaged signals.

full -featured modems with a very low com-

interface. The Am79101's high degree of
integration will make it possible to design

Am79101 "World -Chip" are already available; production quantities will be ready in
February. The device is to be produced in
28 -pin d.i.l. and p.l.c.c. versions. Details,
and a preliminary data sheet, can be supplied
by AMD at Woking on 04862-22121.
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600
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P14
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DTR
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TXDA
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WR

RXOA
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8530
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Semiconductors
AA

, 'A

0.25
0.45

A( 176
AC127

8(217

BO 08B

012

B(213

8(109
8(1098
B(1146

8C2131

BC138(

0.10
0.12
0.09
0.55
0.50
0.19
0.24
0.25
0.20

8(140

0.31

1.15

0(141

0.25

2.50
2.50

BC142

0.21

B(143

0.24
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09

BC 1 17

BCII9

A( I88K

0.25
0.28
0.25
0.31

A( Y17
AD142
AD143

ADI49

1.50

ADI61
AF 106

0.50
0.50
0.50

8(14713
BC148A
13(1488

AF114

1.95

BC153

AfI21

0.60

8(157

AF 124

B(159

All 39

0.65
0.35
0.45
0.65
0.40

AFI50

0.60

BC173B
130 74
BC177

AC14I

A(141K

A(I42K
A( 1 76
AC 176K

AC187

A(187K
AC 188

ADI62

AFI25
A1126
AF 127

AF 1 78

1.95

AF239
ASY27
ASY77

0.42
0.85
1.50
1.75
6.95
2.95

AS/I6
AUI06
89102

/0813

0.11

0.11
0.10

0.31

AC 128K

G7B

BC108

BC 1070

0.70
0.28
0.32
0.28
0.34
0.45
0.22

A(128

/04

B015
8016A
B(125

BCI49

13(161

BC 1708

80 71
BC 1718

BC 118

B(182

00821B
BC 183
Rr 1871

0.55
0.15
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.15
0.15
0.10

0.10
0.10
0.09

13(2171.

B1214
2145

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

BD136
BD137
BDI 38

80139
BDI40
80144
BD150(

B(238

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
8(258
0.25
8(258A
0.39
B(284
0.30
BC300
0.30
BC30 I
0.30
BC303
0.26
8(307B
0.09
B(32/
0.10
BC328
0.10
BC337
0.10
BC338
0.09
BC347A
0.13
B(461
0.35
B(478
0.20
B(577
0.21
0(547
0.10
BC548
0.10
BC 549A
0.10
BC550
0.14
13(557
0.08
558
0.10
39/10 0.30
33A
19.50

0(239

BDI 59
BD160

BC251A
BC252A

230
2.50
2.50
2.50

AN2140

AN7145M
AN7150

3.95
2.95

4 9 71 51

2.50'

"8571

AN236
AN239
AN240P
AN247
AN260
AN262
AN264

1.95
2.50

, A1352E

3.3S
1.75

(A3086

0.46

2.80
2.50
2,95

CA31231

1.95

(A313EM
(A3140S
(A31401
E1160)6

2.50
2.50
1.15
2.50

AN271
AN301

3.50
2.95
3.50

HA113706
HAI1S659

1.95
1.50

50I306

2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

1481327

1.50
1.95
2.95
2.75
3.50
1.95
2.95

1.95
2.50

AN303
AN313
AN31 5

AN316
AN331

86342
AN3621
AN612
AN6362
AN7140
AN7145

2.50
2.15
3.95

330
330

HA1339A
HA1366W
HA1377
HA1406
HAI551
LA1201
LA1230
LA3201
LA4101

0.95
0.90

quota,on
3HSSV for fergusoni1VC

3450016 for National
Panasonic/Philips

2730
2930

3HSS3N for Notional Panasonic
NV777/330
39.50
3HSSN/4HSS for Notional
Panasonic
29.50
3HSSH for Hitachi
35.00
35.00
35.00
75.00

3930

3HSS5f for Fisher/Fidelity 35.00
3HSSR for Amstrad/Saisho
Triumph
35.00
PS3BS for Sony SLC5 6 7 etc
35.00
15301 for Toshiba
39.50
554075 for Sony SIC 7030 etc
PS5B3S for Sony SLC8K9 etc

4930
65.00

VIDEO BELT KITS

Aka, 8593009500 9800
Amstrad 7000 'So. '
Triumph
Ferguson 3816
Ferguson 3822 1VC
HR3360/3660
Ferguson 3V23,1VC

liR7700

1.50
2.75
2.9S

ISO

Ferguson 3V711VC
HR 7200

2.75

Ferguson 3831,1V(
H07650
JVC HR3330/360G
Hitachi VT I '33
I

2.75
2.75
2.75

13F18.1

BD5I0

0.45
0.75
0.75
0.95

8E185
81195
81197
81198
01199
BF200
8E740
8E241

MB3756
M(1307P

2.50
1.00

SASS/0S

1.75

SAS5130

235

MC 1310P
MC 1327

1.9S

M03770

0.95

8003491

1.75
1.7S
1.75
1.00

SAS590
519010
519178
511310
511327

2.75
7.95
6.6S
1.80
1.10
1.10
1.50
0.85

530379

BD410
8D434
BD436
BD438

MC1350P
MCI351 P
MCI 351P
MC1357
MC1358
MC1496

3.75

2.95
3.7S

2.75

2.75
3.75
1.50
1.75
2.75
3.75
3.90
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.75
3.50
2.95
3.75
4.50

3.50
1.50

6.35
6.35
6.95
6.95

CATHODE RAY TUBES

A small selection
from our stock of

per tube

10,000 tubes
Please odd C3

C3BPEI -1322W

M
CME 1428W

15.00
10.00
35.00

600
6.50

(ME -1523W
CME 2074W

(ME 313268

0,6 710tH

7'97.H

29.00
35.00
35.00
45.00
35.00

'421

BF W6,

160
185

BF 019
BF 084

STK415
STK433
STK435
STK437
STK439
51K461
STK463
STK0015
STK0029
STK0039

00326S
fiU4C7
BU4C8
BUS00
BU51113A

805156

0.30
0.26

00847

7.9S

1073109

BUY20

TIP340

TIP47

1.90
2.25
2.15

0(200

4.50
4.50
5.50
10.00

11548
TIP50

0.65
0.65

TIPI20

040

1.80

1805200

TCA1360

6.95
1.95

2.50

5976228N 2.95

TA 7130P

SN76533N

' A 7I37P
' A 7I46P

107205AP
1A7208
70 7222AP

1.50
1.00
1.50
2.95
3.95
2.95
2.15
1.15
1.95
1.80

r A 7227P
TA 7228P

4.25
1.95

SN76227N

1.65
1.15

SN7665081

S9766609 0.90

"0717601
'A71931
'07203
'A71041

7.95
7.95
5.95
7.95

STKO1 I

STK014
STK015
515(018
STK025
STK032
STK078
STK085

I I 95
7,95
11.95
8.95

PYE 713 4 LEAD
PYE 713 5 LEAD
PYE 731/25

8.50
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.9S
6.9S
6.9S

RANK A774
RANK A823
RANK T20A

TAA630S
7AA661B
1 AA700

100930

1.95
1.95
1.95
3.95
2.95
1.95
1.70
3.95

IBA I 20AS'B '
1.00

1I4A395

73A396

1404406
18A4800
780510

1.30
1.50
0.15
2.55
1.25

180 5100

2.50
2.50

188520

1.10

42 6 WAY

11.00
SPECIAL OFFER
100 PER TYPE

FUSES

2.95
2.25
3.95
2.95
2.50
3.50

SA/SB '
76/%231

2MM CliOB (a 006 ,ach E4.50

RCA 16039

TIP33C

'$7129P

9176131N
SN7622609 2.95

0.58
0.66

07540
2.48
RCAI6079 185

1.50
1.00
1.50
12.50

1.05

TA7072
107073
1071085

R2322
R323

2.50

1 A 7170P

7A 706 1 AD

,785

005

330

1.25
1.30

784

2.75
2.95

0(72

7.95
7.95
1.50
2.65
3.50
1.50
1.65

7873141
7073215
1A/609P
TA7611AP
187629
146310A
TAA320A
TAA350A
T005508
7AA570
100621

1.75

1.98

110142
TIPI 46
'15161

1.20
1.50
1.24
1.50
2.25
1.95

BU11'.

1.25
1.25
1.60
1.55

BU200
BU203
BU208A
8132085
BU326

0.65

IAS

0(71

1.15
OAS
0.95
1.25

1.112,
BU201

T11175

2.50

1.115

195

BRC44-.
BRY39
BSW11

81119

1.45

R201013

1.30
1.39
1.52

0.55

90303

B1106
BT116

020080
02009

2.50
0.40
0.75
0.48
0.95
0.29
0.30
4.95

M1E340
MJE350
M1E520
M1E2955

MPSA13
MPSA92
MRF237
MRF450A 13.95
MRF 453
17.50
MRF454 26.50
MRF455
17.50
MRF475
2.95
MRF477
14.95
MRF479
5.50
0x16,A,
2.50
0(23
9.50

0(81

0(84
0(139
0(171

0(201

0(205

00016181
R(A16334
RCA16335
RCA16572
52060D
SKE5F

16071V
16027V
16079V
160368
19002V
19011V
19015V
19034V
190388
THY I 5/80

THYI5/85
15129

TIP29(
TIP30(
TIP3IC
1IP37(

IIP4IA
1l141(
TIP42(

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.25
1865400
1.35
11365500
1.95
TBA560(
1.45
TBA5600
1.45
TBA570
1.00
1886510
2.50
TBA673
1.95
TBA720A 2.45
188750
1.95
113/47500
2.65
T80800
0.89
TBA810AS 1.65
70813101
1.65
TBA820M 0.75
1808200 1.45
TBA890
2.50
1BA920
1.65
188950/20 2.3S
TBA990
1.49
1869900 1.49
1CA270
130
TBA 530
T BA 5300
TBA540

T(A830S
1C8900

1(09.1"

1.65

TDA.t,
TDAI/x
TDA1003A
TDA1006A
TDA1010

2.20
2.95
3.95
2.50
2.15
2.25
2.50

TDA1005

TDA2002

10A2003
TDA2010
TDA2020
TDA2030
TDA2 I 40
TDA7150

ICA27050

1.50

1CA650
ICA 760

2.50

TDA115I
70821 60
7082521

230

TDA2523

GI 1/12 WITH REMOTE
1.15
G11/12 WITH REMOTE AND
MAINS OFF
130
WIREWOUND RESISTORS

100MA 200MA 150MA 500808

120
II WATT

?Amp 2 5Amp 3 15Arnp 4Arnp

17 WATT

'HORN 9000

5.45
5.45
7.95
6.9S
7.15
8.50

?OHM /DS Dr 0 15 each 11130
100MA 150MA 160MA 250MA
500MA 800MA 1 2iArnp
?Amp 3 I5Arnp SArnp

19 9600

830

5'10C

0.90

SUCK
1V18 STICK
1V20 STICK

1.25
1.10
1.40

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Mark 80
7.95
DMA 100
7.95
DECCA 1700 MONO
9.95
DECCA 1730
8.25
DECCA 2230
8.25
GEC 1040
7.50
GEC 1110
14.50
GRUNDIG 1500
15.45

BA378
84521
BAY?'
ElAW62
HA513

10Amp

GRUNDIG 510 6010
2222, 5011 6011

125 inch A'S (a 0 15 eoch

111 (8(70

08016
001050

110.00
SOMA 60MA 100MA 150MA
250MA 500MA 750MA 1 5Arnp
3Amp 4Amp 5Amp

ITT CVC/S 30 32
PHILIPS G8
PHILIPS G9
PHILIPS GI I
POE 691,697

13.95
11.50

SUNDRIES
MONO TAPE HEAR
2.50
AUTO REVERSE TAPE HEAD 3.95
STEREO HEAD
3.311
PYE IF GAIN MODJLE
6.99

PIE 713'715

1130

DYE 725
DYE 731

10.95
9.95
12.40
10.00
12 50
8 50

VARICAP TUNERS
15(1043 05 MULLARD
EL(1043/06 MULL ARD
0321
U322

8.65
8.6S

8.25
8.2S
11.00

0374
THERMISTORS
VA10.10
VA1056S
VA8650

0.23

0.23
0.45
0.25

34.00

250MA 500MA 750MA lAmp
I 5Amp 2Amp 3Arnp 7Amp

433 MHZ CRYSTAL (PAL) 0.45
5 5 MHZ CRYSTAL ISOUNDIG.45
DELAY LINE D5513 TAU82
1.15
FOCUS CONTRIDIGEC1110 130
4

PUSH BUTTON UNITS
DECCA/ITT 6 WAY
7.95
DECCA 4 WAY
1.95
HITACHI 4 WAY
11.95
PYE 6 WAY
10.35
GEC 213 6 WAY
9.50

GEC 21106 WAY
GEC 6 WAY
G8 MATE) 6 WAY
ITT 7 WAY
NEONS 7 WAY
RANK 4 WAY
RANK 6 WAY

D13'61068
013 61168
D13 63068
D13 630GM
014 I SOGH

10.50
10.50
14.50

1030
1230
10.50
10.50

MOO
59.00
59.00
59.00
75.00

130

FOCUS CONTROL PYE 731
FOCUS STICK
SAW FILTER

0.95
0.10

ANODE CAP 27Kv

049

SOLDER MOP

0.64

TV MAIN SWITCJIES
MAINS SWITCH 1.8(5
MAINS SWITCH DECCA/GEC
G8 SWITCH
GI I SWITCH
I 73GM

RBM 110A
RANK MURPHY T18A
920A
A640
A823

I1 50
I I.15

TANDBERGE 90
TELEFUNKEN 711A
THORN 1500115KVI
THORN 1590

11.15

1545
9.50
9.50
23.50
17.50
19.50
22.40

0.95

TRANSFORMER 3000135:

DG7 32
DH3 91

014 7006M
016 100GH/97 &SAO

F16 1016M
F21 13060

D113 16060

69.00

F31 12LD

1816M

8.20
8.20
8.50
8.95

1.00

1.00

53.00
13.00
7510

DI
DI

13.45

THORN 3503 ((HT)
THORN 8000
THORN 8500
THORN 9000
THORN 9800
THORN MAINS

1.00

45.00
45.00
55.00
75.00
75.00

F31

1 3GR

F41 147LC
M7 I 70661

291308
291711

292219
292676
292905
293053
203054
293055
263702
293103
293704
263705
2N3706
263708

263733
763773
263792
294280
294427
264444

25(1172Y
25(1173
7SCI306
2S(1364
25(14130
25(1449
75(1628
25(1678

012

,(1945

0.12
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.12
9.50
2.75

A1953
./.1957

..':1029
.

2166
7314

205296
265298
295485
295496
258329

0.48
0.60

0134
'0325E
,019

0.95
0.95
0.55
0.80

TDA2524
TDA2530
TDA2532
TDA2540
1002541

1007560
1002576
TDA2581
TDA2582
TDA2593
TDA2600
TDA2610

1.95

0.80

,..931D

OAS

2SA715
1S(495

11078
2091

042

1.95
1.50
1.15
1.95
1,45
0.85
2.95

:7/028

3.50
1.95
1.15

'.033
.010555

toi

.i

GI,

4.50

01C1167( 2 1.95
05(111315 1.25
05(11825 2.95
051(11855 3.95
UK 119' u., 1.50
UPC 13505 2.95
05(13531 2.45

..

UPC I 0.24H

115

0500325

1.50

05(1360
UPC 1365(

BA3I8

741

747

0.50

'18

0.35

'308

0.60

/805

0.65

7812
7815

0.65
0.65

0 08
0.13
0.16
0.17
0.06
0.15

81036 11iii

030

81061

0.75
0.75
0.85
0.75
2.95
2.95
1.75
0.30

81088
01995(30

110

(548

8.00

O 20

BYX38 60,1
0.60

BYX55 60 0.30
09071 60. 1.75

(SLOB

MR5I0
MR517

°AA?
0090
0091
0095
0A702

0.04
0.12
0.30
0.79
0.10
0,11
0.15
0.45
1.20
0.63
0.55
0.35
0.45
0.40

81151

09126
89177
89133
09164
09176
09179
01187
09184
BY 187

09199
89700

187100
16138
1N23(
1923ER

16.9WE

001
'4.1003

94004
N4007

014

0.33
BY 21
0.33
0.11.',
0.90
8929A
0.22
80299 6, 0.72
89010
0.20
BY075 61X1 1.75
:

0.15
0.35
16.50
0.65
0.65
0.15
0.10

0.15
0.10
0.20
5.00

295
4.95
4.95
2.95
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06

N4448

017
110

N5401

0.12

95402
95403
95406
N5407
N5408

914

'T44

004

N.1148

BY 71,

0.12
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.15

01

010

7ENER DIODES

9.70

I

0/988 S.,
0 20

0.15

7S.00

M13 112GV
180.00 1 M24 120(C

55.00

2.9S
3.95

0.35
0.60
0.50
0.35

555
556
723

1.95

0.19

1.95

05(20021- 1.95
05021141 2.50

TDA2680A 2.75
1082690
2.45
1003310
2.95
10A3510
3.50
TDA3560
3.95
TDA4050
2,95
2.50
TDA4600
TDA9503
3.15
TEA1009
1.35
0(41(
3.50
UPC 56611
2.95
UPC 575( 2
2.75

00156

2.95
1.50

UP(10151,
05C10285

01(11585 0.75

10826110 1.9S
1067640
3.50
1062655
4.50

0154

0.36
0.95
0.50
1.65
0.55
0.55
1.50
0.95

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.15
2.15

2.95
2.95
2.95
6.50
2.50

0PC100111

4.50
0.80
2.50
0.95
0.95
2.20
1.15
1.75
0.50
2.50
0.50
0.75
1.50
3.75
0.95
0310

1969
1985

1.35

2N5294

81061 Seri,

10.00
MI4 ICOGM
45.00
M17 1512600 175.00

0.30
0.28
0.55
0.40
0.40
0.59
0.52

.

0.80
0.75
0.75
0.55
0.95
1 95

DIODES

7 WA

I 15 inch 0,8 (a 006 each

.',1937
15(1034
25(1096
25(1106
25(1124
25(1167

ZRFOI 11
7141100

AAI 19
88115
08145
04148

1 6Arnp

.

9310

0.55
0,20
1.50
1.50
16.50
6.50
1.35

101060

1.95
2.95
1.95
2.95
2.80
3.95
2.50
1.95
2.50
4.50
4.50

'Amp 1 25Amp I 5Amp

0.20
0.25
0.30

/89

080

,1055
'

1001035
MA 1037
1.95
TDAI044
2.15
1001170
1.95
TDA1180
2.15
10A12700 3.95
1061327
1.70

.5( 496

P.'955
9I

230

730

SIEMENS TVK76, I
SIEMENS EUROPA
THORN 1500
THORN 1600
THORN 3500
THORN 8000
THORN 8500

TOS-PM

1.70
2.50

1.50
1.50
5.50
4.50
5.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
0.75

BR I03

011oc

80111
BUV4I
M13000

0(25
0(26
0(78
0(79
0(32
0(42
0(44
0(45
0(10

0.49

05060

0016913

0.85
0.85
0.90
0.85
0.85
0.95
1.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.55
0.55
0.75
2.15
2.15
3.90
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.55
0.42
0.95
0.95
0.45
0.45
0.47
0.65

BUI2,

1.15

81W92

00100
BRIO'

023

Of W(6/.

BF 143

81945

1.95
1.69

BE WI

01091
01142

BF 5900

B0105
NUIOf

BFWIII

51888
B1090

8195'

B11211

0.16
0.14
0.40
0.20
0.15

511240
B1081

1.35
0.32
0.32
0.77
1.75
0.26

0.85
1,49
1.20
3.15
1.65

0.11
0.11

VAI097
5.45
6.35
6.95
6.9S
6.95
6.35
5.45
6.95

4394

Br118

T A 7313AP 2.95

SN76115N

LK

91371

61 R39

SN760236 3.95
SN76110N 0.89

1.75
0.50
2.75

MC33S7
MC3401L
MC 14106P 2.95
MC 14518(P 7.50
ML 2318
1.75
ML 2320
2.50
M5239
2.95
MSM5801 8.75
SAA5004
3.S0
5001025
7.25
SAA125'
4.95
SAA5010
5.35
SAA502C
5.75
SAB3210
3.50
SAS5605
1.75

NV300013

oddMonolcorrioge

13$

81363

0.32
0.25

BFX86

5.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
11.50
11.50
7.95

5113270
SN7414
S97421

2.35

M(1723

2.95
1.25

PHILIPS 6815501
PHILIPS G9
PYE 697

1.70

BF 362

0.25
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.30
1.50
1.75
0,35
0.35
0.55
0.75

0.79
0.29
0.35
0.28

81183

:4997

BF 338

029

BF181
ElF181

0.6S

00437

Hitachi 1/15000
Hitachi VT8000
National Panasonic
NV300 333,340
National Panasonic
NV2000B
Notional Panasonic
NV777
Notional Panasonic

ITT (V(20/25/30
ITT (0(45

8E180

,4995

BF355

0.32
0.45
0.65

01179

35423
Af 457
F458
1467
41493

81335
81336

0.22
0,27
0.22
0.38
0.26
0.34
0.29

BF177
0E178

8F951.

BF571
ElF273

0.20

Bf 154
Bf 158
01160
6E173

0.28
0.28
0.26
0.18
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.37
0.38
0.65
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.25
0,32
0.36
0,68
0.35

BF 271

8E337

0.7S

BF 127

BF X85

BF 2561f

1.25
1.25
0.90
1.50
1.65
0.35
0.65
0.39

8E115
8E119

00237
80242
00246
80376

1.50
1.50
2.00

ITT CVCI-9

130707

0.30
0.35
0.28

13F245

81257
01259

130
130

000538

BD236

2.30

T MULTIPLIERS
UNIVERSAL 101PLER
DECCA 30
DECCA 80
DECCA 100
DECCA 120
DECCA 1730
GEC 2040
GEC 2110

2.75

BD695
BD698
BD701
BD702
BOX32

EID233

1.50
2.95
2.9S
3.50
3.15
2.95

Sony 5130008
Sony SL80008080
Toshiba 7540
Toshiba 9600

0.32
0.30
1.10
0.29
0.6S

0.72
0.10
0.83
0.65
0.78
0.70
0.46
0.59
0.48
0.35
0.35
0.49
0.40
0.65

80223
80225
80232

5.50
5,50
4.95
0.45

Sony C7
Sony T9

3930
Philips V7000

L(7131
1.(7137
LM323K
1M3249
LM3809
5M3806k
(813831
1M3906
LM1011
M51555
M515131
M515211
MB3705
MB3712

National Panasonic
NV7000
National Panasonic
NV86008610,8620
Sanyo VT(5000
Sanyo V105300
Sanyo VT( 5500
Sanyo V1(9300
Sanyo VT(9300P
Sharp 6300
Sharp 7300
Sharp 8300
Sharp 9300
Sony (6

3HSSU3N for NOTIO01:0

Panasonic
3HSSP for Sharp
3H5S6NA for National
Panasonic Industrial
3HSSU2N for Notional
Panasonic

L(7130

80588
8D597

0.9S

BD204
B0222

2.50
2.50

BD575
BDS87

130

80201
00203

330

EIDS38

BDI 79
BD201

2.90
2.90
1.95
3.50

0.75
0.65
0.45
0.45
0.65
0.95
0.9S
0.9S
0.95

00520
80534
8D535

BDI66
B01132

3.95
3.25
3.50

((7170

1.95

VIDEO SPARES 8 MEADS

LA4140
LA4031P
LA4400
LA4420
LA4422
LA4430
1A4461

0.95

recorder model PO For our

1/14102

130518

0.42
0.42
0.40
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.30

BD I 32
BD I 33
BD I 35

Integrated Circuits
AN103
AN174
AN214

030
039

80115
BDI24P
BDI31

0.09
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

0.IS

BC137B

TELEX
966371

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

M31 .184W

4014 1 22WA

591, M3I 190GR
KA M31 19168

M28 135G
M31 18768

49.00
53.00

M3I 195W
M3132568

65.00
55.00
55.00
65.00
35.00

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

4 LINES

A selection from our
stock of branded valves
A I 714

A1834
62087
A2134
82293
A2426
A2599
A2792
A2900
A3042
A3283
A3343

A( PI
AC SP3A
S2PE N

AC WP1

AC 122

AH221
AH238
A160

ANI
ARPI7

24.50
7.50
11.50
14.95
6.50
39.50
37.50
27.50
11.50
24.00
24.00
35.95
5.50
4.95
8.50
4.50
59.75
39.00
39.00
6.00
14.00
2.50

f 288(C
1810F

11148
EA50
1A52
1876
1A79

180(80
10(91
EAf42
EAF801

1834
1841
1891

18(33
18(41
EBC81

EBC90

18(91
18E80
18E83
113189

1.25

18193

2.00
4.50
2.50
AZ31
250.00
85894
55.00
EIT513
BT 17
25.00
BT 113
35.00
(1K
27.50
17.95
C3M
C1134
32.00
C1149/I 195.00
(1150/1 135.00
32.00
(1534
3.50
(CA
6.50
CD24
CK 1 006
3.50

1815
18121
EC52

C K5676
630
CV Nos PRICES

ECC35

ARP34
ARP35
AZ1 1

ON REQUEST
27.50
D3A
541
4.50
1.20
D63
DA41
22.50

EC 70

1(81

E(86
EC88
EC90

17.50
25.00
1.00
1.00
55.00
1.95
1.95
1 50
2 SO

1.20
2.00
1.50
3.9S
0.8S
2.50
1.95
1.50

EF8045
EF805S
EF1306S

1E812
EF1200
EFP60
EH9G

(1(90
1132
1133

PHILIPS
E136

530

1141

0.70
0.95

1181

3.50
2.00
4.50
6.95

2.00
0.75
1.75
7.95
1.95
1.95

1142
(1.71

1183
1184
BRIMAR

11.91

6.00

1.95

130

FC95
EC97

7.00
1.10
12.00

ECC32

330

11.509

ECC33

3.50
3.50

11519
11802

1.50
1(181 SPECIAL
2.25
QUALITY

11821
11822
11180
EM34

0.115

1.95
0.95

EM83
EMB4
EM85
FM87

PHILIPS
ECC83
SIEMENS

1.95

25.00
28.50
28.50
2.50

ECC83S

330

ECC85

EY82

ECC88

1.00
2.75
1.00

DE T22

3500

ECC89

130

DE123

35.00
27.50
22.00
32.00

ECC9 1

2.00

EC( 189

DAF96

DC70
DC90
DC X 4-50(X1

01116
DE

18

DE T20

DE T24
DE T25

DE129

BRIMAR

ECC86

11(8015
ECC8035

DF91

1.00

1(1804

DF 92

0.60

ECC807

DF96
DF97
DG1OA
DH63

1.25
1.25

ECC2000
ECF80
ECF82
ECF86
ECF200

D1177

DK91
CIK92

8.50
1.50

090
120
1 50

0135
5163

250

DL 70

2.50
2.50
3.95

0173
0191
D192
DL93
0194

51510
01516
DM70
DM160
DOD 006

100

1.25
1.10

1000

101200
10.80
1(182

0186/87
DY802

0.85

1551
E80CC
180CE
1801
1801
E8 ICC
1811
E82CC
183CC
183F
E86C

EC8805
ECF806
ECH3
ECH4
ECH35
ECH42
EC981

1(883

1.50
0.75

DYSI

ECF 202
ECF801

3.50
13.50
2.50
4.50
79.50

49.50
19.50
12.50
18.50
29.50
5.50
12.00
4.50
4.50
5.50
9.50

2.15

ECC83

ECH84

EC183

1(184
1(185
1(186
FC 805
EF37A
EF39
EF 40

1142

MO
1f54
18 55

1170
EF 73
EF 80

EN32
EN9 I

1997
EY5i
1970
1181

0.60
3.95

1/35
1/40

7.95
1.15
1.15
1.70
1.85
1.15
0.85
2.50
10.25
2.50
3.00
3.50

EZ4 I

P08

172386/ I K

1724CA'2K

1.S0

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
1.75
2.50
3.95
2.50

00102 5 19.50
00E0312 7.95
00103 20 35.00
)406 40 45.00
.' 6 19.50
.

i

10

i

10

5.50

4.43-3 20 25.00
L811/06 406
27.50

00806 40A
MULLARD 39.50
001/07 50 55.00

of W4.1

4.0C

XF W50

0$1511 3

1.15
7.00
3.95

05150 I
051205
051213
01137

695

5.00
9.50

5.75
0V03 12
2.50
0905 25
0906 20 29.50
OV08 1006

013

094 2,
094

k

RIO
R18

145.00
72.00
72.00
85.00
4.00

250

2.100 14.50
RG3-2506 6.50
RG3 12500
35.00
RR3-250 15.00
RG 1

RR31750 35.00
511112
5104 ?K

34.00
10.00
6.00

51134
1B2

2.50
0.75

182 3
TB3 is

0.7S
0.75
3.50
1.10
1.25

183

PCF86
PCF87

198 6,

GC10/48
6C10/41

130

GC I 2/4B

1730

1.75
1.00
1.00
1.50

6D86W

6.00

GDT 120M
GN4

S.00

PCF80.
PUEstik
PCF806
PC180s

1.20
1.25
1.80
1.80
1.35
0.85
1.25
1.00
1.25
1.50
0.85
2.50
0.75

13801

PC186
PCL805

0.80
0.85
0.90

PD500

5.95

UBE80

69.00
2.00
3.00

U8(41

3.50
9.00
6.95
2.00
3.00
0.70
1.00
1.00
2.50
3.50
0.65
1.00
0.60
2.25

U801

130

110189

0.60
0.79
2.50
0.74

GC I OD

GNIO
GRID6
GS10(

65108
6512D

0.9S

GT IC

0.95
0.95

GU20
GUSO

230
130
430
330

GXU I

2.50
4.50
4.95
1.20
3.50
0.55

GY802

Ef 89

192CC

3.95
6.95
18.50

FF91

1.50
135

EF92

215

EF93

1.50
1.50
1.95
0.90

0.90
0.75
0.85
4.50
11.00

Iff(C189

0.75

PC(806

130

PCE82

6.00
15.00
4.00

6132

6/33
GZ34
GZ37
HABC8..

f.,8(
4.133(
136

s144
s 145
K161

4163

PCF20
PCF801

10420f
PC182

P(L83

12.00
12.00
14.00
35.00
17.50
13.50
24.00

P(1.84

1.50
1.50

2.50
4.50
2.50
4.50

11(1.85

PEI 100
PEN25
PF N4OD

PEN45
PEN450D
PEN46

1'94

-85.00
85.00

1976
600.00

U19
U26
U35
U37
641
U50
U82
0191
U192
U193
6251
UABCfs

uAF42

3.00

UBL 21

3.00
2.00

6(92

1.00
1.75
1.20

U(C84
U(C85

0.70
0.60

PE06 40N 42.00
0.95
1.75
1.50

UCF80

P138
P181

P182
P183

4.00
4.00
5.00
2.00

P1.132(

LM I 175
ZM I 177

IM 1202
1M1263
A3

Ala

P28
R5

1.25

0(647

230

0.60
0.52
0.78

0(981
UC 82

1.00
1.75

U( L83

2.50

poou

I.10

UF41

P1501

1.15
1.75
4.85
4.95
6.00
3.50
2.95
0.60
0.50
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.65
1.95

UF47
UF80
UF85
UF89

1.15
1.15
1.75
1.20
2.00
7.50
3.50
1.50

2K48
2K56
2X2A

0.85
3.50
6.00
8.00
9.00
3.50
0.70

3701461
3A 9471

P1134

P1508
P1509
PL 519

P1802

PL802
P932
PY33
P981
P982
PY83
P9138

P95001.

U141

U144
UL84

0185
UUS

UU6

007
UU8
13941

11985

EON

21(26
21(29

7.95

3111098

30/1100
3A/14IK

3A/167M
3A3A
3A1
305

44'.'

0.95
1.50
4.95
5.50

6657
68W6
6BW7
6BZ6

S.35
1.50

6S.00

4(X250K

6R7
60111-10

6S4A
6SA7

6S(7
6SG7

6587
651767
651(7

65176T

691761
650761
6557
618
6U6GT

6166
6X2N
684

68561

4.50

6X5GTY
6X8A
7A6

1.95

7AU 7

410250R

6(67
6(86

3.50
6.95

786
787

AMPERE/1

6(16

3.2S

708

12500
4CX35, A 100.00

6CL8A
6CM7

130

717

2.9S

7K7

6(S6
6(57

0.75
0.95
3.00
2.35

71

115.00

EIMAC

95.00

4CX k

4(81,s ss,
425.00
4CX15008
398.00

84
6

II

1000.00

4657
46V7
416A

016
40150A

85.00
125.00
2.25
2.25
2.95
1.50
35.00

4X5006 350.00
SA/ I 02D

5A152'.

56'
SAIIUK
5A -180M

56 206K
SAM8
SAN8

9.50
9.00
50.00
6.25
9.00
10.00
2.15
1.20
10.00
14.50
19.50
15.00
15.00

58 110M
58-254M
58-255M
5B 256M
5B 257M
58258M 1430
125.00
5(22
2.50
511801 2950.00
2.9S
5)18
5.50
5R4GB
4.95
5R4GY
514
5.95
1.95
558A
2.95
5646
4.50
56468
2.50
5V4G
415
5X4
1.95
5Y3GT
4.50
5/3
2.50
5Z4GT
0.70
6/301.2
9.00
66/203K
4.95
6A7
1.50
6A8
3.50
6084
2.00
6A(7WA
2.50
6AG5
1.95
6667
3.50
60146
3.50
6014
210
6017
115
6AK5
2.50
6AK6
0.60
6AL5
3.25
6AM4
6.00
60M5
1.95
6AM6
4.50
6AN5
4.50
6AN8A
5(L 8A

..)6111

'6A

h48

Kt A8
6E88
6E17

61M5
61M7
6868
6EV 7

6EW6
6EW7
6F1

615
617
6F13
6E14
6F I 7

6123
6824
6825
6E28
6832

603
6FH5
6E88
6112
6E07
66E5

6688A
6617
6GM6
s7

V8
,078

II

,6

'661
487
45
8
55

)5
6
,11

-LIT
Is
11

11/6
61866

6005
6808

1.75
1.00

61E6C

6AR5

5.95
1.50
2.50
4.50
0.90
1.75
2.00
4.50
0.95
0.90
3.50
1.95
1.95

611.180

6055
6AS6

9.00
11.00

6AT6

'2.00

6AU4GT
6AU5GT
6AU6
6AV6
6AW8A

66576
6018

660461
669313
KA Z8

016

ENTER:31 ON REPLY CARD

430
530

707
714
888
8810

8805

L I AL

1

.6

452'
4032

1.00

ii

4(4,,

5.00
52.00

11.50
7.50
7.50
10.00
3.95
1.10
4.50
3.35

D6GA
61.56

60761

6UBA
6V6G
6V661
6W4GT

3.9S
1.95

s416

4(X250BM

6106

6U76

3.50
1.50
4.95
1.95
3.50

606

61F6

230

59.50

EIMAC

EIMAC

295.00
35.00
009TH
75.00
95.00
250.00
140.00
250.00

36/108A

6805
60076
6887

6(A7
6(85

49.00

36107111

1.65
3.95

6C9
6CA4

1.95
3.15

2.50

115.00

6BN6
68N8

150.00
49.00

1.50

1.00
1.20

68M6

405

2071
2D21W
2E22
2E26
2155
21(75
21(25

2(40
2(47
7(43

1.15

1.50

2(95

2C3986

6816
6818

1.95

7(51

2(36
3(396

1.00
85.00

681(4

130

2.50
16.50
11.50
2.50
69.50
70.00
32.50
39.50
37.00
29.50
60.00
2.50

2822

61316

2.9S

1.00
1.75
1.00

U4
U5
X2S
7A3
2AS15A
287

61388

6C5
6C6

130

S5
T4

68666
6886

6(4

10.00
55.00
45.00
75.00
2.50
2.S0
25.00
0.90

NSGT

1.50
3.00
1.95
1.50
1.50

6P28

6817

330

AX2
822
827
B35A
B63A

UCH41

PL 36

4B/5518 125.00
48078
1.75

1.1S

1.95

9.50

1M1001
ZM1005

1.10421

P11200

4 40( A
4-17(3
4832

68(8

25.00
145.00

19.85
18.95
12.50
1.50
12.00
3.00
6.00
8.00
7.95
14.00
9.00
10.00
6.50
9.00
55.00
4.00
4.50
3.50

1(3

365.00
9.50
0.90

1.50
1.95
1.95
1.50
1.95
1.95
3.50
3.50
1.50
7.00
3.50
2.00

P.166 USA 9.95
K166 GEC 18.50
K167
9.00
4.177

P(F20C

1630

6503
GXU5055 1430
GY501

Pt( 80'

4.7500

6BA8A

4(28

12.00
9.00
4.00

1359
Z520M
17000
1759
1803U

395.00

P(f 84

2.7S
0.7S

1302(

LM1084

1115
1121
1122
11100
192 .-

304
4 65A

61020

130

6BA 7

4BZ6

49.50
32006
79.50
XR I 64006
149.50
6.95
165
901100
75.00
911066 265.00
42.50
91102C,
YL 106C 195.00
11.1070 195.00
111071
195.00
91129(
65.00
911440 450.00
177
1.20
6.00
13001

ZM1041
ZM I 082

35.00
45.00
45.00
45.00
69.00

0.40
2.50
65.00
79.50
87.50
425.00
35.00

31

.

/MI023

495.00

311871 1450.00

4.50
3.50
0.85

6866

030

14000

ZM102 I

6.9S
9.00
17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50

GC1013

PCC89

XNP I 2

450.00

1503

1.95

0.40
31170E 1450.00
3H

4(02500
4(X2508

IM1020

1812

3E17

3.15
3.95
2.50

1.50
1.95

130

7.50
2.50

/A 1000

1812

3E29

3E22

6115
6119
6118

6810

6616

29.50
49.50
39.50

40( 125C

95.00

15.00
1.50
24.00

1.50

30216

XL628FT

ZA1001

6886

650.00
3CYS

130
X61 2500 75.00

11.95
85.00
195.00

065

1/81
1190
FW4 300
655/1K
G I 802M
6240/20

2.75

,

4.85

PCF82

1/80

1.00

PC(84
PC(85
PC(88

1.50

195.00
12.00
VLS631
10.95
0P4E
4.50
4.95
0841
VR ICI
2.50
0R105/30 2.50
20 150/30 2.50
1,039
2.50
W21
4.50
W61
4.50
5.00
W77
0181M
4.50
W739
1.50
X24
4.50
X41
4.50
4.95
X66/X65
)(76M
1.95
0453

0S95/10
05108/45
05150,15

3(45

25.00
12.00
24.00

3(030008;

9241(11K

00/03 20 42.50
1.50
057520

31328

3E6

315.00

72.00
OB5 3500
595.00
0E08.200
145.00

3822
3824
31326

295.00

9.00

4.50

12.00

PC86

71.00

139.00

8C180

191H

11183
EF184
11731
51800

PAB030

250.00

I

2.95

E9OF

1930

00850

V233A IK

079

0.40
0.55
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.80
0.80
0.65
0.60

MULLARD 4.50
EF86,CV4085
5.00

7.50
12.50

0RP43

0.70

7.95
7.95

12351
1280F
1283CC

0M4
0M58

5.50

HF93
HF94
HK90
H141
H190
.192

1188C(

OD3

E15006
11802

2.2S

EF98

0C3

EY91

EF86

830

082
082WA

1.95
6.9S
6.9S

F88CC

EF95
EF97

woo

P(97
P(900

88C9'

1194

15.00
1.95
4.50
0.80

K1W62
KTW63

035

0.50

9.50
6.50
9.00

1.65
1.65
3.9S
2.50

2.50
2.50
2.00
2.50
KT/63
95.00
107 20
6.95
13913
195.00
M508
M5143
155.00
M5199
295.00
6.00
M8079
7.50
M8082
3.25
M8083
7.50
M809'
3.00
M8096
5.50
M8098
5.00
M8099
5.50
7.00
M8136
7.95
M8137
6.50
M8161
5.50
M8162
5.50
M8163
4.50
M8190
6.50
M8195
5.50
M8196
5.50
M8204
4.50
M8273
2.00
M8274
3.95
M8225
3.50
M11404
M11401
29.50
ME 1402
29.50
4.00
MHL D6
MP25
195.00
5.50
MS4B
3.50
MUI4
12.50
N37
9.85
N78
1.50
082
2.50
OA2WA
2.50
003

KTW6 I

PC92

EF85
EF86

1180F
1182CC
1186F

1230

083
083

0.79

083 5 700

Gold 1101' 2230

0.50

EY84

3.50
6.95

E180CC

22.50

P1800
PY80'

15.00

KT88

1186/87
1188

1983

FIBC90

11301

3.6S
6.9S
12.95

Selection

P41

3.9S

199F

6.95

KT88

P61

EF83

4.95

1.75
15.00
6.7S
1.95
1.95
S.95
5.25

KT88 USA 10.95

2.35
1.15
1.50
5.95

7.95

188(C
MULLARD
F90(C

4.S0
1.75
1.75

Gold 1 Km 11.9S
7.00
K181

730

2.50

E88(
F88CC 01

0.9S

3.50

EC93

1(182

7.S0

MULLARD
1185
EL8t
EL90

EC92

ECC81

9.00

(184

ECC83
ECC83

DAF 91

4.50
2.50

(138

1195
11152
11360
11500
EL504
11506

PHILIPS

0.72
1.50
0.95
5.00
2.95

0.90
0.90
0.95
0.95

17.50
4.50
0.70
0.65
1.75
3.50

DA47
DA90

330

3.9S

1(91

ECC82

130

EL34
EL34 MUI L A.,

130
530

EC8010

19.50
25.00
25.00
0.65

8136
MULLARD
1137

230

FEBRUARY/
MARCH
PRICE LIST

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

PHONE
0474 60521

8.1M6

6JS6(
61(76
61(86
61(06

6866A
6/1

6160(
61.66C16
6166C
PHILIPS

6C6GAY
6L6GT
616WGC
617

3.50
1.50
8.50
2.50
1.50
21.5
3.95
2.50
2.50
1.75
OAS
2.50

8CW5

81888
8807
OCW5

002
ODE]

7.50
7.50
2.00
1.50
3.15
10.00
1.50
1.35
1.50
2.50
1.35
1.20
1.35
1.95
1.95
1.50
1.95
1.50
3.50
3.50
1.50
1.25
1.95
1.95
3.9S
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.00
2.25

4.50
1.50
3.50
2.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
1.50
4.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.95
1.50
1.50
1.95
1.50
1.25
2.50
2.50
1.95

8126
813 Mrs,

724A
7256

275.00
275 00

7266
801A
802
803
805
807

75 00
15 00
25 00
14 95
59.00

811

15.00
35.00

20CV

9.S0

201)1

0.70

201156
201.1

7.95
0.95

20P1

035

2084
2085
21116
211(06
211U8

1.95

1.IS
4.95
4.95
39.50

2489

3930

4212H

2500613
2516GT

1.75
2.95
1.75

29( I
291(06

1930
630

30(15
30(17
30(18

030

30812
30E112
301113
301114
3011

30115
30117
30P4MR
301112

30P18
30819
3081
30P113
30P114
31156(

0.40
1.48
I.3S
0.95
1.10
1.25

0.45
0.60
0.60
1.00
1.00

0.60
1.00

2.50
0.60
1.75

530

1.95

35/3

2.50

1.7S
2.9S
1.50

103

5.50

266

3.9S
1.50

4.50
2.00
5.50
5.50
3.00

20E6

1.00
2.75

2AT MA 2.50

0.60

2667

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.2S
12.50

2AV6
2AV7

6.50

2AX7S

5.95

2017

2006
2AH7GI
2A15

2706
2AT 7

2AU6

5.50
4.95
1.00
1.25
1.15

1.50
0.85
1.95

2.50

2AX4618 ISO
2Ax7

0.9S

2AX7WA 2.50

284A
28A6

4.50
3.50

28E6
I 2B1-1 70

2816
12883

28170
12(8

I2(05
12(X6

7.95
3.95

4.50
1.50
1.95
2.95
1.75
1.95
2.7S
2.50
1.95
1.20

20068

330

20W4A

3.50
3.95

20I6
2E1

2E14
28X5
2GN 7

2687
21561

:1761
.1Z8

19.50
70.00
1.9S
3.95
3.9S
3.95
3.50
2.95

'K61

130

230

K139

2.00
4.15
4.15
5.50
7.50
7.50
2.50

IKU7

1.95
1.95
1.50
1.95
4.75
1.95
1.50

'5761
1.6761
-

,

4N ''LL 7

730

I2SW 7

2.00
3.00

12517
1234
1303
107
308
3617

007
311

185
3.50
4.50
1.95
3 20

35Z5GT
386E7

1.95
3.50
5.95

4006

530

42
47

6.95
6.00

5085
5085
50(5

130

50(066

1.9S
1.50

1.95

0.95

50E85
50116
53KU

2.95

4.50

7581

330

75(1
80
83
8201
8565

4.50

8582
90AV
90(1

2.95
15.00
3.50

90(6

1330

90(V

12.50
9.00

4.S0
8.50
7.S0

630

91AG
92AG
92AV
9561
00E1

08C1

5082
50(1K
5002

50(4
8581
211

2300
23ID
250TH
307

3286

1930
15.00
6.50
10.00
2.50
6.S0
9.00
2.50
2.50
1.50
25.00
15.00
15.00
150.00
5.00
15.00

35.00
27.50
14.50
95.30
45.00
6.50

4471

4687A
5544
5559
5636
5642

2000
60.00
1.10
1.00

95.00
315.80

25(0
25.00
5.95
6.50
250.00
35.00
9.53
79.53

5651

5654
5670
5675
5678
5687
5696
5702
5704
5718
5725
5726
5727
5749
5750
5763
5772
5814A
5823
5829006
5840
5842
5863
5886
5894
5899
5963
5965
6057
6060
6072

6080
6080WA
6132
6136
61468
6148 III
6155
6156
6157
6158
6201

55.0)
5.50

9.50
2.50
1.95

3.25
28.00
7.50
4.56
4.5C

3.5(
3.5C

6.15
2.50
2.50

2.50
2.50
1.85
5.75
4.50
3.25
9.50

6.50
3.50
11.00

95.00
1395
39.50
4.50
1.75
2.15
3.75
2.25
6.95
8.50

9.50
10.50
2.50
7.50
9.50
72,03
72.00
2.50
3.20
6.45

250.00
6299
3.50
6350
4.50
6360
14.50
6386
7.00
6443
7.50
6463
8.50
6550
6550A GE 10.95
6550 RCA 15.00
11.50
6870
9.95
68838
7.95
6973
2.50
7025
70255
7027A
7119
7189
7193
7199
7247
7360

6.95
7.50

900
5.50
7.50
7.50
4.95
15.00

CALLERS WELCOME
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5 30PM
FRI 9AM-5 OOPM

'24 -HOUR ANSWERPHONE
SERVICE'
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME

320
320

UK ORDERS P&P £1
PLEASE ADD 15°. VAT

7.50
2.95

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

14500

1496

330
450

14117

3 50

15E

530

16603

1.75

13E817

1768
1849
1927
2040

24B I

25806

530

813
829B
833A
845
866A
872A
873
954
955

20500
2050W

3.7S

2.95
0.75

SS.00

530
330

9805
330
966461 2.S0
9866
330
19.50
963
966
9.00
984
35.00
9145
3330

59.50
75.00

7236/8

OGIC6

OEW 7

1E3

6.50
5.50
2.50

572B

61.

081

OEN

01P4

7.50
6.95
2.50
2.95
5.75

2.95
0.40
0.40
7A8
3.50
7AX4G TA 1.95
7013
230
7DW4A
2.95
0.95
7EW8
4.50
7118
6.00
803
8685
3.50

611

33A/158M 1930
3503
3.95
430
35A5
35(5
4.50
2.00
351661

0008

2.50

3.95
2.50
0.85
2.65
21.S
0.95
2.50
3.95
2.50
9.50
1.95
1.95
5.50
2.50
2.50
3.50
4.95
2.95
3.50
2.15

6615

CARRIAGE AT COST
PLEASE SEND YOUR
ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL
QUOTATIONS FOR LARGE
REQUIREMENTS

Frequency Calibration Dependent on the
200kHz Droitwich Transmission?
Upgrade to a traceable
MSF off -air Standard

I

before the change to

`""
"*"

41,0,44

cr

CZ)

198kHz.
The Radiocode Clocks Model RFS1000 represents a
significant advance in off -air Frequency Standard

design and offers important advantages over
conventional instruments based on broadcast
transmissions.
O Traceable to NPL
O No Scheduled Frequency Changes
O Instant and Automatic Operation
O 24 -hour Transmission
O Self -Contained, Battery -Powered, Portable Unit
O High Noise Immunity
O Long Range
O Real Time Synchronisation

The

RFS1000 costs
only £485+E.10 carriage.

VAT extra.

Available from:

Thoroughbred Direct Sales Ltd.
25 St Margaret's Green, Ipswich. Suffolk IP4 2BN.

Tel: (0473) 225951

ENTER 19 ON REPLY CARD

Xen-Electronics

`j,7.

29280983

47

Just a sample of stock. Ask for items not listed.
LC S

1- 1P72t,

4001 UB

TIP31C
TIP32C

4011LIE1

4011

2N2646
2N3055

4017
4028
4040
4053

1

30
30

Capacitors
Radial Lead

18

2 20F 50V
2 2uF 63V
4 7uF 63V
338F 16V
47µF 10V
47uF 25V

47

I C Sockets
Low Cost

4066
4081

12

Fixed Voltage
Regulators

15V 1A

39

to way
8 Way
14 Way
16 Way
18 Way
20 Way
22 Way
24 Way
28 Way
40 Way

- 24V lA

39

Turned Pin

- 5V 0 1A

28

-8V 0 IA
- 12V 0 lA
- 15V 0 IA

28
28
36

5V 0 1A

30

6 Way
8 Way
14 Way
16 Way
18 Way

12V 01A

30
30

Z8OACPU

1 85

- 5V 1 A

36

280APIO
7217IPI

168

- 8V 1 5A

400
730

-12V 1 58

68
36
36

64021PL
555
558
741

LM380N
TDA3810
TL074CP
SG3526N
SG3526J
SL486DP
SL49ODP

mmecip
Diodes

-248 IA

330

-5V 1A
- t 2V 1A

2 10

25
1 87

5 56
51

3 69
4 92

223
2 13
3 04

154001

05

154002
154003
154004

05
05
05
05

1N4005
154007
155401
1N5406

06
12
14

Zener Diodes
2V7 4W
5V1 4W
7V5 4W
9V1 4W
4W
4W

05
05
06
06
06
05

68
39

I5V 0 IA
Transistors

07
i

56

10000 10V

80

10000F 16F
2200uF 16V

27
45

Axial Lead
4 78F 63V

06

20
23
33
12

16

28
32
36
40

04

BC556A
BD233
BP/51

04

1:1Type solder
43
9W Ski
38
9W Plug
98
9W Covet
60
15W Ski
53
15W Plug
1.07
15W Cover
60
25W Ski
53
25W Plug
16
25W Cover
PCB Mount
15W Ski
1 02
15W Plug
39

58

13

12

TIP121

49

4 10
57

144
34

1

0 25 Watt 5%

63
23

18

05

1 61

06

44
48

16

BC54613

54

06

Resistors
Carbon Film

04

Ito IOW

BC182
BC212

42

0 4/uF 63V

0 5 Watt 5%

Connectors

05

33

108F 35V
478F 25V
1008F 100V

4700 101/
1000µF 10V

08

17

For only £295
02 each

17

IOU tp 10Mtl 04 each

06
06

Thermistor Bead

21

(NTC)

06
06
07
08
19
21

06
19

25

40

18

22

GM472W 14 76111 1 95

Potentiometers
PCB Mount
Cermet Top Adj

31

30

1611

30

51(11

36

10K!!

57

20"

50

100"

50

20069
Project Kits

50
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NdVA

RS232 to Centronics
18 40

1(It Only

Z80 Based Controtie,
20 4',

Ultra50niC Tape
measure (DisplalOVy-

30

SPECIALIST IN P.C.B. AND E.P.L.D. DESIGN
Innovation House, Albany Park, Frimley Road,
Camberley, Surrey GU13 2PL
Telephone: (0276) 29219 Fax: (0276) 684716

Module Extra)
Kit Only

3 3nF 400V
0 0108F 100V

08

0 0220 63V

08

08

23 5:
Four DV LCD Module for above
14 3,
Kit Only

Mail or Telephone Orders Only Please to

Dept 10. Samuel Whites Estate, Bridge Road. Cowes. Isle of Wight. P031 7LP
Please add El for 1st class post and packaging, and 15% VAT to total.
Stock listing available soon, please send SAE to be put on the mail list
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For more information on this and our other IEEE 488.2
products contact:
M A INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

Moordene, Axtown Lane, Yelverton, Devon PL20 6BU

,00,,

Board. 4Mhz
64 Only

GPIB for AMSTRAD IlaN

Designed manufactured and supported in the UK

Convener
11

Metalised
Polyester
57 5mmPitch

ENTER 66 ON REPLY CARD

IEEE 488 controller card
Microsoft QuickBASIC IEEE 488.2
language extensions 1 metre
IEEE 488 cable

06

08

19

16

17

0 330 63V
-

08

15

21

BC107
BC108
BC109C

0 158F 63V

478F 630
47µF 100V
108F 35V
108F 63V
228F 100V
100uF 10V
100uF 16V
1008F 25V
100uF 35V
lOOyF 50V
1008F 63V
2208F 10V
3308F 16V
4708F 16V
4708F 50y
470uF 63V

13

20 Way

06

470 35V

1

22 Way
24 Way
28 Way
40 Way

BSR50
IRF520
IRF840
J112
MTP13510

L.E.D.'s
5mm cka
Red
Green

- 15V 1A

41

05

06
I1

u0 -1;0F 100V
0 18F 63V

GPIB for IBM PC/XT/AT

A complete Turnkey service available:

* PCB design to suit your requirements on Racal redcad
system.

* Prototype board manufacture + assembly.
* Intel EPLD design.
* Schema II schematic capture.
All on a fast turnround at competitive prices.
Contact Russell Clarke on the above number
ENTER 12 ON REPLY CARD
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-TELEVISION BROADCAST
(see page 184) also possessed the

form of the M.II and Betacam SP

white display and then tele-

ability to be first-rate adminis-

formats. Granada's Liverpool

recorded, for later reproduction

trators? Do the City and the

centre became one of the first to

increasingly influential accountants concentrate too much on

operate on a component basis
and the BSB UK d.b.s. play -out

with the aid of a MAC -decoder as
high -quality colour pictures.

"What is happening to the UK

short-term results? Can UK

centre being planned near

broadcast manufacturing industry?" brought together a panel
and audience of manufacturers
and users, many at managing director level. It was a pity that
the overall attendance, like that

firms successfully co-ordinate

Southampton will operate en-

their efforts while retaining their
corporate independence? Has
the EEC a diode in circuit that

tirely with component video.

encourages European countries
to sell into the UK white largely

ing suites at the Euston Road

An industry
wake?
An IEE discussion meeting.

at so many recent IEE professional group meetings, rather
reflected an industry in decline,
with the manufacturers' name

blocking exports into the more

plates on equipment in the tele-

vision and radio studios of the
UK now very different from those
of only ten years ago and with a

number of familiar names completely gone. Nevertheless, it is
widely recognized that the UK is
still a vigorous and successful

Thames Television is already using its new M.II component editcentre.
Thames is also using a novel

protected markets of France and
Germany?

from of 'Studio -Mac' in a new

To almost all of such ques-

archival material on 35mm

tions, except perhaps those on

(possibly later 16mm) black -and -

deficiencies in engineering
training, almost directly con-

white film with a technique it

trary answers were given. Some,

but perhaps insufficient, attention was given to the profound
effects of Japanese marketing

approach to long-term storage of

terms "Cinemac". This is based
on telerecording a black -and time of
display
white
compressed MAC colour pictures.

In support of this system,

strategies that concentrated first
on attacking the mass consumer
and component sectors by offering improved reliability that sig-

Thames engineers argue that
some of their 20 000 massive

by a number of small British

nificantly reduced the differ-

ruplex recordings, although

specialist firms, many of them

ences between consumer and
professional equipment, then

mostly less than 20 years old,

But there is no denying that

gaining and holding specific

the final withdrawal a year ago of

market sectors. if necessary by

British industry from the design
and manufacture of high-grade

what John Wills (Varian-TVT)

rious signs of deterioration. including gradual disintegration of
the cardboard packaging, leading to mould growth on the tape
itself. Very long term storage of
broadcast -quality colour tapes
still remains to some degree an

competitor in transmission
equipment and in the equipments developed and marketed

formed only recently.

electronic cameras and other

described as "kamikaze -pricing"
that can still put their equipment

flagship products has had a

30 to 40 per cent below the

sobering effect on both industry
and broadcasters. It has also
been a decade of mergers and

competition despite dramatic
changes in the value of the yen.

reels of two-inch archival quad-

have already begun to show se-

unknown quantity. Similarly.
conventional telerecording of
archival material on to colour
film would not only be rather

cess: in other cases with a num-

But it was depressing to hear
one panelist trotting out the discredited idea that the Japanese
broadcast industry is derivative
rather than innovative. Were this

ber of small production units

really the case, more of those

require careful temperature con-

grouped under the umbrella of a
large group.

British name plates would still be
seen in our studios!

trol to ensure that the film is

acquisitions, sometimes with
successful companies losing
their own identities in the pro-

Some members of the large
panel were keen to deny any

Component
video for film
storage

illness. let alone demise or a

wake. With Stuart Sansom as
chairman and panellists Richard
Ellis. John Jefferies, Peter Rainger. John Wills, John Jarvie. Jer-

It could be argued that the single

ry Ventham. Granville Cooper,
Mike Cox. Richard Taylor and
Ken Barrett. and contributions

most important current trend in

from Peter Wayne. Tom McGann

component waveforms. with

and Bill Dennay. as well as tel-

luminance and chrominance sig-

exed comments from Peter

nals kept separate rather than
the long-established composite
picture waveforms with 'mixed
highs'. Component techniques
are being used in digital ICCIR

Mothersole there was no lack of

diverse and often conflicting
views on what has gone wrong.
what has gone right and what the

television is the increasing use of

marketing -led or technology -

601) and analogue form. including MAC (multiplexed analogue
components). Analogue component techniques have made prac-

prospects are for the future.
Do British firms spend enough

on r&d? Are they sufficiently

more costly and subject to pro-

cessing flaws. but would also
stored at under 10°C. Black -and -

white film can tolerate storage
temperatures up to 25'C and a
relatively wide humidity range.
Furthermore film material, unlike video tape. is independent of
television standards and can be
played out for any system without standards conversion.
Thames are using the agreed
S -MAC standard with the addition of line marker pulses and a
digital time -code track that iden-

tifies individual frames. PAL

composite signals from the
archival tape are decoded with a
high -quality comb -filter decoder
and the analogue luminance and

colour -difference components
are sampled digitally (CCIR 601

digital standard). The stored

13.5MHz luminance and

Avoiding onscreen ovens
The second annual report of the
Radiocommunications Division
of the DTI provides an interesting example of the efforts of the
division's Kenley radio technology laboratory to look ahead and

anticipate potential electromagnetic compatibility le.m.c.)

problems rather than waiting
until it is too late to do much
about them.
The laboratory is already preparing to meet complaints about

interference from the fifth har-

monic of 2.3GHz microwave
ovens to d.b.s. reception (recep-

tion of low -power distribution
satellites by home viewers is not

protected). The unstabilized
magnetron power generators.
despite the decreased leakage of

signals through oven doors
brought about by public concern

at possible biological hazards,
are still capable of interfering
with weak incoming satellite signals. and this problem could be

enhanced by the smaller dish
antennas with poorer sidelobe
performance, possibly located
inside a house window only a few
feet from an oven.

The DTI laboratory has developed an improved method of
measuring the level of radiation
from ovens and other microwave
sources. To quote the DTI report:

"A screened room is equipped
with two or three paddle wheels.
Rotation of the paddles produces
a time -varying pattern of nodes

and antinodes in the electromagnetic field generated by the
equipment under test. By waiting 10 to 20 seconds a receiving

antenna will give a maximum
output which is related to the
total power of the equipment
under test. The technique is use-

ful for frequencies above 1GHz
and has now been accepted as an

international standard method
of measurement. Work is now
continuing to determine what
limits should be used with this
method in order to protect the
reception of satellite television."

led? Have we lost the pioneering

ticable the use of half -inch

6.75MHz colour -difference sig-

spirit in which engineering

metal -particle tape for studio as

nals are read out at 27MHz to

Television Broadcast is compiled

giants such as Alan Blumlein

yell

field operation in the

provide a MAC -type black -and -

by Pat Hatwker.
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Universities
tackle e.m.c.

discussion period that there is a
dichotomy in respect of industry
and academic expectations. University research is increasingly

\ number of UK university de-

having to wear the clothes of

partments, where research in various aspects of electromagnetic

marketplace in attempting to sell

compatibility le.m.c.) is under

investigation, have recently
come together in an effort tc
form a grouping similar to that
which has existed for a number
of years in the field of mobile
radio research. These include:
Bradford (Dr P. Excell), Bristol

(Dr. R. Burbridge), City Uni-

its expertise in order to obtain
funding support from industry.
Industry looks on the universities primarily as academia from
where it would like to receive
graduates with a better basic
knowledge of the increasingly
important thermal and e.m.c.
design factors.

When I drew attention to

whether industry will agree to alone, one i.c.e. unit is stolen on
fund much university e.m.c. re- average each minute of the day,
search remains to be seen.

often with damage to the vehicle.

One UK educational establish-

Communications equipment,
ment where e.m.c. studies are including cellular, p.m.r. and
already being encouraged is the amateur radio, has proved as
Cambridgeshire College of Arts attractive to the thieves as enterand Technology. John Worsnop,

tainment systems. Some models

a senior lecturer and also radio have been designed to be reamateur G2BAO, has been con- moved from their housings when
cerned with a project that in- the car is left unattended, with
volves the recording of v.h.f. the added bonus that they can
meteor -burst signals using a then be used as hand -portable
BBC microcomputer. He en- units.
countered e.m.c. problems emaAnother useful step is not to
nating not only from this com- have an attention -attracting
puter but from several hundred antenna on the car. The back
other computers around the col- window heater antenna delege campus. He has described veloped at Bangor ( E&WW
methods of reducing r.f.i. by February 1985, pp64-67) and

versity London (S. Wilkinson),

digital e.m.c. problems that have

Hull (Professor M. Darnell), Nottingham (Professor P.B. Johns)
and York (Dr A.C. Marvin).
As an opening shot, Dr Andy
Marvin sent out some 200 invita-

been exacerbated by the long
delay in limiting, by regulation,

tions to industry, Government

with a conductive zinc com- able to casual vandals than the

University. The organizers ex-

Nieduszynski. divisional head of
DTI's Radiocommunications Division, expressed confidence that
the draft EEC directive on e.m.c.

pected that about 20 people
would show interest, but about
70 accepted the invitation. The
meeting provided firm evidence
that there is a growing recognition of the importance of e.m.c.

departments, research establishments etc. for a meeting at City

and r.f.i. in many branches of
industry - although this has not
prevented many problems from

remaining undiscovered until
products are in use.
Surveys by Dr Peter Excell and
Dr Andy Marvin, plus poster pre-

sentations, gave an overview 'of
what is currently being achieved

by university research in such
areas as biological and r.f. ignition hazards; user-friendly software packages for the computation of pick-up on metallic struc-

tures; e.m.c. measurements;
crosstalk and harmonic genera-

tion by the 'rusty bolt' effect;
miniature and superconductive

cavity resonators for filtering;
parallel plate and Crawford cell
technique for testing the degree

of immunity of equipment; re-

the radiation from desk -top com-

puters and other consumers

digital equipment, Anthony

usual external car antenna and

will be implemented within the

has been shown to work reasonably effectively as a communica-

dent projects in this area: one

next 18 months.
It was admitted that most uni-

concerned with the suppression

tions antenna with the aid of a
matching unit.
The Dutch engineer amateur

not impossible, to squeeze the use of fibre -optic cable to replace

204

that a standard car radio antenna

study of e.m.c. into degree copper in RS232 computer ter- mounted on the front side of the
courses in electronics engineer- minal wiring.
roof immediately above the
ing. Too many firms producing
consumer or even professional
products still show little awareness of the problems that they

In -car security

can give rise to, or conversely the

problems imposed on others by

The vulnerability of in -car enter-

windscreen provides also an entirely acceptable antenna for his
144MHz, lOW transceiver, with

the aid of a simple matching filter. This provides adequate
protection for the front-end of

basic lack of immunity to r.f. tainment (i.c.e.) and two-way his car radio.

fields. Some unease was express- radio equipment to car thieves
ed that the merging of the IEE and/or vandals has led a number

and IERE could result in a reduc-

tion of activities in the e.m.c.
field, since the IEE, it was sug-

gested, pays less attention to
e.m.c. than the IERE.
City University drew attention
to the keynote address by Rear

Admiral R.J. Crick, USN, at a
1987 e.m.c. conference, when he

of manufacturers to incorporate
security devices in models at the

top end of their ranges. It has
been claimed that, in the U.K.

Radio Communications is compiled by Pat Hawker.

Car antenna

r - - - - - - -C2

said in conclusion: "There is a
significant and growing problem
of global proportions in the abil-

curricula and applied in design
and production to help reduce

It was evident from the lively

of r.f. pickup in public address

versities still find it difficult, if systems, the other studying the Dick Rollema, PAOSE, has found

and couplings to circuits; the
development of test methods
enabling measurements to be

age from screened cables and the
coupling between coaxial cables.

now fitted as standard on a number of cars is much less vulner-

filtering the interface and mains
leads. CCAT has two HND stu-

ity to employ new technology
without paying undue performance penalties. Electromagnetic

with computer simulation; and
investigation of radiation leak-

case of the BBC micro plated
pound and by decoupling and

search into intermodulation products generated in materials and
structures; h.f. systems with
adaptive frequency selection; the
application of transmission -line
modelling to computer simulation of electromagnetic fields

carried out in screened rooms or

about 30dB by having the plastic

environment considerations
need to be organized and systemized into an engineering discipline, taught in our engineering

L

the unexpected performance
penalties."
The London meeting express-

ed the hope that the university
researchers will agree to stay
together on a more formal basis
to encourage e.m.c. studies. But

Cor-rodio
mw -am.

Dick Rollema's matching filter
for dual-purpose use of a single
car antenna.
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I0 BROADCAST
MSC digital

the restoration of damaged or
imperfect archival recordings by

British operation of 'black'

stereo at
256kbitis

eliminating thumps, bangs,
scratch noise etc. from disc,

broadcasting by the Political

A decade ago, in the short-lived
flurry of interest in the possibility of broadcasting 'surround
sound' (quadraphony) based on
Ambisonics technology, the IBA

designed for IBM or compatible

appears to have been drawn sole-

computer systems.
The effectiveness of digital signal processing was also demons-

ly from Sefton Delmer's

developed. field-tested and

cylinder, acetate or film record-

ings with the aid of software

trated in conjunction with a presentation by S.V. Vaseghi. P.J.W.

patented a '21/2 -channel' system

On radio, on CD: classic 78s

Rayner and L. Stickler at the

called MSC, standing for mono

revived by Robert Parker.

1987 Congress of FIAF at Berlin.
They emphasized that many of

stereo compatible.

quality over transmission channels at a data rate of 256kbit/s
instead of the normal CD rate of

Robert Parker has shown conclu-

the more advanced processing
techniques are virtually impossible to realise with analogue systems. Operations requiring signal delay, such as correlation,
are difficult to achieve in analogue form, but straightforward
in digital form since signal data

sively how effective can be the

can be stored in memory.

1.4Mbit/s.
MSC has come from the joint
efforts of E.F. Schroeder and H.J.
Plate of Thomson consumer r&d

clicks from the 78 r.p.m. disc
recordings of the 1920s and

Curiously, the same set of
initials has emerged again. this

time from Germany, and now
standing for 'Multiple adaptive
Spectral audio Coding' - using
adaptive transform coding to
provide Compact Disc digital

Recordings
restored
In his several Jazz Classics in
Stereo series on BBC Radio 2, the

Australian sound engineer
use of digital signal processing in
removing the surface noise and

so. the information given on the

Warfare Executive from "Simpson's" recording centre in

Wavendon (Milton Keynes)
memoirs. The authors have
apparently missed the more detailed and more objective book
by Ellic Howe, 'The Black Game
- British subversive operations
against the Germans during the

second world war' (Michael
Joseph). They concentrate main-

They demonstrated an exam-

tions funded by the CIA in the 25
years or so since the days of the

ple of a disc which had been

CIA's anti -Castro station on

broken and the two halves glued

Swan Island in the Caribbean.

together, resulting in two different forms of click on each revolution as the stylus jerked upwards and dropped downwards.
It was shown that scratch tem-

spawned its own vocabulary and
Soley and Nichols provide some

ly on the many post-war 'black'

and 'grey' radio stations that
have broadcast highly political
and subversive programmes in
Central and South America, East
Asia. Africa and the Middle East,

including a number of opera-

Political broadcasting has

Electronics November 1987.

1930s - revealing in the process
how much better some recording companies were than others
in achieving good standards of
acoustic and early electrical re-

pages 512 to 519). It is pointed

cordings - even though not ev-

both these forms of large clicks

out that whereas coding

virtually suppressed.

tion or differential p.c.m. seem

erybody would agree that adding
digital pseudo -stereo effects always offers significant advantage

incapable of preserving CD quality at data rates below about

interference with slowly varying

legally and openly identify themselves in their propaganda broadcasts (e.g. Radio Liberty, Radio
Free Europe). 'Grey' stations are
clandestine stations attributed to
or purportedly operated by dissi-

on spaced loudspeakers.

frequency, echo removal and

dent groups within a country

300kbit/s, this is not the case
with a form of adaptive trans-

It is thus widely recognized
that digital signal processing

possibly distortion correction.

form coding described by R.

offers many advantages in restor-

Zelinski and P. Noll in 1977 for
low bit -rate speech transmis-

ing archival material over analogue processing, particularly in
terms of flexibility and the ease
with which complex operations
can be implemented. With analogue processing. it has been

(e.g. Free Voice of Iran). 'Black'
implies broadcasts by one side
that are disguised as broadcasts
by the other.
In practice there is a range of
shades between white, grey and
black. 'Snuggling' implies oper-

laboratories at Hanover and D.
Krahe of the University of Duisburg (IEEE Trans. on Consumer

methods based on delta modula-

sion.

Transform coding itself reduces redundancy of a signal and
it is claimed that despite the

to playing out a mono channel

plates could be obtained and
Digital processing also offers
promise for removing periodic

Sailing under
false colours
The tendency for American university authors to produce long,

exhaustive studies, peppered

error -protected. High quality au-

pointed out, separate equipment
is required for operations such as
filtering, spectrum analysis and
the more specialized operations
specific to restoration of recorded material; whereas, with

dio is maintained with random

digital processing, the system

errors of the order of 10-3 in the
unprotected 85 per cent of data.
Fora 44.1kHz sampling rate, the
signal representation is only about 2.9 bits per sample with, it is
claimed, the overall annoyance
of transmission errors much less

can be completely reconfigured

retrieval systems. But electronics will surely exacerbate the
situation.

large bit -rate reduction only about 15 per cent of the transmit-

ted data. containing the side
information on the global shape

of the spectrum, needs to be

than with straight p.c.m. encoding.
Detailed testing of the system
on many different types of music
and sounds has still to be carried
out. Dedicated hardware is being
constructed as the next step towards an I.s.i. solution.
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under program control from a
keyboard.
Likely to be marketed this year
is the Cedar (computer enhanced

digital audio restoration equipment to a design developed by
the National Sound Archive of
Kensington, London (where a
unit has been installed) in collaboration with Cambridge Electronic Designs. As shown at the
1987 BKSTS film and television

exhibition at Brighton, this has
been developed specifically for

with references to a multitude of
publications, on ever more specialized topics was evident long

before the growth of compute-

rized library information -

I have no idea whether Lawr-

ence C. Soley and John S.
Nichols plus five acknowledged
"researchers" used computer retrieval in compiling 'Clandestine
Radio Broadcasting - a study of

revolutionary and counter-

useful definitions. 'White' sta-

tions are those that operate

ating a station on the same or
adjacent frequency as a legal
broadcast station. 'Ghosting'

consists of interruptions to a
legal station on the same frequency.
In some useful appendices, the

book lists well over 200 clandestine stations that have operated
in the periods 1948 to 1967 and
1971 to 1985, identified by ideology or source. The number may
seem large, until it is remem-

bered that Howe identified no
less than 48 different operations
by the PWE between 1940-45 in
the UK alone, mostly on h.f. but
also using the 600kW 'Aspidistra'

revolutionary electronic com-

medium -wave transmitter at

munication' (Praeger, 1987) but
it includes some 270 publications in its 12 -page list of references, rather than any reference
to first-hand involvement. Even

Crowborough, Sussex.

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
Hawker.
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SOAR ME4010 DMM WITH BAR GRAPH DISPLAY
YEAR WARRANTY. 40 SEGMENT ANALOG BAR GRAPH DISPLAY ONLY f 69.00.

UNMATCHED VERSATILITY AND PERFORMANCE WITH THESE FEATURES

Over range indicator.
Auto power -down mode.
Extended capabilities, with tie use
of plug in adaptors, to cover

High speed auto -ranging.
High speed sampling with 40
segment analog bar graph display

The ruggedized case is vibration,
dust, grime, splash proof and
is also designed to withstand
accidental dropping.
Auto or manual ranging.

temperature, high AC/DC cu -rents.
capacitance and transistor
hFE/LDSS measurements.

'IOW battery indicator.

Soar's complete range of T & M equipment has an enviable reputation throughout the
world for manufacturing high quality products at extremely competitive prices. Extensive
product planning takes place throughout the year which leads to products with total
uniformity of operation. The range of equipment available is extensive, from a basic
pocket D M M to the most sophisticated industrial energy monitor.

Full details from: Solex International,
44 Main Street, Broughton Astley,
Leicestershire LE9 6RD.
Tel: (0455) 283486
Telex: 378353 Fax: (0455) 283912

INTERNATIONAL
ENTER 67 ON REPLY CARD

The sole JK representatIve for the
omplete rano of Soar 1. & M Equomet

91;
SOAR
dir

R. WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD -rs
Manufacturers importers and suppliers or world famous communications products

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD, 669 4RL
TEL 021444 6767 FAX 021-544 7124
Amateur Ratko. Business Rad.° Radio Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna systems

Ell LI65170C

YAESU

iii

FA'100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE

cAl

THE TECHNICALLY ORIENTATED
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALISTS.

BOk

THE YAESU FRG9600/TWC Mk3 Mk5 SCANNING RECEIVER
Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your
requirements both in cost and performance?

Turn your mM-PC into an
_.
:
HF
.. A
.5
VC%
All Band Capability
UHF -CB CerInfar f A. (Sways as: Ae N rofc Amass., littste 1000 Ha,00 Military TV lanihrar
ndu SPAIN,. Mr use xf any Country as al, Parkas channel steps are AO. AVAllelde

EPROM Simulator

.

ah.J60-1.-

All Mode Capability. AM F tit 'woe and narrow 1n010e61 ISO 1.193 Verleo opt., available tNTSC PAL 5 56M,

Now you can develop programs for any microprocessor
system using your IBM-PC (or compatible) without the

Selectable Frequency Steps. Most modes have seectathe wrung steps Much allow fast and easy frequency chap
selection tconyerMona'nutungl

100 MemorieatSconning. Ally frequency of the range ,an be entered more, Into a truntsuy and yphtoqd scan,.
barns panty function allows 'nonagon of enportant channellrertutmcy whin searchong oft, bands channefs Mod

high cost of an in -circuit emulator.
Octagon add -in card simulates up to 4 x 32k bytes
of EPROM

also stored trf memory

Fully Computer Compatible. Yaesu CAT system Is a standard feature and a RS232 rillerraf e rs aumfalhe pus
erred.... Or !MOON NOME computers Wrth Mrs feature memones Can be expanded and the uf can Or rt,
controlled odd modern

Unique de -bug window
Ribbon cables connect to your target

Clock Function. Clot, hint on allows tome SWIM; and auto awed, on off of the reserver

Nigh Recely. Sen. tinily. In me range 66'950MR, a tYluCat 'menet sensotnoty os I Sul tot 12013 SINAI) Int
ranger 6MIN
000MHE .'uV kw r2dB SINAI) fEMI below r 600MR: sensarve,r rs norneralry 6u1 S more,
nohlrhal free strt mph Meamfferren,
-

microprocessor's EPROM sockets

Accepts binary or hex load files

13 3 Yon DC operation The uric operates at tJ 13V DC at IA nm Much allows riche portable Lase cr... two
Matching Antenna Options. Matching antennas for porta*. tnotule Stied apprrearahs are avairabie ex.Skrer.

We can also supply most cross-assemblers/compilers
to make a complete low cost development system.
For more details contact:

1,104

5.A. balk, tA,
Please ash for full colour brochure and derailed spocohcabonAL MU romans an available with cover .4.
6495041Hr. all errors rrOVI 'lave N. connectors Med tor VHF UHF and $0239 connectors for LF HF.
ontended tximIs
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Engineering Solutions Limited
King House. 18 King Street, Maitenhead. Berks. SL6 lEF
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UPDATE
Power research
Joint investment by the Science

and Engineering Research
Council and the Central Electric-

ity Generating Board will go to
research in the power industry.
£1.5M will be added to the

already invested. This will be
used to extend research projects
for three years in addition to the
four years originally planned and

will also increase the amount
spent on each project.

The grants are going to universities throughout the country
undertaking academic research

rial and does not depend on it

tiveness of primary and secon-

having any electrical or magne-

dary radar systems.

tic properties. Intended to solve a

The first study concerns the

specific problem in textile

integration of primary and

machines. the edge sensor is
suitable for measurements on

secondary surveillance radar on
the display of an approach con-

filaments, threads and wires and
is likely to find applications in a
number of different areas.
Receiving the award was Amir
Rezaie, an electronics student at
Bristol University where the sen-

troller. At present the primary
system uses the familiar ana-

sor was developed as a joint

identity and height.
The proposal is to use airfield
surveillance radar plots in place
of the analogue data, reinforced
by the s.s.r. This could provide a
clear clutter -free display and remove the need for the dark environment now needed for analogue displays. Additional advantages accrue from the variety of

project between the mechanical,
and the electrical and electronics
engineering departments.

relevant to the work of the
CEGB. Particular areas earmarked as priority projects are:

- electrical systems and control
engineering to take advantage of
the latest developments in computer software and electronics to

plan the refurbishment and
eventual replacement of the
national grid.

- computational fluid dynamics: the use of supercomputers
to model the complex movement

of fluids in power plants and
increase their performance.

- predictive techniques for
materials failure: the scientific
examination of materials to increase power station efficiency
and extend their life.

- non-destructive testing; the
development of techniques to
monitor equipment under extreme stress.

Award -winning

position sensor
An additional feature of the recent Testmex exhibition was the
institution of the Testmex award
for a project connected with test
and measurement. The winner

was a system for sensing the
positions of the edges of objects,

using a single linear -array
charge -coupled device tc.c.d.).

The target is back -lit and the
c.c.d. is focussed onto its image

in a system very similar to a

photographic camera. The
charge accumulated on each element of the c.c.d. is sampled
sequentially at a frequency of up

to 33kHz. Sampling frequency
can be varied by the user. The
prototype device can identify the
position of an edge to a resolution of one part in 256.
The advantage of the system is
that it does not contact the mate -
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Teletext for the
city
News and prices from the inter-

national foreign exchanges,
financial and futures markets are
to be broadcast, like Oracle. using spare capacity on the IBA tv
signals. Reuter's Citywatch service comes from its central database obtained directly from over
1000 financial institutions, nearly 2900 subscribers in 79 countries and from a network of 1100

journalists.

Improving
airport radar
Two study contracts have been
awarded to Marconi by the Civil
Aviation Authority to investigate
methods of improving the performance and operational effec-

Torch rescued
by Australians
Torch Computers. which now
specializes in Unix workstations,
has received a 'substantial' capital injection from Catsco, an Au-

logue display with a rotary sweep

stralian computer and com-

on a circular screen. The s.s.r.

munications group. Catsco has
supplied a number of systems,
based on Torch equipment, to

receives, from an automatic
transmitter on the aircraft, its

radar data sources that could
then be used. The study will
concentrate on making the display accurate, immediate and
unambiguous.
Secondary surveillance radar

the New South Wales and Victoria state telecom companies, so it
has a vested interest in keeping

Torch going. Its directors also
see Torch as an entry into the
European marketplace and the
opportunity to launch "a number

of new and exciting products
from the development teams of
hot h companies."

Changes at
Nimbus records
Nimbus Records was the first UK

study which will investigate the
replacement of rotating antennas with electronically -scanned

company to build its own compact disc mastering and manufacture plant. Its first commercial CD-rom is a world atlas.

arrays le.s.a.).
The advantage of an e.s.a. is

commissioned for use by oil
companies. Each CD stores

that it can be programmed to

550Mbyte of mapping data and is
run by a personal computer with

is the specific area of the second

take up any direction immediately, and so is not dependent on the

intermittent sampling or dwell
time (i.e. beamwidth) of a rotating antenna. This will be especially useful when the s.s.r. messages are expanded into the extended messages of 'Mode S'. The

study will consider many aspects

of antenna design and beam forming techniques

output to a digital plotter. Three
scales and two projections are

built into the disc images but
accompanying software from
Clarinet Systems allows the user
to zoom in and out with a choice
of 26 projections. Colour display
and plotting of specific features,
boundaries, towns, landmarks is
possible.

The largest information display in the world using liquid crystals is Racal's claim for the arrivals and
departures board at London's Euston station. Eight thousand display modules are arranged in 20 lines.
Each module uses a 12 by 6 dot matrix to allow upper and lower case characters. All is controlled from
a desk -top computer.

rUPDATE
The company's expansion
plans include further manufacturing facilities in Wales and in
the USA while the pilot plant in
Monmouth will concentrate on
laser mastering (for which the

1104710"wroilo71071107.70.440-it.,

40000001011010

The prestigious Fellowship of the

or-kwa-"*

company won a Queen's Award)

bers for Europe. the Middle East
and Africa.

and other pre -production services. A new research and development centre is being provided for work on new products

Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers. SMPTE,
has been awarded to a BBC engineer. Michael Stickler is deputy head of BBC tv planning and
installation and was awarded the

fellowship for his work with remote control and digital video

and improvements and a sound
and vision studio for recording

interface standards. Over recent

CDs and CD videos.

years Mr Stickland has been

Maxwell Communications has
acquired a majority share in the
company for £24M. A particular

chairman of the EBU committee

which has investigated and
agreed with the SMPTE interna-

tional standards for such sys-

thrust of the investment is the
development of electronic publishing on CD-rom.

.sigien.

-maim

A fly's leg is used to demonstrate the size and precision of a
microstructure produced by Degussa, Frankfurt Such galvano- Those who forget to turn their tv
forming processes are used in the preparation of i.cs.

Hopping relay

Only devices actually in use
are eligible. Devices will have

Battlefield communications

improved since June 1985.

often use frequency -hopping

enable the use of flexible networks with anti -jamming per-

Awards are made to individuals
and not to companies or institutions: though the prize may be
shared. Applicants need not be
members of the Institution. Details from the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,

formance. Pseudo -random

London 11'M? OBL.

radio systems which are resistant

to jamming and eavesdropping.
Now Ericsson has come up with a
frequency -hopping radio relay to

been developed or significantly

switching across the full bandwidth is used to protect the

Award for

network from high -power pulsed
jamming as well as partial band
jamming.

Prize for
helping
disabled

young
designers
Electronics engineers under the
age of 25 are invited to enter for
the 1988 Young Electronics De-

signers Awards. To enter, students must produce an electronic device of their own which is

The third IEE prize for helping

original, effective and has a use-

disabled people will be awarded

ful application in every day life.

in November, six months after
31st May which is the closing

Trophies and cash prizes are

date for entries. Applications are

welcomed from any part of the

presented to winners in each of
three categories: junior (under
15), intermediate (15-18). and

world for electrical or electronics
devices or techniques which help
overcome any type of disability.

senior (19 to 25). Entrants

Winners of the three -yearly
competition include John Feav-

senior category has the increased

er, for a system to operate a car
from a joystick manipulated by

employment in electronics and

should be students in UK educa-

tional establishments and the

incentive of the possibility of
course sponsorship.

Ferranti sells
semiconductor
business
Ferranti has sold its semiconductor division to Plessey for
£30M. At the same time it has
merged with, i.e. bought, the
International Signal and Control
Group. This marks a shift in
emphasis for the company, away
from components and towards
further expansion into integrated systems. During the re-

is 31st March.
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ling the pictures by pseudorandom line delays, while the
sound is frequency inverted.
There is no plan to institute such

a system since it would need a
new broadcasting act. A similar
system, Discret 12, is used in
France.

Desktop weather maps are now

available from NOAA in polar

moves have taken place between

orbit. The images are distributed

GEC and Plessey, with Plessey

through the telephone line and

Telecommunications going to

can be received by most desktop
computers with a modem.

GEC and some of GEC's manufacturing facilities transferred to
Plessey. Plessey and Marconi,

followed closely by Inmos, will
thus be the only remaining major semiconductor manufacturers in the UK.

Link, whose WeatherLink service receives images from the
geosynchronous Meteosat which

transmits true -colour pictures

Power transistors from Silicon
Transistor Corporation are to be
tested and packaged in the UK by

Semiconductor Supplies International. This joint venture provides an alternative European
source for 2N, Jedec. MJ and SDT

In brief
display terminals. The contract
is thought to be worth millions

sham, West Sussex RH12 lAY:
the closing date for applications

ing. The trials involve scramb-

rather than the infra -red images

IBM are to buy high -resolution

electronic bladder control device
for paraplegics.

for example doctors, which could
be recorded for subsequent view-

spokesman told us that similar

Finalists will also receive

operated computer: and Peter
Donaldson of the MRC for an

experiments for a closed user group system which could transmit programmes overnight to,

current moves. A Ferranti

prizes from the sponsoring companies, Cirkit and Texas Instruments. The awards are adminis-

tered by a charity. The Yeda
Trust. 24 London Road, Hor-

sets. The BBC is carrying out

available to subscribers of Micro -

severely handicapped people. In
Andrew Downing of the University of Adelaide, for an eye -gaze

off at night may be surprised to
see scrambled pictures on their

cession Ferranti has found it
increasingly difficult to keep up
with the growing demands for
new devices. Rationalizing its
priorities has resulted in the

thalidomide victims and other
1985 there were two winners:

tems.

colour c.r.ts from Mullard for
of pounds. Mullard's plant in
Durham will supply the tubes to
IBM in Greenock where terminals and personal computer systems are produced in large num-

devices under the trade name
Silicon Transistor Europe. It also
makes possible custom packaging and special selection of power devices for up to 100A.

Two PDP11 computers have
been bought by the BBC for use
with Radio Data Services. Initially, channel identification will be
broadcast, with traffic flashes on
some local stations.
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for the BBC model 'IT, B+, Master and Master Compact with disc drive
DIAGRAM II

PCB

Diagram II is a completely new version of Pineapp
,
ir Diagram' drawing software The new
version has a whole host of additional features which make it into the most powerful and yet quick to
use drawing program available -for the BBC micro The new features mean that 'Diagram II' can now be
used for all types of drawings. not lust circuit diagrams Scale drawings are possible and the facilities
for producing circles and rubber banded lines together with the pixel drawing routines make any type
of drawing possible This advert has been produced completly using Diagram II

Pineapple's now famous PCB drafting aid pr,,,I..
ipiex double sided PCB's very rapidly using any
model BBC micro and any FX compatible dot-matrix printer.

;

Summary of Diagram II features:
1 Works on all model BBC computers and makes use of Shadow memory if pass
2 Rapid line drawing routines with automatic loins for circuit diagrams.
3 Rubber band line and circle drawing modes
4 Makes use of the Acorn GXR rom to produce ellipses, arcs, sectors. chords and flood filling
5 Pixel drawing mode allows very fine detail to be added
6 Defined areas of screen may be moved, copied. deleted or saved to disc
7 On -screen cursor position indication allows scale drawings to be made
8 Keyboard keys may be defined to print User defined Characters allowing new character sets to be

The program is supplied on Eprom and uses a mode 1 screen to display the two sides of the board in
red and blue either separately or superimposed Component layout screens are also produced for a
silk screen mask.

The print routines allow a seperate printout of each side of the board in an expanded definition high
contrast 1.1 or 2,1 scale. Toe print time is typically about 5 minutes, for a 1 1 print of a 7- * 5" board
This program has too many superb features to adequalty describe here, so please write or 'phone for
more details and sample printouts

Price f85.00 r' VAT

PCB PLOTTER DRIVER
i'w adtht,rri to the PUB suttwdre .s me PUB plotter drver
rame. This enables files produced by PCB to be used in
Action with most types of plotter to produce plotted output
er than the normal dot-matrix printer output The program is
de for use with most makes of plotter including Hewlett
,ard. Hitachi and Plotmate M The program can also be
',figured to work other plotters by entering suitable plotter

used

9 Wordprocessor files may be loaded and formatted into defined areas
10 Up to 880 UDC's if shadow memory available, 381 without shadow
11 Compatible with Marconi Trackerball and most makes of 'mouse'
.12 All 'Diagram Utilities' are included
13 Completly scaleable print routines allow any area of the diagram to be printed either horizonta
or through 90deg. in scales that may be varied in 1% steps allowing up to 18 mode 0 screens to B.
printed on an A4 sheet (still with readable text)
14 Smooth scrolling over the whole area of the diagram

Diagram II consists of a set of disc files and a 16k Eprom. The disc is formatted 40T side 0
and 80T side 2. Please state if this is unsuitable for your system, or if you require a 3.5
Compact disc
DIAGRAM II

f55 VAT p&p free

instructions.

All the features of the printer driver are included, such as the
automatic thinning down of tracks between roundels Mirror image
plots are also available

Price f35.00 VAT

ADFS UTILITIES ROM
*
sto the ADES filing system as
1,
covering areas such as
repeated disc compaction. saving and loading Rom images. auto booting of files and many more
ADU is an invaluable utility for all

well as providing an extensive LL

MARCONI TRACKERBALL
For Model 13' and B+ (with Icon Artmaster)
For Master 128 (with Pointer Rom)
Bare Trackerball (no software)
Pointer Rom (available separately)
Trackerball to mouse adapters
Postage and packing on Trackerballs

f60 00+ VAT
f60 00 +VAT
(49.004 VAT
f 12 50 + VAT

f8 00+ VAT
f 1.75

All orders send by return

r

Copying of DFS discs onto ADFS discs can be made in one pass with automatic creation of the
required directories on the ADFS disc All functions are fully compatible with Winchester drives.
including * BACKUP which allows backing up of Winchesters onto multiple floppies

New *commands are as follows: *ADU. *BACKUP, *CATALL, *CHANGE, *DFSADFS, *DIRALL.
*DIRCOPY.

*DIRDESTROY. *DIRRENAME. *DISCEDIT. *DRIVE. *FILEFIND,
*KILLADU. *LOCK. *MENU. *PURGE, *PWRBRK, *UNLOCK, *VERIFY, *VFORMAT

*FORMAT.

Price £29.00 + VAT

MITEYSPICE- Powerful AC & DC, circuit analyser package with Graphics output. Send
for more details - L119.00 + VAT

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 9NL. Tel: 01-599 1476

[A w1
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VALVES
A1065
A2293
A2900
AR8
ARP3
ARP35
ATP4
612H
CY31
DAF 70

DAF96
DET22
DF92

0F96
DH76

0L92
0186 87
01802
E92CC

E18000
51148
EA76
1634

EF92
EF95
EF96

215

EF 183

0.75
0.75
0.75
1.85
0.85
0.85
2.10
5.15
0.70
0.95
0.95

PF L200"
PL36
PL81
PL82

0.90
6.90
1.40

EF83
EF85
EF86
EF 89
EF91

E691
EBC33
EBC90
EBC91
EBF80
EBF89
EC52

EC9i
EC92
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85
ECC88
ECC189
ECC804
ECF80
ECF 82
ECF802
ECH42
EC1-181

ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL85
ECL86
EF9
EF22
EF37A
E F 39

0.95

060

E F 184

E F812
EF1,200
11390
E L32
EL34

1L34'
EL82
EL84
EL86
EL90

1/5

EL91
E L95

6.50

060

EL504

1.85
0.90
0.90
0.95
0.80
0.65
4.40
1.85
0.95
0.95
0.75
0.60
0.75
1.10
0.95
0.65
0.95
0.95
1.80
1.20
0.70
0.80
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.90
3.50
3.90
2.15
1.10

E L509

2.70
5.85
7.70
8.45
9.95
4.50
0.80
3.00
0.90
0.75
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.70

125

EL519
EL821
EL822
ELL8OSE

EM80
EM87
E151
E Y81

518687
E188
EZ80
EZ81

GM4

890

01501

1.30
1.40

GZ32
GZ33
GZ34
GZ34'
GZ37

1066'
K T77"

4.20:

PCLE14

PCL86
PCL805 85

10503510
PFL200

P1,83

PL84
PL504
PL508
PL509
PL519
PL802SE

P180
PY81 800
P182
P188
PY500A
00003 10

1.80

UCH81
UCL82
UF41
UF805

UF8
UL84

UMB°
UM80'

17.00
25.00

UY/35

6188"

3.20
3.20
MX120 01 29.50
N78
9.90
0A2
0.70
062
0.80
ML4
ML6

um,
UY82

vR105 30
50115030
X61M
X66
Z749

2759
ZBOOU

VALVES AND TRANSISTORS
.

H,,,, '49

5

:i.)

I

,

.1( ,.-:ii .4,, ;4 , UN'Il

6E1E6

095

1S5
1T4
1U4

37.50
37.50
0.75
0.70
0.70
0.85
0.70
2.50
0.75
1.60

UBF80
UBF89
UCC84
UCC85
UCH42

6BA6'

154

1.10
0.85
0.70
0.60
0.90
1.25
2.00
5.65
5.85
3.45
0.70
0.85
0.75
0.60
2.10
5.95
7.50

T 121

3.80
3.95
15.50
14.00

6188

290

SP61

000080

3.75
21.15
2.45
2.75
0.65
0.80
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.80
3.80
0.70
3.40
12.00
19.50
0.60
21.85
1.65
18.25
3.35
1.85
0.75
0.95
2.80
1.25
1.15
0.80
0.70
1.15
0.60
0.95
2.85
0.60
0.85
6.50
1.60
2.50
1.75
2.30
1.15
4.95
0.90
1.30
1.30
0.85
1'85

0.95
0.85
0.80
0.95
4.30
1.10

2801U
Z803U
29007
103

0000310'
00V03 20A 27.50
00006400 28.50
00V06404' 49.50
OV0312
5.75
T T22

HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES

Prices are correc at time of press Du may fluctuate
Please phone for tarn quotation V A T included

QUALITY
PCL82

E1-80

1.75
0.90
32.80
0.65
0.85
0.75
1.85
0.65
0.70
2.80
11.50
0.58
1.60
0.70

SPECIAL
0.65
3.90
0.60
1.25
1.60
1.60

1.40
7.00
12.75
1.15
1.15
0.70

1.85
1.60
1-20

0.95
0,90,,

''..

0.70
0.70
0.85
1.45
1.80
9.70

180

0.75
19.00
3.45

114
1R5

2X2A
3A4

3012
3828
3828'
3D6
3E29
304

4032
5R401

5040
5V4G

51301
5Z3
5Z4G
5Z4GT

630LS2
6A67
6AC7
6AG5
6AK5
601(6
6AL5
6AL5W
6AM5

6AM6
6AN8A

6005

6A05W
6AS6

6AS70
6AU6
60X4GT

600501
6606
60E6'

60060
6606

6007A
613R7

6BW6
6BW7

1.85
1.60
1.30
0.85
4.80
6.10
1.65

6C4
6CH6
6CL6
6CW4
6CX8

8cy5

6D6
6F6G
6F6GB
6F7
6F8G
6F12
6F14
6F15
6F17
6F23
6F24
6F33
6FH8
6GA8
6GH8A
6H6

1.10

790
2.75
7.40
4.60
1.15
2.50
1.95
1.10
2.80
0.85

-

1...,

1.15
1.30....,,

....
0.65
1.13
10.50
18.80
1.95
0.90
1.60

6,14

1.95

6J4WA

3.10
2,30
0.90
0.85

605

61501
616
6.16W
6.JE6C

210

908
11E2
12A6
12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
t 2BA6

128E6
12E11-17

12E1
12J512K7GT

t 207GT
12SC7
12SH7
12SJ7
t 2SK7

19005
1903
1906
19H5
20D1
E1

`ur1
251601

61(7

1.45

61(06
6L6
6L6GC
6L60T1C
6118
6LD20

7.40
4.60
6.25
2.55
0.70
0.70
8.10
1.30
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.85
0.85
1.50

8502'

6SA7'
6SG7
6SJ7
6SK7
6SL7G7
6SN7G I

6S07

0A5

6SR7
6V6G

6V601

4.60
1.50
1.40

6X4

1.50

60501
6160

0.75
2.80
1,30
1.00

6Z4
7Z4

1.40
1.90

2.85
19.95
0.55
1.25

0.75
0.80
1.25

1A0
1.45

12S07GT 2.20
12Y4
0.70
1303
2.80
1306
0.90

8.10
8.10
6.35

6070

1.00

0.75
0.95
0.95
0.75

1.15GT

12K8GT

6JS6C
61U6

6L06

2.15
19.50

25/4G
8502

5720

807
507.
811A
812A
813

813'
8296

8296'
8661
931A

9310'
954
955
956
5763

6060
6080
6136
61466
9001

9002
9003

4+11GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's. FEED HORNS,
ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS.
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

1.35

11.50
10.35
38.00
0.80
1.30
0.60

iii 'ur;lier de:,1,1s

HARRISON ELECTRONICS

1.60

ois

Vva) March Cambs PEI5 flOW Tel i0Js'l S 111:51!

1.40
2.55
61.90
2.70

190
13.50

32.00
28.50
44.00
16.00
24.00
14.95
13.95
19.80
1.10

Nig

1.10

120

675
1.95

7.30
2.80
11.90
0.95
0.95
0.95

A I items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.
Many other items available.
'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'
1

741500
74LSO4

7406
7407
74LS74

7416,74
7416373

NEW PYE EQUIPMENT
& SPARES

746CW

HARNESS "A" 8'B CONTROL UNITS A'

74HC244
74HC259
74I4C373

FIELD TELEPHONE. CABLE TYPE D10
FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE 'J'. Tropical in metal cases
Microphones No 5 6 7 connectors, frames
10 -line MAGNETO SWITCH -BOARD. Can work with every
carrier sets etc
type of magneto telephones
POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGES: f 1-C3 55p E3-15 65p 55-E10 85p. C10415E1 05. E15 -E20 E 1 60. Over
i
,
.. ,g at Cost
120 E2 15 but beiow ,

KESTREL ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS LTD.

74HC 14
74HC 153

7414C 374

013
012
030
030
013
021
035
016

02

024
050
050
042
04,

50+
009
009
028
028
011

018
022
011

017
018
038
038
038
038

50,
32 7681017 Crystal

0 25

0 18

1 8432 MH: HC180

095

2 4576 MOO HC 18U
3 5795 MI.71.1C180
4 Meg
4 194304
6 Meg
8 Meg

0 75
0 52

o80
068
035

030

1

230
300

2.

3 70

3 40

340
320
320

300
280
285

6116LP3

130

110

6264L17,15

62256LP-12

230
700

200
660

2764-25
27C64'25
27128-25
27C128-25
27128A-25
27256-25

161.400

0 45
0 40
0 45
0 45

0 28
0 35
0 35
0 35
0 35

6821

1 40

1 00

416415

125

115

27512 25

750

00.74

1 50

720
130

41256.15
280ACPU

1488

0 25
0 25

0 16

ZOOACTC

016

280ACPU

250
080
080
080

235
065
065
065

,489

All memory prices are fluctuating daily please phone to confirm prices

.

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS LTD.) 170 Goldhawk Rd. London W12
Tel: 01-743 0899 or 01-749 3934.

Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
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178 Brighton Road.
Purley. Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 01-668 7522
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ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

/PG 8051 Colour
Mannesmann Tally MT4201, RS232
Pr error,. P600 New

Quarthand

VDU's
0160
£720
£275
C150
£350
£195
£150
£175
£375

ieleyuleo 925
CALL

M3+

£500

Intel Development Systems
Mitsubishi ''.+11 96tpi DSDD Floppy

Iron, 5400
C60

Televideo 950

HP2624 with Thermal Printer
HP2621

HP2647A Graphics Terminal

lifer T2

MMUS
11046, 128KB, 2. R1.01's
DI -1 IA Mins
RL I I RLO Controller

£650
C375
0475

DR- I IC Gen Pultose I/1
DN- I

'arnous designer Two models 35 and 45 watts per channel Capable of
superb sound quality with greater deka. y and transparency of tone than
most commercial amplifiers Building is very easy with our comprehensive
building instructions as most aornponents fit on the PCBs and setting -up

s n lend & Cutter

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
.

LINSLEY-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS.
Ultra high quality. Moslet output. Fully int e.grated Hr -Fr amplifier kits by this

PLOTTERS

DEC Bought and Sold
,

HART - The Firm for QUALITY

,

£375
17 SW

C75

£450
£200
E350
0210

I

LP 11 Printer I/'
R501 + Controller
RX-211 RX02 Controller

Dome OVT 101, German Keyboard
VT -100

VT 220

only needs a multirneter
K300-35 Total Parts Cost C138 28. Discount Price for Complete Kit C98 79 K300-45 Parts Cost 0142 74 Kit
Discount Price (102 36
RL H48.5 Repents of Original Articles from Hr -Ft News CI 05 (FREE with Kitt

LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH QUALITY AM/FM TUNER SYSTEM
A combination of his ultra high quality FM tuner and stereo decoder described in ET!'and the Synchrodyne
AM receiver described in "WW- Cased to match our 300 Series amplifiers this kit features a ready built
pre -aligned FM front end. phase locked Stop IF demodulator with a response down to DC and an advanced
sample and hold stereo decoder This tuner sounds better than the best of the high-priced exotica but thanks
*o HART engineering, remains easy to build
0400 -FM FM Only Kit Complete
K400A6CFM Full AM/FM Kit

PSU's

Weir SMM 300

£120

OSCIUOSCOPES
TEK 7603

C450
C575
£175

03, RX01, 64KB
PDP 11/03, RX02, 64KB
DLV 111 4 -port serial
1113, 256KB, Dual RI.02
LPV-11 Printer I 'f
DIN 11 E/F
Backplanes with PSU
I

cn

F

Complete stereo record replay and bias system for reel-to-reel recorders These circuits will give studio

Phoenix (MD drive and controller

£1,500
£700
£100
front £75
£350

WINCNESTUI DIMS
CORVUS 10MB M for Apple

£100

LG. ,0

TEK7B85 Delaying T ffnebase 400MHz

£800
£950
£850
£950

DVM's
Dotron 1051 5' 'z Digit Autoranging
Solartron 1165
Solartron 7050

C650
C350
C450

TEK7B53A Dual Time Bose
TEK7B80 Delayed Timebase 400MHz

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE HEADS
Special offer of heads to suit the Stuart Tape Circuits. Four track stereo format (2'41 Universal mount. ready to
fin to your base
7 50
9981 Erase Head IlmH)

C875
C31313

DAISY PRINTERS

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEAD',
Do your tapes lack treble' A worn head could be the problem Tape heads
Are constantly improving and litfing one of our latest replacement heads

Diablo 630R0 Serial (New)
TEC Storwriter F10/40 (New) 12Bit Si
Olivetti PR430 Serial

£575
£550

Diablo 1345A 1280 I/F, + Tractor

CI 75

NEC Spinwriter 3510, as new, RS 237
C/ume Sprint 1105 Parallel Of (now)

£325
£525

£375

VARIOUS TEST EQUIPMENT

HP3400A RMS Voltmeter
HP5326A Counter Tuner
Fluke 895A Differential Voltmeter

(425

Marconi T12162 Attenuator 0 111dB

£100
£200
£250
£395

£2013

lowest prices All our heads are suitable for Dolby machines
C2 49
HX100 Standard Stereo Permalloy Head
C7 66
14C20 High Quality Permalloy Stereo Head
HIS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head Quite simply the best Longer life than permalloy higher output than ferrite
C14
86
lantasfic frequency response meral tape capability
£14 60
110551 4 -Track head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use Full specification record and play head
f-didata on these and other heads in our range are contained in our free list

C150

£375
£450
£850

HPI602A logic Analyser
Solartron 3430 Portable Data Logger
£50
CI.250

ould restore performance to better than new' Standard mountings fit
most decks and our TC1 Test Cassette will make it easy to set the
Azimuth spot on As we are the actual importers you get prime parts at

E175

Marconi TF2430 Freq Counter 80MHz
Racal Dana 9500 Counter Tuner
HP5004A Signature Analyser
HP1056 Quartz Oscillastor
HP6)2A UHF Sig Generator

Rodford DMS2
Marconi C1452A Siq Gen

C275

(250

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1
enables you to set up VU (Dolby) level head
tape speed without test equipment Vital when fitting new heads Complete with instructions

One inexpensive test cassette

30 DAY WARRANTY
ALI PRICES PI US VAT AND CARRIAGE

azimuth

and
E4.66

Send for your FREE copy of our lists Wen full details of our complete range of Kits Components PCBs
Cassette Heads and Decks - Overseas please send 5 IRCs for Airmail Post

Quarthand Ltd, 01-885 5522

Et L. pEeCnTy Pi On N I C K 01 TsSw eLTD

Shropshire SY10 9AF
Mill,
24 hr SALES LINE (0691) 652894 Please add VAT

Unit 4, Hotspur Estate, West Road, Tottenham, London N17 OXJ.

ril

£13 50

999R Record/Play Head 1110m1-'1

£160

Seagate ST225 20MB 7 height
Funtsu M23I2K, 84MB, SMD Jf
Atasi 4036, Voice Coil, 45MB

MATRIX MINTERS
A1650 Ink let
Genicom 4410 400Ipm

quality with a good tape deck Separate sections for record and replay give optimum performance and allow a
third head monitoring system tc be used where the deck has this fitted Standard 250mV input and output
levels These circuits are ideal for bringing that old valve tape recorder back to life
nE06 v5 A6 T7
Coils and Twin Meter Drive
K900W Stereo Kit1-3.1S1 with Wound Co
Reprints of Original Articles

PLUG -INS

TEK7A22 DM Amplifier
TEK7A26 Dual Trace Amp 200MHz

0205 92

STUART TAPE RECORDER CIRCUITS

Q-IUS
PDP I

C134 61

ENTER 65 ON REPLY UMW
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Hu0 i entA Acrrie

ELECTRIC LTD.
FIELD
Shenley Road. Borehamwood, Herts WD6 1AA.

DINERS

3

01-953 6009
,4 50 Greer

VISA

CLUB

_2/
1

Che-. 11- 11;.,r-u!s_r r

.

.,,, _,,e3 Keyboard incirl.:u; 0 - u].,.. ..:Jed

SPECIAL OFFER PCB CARDS Card No 1 I /80A DMA. I . 2130A CPU.
D8255 AC5 in holders. I .' 5MHz Xtal. 8 . MB8264 15.1 x SN74198N
r 53 various chips, rew ex -equip £16.50

16,Inda7 Cu opr,ue /AI Mender Clid,SIS

1.,4 50I3 White
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis I. 14350 Green
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis, 12 £43.50 B White

graphic keys 108 keys form X -V mate, full cursor control keys
6 encode keys 9 graphic control keys 517 rail teak and black aluminium case.
diagram 52,5 ,i 36 3. 10 circuit diagram supplied new and boxed £24.95 3+

Card No 2 I x WD1933B-01 in holder F 16 various new ex equip £1225

Monitors are new and boxed 12 volt DC £4.00 c p

122.00 eh

Card No 3 2. 08255 AC 5. 2 .HLCD0437P in holder n 10 various chips, new
ex -equip 14.95

12" 7511 Comp. Video 22MHz bandwidth monitor 230V AC input new and
boxed, green phosphor In case and data £59.95 c p 500

Card No 4 LCD 6 digit display 12 momentary plain keyboard rocker switch 4
bar LEDs Green, yellow. red Flat top type 16.95

power supplies All 240V AC input unless stated 5V 20A s mode 118.50. 5V

1

Card No 5 Peripheral Communication Controller 8 . MC68661

8* MCI4891 8. MC1488P 13 Ass Chips all in holders 118.95
Card No 6- 64.646 16 pin Ram 15Ons Access time . 2964 controller IC
4-14 various chips £19.95
Card No 7 Hard disk floppy disk controller card S100 series Including
D765AC D8237 AC5 8253 8085A 2764 646 [prom SN74L240N 224N etc
inc. block diagram £26.50
Card No 8 Infra red Remote Controller I AY -3-8470A Encoder IC
Emitter 16 Keyboard membrane 1.3.50

I

Infra Red

J
'

40A s,mode £25.00. 5V 606116.40 12V 60A £70.00 Farnell SM , 5V 106.
i 24v 46. I 120 500M - 5V IA. new data £28.50. Farnell SM I2V 2 56 ultra
small £38.00, Farnell Fan Cooled SM . 5V 106
5V IA.. I28 3A. 120. 1A13250. 12V 3A Linear 11725. Farnell SM 6V
406126.50. Solartron metered PSU 2.0 - 600 0 --IA £51.75. 10 5V 30A SM
£26.50.5V :A PC Card Regulated £8.60. 0-36V. 0-3A metered £50.00. Gould
379.5v 40k I 2V 46. 150 11A. s mode £59.00 Power supply makes are
Fame!! Advance Gould Coutant AC DC Aztek. Solartron
Special Offer AC DC Electronics 5V 60k 12V. 2. 2 5A 2400 ort 115V input

L50.00

Tektronix Plug In Units. 111 D 'trace DC to 50MHz £43 I A2 Dlrace DC to
50MHz 1.35 IA4 41race DC to 50MHz £75 165 Cc omparator DC to 50MHz
£39 CA cal. pre amp £45 Many more in stock please ring

Card No 9 1 . MC68.300L12 CPU Motorola ceramic gold planted I ' 16MH:
Xtal oscilloscope i 37 various chips irc block diagram 129.95

SEW Panel Meters First band meters MR52P. size 60.60 MR45P size
50.50. MR65P 80. 80, MR38P 42.42. accuracy 2%

Card No 10 I MC68000L8 CPU Motorola ceramic gold plated. I .16MHz
Xtal oscilloscope 041 various chips. inc block dia £10.95

MR52P (SR) 30A AC Movolg Iron £7.00
MR52P (SRI 106 AC Movng Iron £7.00
MR45P IA DC M 'Coil £6.00
MR65P 26 DC 16.00
MR65P 5V DC M Coil 15.75

Shugart 56400 51/4" full height disk drives. single sided. single density.

ex equip tested. 120.60 data supplied 2. £37.50
CDC Wren 36 meg Winchester 5IV"hard disk drive. new ex equipment c -with
user manual 1145.00 cep 3 60
Newbury Wyndsor 9412 80 Meg hard disk drive, 8"" new ex equipment
£135.00c 'p 5.75. c with manual CODY
Tabor Micro floppy, single sided

MR52P (CR) 3000 AC M Cr r vett, re, t £625.

MR52P 5CW DC M Co, f575
£5 00
DC M ,
MR38P
DC M-Ciii, L5 75
MR45P 250000V
MR45P 50-0-508 DC 1625

Motorola TTL Monitor Chassis. 7' green phosphor. 22MHz bandwidth 120 DC
input 1 2A new and boxed. complete with circuit diagram and data compatible
to BBC. IBM computers. diagram supplied for connection to BBC. 751/ comp
video circuit diagram supplied. discount for 10 4' £20.60

SC/830 -11

-

VU Meter £625

MR65P 50A DC M 11011E7.00

Many more panel meters quantity discount
Hewlett Packard 86A Personal Computer with built in interfaces for 2 disc
drives and centrum, ciinoatible printer. 641s built in user memory. 14 user
definable keys. dispir. .. it by 16 or 24 hi,i
mO characters. c 'with system
imide. complete new in
riser manual I
demo disk user prof:'
r.- ii,,,i b.,,,,,, £350 On
.- iiiri i1 r ,
',1 4,,,,,,t '" 7
-

,

Singer Gert Phase Angle Voltmeter c with 4001-1: mois, , 125000
Dalton 100.1 Multifunction Meter £250.00
Patron 1058Digital Multi Meter £250.00
Dacron 1013 RMS Voltmeter 1115.00
Marconi Sanders Microwave Oscilloscope 27-40GHz 11.150.00
Siuers Lab Rotary Vane Attenuator 8 2 12 4GFiz Cal to 22 8-88 £215.00
Tektronix 111 Constant Amplitude Signal Generator 350KH: to 100MHz
£175.00
dryans 626000 A3 Pen Recorders complete from 1175
We have a large selection of Pen Recorders
Oatron 103/A RMS Voltmeter £145.00

KSM 0-248 0.156 Metered PSU new £500.00
Tektronix 133 Linear IC Test Fixture £375.00
HML411 0 .206V Capacitor Charger £1.000.00 new
Tektronix 2101 Pulse Generator 2 5Hz to 25MHz Repetition ./k/.. £115.00
Ballantine 323-01 True RMS Voltmeter £115.00
6SAF Veneer 7737A Digital Counter £150.00
Miles High \ion Insulation Tester IT30 c -with probe 3065 L31600
Krohn, Hite Sideband 10 watt Amp DC IMC Model DCA: £200.00
General Radio slotted line recorder type 1521-SLQ1 120000
Farnell F unc ion Generator EG1 190.00
Philips 3212 25MHz D Beam Oscilloscope £350.00
h'ewlett Packard 181A Oscilloscope Mainframe storage c with 18016 el chit
vertical amp 50MHz. 1820A time base with manual £375
Hewlett Packard 62605M DC PSU 5V DC : Si 100A £125.00
Hewlett Packard 301 Carrier Amplifier Recorder £150.130

MR45P 300V ACM Coil with reel £625
MR45P I MA DC M Coil 15.75
MR38P (CR) 3000 AC M Coil with 'ea £6.00

50830 82.110 56 DC M C" 1700

Hewlett Packard 989541010 8" disk drive cased power supply manuals etc
New and boxed discount for quantities S.295.00. VAT carriage and packing
at cost, please ring

Wavetek. VGC Model I I 1 L75.00
Wavetek. VQC. Model 131 178.00
E H Resea- oh Labs Model 139L Pulse General. £80.00
Schaffner MSG 200C NSG223 interference Gene -at, - £650.00

'

Hewlett Panlard 33308 Synthesiser £1.500.00
Hewlett Packard 331 A Distortion Analyzer 1230.00
Hewlett Packard 43IC Power Meter £69.00
Hewlett Packard 34508 Multifunction Meter 1150.00
Hewlett Packard 116IA Logic Slate Analyzer c w 8085 Module & 80 Module
clock probes 6 bit data probe E850.00 c p 115 00
Hewlett Packard 5000A Logic State Analyzer 1230.
Hewlett Packard DC PSU amp t 500 IA /75.00

We would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment
Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries WelcomeiOrder by phone or post. Open 6 days. half day Thursday. Please ring for C/P details not shown Postal rates apply U K.
mainland only. All test equipment carries warranty. All prices including 15% VAT 8 c/p unless stated. Save time phone your order for quick delivery with Access. Amex.
Diners or Visa cards. Remember all prices include VAT and c/p unless stated

ENTER 55 ON REPLY CARD
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APPOINTMENTS
DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £25 per single cul. centimetre min. 3cm).
LINE advertisements (run on): £5.50 per line, minimum £45 (prepayable).
BOX NUMBERS: £12 extra. ( Replies should be addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).

Advertisements
accepted up to
12 noon January 30
for March issue

PHONE: PETER HAMILTON, 01-661 3033 (DIRECT LINE)
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING and crossed.

TRAINEE

RADIO

et.

,

4

Sinclair House, 74 Willoughby

tilmil.P.I.111mIlml Lane. London N17 OSF
APPOINTMENTS Telephone 01-808 3050

THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY

OFFICERS

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS if you are looking for a
job in DESIGN, FIELD SERVICE, TECHNICAL SALES
or SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

Are you looking for a secure shore-uased job whicl . otrur
a rewording career in the forefront of modern Telecommunications technology... then consider
joining GCHQ as o Trainee Radio Officer.
Training involves a 32 week residential
course, (plus 6 weeks extra if you cannot
touch type) after which you will be
appointed RADIO OFFICER and undertake
....hole
a varlet. '.-pecialist duties covennc
of the
'n of DC to light

Telephone NOW for one of our FREE Jobs lists or
send a full cv to the address below.
Vacancies throughout the UK to £18000 pa.

We offer you: Job Security Good
Career prospects Opportunities
for Overseas Service Attractive

Co we

- -- -

EN

on

Capital Appointments Ltd., FREEPOST London N17 OBR.
Please send me your list for

Engineers

Name

(ww)

Address

Salaries and much more.
be eligible you must hoid or hope
to obtain on MRGC or HNC in a
Telecommunications subject with an
.
ability to read Morse at 20 wpm.
(City and Guilds 7777 at advanced
level incorporating morse transcription would be advantageous). Anyone
with a PMG, MPT or 2 years relevant radio operating experience is also eligible.
The Civil Service is on equal opportunity employer.
Salaries: Storting pay for trainees is age pointed to 21 years. For those aged 21
or over entry will be of £7,162. After Training an RO wit start at £10,684 rising by 5
annual increments to £15,753 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowance.
Wnte or telephone for an application
d
weft,
To

fffff

......... .
............
........... :

brrn to:-

"

I CH

saw

Post Code

01-808 3050 - 24 HOURS

Due to its continuing successes the Waverley Division of Dowty

Maritime in,ftems lid ha, requirements for the fallowing staff

ENGINEER/TECHNICIANS

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5.-U

fIO7THE

OR TELEPHONE 0242) 232912/3

Commissioning Engineer
Preparation of sonar systems and peripheral equipments to enable

Factory kceptance Tests to be conducted Prime responsibilities will
be to establish operational systems, spares, equipments, and PBC's An
liNC/D qualification is expected, together with experience gained
preferably at system level Fault finding ability an advantage

Prided !won Technician

Hardware/Software/Systems
L9,000-05,000
Asa leading recruitment consultancy we have a wide selection of opportunities
for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the UK
If you hove experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us for
.i career move

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IMAGE PROCESSING ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE 8. SOFTWARE GUIDED WEAPONS C PASCAL

ADA * RF &MICROWAVE ELECTRO-OPTICS SIMULATION C'I
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING * SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ACOUSTICS

SONAR * RADAR SATELLITES AVIONICS * CONTROL ANTENNA
VLSI DESIGN
Opportunities exist with National, International and consultancy companies offering
excellent salaries and career advancement
To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spencer or
Stephen Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete confidence quoting Ref. WW/66.

STS Recruitment, 85 High Street, Winchester,

Primarily setting -to -work of Thermal Printers which are state of the art
proprietary Waverley products Assistance with sea trials, other
products and customer field service is required from time to time
Applican s should hold a minimum of ONC, ideally HNC/D in electronics
with three years' experience

Repairs -.clinician
The succnsful candidate will be capable of diagnosing electronic faults
to component level, setting -to -work, calibration and final inspection of
refurbished items In addition, the capability to conduct comprehensive
electronic and mechanical surveys returned for repair will be expected
Quaid icctions sought are ONC/TEC III or equivalent together with a
minimum of three years' experience.

Vacancies also exist in our Production Area for
Prototype Wirepersons
To work on the wiring of electronic cabinets and sub -assemblies.
Applicants must have the ability to work directly from drawings and
schedules 2/3 years' experience of working to the high standards
require( is essential
Salaries offered will depend upon ability and experience Some
relocati )n assistance will be paid where appropriate.

Immediately for an (wok a,
Terri Houghton, Personnel Officer, Dowty Maritime Systems,
Waved!), Division, 10 Cambridge Rood, Granby Industrial Estate,
\..Weymauth DT4 9TJ. Tel: 0305 784738, ext 174.

507

Hants 5023 9AP. Tel: (0962) 69478 (24 hrs).
Recruttmern
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Wanted urgently
Practical people for the Third World.
Builders &

Bricklayers
Ghana. Kenya. Papua New
Guinea

Carpenters &
Joiners
Nigeria. Papua New Guinea

Clerk of Works
Malawi

Civil Engineers
Nigeria, Sri Lanka

Machinists, Sheet
Metal Workers,
Fitters & Welders

Foundry Engineers,

Metallurgists

Ghana. Sierra Leone

Petrol/Diesel
Mechanics &

Agricultural
Mechanics

Belize. Tanzania, Sierra Leone.
Ghana, Liberia. Nigeria,
Vanuatu

Electronics
Engineersincluding Hospital/
Radio equipment
Belize, Nigeria

Nigeria

Many people want to help the Third World.
But only a few are in a position to offer the kind of help
wanted most: the handing on of practical skills to
help others help themselves.
VSO has urgent requests from developing countries
for people to work in the skill areas listed here.
You need the appropriate experience and a technical
qualification. You will be paid a local wage. You will
have the opportunity to live and work within a Thirc
World community for at least 2 years (so you should be
without dependants). You will experience a completely
different way of life.
If you feel you could fill any of these posts (remember
that much of your work would involve training others)
please contact us NOW.
Tick you skill area and post to: Enquiries Unit, VSO.
9 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8PW.
I am interested. I have the following qualification.

lhoirPo'
Name

Address
EWW 2 88

L.

V

Helping the Third World help itself.
24pS A E appreciated

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Chaityno.313757.
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Electronic Engineers -

CLIVEDEN
Technical
Recruitment

What you want, where you want!

MWMOI

R.F. DESIGN ENGINEER
1111. Hants
Detailed design and development circuitry
for hand held communications systems.
£14,000
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
Berks
Repairservice and install electronic
locking systems. Extensive overseas
travel.
CNegotiable - car

TJB Electrochemical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments
service for electrical and electronic engineers. We have clients throughout
the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician
to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and

TEST ENGINEER
Surrey
Final test and assembly of marine
equipment using digital and
microprocessor techniques
£10,000
APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Surrey
Hardware/software design of local area
networks. Extensive travel and customer
liaison.
£14,000
CUSTOMER ENGINEER
C10,000 - car
Installation and commissioning of complex
datacommunication networks

allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary
levels from around £8,000 - £25,000.

If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and
move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you.
All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of
your present employer (or other companies you specify) being made aware
of your application.

f 10.000- car
R&D TECHNICIAN
Surrey
Digital and microprocessor experience.
bread boarding of circuits for video
equipment.
£12.500

INIHIMIHIPUIll 18401M4140004,1110411881841~1104111141HIN811.11081

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form.

TJB ELECTROTECHNICAL
PERSONNEL SERVICES,
12 Mount Ephraim,

Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

Name

Tunbridge Wells,

Roger Howard. C.Eng, M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT

Address

Kent. TN4 8AS.

92 The Broadway. Bracknell. Berks RG12 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)
163 Bitterne Road. Southampton SO2 4BH.
Tel: 0703 229094

Tel: 0892 510051
(24 Hour Answer:

(861)

',rvice)

ARTICLES FOR SALE
TO MANUFACTURERS. WHOLESALERS

VUTRAX 5

BULK BUYERS. ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS, all types. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. TRANSISTORS.
DIODES, RECTIFIERS. THYRISTORS. etc RESISTORS. C/F. M/F, W/W, etc.
CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296. DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIRE. CABLES,
SCREENED WIRE. SCREWS. NUTS. CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS. etc.
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

FIGOLLEDGEI
L

CAD software (full
package) + 14" high
resolution monitor.
£7,500 + VAT
Tel: 0371 830083

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of all types.

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules.

20MHz. portable. Z -mod. square wave
calibrator. batteries FOC. £145. Tektronix

21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley. London. N.12
IS nutns from Tal'y Hn Crum-,

1161,

dual -trace. dual time -base. time delay etc.

£125. Weyhill Precison Generator with

TEST EQUIPMENT
GOOD USED EQUIPMENT

/AM AVAIIAILE

Amfm synthesized.
signal generators type 2019 keyboard
entry digital readout programmable £2500
Hewlett Packard 1741A 100Mhz.

storage scope £1.000.
Tektronix 2215 Dual trace 60MHz
scope £500
Hewlett Packard 17108 Portable
200MHz. Dl' with delay £650.
Solartron 11 72 frequency response
analyser £1250.
Considerably more always in stock
send for lists.
BUYING OR DISPOSING
Contact

ADENMORE
LTD
27 Longshott Estate, Bracknell RG12 1R)
TeL (0344) 52023

live decimal place counter £55. Muirhead
decade standards: R -C12. C8L
£18
Dual -beam electronic switch. single to dual
trace scope £35. Hatfield Video Modulator
£15. AWL VHF/UHF FM Radio Test -Set
with plug-in £65. Precision twin -drive tape
cassette mechanism with stereo head £10
Combination workstation comprising variable 27V. PSU, 2 amp. transistor tester.
transistor voltmeter. audio generator £75.

75p&p
£15.00
From Corrie Communications Ltd,
PO Box 8. Accrington. Lancs 8EI5 1RJ.
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price! 16 page cat FREE. 1988 Component and surplus catalogue out now. 88

pages of bargains - only £1. Green weld, 443G Millbrook Road. Southampton, SO1 OHX. Tel:107031772501.
516

BRIDGES waveformn transistor

analysers. Calibrators, Standards.

Milli voltmeters. Dynamometers. KW

amplifiers £6.50 ea. Micro Spot -Welding
head £59 GEC 20.000 ohms/volt. industrial grade BSS89/Super 50 testmeter £45
40W RF Power Meter £29. Marconic Audio
Microwatt meter £18. Vacuum Diffusion

Signal generators - sweep. low
distortion, true RMS. audio. RM.

pump £39. Large reels fibreglass 10- dram.
10" high £25. Oscilloscope probes
various. 5 dig counter £18 Weld tester and

leads £30. Motor dnven co -axial switch

meters, Oscilloscopes. Recorders.

&vim ion. Tel: 040 376236.

12616)

ARTICLES WANTED

£25.

040-376236.

Unit 4. Fordingbridge Site. Main Road.
Barnham. Bognor Regis.
West Sussex P022 0E8
Tel: 0243 68 5111/2

The Corne Call Monitor is a BT
approved device which allows you
to watch the cost of a call whilst
you are making d Simply attaches
to your phone

IMHOF CASES - large range at half

Fractional hp motors £7112 60W IC

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

REDUCE TELEPHONE BILLS

124721

Oscilloscope. rechargeable battery/mains.

R HENSON LTD

Serial Data Transm;ssion

Golledge Electronics.

Merriott, Somerset YA16 5NS. Tel:
0460 73718.

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713

173 MHZ FM TELEMETRY
TELECOMMAND RADIO
LINKS
Remote Switching
Voltage Monitoring

ELECTRONIQSJ-I

When replying to classified
advertisement readers are
recommended to take steps to protect
their interest before sending money.

2016

WANTED

Test equipment, receivers,
valves,

transmitters,

com-

ponents, cable and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopsgate Street
Leeds LS1 4B6
0532 435649

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

WANTED

SERVICES

P.C.B's DESIGNED. Artwork

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER

SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for
within 24 hours relay contacts, thermo
couples. crucibles. Also printed circuit
boards, plugs, connectors, palladium,
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle.

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD.
READING RG6 1 PL
TEL: 0734 68041
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLLS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS

Totally free sampling service. Send
samples or parcels (Regd post) or
contact Eric Henderson, 0773 570141.

Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd.

etc. ANY QUANTITY

Peasehill Industrial Estate, Ripley,
Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too
large or small

495

SERVICES

NEW PROJECT?
VOXAGE LTD will design and develop prototype equipment
to specification. Expertise in analogue and digital hardware.
high-level and low-level software with particular
specialisation in test equipment.
For a competitive quotation, call
FRASER BLACK on 0203 22799.

63 St Nicholas Street, Radford,
Coventry CV1 4BN.
PCB ARTWORK DESIGN. CAD Sys-

tem. Outputs, Penplot or Photoplot,
Driumap or Excellon Tape. Conventional PTH or Multilayer. SMD and/or
standard parts. Contact ACL, Pendre
Pontrhydygroes, Dyfed SY25 6DX. Tel:

capacity available fin single double

sided. P.T.H. and multi -layer PA:13:s,
also silk screens, solder masks, labels

etc. For C.A.D. Photoplot, artwork &

photography, contact Mr. Williams. 49
West bourne. Honeybourne. Evesham.

AND MICROWAVE communication
equipment,

microwave

components,

microwave test equipment. manufacturing processes, technology licensing
and used microwave test equipment.
Please send your enquiry to SEMEX,
P.O. Box 26786, Tempe, Arizona
85282,
USA.
Telex: 9102504420
SEMEX UG. Fax: 602-829-0130.
szs

PCB Artwork, Prototypes. Everything
from concept to production Tel: 01 404

Service.

Wisher+. ca

3MAII SHICIION i MY IISI
I S toe YOUR RIBMIUMININ WHICH

Cossor Oscilloscope CDU150(CT531/3)
£150 only. Solid state general purpose

bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at SMV/Cirt - Dual

Channel - High brightness display

18-

10cm) full delayed time base with gated
mode - risetime IONS illuminated graticule

Beam finder - Calibrator 1 KHZ
squarewave power 100 - 120V 200V - 250

:nth operating instructions - E150.CO.
Racal
RA17L
Communications

Receivers. 500KC/S to 30MC/S in 30

Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections
and bases large qty available now P.O.R. Test Equipment we hold a large stock of
modern and old equipment. RF and AF
Signal
Generators
- Spectrum
Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies

- Oscilloscopes - Chart Recorders all

speeds single to multipen XV Plotters A4
A3
- Racal Modern Encryption
Equipment
Racal Modern Morse
Readers and Senders - Clark Air

Operated Heavy Duty Masts P.O.R. All
items

are bought direct horn H M
Government being surplus equipment price
is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for
appointment for demonstration of any
items. also availability or price change
V.A.T. and carriage extra.

As I MDS wide from £175. All receivers

DOW 11,41I AM %VIM 1111101111118
011111, WERIMIL

tested and calibrated in our
,rkshop supplied
with dust cover

WNW 1011 2011 TR MI. (0274) 11040117.

14 W1111111011. MOM HUT, 1111011111141111,

oration instructions circuit in her used

nddion - Racal Ancillary Units for all

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM
113911

4=111111

551

no 17,7,s I s=,

art

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices.
Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

Your premises.

Tel: 0252 628526

factory clearance. Contact COLESHARDING & CO, 103 South Brink.

viewer and camera adaptor plate - probe
111 - mains lead. Testec in fair condition

Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A.
Consuiancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering

£20,000 all -in for this going concern

settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete

WT 12 5 KG - carrying handle. colour blue.
protection cover front containing polarized

CIRCOLEC
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE

Requires good (but not extensive)
knowledge of semiconductor usage with
minor graphic and word processing Runs
on desktop micro Sales E35 -40k pa.
Easily expandable Good profit margin
Operational location unimportant

ransistors etc. into cash, immediate

volts AC - size W 26CM - 14CM deep

(1974 22670

title,

copyright and goodwill of a well-known
on -going series of international
semiconductor reference manuals with
worldwide circulation Established 10
years with standing order subscriber lists

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs

Latest bulk Government release -

0020

OWN BUSINESS?
.

EXPORTS OF USA SATELLITE

MAY BE Is STOCK

printed circuit design service to get
ideas into practice, Circuit Design,

WANT TO RUN YOUR

W. ircs, WR I I 5PT. Tel? 0:386 832152.

HINE

QUICK BOARD DESIGNS A speedy

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES,

e,vers mostly always in stock - Don 10
Telephone Cable
I2
mile
canvas
-tamers or wooden drum new tram £20 --

WANTED: 111111/111INT TED 111111PRIENT -

VALVES - PUNTS - SOCKETS, STUNK
FTC. SEDIVING AND 11W4MITIMM
HIUIPMENT

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants
PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW
To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
Rate £5.50 PER LINE. Average six words per
line. Minimum £45 (prepayable).

Name and address to be included in charge if
used in advertisement.

NAME
ADDRESS

Box No. Allow two words plus £12.
i Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business
Publishing" and cross "& Co." 15% VAT to
be added.

REMITTANCE VALUE
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS. CLASSIFICATION

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

ENCLOSED

NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

2.

I

MATMOS LTD,

1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH1 7 5JZ.

STOP PRESS

Tel: (0444) 414484/454377

COMPUTER APPRECIATION,

111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BH
Tel: Canterbury (0227) 470512. Telex: 966134 COMPAP G
SPECIAL VALUE
ASTEC SWITCH MODE PSU. 5V ro 8A, 12V or 3A. 12V
0.3A to a total 65W. Compact
cased unit. BRAND NEW
£14.50 (carr. £3.00)
DEC PDP 11-73 SYSTEM with DZVI 1 asynchronous multiplexor, DLVI 1 serial interface.
BA11-SB 9 F 4 backplane. TANDON 8" floppy disc drive with DILOG Model RXV-21 controller.
2. AMPEX PYXIS 27 5' 4- Winchester disc drives with DILOG D0614 controller. All contained
in DEC cabinet with DEC power control. 512kb memory
£2,250.00
ITT SCRIBE III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Professional system originally selling at
around C6.000 without printer. Now offered with software included and a variety of different
options (including hard disc. comms. etc.) available. This system is available from us ALL
BRAND NEW at the cost of current budget systems. but with office -quality performance and

features. With dual processor workstation (TI 9995 8 Z8OH), 12" green display with slow
scrolling. 128kbytes RAM. dual 500kbyte SHUGART 51/4" floppy disc drives and comprehensive
software. Various printers and options available
0290.00 (carr. £10.00)

ITT SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Monitor sized main unit of above system with high quality
high resolution 12" green screen monitor (separated video and sync). 5V and 12V cased
switchmode power supply, processor electronics as above incorporating TEXAS 9995 and Z8OH
processors with 128kbytes and associated support chips. all BRAND NEW but with only monitor
and power supply guaranteed working. Original cost at least £2,500
C39.95 (carr. £5.00)

DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE CS/60 SYSTEM comprising: ECLIPSE processor with 512kbytes
MOS memory. 5 line terminal 'ILA type 005-8599, 2, 50mbyte cartridge disc drives Model
6067-4, DATA PRODUCTS lone printer, 8" floppy disc drive Model 6031-4
£1,650.00
microNOVA Model MPT/100 SYSTEM with the following features: terminal sized desktop unit.
mN602 processor with 64kbytes RAM, 2. RS232 interfaces, connector for microNOVA I/O bus.
dual DSDD 5'4" floppy disc drives. 83 key keyboard, green screen 12"monitor, 25 80
£165.00(carr. £10.00)
DATA GENERAL MODEL 6220 8 Winchester drive, 5 mbyte. Apparently suitable for above
£95.00 (carr. £5.00)
DATA GENERAL Model 6041 DASHER TP1 printer. Serial interface 300/6006
£140.00
DATA GENERAL Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL All Baud rates to 192006
£95.00 (carr. £10.00)
MATMOS TERMINAL. MATMOS PC with Version 2 EPROM for terminal emulation. Probably
the lowest cost terminal available anywhere. With set-up menu and with data rates up to 9600
Baud. Machine is easily modified for split Baud rate operation. 75/12008. EPROM plugs into
Rom socket accessible from exterior. Emulation is VT -52 compatible for cursor addressing; and
for character attributes as far as the MATMOS PC allows. MICROSOFT BASIC is still available
from the keyboard. (EPROM card on its own. 020.00: EPROM card with socket only for user's
own EPROM. 08.00) BRAND NEW
£69.00 (carr. £5.00)
PLESSEY Model T24 V22/V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free software disc for IBM
or MATMOS PC. Compact automatic modem featuring the lastest technology and the highest
possible data rate over the ordinary phone system. Offers: both V22 and V22 bis compatibility,
1200/2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition, operation on both ordinary phone
(PSTN) and private circuit (PC). auto call and auto answer, duplex operation allowing
simultaneous transmission and reception of data at 2400 Baud in both directions over a single
phone line. compact size (9" .9" 212"). BT approved and suitable for new PRESTEL V22bis
service. Price includes software for use with public domain comms packages for IBM PC and all
manuals. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE
C169.00 (carr. £5.00)
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self-contained modem unit allowing
micro or terminal connection to BT lines via telephone handset. V24 interface. up to 300 Baud.
originate/answer modes etc. BRAND NEW with manu,-11
£19.95 (carr £3.00)

VICTOR SPEED PAK 286
IBM PC accelerator x 6) with cache
memory
£139

TRANSDATA Model 307A ACOUSTIC MODEM. As above, but originate only
£14.95 (cam £3.00)
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12 high resolution monitor with composite video input. With
tilt and swivel stand. BRAND NEW
C39.50 (carr £5.00)
PANASONIC Model JU-363 31/4" floppy disc drives. Double Sided Double Density 80 track 1
megabyte capacity unformatted. Latest low component It height design. SHUGART
compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector. Will interface to lust about anything. BRAND
NEW. (We can offer at least 20% discount for quantities of 10 plus). Current model. We can
supply boxes of 10 discs for £15.95 plus £1.50 carriage
059.50 (carr. C3.00)

HITACHI Model 305S/SX 3" disc drives. With SHUGART compatible interlace as for

51/4"drives. Uncased. 125K (single density) or 250K (double density). 40 track: 100 tpi); soft
sector; 3ms track to track time; standard 34 way edge connector; 12V 8 5V powered (standard
connector) with overall 3.7W typical power consumption. These drives have been tested by us
on the BBC with DFS. on the AMSTRAD 6128 and on the TATUNG EINSTEIN. and are also
known to be suitable for the AMSTRAD 664 and as a second drive for the AMSTRAD 464.
Single sided. 250kb unformatted. BRAND NEW. Data cables are available from us for the
AMSTRAD 6128 and BBC at 07.50. and an installation pack including data and power cables
with instructions is available for the TATUNG Einstein at 012.00
£24.95 (carr. C3.00)
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 51/4" WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte capacity unformatted.
16/32 sectors. 320 cylinders. With ST506 interface. BRAND NEW
075.00 (carr. £3.00)

DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 51/4" disc drives. 3.3Mbyte capacity drive - same

manufacturer and same series as KODAK 6.6Mbyte drive. 160 track, downgradable to 48 tpi. No
further info at present. BRAND NEW
£45.00 (carr £3.00)
SHUGART Model 405R 51/4' disc drive. Full height, single sided, 40 track, without guarantee
£16.95 (carr £3.00)

DEC Model BAI IMF box, power supply and 8 slot backplane for 0 -bus. Easily upgraded for
latest 0 -bus boards. BRAND NEW
£95.00 (carr. £5.00)
ADAC Model 1822 128kbyte CMOS memory for 0 -bus. With battery backup
075.00 (carr. £3.00)
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS Type 2105 Ohm attenuator
£40.00 (carr. £3.00)
BRYANS Model 4500 UV recorder with 6. 45001 amplifiers 1mVicrn-50Vicm and chart speeds
from 1 mm/min
500mm/s. Timing line interval is adjustable from 0.0025-10s and Record
Duration 0.5s -20s. With remote control facility
C95.00 (cam £10.00)
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59370A dual VHF switch. DC to 599MHz 50 Ohm switch for
HP -1E1

£185.00

HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic
handler. With IEE interface and print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic including
pin voltages at point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete with
substantial library of mag. card test programs for 74 series TTL and other Cs. CONTREL
handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 pins. Price includes a
second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up
£1,250.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 9810 programmable power supply
£160.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 505 DC current source. 0.05%. With leather case ex psu _145.00
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately 8 years old with
negative ion capability and fast atom bombardment (FAB). With gas and direct introduction
sample probes and with gm chromatograph inlet system. Output spectra are available directly
via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display and a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
DS60 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals.
analyses output
p.o.e.
Please note: 'VAT & carriage (also VAT) must be added to all prices 'VISA and ACCESS orders accepted.
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ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Professional Precision for the Amateur Enthusiast.
SOLDERING KIT
Free `thry To Sofoe..0 book le r

and pack of wader

ANTEX has a worldwide reputation for quality & service & for many years
has been on? of the best known & mpst popular names in soldering. Always
at the forefront of technology, ANTEX is continually researching new and
better ways Df achieving more accurate, reliable, and :ost effective
soldering. Oi ANTEX Soldering Ircns the advanced design of the interface
between the e ement & the bit allows more efficient heat transfer to the
bit and improved stability of the temperature at the point of contact with
the work. Indeed, experiments have !hown that an X45 watt iron can be
used for tasks where a 40 watt iron would normally have been required.
ANTEX Soldering Irons exhibit exce3tionally low lealiage currents & hence
are suitable tor use on Static Sensitive Devices. Sophist cated temperature
controlled scldering units have recn:ly been added to the ANTEX range.

SK.

Soldering Kt

TC.CU-D

Teriperature-Cont-olled
Sphering Unit
Model C
- 15 Watts. Available for
250, 220, 115, 100, 50 or

SKS Soldering Kit. Contains
model CS 240v iron, an ST4
Stand and solder.

Model CS -BP

24 volts.

SK6 Soldering Kit. Contains

Model XS

model XS240v I -on, an ST4
Stand and solder

- 17 Watts 240 volts, fitted
with Britisr Plug

- 25 Watts. Available for
240, 220, 115, 100, 30, 24
or 12 volts.

Model XS -BP
- 25 Watts. 240 volts, fitted
with British Plug.

5T4 Stand
- To suit all irons

TCSU-D
Elegant Temperature

Controlled ScIdeing Unit
with 50 W Iron (XSD) and

TCSU1

built around FERRANTI

SKS-BP and SK6-BP
Soldering Kits as above with
British Plug

- Very robust temperature
controlled Soldering Unit,
with a choice of 30 Watt

custom-made ULA. Range /

Model CS
-17 Watts Available for
240, 220, 115, 100, 50, 24

(CSTC) or 40 Watt (XSTC)

crossing switcning. / yak

miniature irons
Range 65°C to 420°C.
Accuracy 2%.

sDpeotancgheable

or 12 volts.

Ambient to 450°C Accuracy ± 5°C. Zero

tray
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ELECTRONIC BROKERS
OF SECOND USER
TEST EQUIPMENT
OSCILLOSCOPES

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

HEWLETT
141T, 8552A, 8555A

TEKTRONIX 485B
350MHz dual channel

£1,750
£1,350

£2,250
£1,550

SIGNAL SOURCES
Hewlett Packard 3325A-001 Synthesised
Function Generator, 1µHz-21MHz
£3,250
Hewlett Packard 8640B-001-002 RF Signal Generator,
1024MHz-20Hz
£4,250
Wavetek 2001 R.F. Sweep Generator, 1-1400MHz
£2,750

PROTOCOL ANALYSERS
Hewlett Packard 4951B 50bps-19.2Kbps
Hewlett Packard 4951C As 4951B, plus 3.5" floppy
Hewlett Packard 4953A 50bps-70Kbps

£2,950
£3,500
£7,500

All products fully refurbished and sold with full
one-year warranty.

£6,100

£6,950
£3,750
£5,950

NETWORK ANALYSERS

£2,350
£5,500

£7,250

10MHz-18GHz spectrum analyser
Hewlett Packard 182T, 8558B 0.1-1500MHz
Spectrum Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3582A 0.02Hz-25.5KHz
Spectrum Analyser
Takeda Riken TR4132 100KHz-1GHz
Spectrum Analyser
Marconi 2371 50Hz-200MHz Spectrum Analyser

£4 250

Hewlett Packard 1715A 200MHz dual channel
Hewlett Packard 1740A 100MHz dual channel
Tektronix 2445 150MHz 4 -channel
Tektronix 4656100MHz dual channel
Tektronix 475B 250MHz dual channel
Tektronix TM503, PG506, SG503, TG501
Oscilloscope calibrator

PAC KA R D

Hewlett Packard 8410C Analyser Mainframe, 1010MHz-40GHz
Hewlett Packard 8411A Harmonic Frequency Converter
Hewlett Packard 84128 Phase/Magnitude
Package Price
display
Hewlett Packard 84148 Polar Display

£9,950
950

SPECIAL OFFERS
Marconi TF2173 Synchroniser for TF2016 Sig Gen
Racal Store 14D 14 Channel Instrumentation Tape
Recorder Deck
Tektronix 4041 System controller, complete with
option 30 file manager, graphics,
plotting and signal processing, ROMS
Farnell SSG520 and TTS520 Radio comms test set,

£150

£4,500
£4,500
£3,500

10-520MHz

Full range of Tektronix display and graphics products call with your requirements
FROM £650

El 140-146 Camden St,
London NW1 9PB.

LC=
3

I]

Electronic Brokers

_)

j Fax : 01-267 7363
Telex: 298694
Tel: 01-2677070

For further information contact our Sales Office. All prices exclusive of carriage and VAT.
Prices correct at time of going to press. A copy of our trading conditions is available on request.
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